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Abstract
Compositional modelling is one of the most important knowledge-based approaches to
automating domain model construction. However, its use has been limited to physical
systems due to the specific presumptions made by existing techniques. Based on a
critical survey of existing compositional modellers, the strengths and limitations of
compositional modelling for its application in the ecological domain are identified and
addressed.

The thesis presents an approach for effectively building and (re-)using reposito-
ries of models of ecological systems, although the underlying methods are domain-
independent. It works by translating the compositional modelling problem into a dy-
namic constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP). This enables the user of the composi-
tional modeller to specify requirements to the model selection process and to find an
appropriate model by the use of efficient DCSP solution techniques.

In addition to hard dynamic constraints over the modelling choices, the ecolo-
gist/user of the automated modeller may also have a set of preferences over these
options. Because ecological models are typically gross abstractions of very complex
and yet only partially understood systems, information on which modelling approach
is better is limited, and opinions differ between ecologists. As existing preference
calculi are not designed for reasoning with such information, a calculus of partially or-
dered preferences, rooted in order-of-magnitude reasoning, is also devised within this
dissertation.

The combination of the dynamic constraint satisfaction problem derived from com-
positional modelling with the preferences provided by the user, forms a novel type of
constraint satisfaction problem: a dynamic preference constraint satisfaction problem
(DPCSP). In this thesis, four algorithms to solve such DPCSPs are presented and ex-
perimental results on their performance discussed.

The resulting algorithms to translate a compositional modelling problem into a
DCSP, the order-of-magnitude preference calculus and one of the DPCSP solution al-
gorithms constitute an automated compositional modeller. Its suitability for ecological
model construction is demonstrated by applications to two sample domains: a set of
small population dynamics models and a large model on Mediterranean vegetation
growth. The corresponding knowledge bases and how they are used as part of compo-
sitional ecological modelling are explained in detail.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modelling plays a central role in intelligent problem solving. Theoretical develop-

ments in symbolic artificial intelligence since as early as 1968 have established that

modelling is at least as important as building problem solving techniques themselves

[2]. Before a problem solver can be applied to a particular problem, one is first con-

fronted with the task of reformulating the problem at hand, such that the chosen prob-

lem solver can be applied.

More specifically, intelligent problem solving is usually accomplished through

three steps. First, it is necessary to commit to the most efficient and effective problem

solver by choosing the problem representation formalism. An appropriate representa-

tion of the problem at hand can then be constructed by means of the chosen formalism.

This second step is called model construction and the resulting problem representa-

tion is usually termed the model of the problem. Finally, an adequate problem solving

algorithm is applied to the model. In the broad sense, modelling involves the first

two issues: choice of representation and model construction. Research in automated

modelling to date focuses on model construction however, since this is a prerequisite

to resolving modelling as a whole. Therefore, the remainder of this thesis focuses on

model construction or modelling in the narrow sense.

Model construction is itself a complex problem. Because there is in general no sin-

gle correct model [105], model construction involves more than merely syntax trans-

formation. Modelling also requires reasoning about the aims and intentions of the

problem solver, and the most effective means of applying the decisions about these to

model construction, whilst being economical with the available resources. Thus, mod-

1
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elling is far from a trivial task and forms an inherent part of intelligent problem solving.

Automating this process would provide considerable opportunities for the associated

problem solvers. The main advantage of such automation is the increased versatility

of the resulting systems. Firstly, an automated modeller takes over most of the model

construction effort, allowing the user to concentrate on problem specifications and al-

ternative solutions. Secondly, a more gradual decrease in performance with problems

beyond the original specifications can be achieved because the problem solvers may be

able to adapt the model with minimal user intervention when circumstances change.

This may involve recoding the model to reflect different user requirements or work-

ing environments, or revising the model itself with respect to changes in the original

system configuration.

Several different classes of automated modellers have been proposed, specialised

with regard to different types of task and architecture. This work employs one of

the most successful paradigms of automated model construction: compositional mod-

elling [45, 96]. A compositional modeller is essentially a knowledge based approach to

model construction. Its input consists of a formal high-level description of the system

and a specification of the requirements of the model to be constructed, and its knowl-

edge base contains composable pieces of knowledge called model fragments. Each

of these model fragments includes a model for a certain part of the problem domain.

This part may constitute a sub-system or component of the system being modelled, or

a process that occurs within the system. The inference engine instantiates these model

fragments and searches for the most appropriate combination of them. The appropri-

ateness of a particular combination depends on relevance and resource economics, of

course.

Most work in automated model construction is aimed at modelling physical sys-

tems. Although this area is comprised of a wide variety of different types of system,

there are a number of features that they all have in common. Physical systems con-

sist of a number of components and/or processes. The laws that govern the behaviour

of these components/processes are well-understood because the underlying first princi-

ples have been derived by means of careful experimentation. The use of experiments in

controlled laboratory conditions also implies that it is known under which assumptions

and operating conditions the aforementioned first principles are valid.

Ecological systems are macroscopic aggregations of physical systems. Although
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an ecological system has an underlying physical reality, it is generally too large and too

complex to study by means of first principles. Instead, ecological models describe the

behaviour of populations of components and of aggregate processes. The behaviour of

the components and processes is little understood and aggregate behaviours are rarely

the sum of their parts. In addition, ecological theory is mostly based on empirical

studies of observed behaviour. Uncertainties about climate models aiming to support

the ongoing debate about the significance and causes of global warming are a good

illustration of this [82].

As such, the corresponding models are necessarily gross abstractions of reality. For

example, modelling the day-to-day activities of each individual in a population of thou-

sands of individuals is virtually impossible. Instead, ecologists either build models on

the evolution of aggregate metrics, such as population size of a species, or consider ex-

tremely simplified descriptions of the behaviour of the individuals. Other areas study-

ing macroscopically large systems, such as macro economics, are confronted with the

same issues.

As a result of these differences between physical systems modelling and ecolog-

ical modelling, automated model constructors that have been successfully applied to

a wide variety of different types of physical system have proven to be of limited use

in the ecological domain. However, because ecological systems are more difficult to

understand than physical systems, models are even more important in the ecologi-

cal domain than they are in the physical domain [54]. Yet, the intrinsic complexities

of ecological model construction introduce a number of new challenges to automated

model constructors that have to be addressed. In this dissertation a novel compositional

modelling approach is developed to support the automated construction of ecological

models.

1.1 Challenges in automated eco-model construction

To better reflect the background of this work, important challenges facing automated

ecological modelling are reviewed here.
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1.1.1 Abductive modelling

Most automated modellers are either deductive, inductive or a hybrid between both

[96]. In [151], the case for an abductive approach to ecological model construction

is presented. As ecological models are not necessarily mathematical expressions of

physical laws by which nature abides, an ecologist often chooses a particular approach

to model part of a system for the reason that the properties of that part are desirable to

be established.

An abductive modeller aims to construct models that possess certain prescribed

properties. The properties formally describe special qualities or features that may be-

long to a model. For example, the fact that a model contains an endogenous variable

describing the size of some population could be defined as a feature. Because proper-

ties belong to a model (and not the other way around), it is possible to deduce which

properties a given model has. It is not possible to deduce a model from a set of proper-

ties. Instead, properties merely impose restrictive criteria upon which model selection

is based.

However, many existing compositional modellers, including those presented in

[45, 47], reason deductively. That is, they contain knowledge that prescribes when cer-

tain assumptions are satisfied in a given situation and rules that describe under which

conjunctions of assumptions each partial model is accurate. As such, these composi-

tional modellers are aimed at problems where a model can be deduced from a given

compositional modelling problem.

Other compositional modellers, such as those presented in [135, 150], are hybrid.

Similar to deductive compositional modellers, they derive models from assumption

sets, but the models produce prescribed types of behaviour. The latter are a type of

property that the constructed models must satisfy, and as such, these compositional

modellers reason abductively. Yet, the knowledge representation and inference mech-

anisms employed by these approaches do not generalise to search for models with any

type of property that describes a feature of a model. Instead, the properties imposed

upon models are restricted to certain types of behavioural requirement. Therefore, this

work aims to produce a more generic approach to abductive compositional modelling.
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1.1.2 Granularity and disaggregation

One of the more difficult choices that must be made in model construction in general

is the granularity of the model [27]. The granularity of a model describes the level of

detail at which the behaviour is described. Conventional automated model constructors

provide various facilities to choosing the grain size of the model. Often, this choice

is based on knowledge about the structure of the system, that is, how components are

composed of subcomponents and how processes consist of subprocesses.

Granularity choices play a central role in reasoning about ecological models [173,

174]. In particular, ecological descriptions are often required to reflect the aggregated

behaviour of collections of components and processes. These collections can obvi-

ously be partitioned into sets of subcollections. For example, a population of species

can be disaggregated into subpopulations that group individuals that have the same

age, gender or physical location. This type of grain choice in models differs from

conventional ones in several ways:

• Disaggregation of a collection of components/processes into a set of smaller col-

lections does not generate an entirely new set of components/processes. Instead

it generates new collections of components/processes that can be disaggregated

again based on different criteria.

• Many automated modellers, e.g. [25], employ a knowledge base that describes

the behaviour of the smallest components/processes. If, in such an approach, the

behaviour of a larger component/process is needed, it is constructed by compos-

ing the behaviours of the parts and then simplifying the resulting description.

Yet, ecological systems are too complex to be described in their most disag-

gregate form. Hence, the feasibility of such an approach does not extend to

ecological systems, even though it is an appropriate one in the physical systems

domain.

• An ecological model usually has much in common with an equivalent model

where one or more collections of individuals are described as having been par-

titioned into subcollections. It would be beneficial if the granularity selection

mechanism could employ this feature such that existing “aggregate” knowledge

could be reused as much as possible in the generation of corresponding “disag-
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gregate” models.

Existing compositional modelling techniques for representing and inferring grain

choices are inadequate for dealing with these issues related to disaggregation. There-

fore, this work introduces a novel approach to model granularity that enables the auto-

matic synthesis of important types of disaggregate models.

Note that component-subcomponent and disaggregation of populations relations

are fairly broad types of granularity choice, in modelling in general as well as in eco-

logical modelling in particular. A significant number of variations on these types gran-

ularity choice exist and the reader is referred to [173, 174] for a detailed overview.

1.1.3 Reasoning with subjective preferences

Thus far, the discussion has focussed on the structural restrictions and content require-

ments in the construction of ecological models. In addition to these, the ecologist,

i.e. the user of the automated modeller, may also have a set of personal preferences

for the available modelling choices. Such preferences stem from specific knowledge

and opinions about the suitability of existing types of ecological model in adequately

describing an existing situation.

It may seem that such knowledge or opinions could be formalised also by a knowl-

edge base and that various decision or choice theories exist to resolve this question(see

for example [14, 20, 21]). However, because of the complexity of the behaviour of

ecological systems, most ecological models are necessarily created on the basis of

partial information and educated guesses. Any formalisation of knowledge about the

adequacy of ecological models will be specific to only a few experts, and other experts

may disagree with it. It is not obvious how to acquire such knowledge either, as it

involves deep insights in the motivation behind ecological model construction and be-

cause it is often a source of significant debate amongst ecologists. For these reasons,

this work makes no attempt to abstract the underlying decision process of choosing a

particular set of modelling approaches. Instead, the expert is allowed to specify pref-

erence orderings over the options available for model construction. Such preference

orderings may, in turn, motivate the construction of different ecological models, even

if the problem and the requirements are the same.

As an example, figure 1.1 shows a possible preference ordering of models appli-
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Figure 1.1: Sample partial preference ordering

cable to a host-parasitoid scenario (i.e. a situation where one species acts as a host

of a species of parasites). These preferences are supposed to express the adequacy of

alternative types of ecological model describing the host-parasitoid relation. Different

types of host-parasitoid model will be more or less adequate at depicting the scenario,

depending on the features of this scenario and the different types of model. The avail-

able knowledge about these features will, typically, be incomplete. Also, the features

of the different types of model may not always be comparable. Therefore, any order-

ing of preferences may be partial. Furthermore, deriving an ordering of preferences

is not obvious and hence, it may be the subject of some debate. As a consequence,

some ecologists may agree with the sample ordering of figure 1.1, whilst others may

disagree with it.

In this preference ordering, Rogers’ host-parasitoid model [152] is preferred over

that by Holling [79] and that by Nicholson and Bailey [138]. Yet, it may be difficult

to compare the adequacy of the underlying assumptions of the latter two models in

certain scenarios, and hence their respective preferences can not be compared with one

another. Because both types of model are deemed to be more appropriate than the

Lotka-Volterra model [110, 179], the preferences of the Holling and Nicholson-Bailey

models are greater than the preference of the Lotka-Volterra model. Finally, Thomp-

son’s host-parasitoid model [167] is less preferred than that of the Nicholson-Bailey

model, but the adequacy of the underlying assumptions is considered incomparable

with that of the Lotka-Volterra and Holling models.

Conventional preference calculi are ill-equipped to express such partial orderings.

They either employ a conventional numeric calculus or some form of qualitative rea-

soning that is itself rooted in a numeric one. A novel preference calculus is therefore

required for computing with partially ordered preferences and combinations thereof.
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1.2 Overview of the compositional ecological modeller

Figure 1.2 presents an overview of the automated modelling system that is designed

to tackle the issues raised in section 1.1. The overall aim of this system is to translate

a given scenario into a mathematical model, called the scenario model, by means of

a knowledge base and a set of preferences. To this end, four inference procedures are

performed.

First, the knowledge base is instantiated with respect to a given scenario. This is

done by constructing a hypergraph, called the model space, of all possible partial mod-

els that can be derived from the scenario and modelling assumptions via instantiating

the knowledge base.

The partial models in the model space typically describe the behaviour of aggre-

gated components and processes. The knowledge base may contain model fragments

describing disaggregate components and processes, but as explained in section 1.1.2,

such an approach often requires an overly complex knowledge base. Models of ag-

gregate components and processes could be made to describe a higher level of detail

via a process called disaggregation. A disaggregation is a model transformation that

involves replacing variables and/or equations in a model by sets of variables and/or

equations, each representing a partition of parts of the concepts/processes described

by the original variables/equations. The second inference procedure involves apply-

ing such model transformation to the partial models in the model space, such that it

incorporates disaggregated models as well as the original aggregate ones.

The model that is to be composed for the provided scenario must not be incon-

sistent and it may be required to possess certain properties. This will be achieved by

selecting and combining a set of partial models from the model space that meets these

requirements. By means of rules defining what constitutes an inconsistent model and

rules prescribing under which conditions the properties are satisfied by a model, it is

possible to determine which partial models in the model space are inconsistent and

which ones have some of the predefined properties. As such, these rules are used to

impose restrictions upon the combinations of partial models of the model space that

are allowed to become part of the eventual scenario model.

The selection of a set of partial models that is consistent and possesses the required

properties is achieved by the third inference procedure: reformulating this problem as
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a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP). A DCSP [119, 123] extends the no-

tion of conventional constraint satisfaction problem [169], by adding so-called activity

constraints which are able to introduce or remove attributes and their corresponding

constraints to/from the CSP. Note that the type of DCSP referred to in this dissertation

is in fact a specific type of DCSP. In [117], a more generic framework for DCSPs is

presented and any reference to DCSP in this thesis corresponds to an activity constraint

based DCSP (or aDCSP) in the aforementioned work.

This approach enables the use of proven constraint satisfaction algorithms for search-

ing for a solution that meets all the imposed criteria. There are three benefits that this

approach has over existing techniques. Firstly, the use of DCSP algorithms is more

generic than most purpose built search algorithms employed by compositional mod-

ellers, which are often based on specific assumptions about the organisation of the

knowledge base (see section 2.2 for a more detailed discussion). Secondly, a signif-

icant amount of research into efficient CSP and DCSP algorithms, which was pre-

viously unusable, is now available to help solve compositional modelling problems

[119]. Thirdly, this approach allows for future work into analysing the complexity of

different types of compositional modelling problem and the efficiency and suitability

of solution algorithms.

The scenario model should not only be consistent and meet the model require-

ments, but it also meet the preferences of the user. The DCSP is therefore enriched

with information derived from user preferences to form a dynamic preference con-

straint satisfaction problem (DPCSP). This is the fourth and final procedure required

to generate the eventual ecological model for the given problem. The preferences may

be produced manually by the user or by some problem solver, but that is beyond the

scope of this thesis. The solutions of the DPCSP are the solutions of the corresponding

DCSP that have an optimal overall preference.

Each such solution of the DPCSP corresponds to a set of modelling assumptions

in the model space. Every partial model that follows from the scenario and from these

assumptions forms a scenario model that is consistent and satisfies the required prop-

erties, whilst maximising the user’s preferences.
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1.3 Thesis structure

This section lists the rest chapters of this dissertation and summarises their content. As

it is understood that readers of this dissertation may have very different backgrounds

and interests, a flow chart depicting the order in which the chapters may be read is

shown in figure 1.3.

• Chapter 2: Background. In this chapter, a systematic overview of compositional

modelling is presented. It is a considerably shortened and revised version of

the work presented in [96]. First, a general framework for existing composi-

tional modellers is presented. Based upon this common framework, important

approaches to compositional modelling are then surveyed and compared. Fi-

nally, a summary of applications of compositional modelling is discussed.

• Chapter 3: Knowledge Representation in Compositional Modelling. This chap-

ter presents the knowledge representation formalism employed to express model

construction knowledge in the ecological domain. It is a significantly extended

version of the representational framework introduced in [94, 95]. Although

a standardised language exists in compositional modelling (the Compositional

Modelling Language (CML) [13]), it is not suitable for tackling the challenges

set in section 1.1. In particular, CML does not allow goals to be attached to the
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model construction process and it does not provide a representational framework

for disaggregating models (which is a new problem to compositional modelling).

The representation formalism developed herein tackles these issues, but leaves

open the possibility of using conventional CML representations where necessary.

• Chapter 4: Compositional Modelling as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem. The

algorithms that translate a compositional modelling problem into a CSP are pre-

sented in this chapter. This chapter contains a more detailed description of the

algorithms presented in [94, 95, 98]. They are divided in three sets of algorithms

to be applied in sequence. First, the knowledge base is instantiated with respect

to a given scenario, resulting in a space of all possible models. This model space

is then extended to incorporate disaggregates of selected models in the original

model space. Finally, the model space is translated into a dynamic constraint

satisfaction problem. In this way, the complex problem of finding a consistent

model of a given scenario that meets all the requirements can be solved by em-

ploying efficient dynamic constraint satisfaction techniques rather than by less

efficient ad-hoc search algorithms.

• Chapter 5: Preference Calculus. In addition to hard requirements, the ecolo-

gist/user of the compositional ecological modeller may have a set of preferences

for the available modelling choices. In this chapter, a novel preference calcu-

lus is developed to combine preferences drawn from a partially ordered set and

to compare such preferences. This preference calculus is based on ideas drawn

from order of magnitude reasoning (OMR) [145], and therefore, an overview of

existing OMR calculi and their limitations is presented first. In the remainder

of the chapter, an efficient algorithm to perform the comparison of preferences

is developed and justified. The contents of this chapter have been published in

[99, 97, 100].

• Chapter 6: Solution Techniques for Dynamic Preference Constraint Satisfaction.

This chapter formalises the concept of a DPCSP and presents four different al-

gorithms to find solutions for this type of problem. The first algorithm applies a

conventional best-first search to the dynamic structure of the CSP, and employs

heuristics that prevent the search from getting stuck in local maxima. This al-

gorithm and illustrations of its applications to configuration and compositional
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modelling tasks is presented in [97]. The second algorithm extends the first for-

ward checking [70]. A brief discussion of the aforementioned two algorithms

is discussed in [99]. The third algorithm extends the first by learning upper

boundaries of reachable preferences. This information is utilised to improve the

accuracy of the heuristics, thereby producing a more informed algorithm and

avoiding some redundancies in the search. Finally, the fourth algorithm com-

bines the improvements of the second and third algorithm. The chapter ends

with a discussion of applications of the DPCSP.

• Chapter 7: Empirical Evaluation of DPCSP Solution Techniques. The perfor-

mance of the DPCSP solution algorithms is evaluated in this chapter, by testing

them on batches of randomly generated problems. Although the results show

that, generally speaking, finding optimal DPCSP solutions is computationally

very expensive, beneficial effects of an integrated dynamic and preference CSP

scheme are demonstrated. The use of a dynamic preference CSP is found to be

significantly more efficient than a preference CSP without dynamicity. The re-

sults also indicate the advantages of using partial preference orderings over total

preference orderings.

• Chapter 8: Applying the Compositional Modeller. This chapter illustrates the

usefulness of the automated ecological model construction techniques by means

of two large examples. The first shows how a small body of ecological mod-

elling knowledge (in the area of population dynamics) can be employed to en-

gineer a realistic knowledge base, and how an ecological model can be derived

from the resulting knowledge base. The second example illustrates the impor-

tant considerations in the engineering of a large knowledge base, by means of

the presented techniques, that has been designed from an existing sophisticated

ecological model, which is being used to solve real-world problems.

• Chapter 9: Conclusions and Future Work. This chapter concludes the disserta-

tion and presents a number of issues that are important to address in future. In

particular, based on the experience gained throughout the course of this research,

it is postulated that significant efficiency gains may be achieved by developing

algorithms for the decomposition of DCSPs and by employing genetic algo-

rithms for solving DPCSPs. The future work section contains detailed proposals
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for such work.

1.4 Major technical contributions

This section summarises the main contributions of this thesis.

• Literature review: This thesis includes a systematic review of compositional

modelling literature, its strengths and weaknesses and its applications. To date,

this is the first such review of this important family of approaches to automated

model construction.

• An algorithm to translate a compositional modelling problem into a DCSP: The

relation between compositional modelling problems and dynamic constraint sat-

isfaction problems was first reported in [123]. However, that approach required

that the CSP be encoded in the knowledge base. As a consequence, subsequent

work in compositional modelling did not employ CSP techniques, thus ignoring

the large number of efficient search algorithms developed by the constraints re-

search community. Here, an approach is presented to translate a compositional

modelling problem into a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem automatically,

incorporating activity constraints, inconsistent combinations of partial models

and external requirements imposed upon the desired model.

• A method to construct disaggregate models from aggregate ones: This offers

a novel approach to handle granularity with respect to models describing the

behaviour of collections of individuals and processes. The technique presented

herein differs from existing work in that grain choices are made by transforming

an emerging model’s level of detail through disaggregation. The result is a means

of choosing a model’s level of detail that is sufficiently flexible for eco-modelling

and that allows grain choices to be described in terms of scenario-level concepts.

Thus, different disaggregations of a model can be composed themselves when

necessary. As such, a small number of disaggregations may encompass a much

larger selection of models at different levels of detail.

• A calculus of partially ordered order-of-magnitude preferences: This is a cal-

culus that defines basic preferences in a network of ordering relations and that
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supports comparisons between combinations of such preferences. In order to

assume that the comparison of combined preferences does not increase the com-

plexity of the search algorithms, an algorithm is developed to maintain the effi-

ciency of performing order-of-magnitude inferences.

• Solution algorithms for DPCSPs: A DCSP in which the domain values are as-

signed preferences results in a novel type of CSP: a DPCSP. This DPCSP for-

malism is shown to fit not only compositional modelling but also a variety of

important types of synthesis problem, such as configuration and planning. In

this work, four algorithms are designed and implemented to find a solution to

the DPCSP that is both consistent with the constraints, and optimal with respect

to the preference assignments.

As a whole, this thesis presents a compositional modelling approach to automated

ecological model construction. It differs from earlier work in that it is capable of

handling alternative modelling approaches and combining them based on structural

restrictions, hard requirements and user preferences. The utility and efficiency of this

work are evaluated using both randomly generated problems and realistic large-scale

example problems.





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides the background for compositional ecological modelling. Section

2.1 presents a formal description of the compositional modelling problem in general.

Based on this, a survey of specific compositional modellers is described in section 2.2.

Then, section 2.3 introduces the representational formalisms typically employed in

ecological modelling. This leads to an analysis of the issues that need to be addressed,

in section 2.4. Finally, section 2.5 summarises this chapter.

2.1 Outline of compositional modelling

Compositional modellers are a class of knowledge-based modellers that, based on an

initial model and a task specification (e.g. an initial state specification) instantiate a

knowledge base of composable pieces of models and combine an appropriate subset

of these pieces into an adequate model. The term compositional modelling was intro-

duced in [45], and is herein used to refer to a much wider class of similar modellers as

is common in the literature [103].

This section presents a general overview of compositional modelling. First, the

modelling task of compositional modellers and the framework within which it oper-

ates is explained. Then, the most essential knowledge representation formalisms that

distinguish compositional modellers from other types of automated modeller are intro-

duced in section 2.1.2. Finally, section 2.1.3 shows how model composition is achieved

by this approach to automated modelling. The concepts that are defined in this discus-

sion are illustrated by means of a small and simple example and are primarily based

17
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on the seminal work in the field presented in [45].

2.1.1 The compositional modelling task

A compositional modeller is either a deductive or a hybrid modeller that constructs a

mathematical or conceptual model based on a technical level input. Figure 2.1 presents

a generic architecture for compositional modellers. A compositional modeller takes a

scenario and a task specification as its input. The scenario constitutes the technical

level input, and the task specification is a formal description of the criteria imposed

upon the model to be composed.

Model
Evaluation

Model
Composition

Model Fragment
Selection

Solver
Problem

InferenceKnowledge
Base

Model
revision

Scenario Task specification

Figure 2.1: Generic architecture of compositional modellers

Model composition occurs through several stages. First, an inference mechanism

instantiates the constructs of the knowledge base, such as model fragments and rules,

that apply to the scenario. The model fragments describe how certain components,

processes or concepts can be modelled. Different model fragments may have the same

scope, representing the same component, process or concept.

Model fragment selection chooses a subset of the instantiated model fragments

resulting from the inference phase by means of the task specification. Task specifi-

cations come in a variety of forms and are normally specific to each implementation

since many compositional modelling based systems are specialised to cope with one

particular type of task (although the underlying ideas may well be generalised for other

types of application). They are usually represented either as a query: a request to de-

scribe the relationship between certain model components or to specify the value and
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direction/rate of change of a variable, or as an initial state of a model from which

the problem solver must extrapolate future behaviour. In compositional modellers that

perform a hybrid modelling task, the task specification includes a description of the

expected behaviour of the resulting model.

The selected instantiated model fragments are then composed into a model. This

model composition phase may use various techniques. In particular, consistency check-

ing determines whether the underlying assumptions of the model fragments are com-

patible with one another and whether the set of equations can be combined with one

another (i.e. the resulting set of equations is not overconstrained) [106]. Causal order-

ing techniques may be used to establish cause and effect relations over the variables

in the models. Causal relations are typically required by certain problem solvers, such

as explanation generators and diagnostic engines [135]. An equation processor trans-

forms an intermediate conceptual model into a mathematical model (e.g. translating

QPT influences into QSIM constraints [46]). Problem solvers that perform simulation,

for example, need a mathematical model of the scenario.

The models that are generated during the model composition phase are to be used

by the problem solver. However, not all models are equally suitable. The quality

of a model depends upon the adequacy of the underlying assumptions, the necessity

of the components, processes and/or concepts that are included in the model and the

overall complexity of the model. In the model evaluation phase, alternative models are

assessed and the best alternative is passed on to the problem solver.

During the model evaluation and problem solving stages, new information may be

derived that contradicts earlier assumptions. For example, certain variables may not

remain within the operating ranges assumed by the model [46]. This information is

fed back to the model fragment selection phase, which replaces the affected model

fragment and hence revises the model accordingly.

Compositional modelling is conceptually close to certain formal theories of mod-

elling that study how mathematical models can be derived from technical or concep-

tual representations. Compartmental modelling, for example, conceptually represents

systems as compartments representing amounts of homogeneous materials and flows

between them. Formal theories have been developed to translate such descriptions into

mathematical models and to analyse the represented systems [180]. Incidentally, the

compositional modelling techniques mentioned in [165, 166] use compartmental mod-
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elling as the underlying paradigm for their ontology and model fragments. A related

paradigm is system dynamics [57], which organises a system as flows between stocks

that are controlled by a causal network of influences.

2.1.2 Essential knowledge representation formalisms

All compositional modellers employ a number of basic constructs in its knowledge rep-

resentation formalism: scenarios and model fragments. These constructs are discussed

in this section.

2.1.2.1 Scenario

The compositional modeller’s task is to transform a general, user-friendly represen-

tation of a system, e.g. a component-connection model, into another more specific

representation of the same system that can be manipulated by the problem solver, e.g.

a mathematical model. In the remainder of this chapter, a model is represented as a

pair 〈O,C〉 where O is a set of object constants {o1, . . . ,ov} and C is a set of relations

over these object constants {c1(o1, . . . ,ov), . . . ,cw(o1, . . . ,ov)}.

A scenario is a model that is given as part of the task description. It is usually (but

not necessarily) specified using a representation formalism at the technical abstraction

level, e.g. via a component-connection representation. Note that, throughout this dis-

sertation, it is presumed that a scenario contains the necessary and sufficient object

constants and relations to describe the system of interest. As such, every scenario em-

ployed herein provides an accurate representation of the real-world system that needs

to be modelled.

An example of a scenario, which formalises the situation depicted in figure 2.2(a),

is given in figure 2.2(b). This particular scenario represents a rechargeable battery that

is hooked up to a solar panel.

2.1.2.2 Model fragments

As section 2.1.1 shows, a compositional modeller essentially performs the complex

transformation of a very simple and abstract representation of a system (a scenario)

into a conceptual or mathematical model that contains sufficient detail for problem

solving purposes. It is therefore necessary to differentiate between a source-model
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u

u

Battery b

Solar panel s

x1

x2

(a) Physical system

battery(b), solar-panel(s),

rechargeable(b),

electrical-

connection(b,x2,x1),

electrical-

connection(s,x1,x2).

(b) Specification

Figure 2.2: A sample scenario

Ms = 〈Ps,Cs〉 and a target-model Mt = 〈Pt ,Ct〉. In this thesis, the participants in the

sets Ps and Pt are called source-participants and target-participants respectively, and

the constraints in the sets Cs and Ct are called source-constraints and target-constraints

respectively. As mentioned earlier, the knowledge base of a compositional modeller

consists of composable pieces of sub-system models, called model fragments. Each

of these model fragments relates a particular scenario of a subsystem to its equivalent

representation in the target modelling language, under certain conditions. Definition

2.1 formalises the content of a model fragment.

Definition 2.1 (Model fragment). A model fragment µ is a tuple 〈Ps,Pt ,Cs,Co,Ct ,A〉

where

• Ps(µ) = {ps
1, . . . ps

m} is a set of source-participants,

• Pt(µ) = {pt
1, . . . , pt

n} is a set of target-participants,

• Cs(µ)∪Co(µ) is a set of preconditions, where Cs(µ) = {cs
1, . . . ,c

s
v} is the set of

structural condition that apply over the vector of source-participants −→ps(µ) =

(ps
1, . . . , ps

m) and Co(µ) = {co
1, . . . ,c

o
w} is the set of operating conditions that ap-

ply over the vector of target-participants −→pt (µ) = (pt
1, . . . , pt

n).

• Ct(µ) = {ct
1, . . . ,c

t
u} is a set of postconditions which are constraints that apply

over
−→
Pt (µ), and

• A(µ) = {a1, . . . ,as} is a set of assumptions,
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such that for i = 1, . . . ,u

∀ps
1, . . . , ps

m,∃pt
1, . . . , pt

n

cs
1∧ . . .∧ cs

v→ (a1∧ . . .∧as→ (co
1∧ . . .∧ co

w→ ct
i))

In most compositional modellers, the target modelling language consists of some

type of (qualitative) constraints over variables. Therefore target-participants are usu-

ally called quantities and source-participants are known as participants or individuals.

Source-participants: B,X1,X2

Structural conditions: battery(B), electrical-connection(B,X1,X2)

Target-participants: V,V0,CL,CL0

Assumptions: ¬damaged(B), binary-voltage(B)

Operating conditions: CL≥CL0

Postconditions: voltage(B,V ), nominal-voltage-level(B,V0), charge-level(B,CL),

charge-level-threshold(B,CL0), V = V0

Figure 2.3: Sample model fragment

An example of a model fragment is given in figure 2.3. This model fragment ap-

plies to a battery B that is electrically connected to the connection points X1 and X2.

If applied, it introduces four new target-participants to the scenario model: voltage V

generated by the battery, a nominal voltage V0 of the battery, the charge level CL of

the battery and a charge level threshold CL0 for the battery. The implication that is

formalised by this model fragment states that, if the battery B is electrically connected,

and under the assumptions that B is not damaged, the binary voltage model for B is

required and appropriate and the charge level CL of B is above its threshold CL0, then

V = V0
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2.1.3 Model composition

Model fragments are stored and organised in what is called a domain theory or a model

fragment library. By using the standard operations of substitution and modus ponens,

new knowledge can be derived from existing knowledge through the implication de-

fined by the model fragments. In this respect, the usage of a model fragment can be

defined as follows.

Definition 2.2 (Usage of a model fragment). A model fragment µ is applicable with

respect to a scenario 〈Ps,Cs〉 if a substitution σ exists such that Ps(µ)σ ∈ Psσ, the

structural conditions µ, are logically entailed by the source-constraints of the scenario:

Cs � Cs(µ). A model fragment is applied with respect to µ if it is applicable with

respect to µ and its assumptions A(µ) are consistent and are assumed true. A model

fragment is active with respect to µ if it is applied with respect to µ and its operating

conditions hold and are consistent.

Determining the applicability of a model fragments is achieved by pattern matching

in much the same way as in production systems. However, a compositional modeller

aims at constructing different models depending on the task. As mentioned in section

2.1.1, the task specification can take various forms, e.g. a query or an initial state,

depending compositional modelling approach. It is therefore not feasible to provide a

general definition of the task specification, but section 2.2 will describe the task spec-

ifications of individual compositional modellers in more detail. The scenario model

that is most appropriate for a given task must be discovered under incomplete knowl-

edge, that is made explicit by committing to the assumptions and operating conditions

of certain model fragments. The eventual scenario model can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.3 (Scenario model). A set of model fragments Φ = {µ1, . . . ,µn} defines

a scenario model Mt = 〈Pt ,Ct〉 of a scenario Ms = 〈Ps,Cs〉 in which Pt = ∪n
i=1Pt(µi)

and Ct = [∪n
i=1Co(µi)]∪ [∪n

i=1Ct(µi)] if ∀µ ∈ Φ : µ is applicable with respect to Ms,

Ps = ∪n
i=1Ps(µi) and Cs = ∪n

i=1Cs(µi).

Consider for example the domain theory presented in figure 2.4. Based on this

domain theory, various scenario models can be constructed. The following model can

be derived via the inference shown in figure 2.5:
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electrical-connection(b, x2, x1)

battery(b)

C(charge-level-sensitive(b))

µ16 vb = M+(cl)

voltage(b, vb)

charge-level(b, cl)

µ33 v(x1, x2) = C−(vb)

v(x1, x2) = C+(vs)

resistance(b, rb)

r(x1, x2) = rbµ34C(v(x1, x2) > 0)

µ22

v(x1, x2) = vs − vb

equation
processing

equation
processing

electrical-connection(s, x1, x2)

solar-panel(s) µ31

µ32

voltage(s, vs)

vs = M+(el)

solar-energy(el)

Cnormal-accumulation(b)

cl =
∫

i(x1, x2)dt

1
r(x1,x2)

= C+( 1
rb

) i(x1, x2) = v(x1,x2)
r(x1,x2)

rechargeable(b)

µ35

Figure 2.5: Model inference example
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cl =
∫

i(x1,x2)dt

v(x1,x2) = vs− vb

i(x1,x2) =
v(x1,x2)

rb

vs = M+(el)

vb = M+(cl)

r(x1,x2) = rb

The model fragments, in figure 2.4, from which this model has been deduced, are

axioms that describe how partial models can be derived. For example, model fragment

µ31 states that an electrically connected solar panel S generates a voltage Vs over two

points that is proportional to the available solar energy El . Instances of such inferences

are depicted in figure 2.5. Here, the rectangles denote instances of predicates and the

diamonds, annotated with the name of a model fragment, correspond to instantiated

axioms. For instance, figure 2.5 contains an application of model fragment µ31 where

S is instantiated to s, Vs to vs and El to el .

Note that two of the diamonds in figure 2.5 contain “equation processing” in-

stead of a reference to a model fragment. These inferences perform domain inde-

pendent equation manipulations instead of domain dependent axioms. One of these

inferences combines the two composable addition relations v(x1,x2) = C+(vs) and

v(x1,x2) = C−(vb) into a fully specified equation v(x1,x2) = vs− vb. The other makes

the algorithm transformation from 1
r(x1,x2)

= C+( 1
rb

to r(x1,x2) = rb. Composable ad-

dition relations contain a variable in the left-hand side and a term of a sum in the

right-hand side. Different composable addition relations with the same variable on the

left-hand side can be integrated with one another to form a fully specified equation, by

combining all the terms on their right-hand sides into a sum. Section 3.3.1 will explain

composable relations, such as composable addition, in more detail.

Finally, it is important to point out that the way in which the most appropriate as-

sumptions and operating conditions are discovered is still an important research issue.

Currently, compositional modellers tend to use approaches that are specific to a class

of well-defined tasks. Therefore, each compositional modeller should be examined

with respect to the specific model construction task it tackles. Section 2.2 presents a
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survey of several important contributions to compositional modelling.

2.2 Survey of compositional modelling approaches

The inference mechanisms of a compositional modeller search for consistent and com-

plete models for a specific task description. Since most compositional modellers are

designed with a specific model construction task in mind, there are considerable differ-

ences between the inference engines of specific compositional modellers. For example,

some compositional modellers search for any model that meets basic consistency re-

quirements (e.g. [46]) whereas others search for a sufficiently optimal, i.e. adequate,

model (e.g. [150]). In the latter case, the degree of optimisation of a model is depen-

dent on the compositional modeller’s notion of relevance. In this section, a number of

important approaches to compositional modelling are examined and compared. All of

these approaches have been implemented and tested on real-world or sample problems,

as reported in the literature. This discussion will focus on the inference mechanisms,

based on the specific implementation of the representational framework and the typical

tasks that the target models are designed to accomplish.

2.2.1 CM: an ATMS based compositional modeller

The compositional modeller presented in [45] lends its name to the entire class of auto-

mated modellers that form the subject of this thesis. This automated modeller is based

on an approach to qualitative reasoning, called qualitative process theory (QPT). It

extends the original work on GIZMO [50] and QPE [51]. To avoid confusion between

compositional modelling in general, and Falkenhainer and Forbus’ latest extension of

QPE, the latter will be identified as CM in the remainder of this paper.

The task CM is designed to do is to construct a model of a particular subset of

a scenario, to be identified based on a query, and to produce a total envisionment

for that model. A total envisionment is a description of the behaviour of a (single)

model under all possible operating conditions. CM uses three sets of algorithms to

perform this task. The first represents the space of models that meet the structural

conditions imposed by the scenario. The second identifies the subspace of models

that are relevant to the query. And finally, the third searches for the simplest set of
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applicable model fragments. This set constitutes the output of QPE/CM since this

compositional modeller produces total envisionments.

CM follows the general framework of section 2.1 relatively closely, but its associ-

ated inference mechanisms are quite different from those employed by most composi-

tional modellers. The scenario Ms = 〈Ps,Cs〉 is an instance of a component-connection

formalism that allows “part-of” relations. These transitive part-of relations imply that

one component forms a subsystem of another and organise all components in a hier-

archy. Before the actual problem solving, this scenario is instantiated by the composi-

tional modeller in its entirety. A model fragment in CM is a tuple 〈 Ps, Pt , Cs, Co, Cm,

Ct , A〉 where Ps,Pt ,Cs,Co,Ct , and A follow definition 2.1 and Cm is a set of conditions

on model fragment usage (e.g. “is applied”). The operating conditions Co(µ) (the term

has a slightly different meaning than in [45]) are boundary conditions on variables and

are not resolved by CM.

Assumptions are used in a slightly different way from other compositional mod-

ellers. Some assumptions are C (exists(ps
i )), ps

i is a source-participant. Such assump-

tions represents the presumption that consideration of the source-participant is nec-

essary to use the associated model fragment to model a query. Some assumptions

that apply to source-participants are organised in a knowledge representation unique

to CM: the assumption class. An is a tuple 〈c,a1, . . . ,an〉 where c is a condition and

the ai, i = 1 . . .n represent individual assumptions. An assumption is logically equiv-

alent to c→ [(a1 ∨ . . .∨ an)∧ (∀ai,a j, i 6= j,¬ai ∨¬a j)] [45]. This means that if the

condition of the assumption class is true, then one and only one of its assumptions

is true. The model fragment may also contain rules. Rules are typically used to in-

stantiate the condition of an assumption class under well-specified circumstances or

to constraint certain combinations of individual assumptions belonging to different

assumption classes. Model fragments, assumption classes and rules are instantiated

with respect to a scenario and stored in an assumption-based truth maintenance system

(ATMS) (see section 4.1.1 for a formal specification of the ATMS).

The ATMS enables the compositional modeller to store economically all applica-

ble model fragment instantiations simultaneously whilst maintaining consistency or

inconsistency of all possible conjunctions of assumptions. All model fragments appli-

cable to the scenario are represented in the ATMS. For each individual model fragment

assumption, an ATMS assumption is instantiated. For each applicable model fragment
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µ, an ATMS node is created for each different possible usage of µ (CM distinguishes

between a model fragment that is applied with respect to the assumptions regarding

source-participants and application with respect to all assumptions). These ATMS

nodes are justified by ATMS assumptions and ATMS nodes (representing usages of

model fragments) as is implied by the assumptions and model fragment usage con-

ditions of these model fragments. Finally, an ATMS node is created for each target-

participant and postcondition in each model fragment. The latter ATMS nodes are

justified by an ATMS node indicating that the model fragment containing these target-

participants and postconditions is applied. The resulting ATMS network enables CM

to select a set of postconditions Ct and associated target-participants Pt by selecting a

number of (ATMS) assumptions. The latter set of assumptions is called the modelling

environment of 〈Pt ,Ct〉.

Model selection in the compositional modeller is driven by the task specification,

which consists of a query facility. A query is a question about specific properties of

source and/or target participants. For example, a request to list the factors that influence

the efficiency of a physical system’s component consists of relating a number of energy

inputs and outputs to and from that component. With the assistance of a domain and

problem solver specific component, the query facility generates a set of expressions

with respect to the instantiated domain theory. These expressions refer to a specific set

of nodes in the ATMS that instantiates the domain theory with respect to the scenario.

A node for the query is created with this set of expressions as its justification. The

label of this query node is a set of candidate modelling environments.

These candidate environments imply consistent (guaranteed by the ATMS) but in-

complete models and must therefore be extended. Additional target-participants and

constraints are selected by adding assumptions to the candidate environments. First,

all source-participants of relevance must be considered. The set of source-participants

considered relevant by a candidate environment Ei is Ps(Ei) = {p j | ∃e ∈ Ei, e =

C (exists(p j))}. CM assumes that no component or subsystem (i.e. source-participant)

can be modelled in isolation from other components or subsystems of the same cover-

ing system. A source-participant p is said to be a covering system of a set of source-

participants Ps if ∀p j ∈ Ps, part-of(p j, p). For each Ei, the smallest possible covering

system of Ps(Ei) and all source-participants that are part of it are added as assumptions

to Ei.
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Second, the partial candidate modelling environments produced by the previous

computations are completed by applying domain specific rules in order to account for

all phenomena relevant to the completed object of the query. These domain specific

rules are the conditions of the assumption classes. A candidate modelling environment

must contain an assumption from at least each assumption class whose condition is

true as a result of the implications of this environment. This problem is resolved by

the dynamic constraint satisfaction algorithm presented in [123]. The resulting can-

didate modelling environments are then ordered by means of some simple heuristics

measuring their complexity. The model defined by the “simplest” candidate is used

and validated. When inconsistencies are detected, an alternative candidate is chosen

to define a new model, depending on the specific inconsistencies that occurred during

previous trial runs.

The models produced by the compositional modeller are passed on to a simulator

that generates a total envisionment of the model. One of the main problems with this

compositional modeller and its predecessors is that these models consist of a set of

instantiated constraints from the active model fragments. The representation of time

employed by QPT does not require the resulting model fragments to hold at the bound-

aries of their operating conditions. Consequently, a variable continuously changing

over time can cause the set of model fragments that hold at time instant t to be dif-

ferent from those that hold at t − ε or t + ε, with ε denoting an infinitesimally small

amount of time. A model can therefore be valid for only a single instant of time. This

prevents QPT from being expressed in terms of ODEs and gives rise to various prob-

lems with the associated qualitative simulator such as stutter: a sequence of situations

which are represented by a model that is only valid for an infinitesimally small instant

of time. In the first instance, this problem is due to the qualitative representation em-

ployed within QPT and the corresponding simulator. As such, it is not inherent to the

principles underlying the compositional modelling approach, as will be clarified in the

next section.

2.2.2 QPC: qualitative physics compiler

An alternative approach to compositional modelling is QPC [29, 46, 47]. QPC’s main

task is to extrapolate the behaviour of the system described in a scenario, from a (pos-
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sibly incomplete) set of initial conditions using a domain theory of model fragments. It

aims at producing the attainable envisionment of a domain system from a certain state.

An attainable envisionment is a description of all distinct sequences of states that could

be observed from a system, from a limited set of possible initial states. To that end,

a QPC task specification consists of a (partial) initial state of the system. QPC’s goal

contrasts with CM’s purpose to find a total envisionment with respect to a given sce-

nario and query. A scenario in QPC is specified by a set of source-participants and

structural conditions, which typically, though not necessarily, expresses a component-

connection model.

The model fragments of a QPC model fragment library are tuples of the form

µ = 〈Ps,Pt ,Cs,Co,Ct〉. Note that the model fragments do not contain a set of assump-

tions A(µ). Consequently, for a given structural setting, operating conditions are the

only means to differentiate between models. In itself, this is not a major drawback

since assumptions could be reformulated in terms of operating conditions. However,

incompleteness of knowledge with respect to true operating conditions is not resolved.

Instead, all possible models under operating conditions that are not disproved are con-

structed and simulated. This is achieved as follows. QPC first determines the set of

model fragments that is applicable to the scenario.

Model fragments that can not be determined active or inactive are considered am-

biguous. Suppose that there is a set Φambiguous of n ambiguous model fragments. QPC

resolves this by considering all so-called refinements of this set of model fragments. A

refinement is computed as follows. QPC considers a way to partition the set of ambigu-

ous model fragments into two sets Φactive and Φinactive (there are 2n ways of doing this

and, in principle, all must be considered). Now, all ambiguous operating conditions

of the model fragments in Φactive are assumed to be true and one ambiguous operating

condition of each model fragment in Φinactive must be assumed to be false (again, there

is an exponential number of possible assignments). If one of these assignments is con-

sistent with the unambiguous operating conditions, then the model resulting form this

refinement must be considered and used for simulation.

The general architecture of QPC also differs from CM. In addition to a model pro-

cessor responsible for model fragment selection and instantiation, QPC also utilises

an equation processor. The postconditions of the model fragments in QPC are QPT

constraints as in the compositional modeller. A QPT constraint relates a small number
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of variables by means of one of limited set operator. Most types of QPT constraints

formed in this way, can be combined with others to form more complex mathemati-

cal relations, such as QSIM QDEs, and this makes them well suited for compositional

modelling. However, as mentioned in section 2.2.1, QPT constraints are not ideal for

simulation. By having an equation processor to translate the set of QPT constraints

(produced by the model processor) into QDEs, QPC resolves these problems. This

translation is possible since, in this specific implementation, the influences are ex-

pected to hold at the limit of their operating conditions. The resulting QDEs can then

be used for qualitative simulation via QSIM.

2.2.3 Quantitative information-aided compositional modelling

The qualitative states considered by both CM and QPC tend to be very imprecise. This

prevents them from exploiting whatever quantitative information is available. How-

ever, quantitative information can enable modellers to focus the search for model frag-

ments within narrower operating bounds. It also allows an associated simulator to

produce more precise predictions which in turn narrow potential future operating con-

ditions and enable more specific answers to the possible queries.

SIMGEN [52] is a quantitative variant of QPC. Using a domain theory of fully

specified numeric equations, it produces a total envisionment of the behaviour of a

system when given a scenario and precise initial and boundary conditions. There are

two obvious drawbacks, however, with this strict numeric approach. SIMGEN appli-

cations need to be able to construct a fully specified numeric procedure for every fore-

seeable combination of influences and this typically requires a large number of model

fragments. Also, it makes the system incapable of coping with imprecise knowledge.

Between these extremes lies the Semi-Quantitative Physics Compiler (SQPC) [48],

a semi-quantitative extension to QPC. SQPC represents both the qualitative magni-

tudes of QPC and precise numeric intervals within the same framework. In so doing,

SQPC can take advantage of quantitative information available in addition information

embedded in conventional qualitative QPC input. However, because the boundaries of

the intervals are crisp and any value within an interval is treated equally, SQPC can not

reason about the relative appropriateness of applied model fragments, nor can it give

an indication of the relative likelihoods of different attainable behaviours.
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2.2.4 Causal explanation-oriented compositional modelling

In [134, 135, 136] a compositional modeller is presented that searches the for sim-

plest model of causal relations amongst the variables of a system which is sufficiently

detailed to explain an expected behaviour of the system. Consequently, the task specifi-

cation of this compositional modeller consists of an expected behaviour. This expected

behaviour consists of a set of causal orientations between variables. The scenario is

again a component-connection model. However, a rich representation may be used

to express the source-participants, which model the components, and the structural

conditions, which model the connections. This is possible because specific represen-

tation formalisms and inference techniques are available to process such knowledge.

The target-participants of the model fragments are variables, and the postconditions

are equations relating these variables together with the allowed causal orientations be-

tween the variables within each equation.

The target model is the set of direct causal dependencies between variables (the

target-participants) generated from the onto-causal mappings over the union of post-

conditions of all selected model fragments. The onto-causal mappings are one-to-one

functions from a set of equations to a set of causal orientations, such that all causal

orientations are allowed by the model fragments and such that for each of the endoge-

nous variables there is at least one equation which is causally oriented towards it. Such

onto-causal mappings can be generated from a set of equations extracted from the post-

conditions of the selected model fragments, provided that the number of independent

equations equals the number of endogenous variables, i.e. the set of equations is not

overconstrained. In this case, the model defined by the set of selected model fragments

is said to be complete.

The model fragments µ = 〈Ps,Pt ,Cs,Co,Ct ,A〉 represent classes of components

of physical systems. Similar to object oriented systems, these model fragments are

organised in an inheritance hierarchy. A model fragment µi that specialises some other

model fragment µ j inherits all information contained in µi and may add to it, such that

Ps(µ j) ⊆ Ps(µi) ∧ Pt(µ j) ⊆ Pt(µi) ∧ Cs(µ j) ⊆ Cs(µi) ∧ Co(µ j) ⊆ Co(µi) ∧ Ct(µ j) ⊆

Ct(µi) ∧ A(µ j) ⊆ A(µi). Some of the participants in the subclass µi may be physically

the same as participants already in µ j, but used for different functions. Such relations

are modelled by so-called articulation rules. The components of the scenario are not
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necessarily instances of the classes of components described by the model fragments.

The components represented by the model fragments are objects that perform a certain

function (e.g. magnetic coil) whereas the components of the scenario describe the

physical appearance of the objects in the system (e.g. metallic wire coiled around

a magnetic material). The structural conditions Cs(µ) represent preconditions on the

structural setting that are required for a set of objects to be an instance of the component

represented by the model fragment µ.

In addition to the structural conditions within model fragments, the knowledge base

may also contain so-called structural coherence constraints. These are rules that im-

pose a certain model fragment (or one of its subclasses) when given certain structural

conditions. When these structural conditions are encountered, the structural coherence

constraints prevent the compositional modeller to match them with any of the super-

classes of the imposed model fragment, thereby focusing the inference mechanisms.

Similar to the aforementioned structural coherence constraints, the operating condi-

tions Co(µ) are enhanced by so-called behavioural coherence constraints. These are

rules that impose a certain model fragment (or one of its subclasses) when given cer-

tain operating conditions, thereby preventing the inference mechanisms from searching

through any of the superclasses of this imposed model fragment.

In order to differentiate between different modelling perspectives, model fragments

are also organised in so-called assumption classes (assumption class has a different

meaning here than in CM). Here, an assumption class is defined by a set of binary ap-

proximation and contradictory relations between the model fragments involved. The

approximation relation orders the model fragments with respect to their complexity. It

is strictly domain-dependent and must, therefore, be imposed by the designer of the

model fragment library. The approximation relation is irreflexive, anti-symmetric and

transitive, and therefore, it defines a partial ordering on a set of model fragments [134].

Such a partial ordering of model fragments is called an assumption class. Two model

fragments are contradictory if their respective operating conditions or assumptions are

inconsistent. This relation is also transitive. It is assumed that two model fragments

are contradictory only if one is an approximation of the other. Hence, all model frag-

ments in an assumption class are contradictory with one another. Since the only source

of inconsistency lies in the approximation relation, a model based on a set of model

fragments Φ is inconsistent if and only if there exists an assumption class ΦAC and two
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model fragments µi,µ j ∈Φ such that µi ∈ΦAC∧µ j ∈ΦAC.

The model fragment selection algorithm is based on a specific version of the ap-

proximation relation explained earlier, called causal approximation. A model fragment

µi is an approximation of µ j if 〈Ps(µi),Co(µi)∪ Ct(µi)〉 ⊂ 〈Ps(µ j),Co(µ j)∪ Ct(µ j)〉.

In other words, µi is an approximation of µ j if µi contains a subset of the target-

participants of µ j and each constraint relating target-participants in µi has its equivalent

in µ j. It can be proven that, when a set of model fragments does not imply a consistent

and complete causal model, a causally approximate set of model fragments does not

imply a consistent and complete causal model either. This property is called the up-

ward failure property and it enables a considerable reduction in the complexity of the

search algorithm.

The search algorithm underlying this compositional modeller essentially works as

follows. First, the most complex valid model is constructed. This is achieved by

checking whether the structural conditions of the most complex model fragment of

each assumption class matches the scenario and substituting the source-participants of

the scenario if the match succeeds. The validity of the resulting model is then checked.

A model is valid if an onto-causal mapping can be constructed from it that matches

the expected behaviour. An onto-causal mapping matches the expected behaviour if

the causal relations implied by the expected behaviour are also implied by the onto-

causal mapping. Additional constraints on the onto-causal mapping may be included

in the operating conditions of certain model fragments. A subset of each Co(µ) may

consist of causal orderings between target-participants, representing the function of

the component described by the model fragment. Next, the model constructed in this

initial phase is subsequently simplified by searching through possible combinations of

causal approximations of the originally selected model fragments. During this search,

a set of model fragments Φ1 defines a simpler model than a set of model fragments Φ2,

if ∀µi ∈ Φ1,∃ µ j ∈ Φ2, (µi = µ j)∨ (causal-approximation(µi,µ j)). From the simplest

models found in this way, the final model may be selected using preference constraints

or some other form of additional processing and selection.
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2.2.5 TRIPEL: relevant influences enabled compositional modelling

Tailoring relevant influences for predictive and explanatory leverage (TRIPEL) [149,

150] is a compositional modeller designed for predicting a system’s behaviour with

respect to certain variables of interest, under hypothetical operating conditions. The

task specification of this compositional modeller consists of a set of variables of inter-

est (target-participants) and a set of driving conditions. Driving conditions are a partial

initial state description that may include a value or a rate of change for certain variables

of interest.

TRIPEL’s inference mechanisms then search for an adequate model. In the general

framework of compositional modelling as given in section 2.1, the inference mecha-

nisms consist of searching adequate model fragments and the model is defined by the

resulting set of model fragments. In TRIPEL, a model fragment µ = 〈 Ps,Pt ,Cs,Co,ct ,A

〉 where ct is a single QPT influence relating the target-participants Pt . Each element

of Pt(µ) is a variable. The model fragment selection process considers the adequacy

of each individual target-participant and influence in the emerging model rather than

model fragments as a whole. The model fragments, however, contain part of the infor-

mation on which adequacy of target-participants and influences are based, such as the

operating conditions Co(µ) and assumptions A(µ).

In TRIPEL, a model is considered to be adequate if no less complex model exists

that contains influences and variables at the relevant level of detail. Influences and

variables can be aggregated into less detailed alternatives and the permitted aggregation

is defined in terms of the time scale of a problem. A time scale represents the relative

speed at which phenomena occur, e.g. seconds, hours, months, etc. Additionally,

TRIPEL formalises what approximations, i.e. simplifications, are allowed using time

scale information. This enables TRIPEL to resolve much ambiguity in model fragment

selection by means of choosing the appropriate time scale for the problem. Time scale

information is integrated in the model fragment library as follows. On the one hand,

if ct(µ) is a functional or indirect influence then it is considered instantaneous. On the

other hand, if ct(µ) is a differential or direct influence then it represent the effect of a

process. In the latter case, there must be an assumption ai ∈ A(µ) that represents the

fastest time scale on which the effect of the differential influence is significant.

Other knowledge used in the determination of the adequacy of target-participants
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and influences with respect to the task description consists of aggregation hierarchies.

An aggregation hierarchy of target-participants defines how sets of target-participant

add up to another target-participant. Because target-participants in TRIPEL represent

numeric properties of source-participants, this aggregation hierarchy forms a more de-

tailed variant of the “part-of hierarchy” of the compositional modeller. In an aggrega-

tion hierarchy of influences, child-nodes represent the set of influences that explain the

influence represented by their parent node. Each influence that is explained represents

the same phenomenon as the set of influences that explain it. The explained influence,

however, is more approximate or simpler.

For a given time scale of the problem, the aggregation hierarchies and time-scale

information jointly determine the simplifications that are allowed. For example, the

modeller may treat influences that occur on a slower time scale than that of the prob-

lem as insignificant. Influences that occur on a time scale that is faster than that of

the problem may be replaced by the so-called quasi-static approximations[102, 88].

Separate target-participants may be replaced by their aggregates when they equilibrate

on a time scale at least as fast as the time scale of the problem itself.

The simplicity of a model is expressed by the total number of variables in the

model. This notion of simplicity contrasts with that of most other compositional mod-

ellers. In [134, 135, 136], for example, a model M1 if simpler than a model M2 if for

each model fragment that constitutes M1, M2 contains a model fragment with equal

or greater complexity or detail. Although this criterion may render model fragment

selection more efficient, it is less generally applicable. The latter concept of simplicity

can not, for example, compare a model that represents a small subsystem in great detail

with a model that represents a larger system containing that subsystem with little de-

tail. Consequently, the latter criterion of simplicity limits the associated compositional

modeller’s ability to determine the appropriate scope of a system automatically.

The inference mechanism of TRIPEL performs a best-first search for the simplest

model that is valid. Allowed simplifications are determined as described above. Va-

lidity is defined by a number of rules, called adequacy constraints. These constraints

define which variables must be included in the model, which variables may be ex-

ogenous and which must be endogenous, etc. The simplest set of target-participants

and influences that satisfies these adequacy constraints is considered the most adequate

model. The presence of adequacy constraints may require considerable domain context
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dependent knowledge, of course.

2.2.6 DME: device modelling environment

DME [87] is a system that provides an environment for the design of physical, espe-

cially electro-mechanical devices. DME is built on the compositional modeller de-

scribed in [86, 106]. The task specification in DME is an initial state description and

a query that consists of a set of quantities whose values must be predicted, the set of

target-participants that are considered exogenous (as opposed to TRIPEL, DME does

not determine exogenous variables automatically), a set of assumptions that must hold

in all simulated states and a set of constraints over target-participants that must be en-

forced. DME aims at constructing the simplest model that meets the requirements of

the query and then simulating it from the initial state specification.

The model fragment library in DME is organised as follows. The structure of

the model fragments closely follows the general framework of section 2.1. How-

ever, model fragments are assumed to represent a physical system’s component or

physical phenomenon. Different model fragments representing the same component

or phenomenon must have the same set of source-participants and structural condi-

tions and are organised as follows. A Composite Model Fragment (CMF) ΦCMF is

a set of model fragments such that ∀µi,µ j ∈ ΦCMF , [Ps(µi) = Ps(µ j) = Ps(ΦCMF ] ∧

[Cs(µi) = Cs(µ j) = Cs(ΦCMF)] ∧ [A(µi) = A(µ j) = A(ΦCMF)]. CMFs are DME’s way

to represent the same phenomenon under the same assumptions, but under different

operating conditions. The operating conditions typically describe mutually exclusive

ranges of variables. DME also assumes that operating conditions can not be used to

differentiate between operating conditions. As such, assumptions are used (similar to

the C (exists(ps
i )) assumptions used in CM) to introduce new target-participants. Con-

sequently, ∀ µi,µ j ∈ΦCMF ,Pt(µi) = Pt(µ j).

Different CMF’s that represent the same physical component or phenomenon un-

der different assumptions (including target-participants), are grouped in assumption

classes (this is yet another definition of assumption class). More formally, an assump-

tion class ΦAC is a set of composite model fragments such that ∀ΦCMF
i ,ΦCMF

j ∈ ΦAC,

[Ps(ΦCMF
i = Ps(ΦCMF

j ] ∧ [Cs(ΦCMF
i ) = Cs(ΦCMF

j )]. The CMFs are partially ordered

with respect to the underlying assumptions. This ordering of CMFs is defined by a
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directed acyclic graph in which the links are labelled by sets of literals. These lit-

erals represent the differences in assumptions between CMF. Positive (or negative)

relevance literals represent the addition (or removal) of assumptions, with respect to

source-participants or target-participants, when switching between model fragments in

the direction of the associated arc.

Similar to the approach in [134, 135, 136], DME’s concept of model adequacy

assumes a model fragment library in which replacing a model fragment by a more

relevant model fragment involves replacing a relatively simpler model fragment by a

more complex and detailed one. Within this framework, positive relevance literals de-

note addition of complexity and detail whilst negative relevance literal denote removal

of complexity and detail. Other literals represent changes in assumptions, other than

relevance claims, between model fragments of the same assumption class.

Model fragment selection is achieved by means of two procedures of relevance

reasoning. The first determines what target-participants are relevant to the posed prob-

lem. For each of the initial variables in the query, the selection algorithm backward

chains through all assumption classes in which model fragments exist with equations

(postconditions) that may causally explain the query variables. These causal explana-

tions are produced by the postconditions, which are equations that define functional

relations between variables. For each set of assumption classes that explains one of

the query variables, the second procedure identifies the simplest CMF that is consis-

tent with respect to the assumptions stated in the query and the assumption classes

from which a CMF is already instantiated. This choice of assumption class and CMF

must be revised each time a new CMF and associated assumption class is instantiated.

The assumptions of each instantiated CMF are then added to the modelling assump-

tions of the current model. Its inputs, i.e. the variables of this CMF that have not yet

been explained by the current model, are added to the backward chaining queue of

the first procedure. Finally, this CMF is added to the current model as a direct causal

explanation for the variable that triggered its instantiation. As mentioned earlier, this

procedure may have added modelling assumptions to the current model, and hence

previously selected CMFs may no longer be valid. Therefore, the first procedure dis-

cards any CMF whose assumptions are no longer valid from the model and replaces it

by the next simplest CMF in the associated assumption class that is consistent with the

rest of the model being constructed.
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This backward chaining mechanism performs the same function as the combination

of the object completion algorithm in CM [45], which selects the model components

to be added to the scenario using a “part-of hierarchy” and uses domain specific rules

to complete the candidate modelling environments. However, DME presents a more

uniform approach that relies directly on the domain theory and does not depend on

any specific rules nor on the specific decomposition of the scenario. Nevertheless,

the independence between assumptions and model fragments in CM allows for more

flexibility in the modelling formalism.

Similar to the compositional modeller described in [134, 135, 136], DME fol-

lows causal influence paths through the domain theory. Whereas the approach in

[134, 135, 136] first constructs the most complex model and simplifies it once it is

found, DME maintains the simplest CMF of each assumption class and only adjusts it

when necessary. DME’s method may, therefore, result in considerable savings when

complex assumption classes are involved, although its criterion of simplicity is also

similar to that in [134, 135, 136] and has the same limitations as explained in section

2.2.5.

DME is also similar to TRIPEL in that the model fragment selection procedure

searches through the causal relations between target-participants covered by the model

fragments. However, in TRIPEL, the knowledge used to determine the appropriate

trade-off between detail and simplicity is formalised in different forms that are spe-

cific to the type of simplifications. In this way, TRIPEL deals with aggregation hi-

erarchies of influences and target-participants, time-scale information associated with

influences, etc. This permits TRIPEL to use generic (at least with respect to a domain)

meta-level knowledge to determine the allowed simplifications. In DME, all of this

information must be contained within CMFs and assumption classes. Consequently,

DME’s model fragment library must be more carefully constructed such that each con-

sistent combination of model fragments can produce a model.

2.2.7 Diagnostic process based compositional modelling

In its most general form, a diagnostic system determines the actual configuration of a

system and establishes how this configuration differs from an appropriate one. Model

based diagnosis [69] is a research area in which techniques are developed to predict
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Figure 2.6: General architecture of process-based diagnosis [77]

a system’s behaviour from a technical level description, often called the structure or

model of the system, and to trace inconsistencies with the observed behaviour back to

deviations from that model.

Early model based diagnostic engines employed a single component-connection

model of the system, where the components may exhibit different behaviours. By

means of observations, the sets of potential behaviours of the components are reduced

in order to ultimately find the components that are malfunctioning. Appropriate de-

scriptions of ecological systems, however, typically involve processes that occur due

to the combined presence of a number of prerequisite elements under certain conditions

or constraints. For example, the process of ozone formation in the lower atmosphere

may occur as a result of high solar radiation and the presence of certain substances.

Therefore, different presumed configurations of the system require different models

instead of a single one.

In process-based diagnosis [165, 166], such models are generated by means of

compositional modelling. As shown in figure 2.6, the initial scenario is translated by a

compositional modeller into a conceptual representation (more specifically, qualitative

influence diagrams (QID) as discussed in section B.1.2). As with any compositional

modeller, this involves making modelling assumptions. The resulting representations

(QIDs) are then translated into constraints by applying closed-world assumptions to

the sets of influences that causally affect the same variable. These constraints, com-

bined with the quantity specifications for certain parameters, are used to extrapolate

the system behaviour.

If this system behaviour is inconsistent with given observations, diagnostic can-
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didates (i.e. minimal sets of assumptions that may contradict the observations) are

generated to explain the discrepancy between actual observations and model predic-

tions. These candidates consist of modelling assumptions and closed-world assump-

tions [35]. Candidates are tested by creating a new model without them, by retracting

all the assumptions they contain. Modelling assumptions are retracted by searching for

a consistent scenario model that is not based on a superset of the contradictory assump-

tions. A closed-world assumption is false only if an unanticipated influence affects

the respective variable. Therefore, a model fragment must be found that introduces

such an additional influence and a new closed-world assumption must be formulated

to construct the new constraint. This search can be focused with respect to the model

fragments that causally affect the variable in question. An ATMS is used to trace which

new assumptions must be added and which assumptions must be removed to/from the

model.

This approach to diagnosis is more general than many others because it can iden-

tify new elements, external to those expected to be part of the system, that cause the

unwanted behaviour, provided that model fragments are defined in the domain theory

that describe the effect of these external elements. For this reason, the approach is po-

tentially suitable for diagnosing ecological systems [164]. An ecological system does

not consist of components that malfunction nor subsystems that operate according to

a specific failure mode. Instead, there usually are disturbances, i.e. unanticipated ex-

ternal influences that interrupt the natural equilibrium, that account for the unwanted

behaviour. If present in the domain theory, this diagnostic engine can help to identify

candidate sets of such disturbances.

2.2.8 Key benefits

Compositional modelling has been part of useful application in many different domains

[96]. As an automated modelling approach, it has been found to provide the following

key benefits over alternative approaches:

• Generality: Although compositional modelling stems from research efforts in

the domain of qualitative reasoning on physical systems, its application area

need not be limited to physical systems or mathematical models. The basic

concept behind compositional modelling consists of substituting a set of model
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fragments that comply with the format of definition 2.1. Some of the existing

compositional modellers are indeed suitable for many different domains [46].

They use model fragments to describe the generic processes and utilise no do-

main specific representation formalisms. These processes are identifiable parts

of a system that can be modelled by a number of variables and by constraints

imposed over these variables. Most domain systems could be perceived as com-

posed of such processes.

• Rich representational framework: Developments in compositional modelling en-

able the designer of a model fragment library to organise domain knowledge in

representational languages with useful feature. These include: inheritance hier-

archies [135], level of detail orderings on component models [136, 150, 106],

postconditions that can be both discrete event rules and continuous functional

relations [85], varying degrees of accuracy vs. generality by taking advantage

of quantitative and semi-quantitative information [52, 48, 136] and time-scale

based abstractions [150].

Of course, tools must exist that can apply the resulting models to solve given

problems. This is enabled by simultaneous developments in qualitative and

semi-quantitative simulators [103], the predominant problem solvers created and

used in conjunction with compositional modellers. These research efforts im-

prove the richness of the representational framework of compositional modelling

and can express a great variety of aspects and problems of a carefully selected

domain.

• Composable domain theory: The knowledge base of a compositional modeller

consists of composable fragments of theoretical knowledge regarding a domain.

Specific applications of such knowledge need not be known at the time of im-

plementation of the model fragment. Only the types of variable and equation

that the problem cases will require must be known a priori. In general, the range

of different systems in most domains are constructed from a much smaller num-

ber of classes of system components or processes. Therefore a reasonably small

number of model fragments can model an exponentially larger range of systems.

The component structure of the domain theory itself eases the maintenance and

extension of this knowledge base, which is generally a difficult task in knowl-
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edge based applications. However, central to compositional modelling is a de-

composed knowledge base. This decomposition allows component knowledge

to be verified and validated independently from unrelated knowledge. In other

words, model fragments can be adapted or added without much intervention to

the remainder of the knowledge base.

• Different perspectives with a single domain theory: A compositional modeller

can compose a range of target models for a given scenario. It does not define

a functional relation between the domain of scenarios and the domain of target

models. Instead, a compositional modeller can use information on user prefer-

ences and abilities [10], explicit time scale specifications [150] or explicit as-

sumptions to guide its search for a suitable model. As such, compositional mod-

elling provides an efficient and economical means of storing modelling knowl-

edge of different types of perspective. When different perspectives affect differ-

ent aspects of a system, they can be modelled by separate sets of model frag-

ments. Model fragments of these different sets may be combined to produce a

consistent and complete system model. A relatively small model fragment li-

brary can therefore be used to represent a large number of models, representing

different combinations of perspectives on the same system.

2.3 Ecological modelling

In order to tackle the intrinsic uncertainty and incomplete knowledge in the ecological

domain, ecologists have tried and tested an enormous variety of modelling paradigms.

To illustrate this issue, this subsection presents a number of important paradigms and

related issues.

2.3.1 Representation formalisms

The Holy Grail of modelling languages is a representation formalism that enables the

user to express all possible situations in a succinct and easily understandable way.

Until such a language is found, ecologists are limited by the modelling formalism and

the modelling tools they use.
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2.3.1.1 Mathematical models

Mathematics is the language employed by most sciences. A system of ordinary differ-

ential equations (ODEs), for example, provides a concise method of expressing con-

tinuous behaviour. Because of its representational power, many other languages are

based on ODEs.
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natality−rate

mortality

mortality−rate

natality−rate

mortality

mortality−rate

prey−requirement

search−rate

prey−handling−time

predation

Figure 2.7: A system dynamics model of the predator prey scenario

System dynamics [57] provides a useful interface to ODEs, simplifying model de-

sign, construction and maintenance. Figure 2.7 shows a sample ecological model,

using the system dynamics framework. It has been formulated using the ecological

principles presented in [79] and [178]. This predator prey representation is a typical

component of ecological models of related population sizes and growth. In this model,

the squares are stocks representing population sizes (Nprey and Npredator) and the thick

arrows are flows representing birthrates (Bprey and Bpredator), death-rates (Dprey and

Dpredator) and a rate of predation (Pprey). The circles denote the remaining variables

and parameters of the model whose influence is depicted via the thin arrows. As

a further illustration, a more precise mathematical formulation of this model is (for

i ∈ {prey,predator}):
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d
dt

Npredator = Bpredator−Dpredator
d
dt

Nprey = Bprey−Dprey−Pprey

Bi = bi×Ni

Di = di×Ni×
Ni

Ci

Pprey =
s(prey,predator)×Nprey×Npredator

1+ s(prey,predator)×Nprey× t(prey,predator)

Cpredator = r(predator,prey)×Nprey

2.3.1.2 Programming languages

Programming languages are a type of conceptual representation of the behaviour of

an ecological system. As such, they can be perceived as models. Of course, con-

ventional procedural programming languages are difficult to understand and maintain

as they include a specification of how the behaviour must be simulated and of other

implementational details that detract from the actual ecological system behaviour.

In recent decades, object-oriented programming (OOP) languages have become

more widely used for implementing complex (ecological) software systems. They

differ from conventional procedural languages in that they encapsulate the attributes

and the behavioural descriptions of each type of component or process in a single

class definition. These class definitions can be instantiated with respect to individual

components and processes to form objects. These objects interact with one another

via simple interfaces and message passing mechanisms without knowing about the

actual implementation of the other. As such, OOP models of ecological systems are

somewhat easier to design and maintain than their procedural equivalents [109].

Despite these drawbacks, programming languages are commonly used as a mod-

elling paradigm because they can symbolically describe very complex behaviour. To

facilitate the design and maintenance of such models, techniques from software engi-

neering are being ported to the ecological modelling domain and this is still an area of

ongoing research [80].
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2.3.1.3 Knowledge-based approaches

A growing number of successful paradigms from AI research are being ported to the

ecological modelling domain. These include:

• Rule-based models, which employ sets of rules of the form

if antecedent then consequent else alternative

to describe system behaviour. Such rules have been employed successfully in

knowledge-based systems to formalise expert knowledge. In ecological mod-

elling, rules are employed to propagate the effect of structural changes and dif-

ferent operating conditions in the system [92].

• Cellular automata, which are essentially one or multi-dimensional arrays of

cells. Each cell has a state and contains a number of rules or equations that

prescribe the cell’s future state based on its own current state and those of its

neighbours. As such, the predominant application of cellular automata is the

simulation of changes in the spatial distribution of some phenomenon over time,

such as population migration [26], vegetation growth [184] and fire [71, 9].

• Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are networks of simple units, called neurons,

that take one or more inputs (possibly from other neurons) to produce a sin-

gle output (possibly to other neurons). A given set of inputs can be propagated

through this network to produce a set of outputs. Typically, the connections be-

tween neurons are weighted in order to increase or decrease the value transferred

via that connection during propagation. By employing a learning algorithm to

adapt the weights of the network, the ANN can be trained to mimic the be-

haviour of a real-world system. As such, ANNs have been a powerful machine

learning approach [121]. ANNs are relevant to ecological modelling because

they can be trained to mimic the behaviour of an ecological system. They have

been used as an alternative to statistical regression techniques [113] or to de-

scribe the behaviour of complex components, such as schools of fish, in larger

ecological simulation models [30, 42]. Of course, as ANNs are constructed by

pure induction and are hardly decomposable, they do not seem to suit acting as

the knowledge representation tool for compositional modelling.
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2.3.1.4 Hybrid approaches

The growing amount of interdisciplinary research in ecological modelling does not

only lead to the introduction and exploration of new approaches, but it also results

in the integration of different formalisms in a consistent paradigm. The idea behind

such work is to produce a hybrid modelling paradigm that possesses the strengths of

multiple complementary approaches.

Simile, for example, is a tool [129] that is essentially based on system dynamics

principles, but extends it with additional representational formalisms, including object

oriented design, cellular automata and rule-based approaches. For example, a Simile

model may contain one or more submodels (e.g. representing population growth) and

relations between such generic submodels (e.g. representing predation). These sub-

models can be instantiated several times (e.g. once for each species the modellers want

to incorporate), with different sets of parameters, to match a given scenario. As such,

Simile already incorporates a rudimentary version of a model fragment.

2.3.2 Uncertainty handling techniques

As explained earlier, knowledge of how ecological systems work is incomplete. Mod-

els that predict a single precise behaviour for a set of variables of interest are bound

to be inaccurate. To tackle this issue, ecological modellers have also employed tech-

niques for reasoning explicitly about uncertainty.

2.3.2.1 Statistical/stochastic models

Conventional systems of differential equations exemplify deterministic models be-

cause they extrapolate a single behaviour from a given state. Stochastic ecological

models concern random events that occur in ecological systems. Two particular ap-

proaches are:

• Markov chains, which describe a system by means of a finite set of states of

the system and a set of probabilities dictating the likelihood of transition from

one state to another over time [141]. As such, a Markov chain can reason about

the probability distribution the state can be in. A typical application of Markov
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chains is modelling vegetation dynamics to predict future distributions of vege-

tation species [175, 7, 108].

• Bayesian networks, which offer an alternative sophisticated representation of a

stochastic system. Essentially, a Bayesian network is a directed graph in which

the nodes correspond to observations or hypothesised properties of the system

being modelled and the arcs are associated with a table of conditional probabili-

ties relating the likelihood of the antecedent to the likelihood of the consequents.

By applying Bayes law over connected nodes in a Bayesian network, known

probabilities can be propagated throughout the network [141]. Bayesian net-

works are primarily used as an ecological modelling approach for analysing the

potential impact of decisions [114].

2.3.2.2 Approximate/qualitative models

The recommended usage of precise numerical models is to perform multiple simula-

tions with them, employing different sets of parameters covering the most optimistic

and pessimistic scenarios [54]. This is because what ecologists require is a family of

behaviours rather than a single behaviour. To increase computational efficiency (and

the ability to cope with imprecise knowledge) approximate and qualitative represen-

tation formalisms have been devised. The following are two well known examples of

such modelling methods:

• Fuzzy ecological models, which are based on fuzzy differential equations [91].

Instead of precise numbers, fuzzy numbers, which are fuzzy sets describing to

what a extent certain precise numbers belong to the fuzzy number, are employed.

Techniques for solving fuzzy differential equations are devised to propagate such

fuzzy numbers and extrapolate an imprecise behaviour for the system. The re-

sulting imprecise behaviour description better reflects the intrinsic uncertainty

of the knowledge about the values of parameters and variables [154, 8].

• Qualitative ecological models, which employ qualitative differential equations,

instead of ordinary differential equations, upon which a qualitative simulation

algorithm is applied. They produce a family of behaviours of the system under
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simulation, each containing a description focusing solely on the qualitatively dis-

tinct changes in the behaviour. Qualitative ecological models have been found

to be useful in decision support systems [76, 75] and in eco-educational applica-

tions [153, 15].

2.3.3 Suitability of compositional modelling for eco-modelling

This work aims to produce a compositional modelling approach for ecological mod-

elling. However, given the plethora of approaches to ecological modelling, it can be

difficult to claim and test this feature in general. In this work, the system dynamics for-

malism will be adopted. Because it encompasses concepts from multiple formalisms,

such as differential equations, rules, influences, stocks and flows, it offers a very rich

representational framework for the theoretical developments herein. It is expected that

the techniques developed in this thesis will generalise to alternative knowledge repre-

sentation formalisms as well. In [74], for example, the early compositional ecological

modelling ideas presented in [94] have been applied to OOP models of ecological sys-

tems.

Compositional modelling lends itself more to some ecological modelling approaches

than others. Generally speaking, compositional modelling requires an ecological mod-

elling approach (1) to generate models that consist of clearly identifiable components

and (2) to construct these models from a body of ecological knowledge. Most of the

approaches discussed in this section meet these requirements, although there are some

obvious exceptions, such as ANNs.

2.4 Issues of compositional ecological modelling

This section highlights a number of issues important to compositional modelling for

eco-model construction.

2.4.1 Non-monotonicity due to abductive reasoning

For ecological modelling, the model construction may involve abductive reasoning,

where the antecedent, in an implication from which a fact or a required property can
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Compositional modeller Mode of reasoning Requirements
CM partly non-monotonic query, simplest model
QPC, SIMGEN, SQPC monotonic operating conditions
Causal approximations monotonic expected behaviour, simplest model
TRIPEL monotonic operating conditions, simplest model
DME monotonic query, simplest model
Process-based diagnosis non-monotonic observed behaviour

Table 2.1: Mode of reasoning of compositional modellers

be derived, is hypothesised to be true. That antecedent may prove to lead to inconsis-

tencies, and hence, the earlier hypothesis may need to be retracted. Thus, abductive

reasoning usually requires some form of non-monotonic reasoning.

However, most compositional modellers employ a monotonic mode of reasoning.

Given a scenario and a task specification, they apply the available knowledge to pro-

duce a consistent model. In addition to consistency, other requirements may be im-

posed upon the scenario model. However, these requirements are specified such that

the search for a scenario model that satisfies them can be implemented in a monotonic

fashion.

Consider the existing compositional modellers, their mode of reasoning and im-

posed requirements are summarised in table 2.1. The absence of non-monotonic rea-

soning in most conventional compositional modellers can be explained by considering

each type of requirement individually:

• Query: A query specifies a set of variables in a mathematical model which need

to be related to one another. That is, certain variables in the query need to be

explained in terms of other variables in the query. Because the knowledge base

consists of model fragments containing influences that relate one set of variables

to another, finding a scenario model that satisfies the query involves searching

for a set of paths from one set of variables to another. This can be implemented

by a conventional backtracking search algorithm.

• Operating conditions: An operating condition is a range of allowed values for

one or more variables. Operating conditions are only employed in conjunction

with a simulator, e.g. QSIM [101]. Given an initial state (from which it can

be determined whether the operating conditions are satisfied) an initial model is
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constructed and employed for simulation. The simulation proceeds until at least

one of the operating conditions is no longer satisfied. At that point, a new model

is constructed to satisfy the new operating conditions.

• Expected behaviour: Behaviours expected from a model generated by a com-

positional modeller are usually specified by a set of causal influences that are

expected to be part of the model. These causal influences are contained in model

fragments that are included in or excluded from the model by the search al-

gorithm. As such, the required expected behaviours can again be found by a

conventional backtracking search algorithm.

• Simplest model: Model simplicity is measured by means of a heuristic for which

the knowledge representation is optimised. In some approaches, model frag-

ments are grouped in partially ordered sets, called assumption classes. Increas-

ing or reducing simplicity involves replacing a model fragment by another one,

taken from the same assumption class. The search algorithms employed by these

compositional modellers make modelling choices by selecting model fragments

from these assumption classes, and hence, maximised simplicity can be achieved

as part of this search algorithm. Other approaches employ a similar approach but

decide on simplicity at the level of individual influences between variables or at

the level of assumptions in assumption classes.

The compositional modeller developed in this thesis can not make any of these

simplifying assumptions. Therefore, it employs a truth maintenance system to enable

the abductive mode of reasoning.

2.4.2 Granularity selection

Previous work on compositional modelling has not addressed the issue of disaggrega-

tion of collections of individuals. Grain choices are made with respect to components

and processes of physical systems and it is implicitly assumed that the resulting de-

composed components or processes are entirely distinct from the original component

or process. The compositional ecological modeller will have to be able to generate

models of populations of identical individuals. Obviously, any part of such a collec-

tion of individuals is still a collection of individuals.
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In this thesis, partitioning the collection of individuals is called disaggregation.

Disaggregation is different from the aforementioned decomposition of components

and processes in physical systems because disaggregate models are similar to their

originals and disaggregations can be combined. To illustrate these points, consider the

disaggregations of prey into age-classes and with respect to gender. Both disaggrega-

tions can be combined to form populations such as “young males”. The model of this

group of prey is similar to that of prey, because young male prey may die or be eaten

by predators (just like the original prey population).

2.4.3 Preferences for subjective model fragment selection

All existing compositional modellers impose formal requirements upon the scenario

model. However, this is not always sufficient in ecological modelling. Because eco-

logical models are typically gross abstractions of very complex and yet only partially

understood systems, information on which modelling approach is better is limited, and

opinions differ between ecologists. To reflect this reality, some means of specifying

subjective user preferences for different modelling approaches is necessary and a cal-

culus to reason about such preferences is devised in this work.

2.4.4 Representation formalism

Although the principles of compositional modelling do not depend a specific represen-

tation formalism, most compositional modellers employ inference mechanisms that are

dependent upon a knowledge representation formalism that is specific to the physical

systems domain. The work presented in [45] and [86, 106] requires that the scenario

or the knowledge base be structured in some form of component hierarchy or network.

Such formalisms are clearly not suitable to represent ecological systems. Indeed, in

general, the decisions involved in ecological model construction can not be reduced

to selecting component or process models for each component and process specified

in the scenario. Some approaches, for instance QPC [29, 46, 47] and the approach

presented in [135, 136] are embedded in qualitative representations such as qualitative

process theory [50] and causal approximations [134]. Although these representation

formalisms have proven their benefit in areas such as qualitative physics, ecologists

usually prefer alternative modelling formalisms they are more familiar with.
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2.4.5 Model fragment structure

Several compositional modellers employ a flat model fragment structure. They use

model fragments that translate objects or processes indicated in the scenario directly

into the model. The work presented in [86, 106] (i.e. the compositional modeller for

the device modelling environment (DME) [87]) is an example following this approach.

For each component in the scenario, it selects a component model from a set of alter-

natives.

A similar approach can be used to select which phenomena are to be incorporated

in a model, assuming that for each type of phenomenon, only one model is available

in the knowledge base. For example, process-based diagnosis [165, 166] also employs

a flat model, and for the application domains discussed in that work, this was a well

justified presumption.

In general, however, one chosen model for a certain process may introduce new

sets of modelling choices for other processes. In the example of section 2.3.1.1, part

of the Holling predation model (equation 3.16) depends on the existence of a capacity

variable (Cpredator) introduced by the logistic growth model of the predator. If this

occurs, the latter modelling choices must by represented by model fragments that are

only instantiated if the former is selected. Because these two types of modelling choice

are orthogonal to each other, the flat model fragment structure is unsuitable for the

needs of the present work.

2.5 Summary

This chapter provided the background to this thesis. Section 2.1 presented a formal

problem specification of compositional modelling, defined as an automated modelling

approach that relies on a knowledge base containing alternative models of different

components or processes of domain systems. It distinguishes between alternative mod-

els for the same component or process by means of operating conditions and assump-

tions.

Based on the general specification, a survey of individual compositional modellers

was presented in section 2.2. From this survey, it can be concluded that whilst the

methods employed for knowledge representation and inference are similar, the model
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fragment selection, model composition and model evaluation techniques can be very

different. The differences are largely due to the variety of the types of problem spec-

ification, which depends on the situations that the respective compositional modellers

are devised to address.

Naturally, it follows that the ecological domain comes with its own set of issues

that need to be considered. For this, section 2.3 presented an overview of common

ecological modelling formalisms. Of these formalisms, those that consist of identi-

fiable component models and that primarily require knowledge for their construction

were deemed suitable for compositional modelling. For the purpose of illustration

throughout this dissertation, the system dynamics formalism was selected. In section

2.4, the issues that need to be addressed in the remainder of this thesis were discussed.





Chapter 3

Knowledge Representation in

Compositional Modelling

As any other knowledge based approach, compositional modelling requires a knowl-

edge representation formalism for the specification of its inputs, its outputs and its

knowledge base. This chapter introduces the formalism employed in this work. It

is loosely based on a proposed standard knowledge representation formalism known

as the compositional modelling language (CML) [13]. However, CML itself is not

adopted since it is geared too much towards engineering applications. The formalism

introduced herein is not intended to be a standard for compositional ecological mod-

elling work, but merely a means to test and illustrate the inference mechanisms and

search algorithms discussed in the following chapters. With the exception of the work

presented in [165, 166], this work is the first application of compositional modelling

for the purpose of an ecological and system dynamics model repository. However, the

compositional modeller discussed in [165, 166] employs compositional modelling as

a means of generating models for different system configurations. It is not equipped

to produce alternative models for the same configuration. For these reasons, only the

most essential constructs have been used and the formalism is open-ended to allow

future extensions.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 presents the most basic constructs

of participants, relations and assumptions. Section 3.2 builds on that and discusses

scenarios and scenario models. The important problem of model disaggregation is

also introduced in this section. Next, section 3.3 formalises and illustrates all of the

57
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constructs that are employed in the knowledge bases that are employed in the following

chapters. Finally, section 3.4 summarises the contents of this chapter.

3.1 Compositional modelling primitives

The most primitive constructs in a compositional modeller are participants, relations

and assumptions. This section describes each of these concepts.

3.1.1 Participants

Participants refer to the objects of interest, which are involved in the scenario or sce-

nario model. Some of the previous work in compositional modelling refers to these

as individuals and quantities. These names would be quite unfortunate for the present

application. Ecological models typically describe the behaviour of populations rather

than individuals and it is often hard to distinguish quantities. Also, it is often hard

to distinguish quantities from other kinds of participants because the present approach

does not translate scenario level constructs directly into variables (quantities) and equa-

tions.

The objects of interest that are represented by participants may be real-world ob-

jects, i.e. objects the modeller is interested in, or conceptual objects, such as variables

that express features of real-world objects in a mathematical model. When applying

compositional modelling to ecological systems, a population of a species constitutes

a typical example of a real-world object. A variable that expresses the number of in-

dividuals of this species would be an example of the conceptual object, which may

eventually appear in a mathematical model.

It is natural to group objects that share something in common into classes. There-

fore participants are grouped into participant classes, which are defined to be sets of

participants that share certain features in common. What participant classes a par-

ticipant belongs to affects how that participant may be utilised. In what follows, a

participant class will be referred either as a set (of the participants that belong to it)

or by means of a name assigned to that class. In particular, the name of a participant

class is the type of the participants that are members of that participant class. For ex-

ample, the aforementioned participant that represents the size of a population could be
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referred to as a “variable”.

3.1.2 Relations

Relations describe how the participants are related to one another. As with participants,

some relations represent a real-world relationship, such as

predation(frog, insect) (3.1)

Other relations may be conceptual in nature, such as the mathematical relationship

deaths = d× size×
size

capacity
(3.2)

In general, relations consist of a functor and a set of arguments. An argument

is a constant, a variable or a term. Constants and variables refer to participants. A

constant names a specific participant (i.e. a single instance) whereas a variable can be

instantiated by a number of participants. In what follows, a variable will be denoted

by a name that begins with a question mark (e.g. ?population-size). Terms are

themselves constructs that consist of a functor and a set of arguments.

Depending on what is being expressed by the relation, different notations may be

utilised. When using predicate logic to describe the world (for example (3.1)), the

default notation is:

functor(argument1, . . ., argumentn) (3.3)

When a relation expresses a mathematical equation (for example (3.2)), an infix nota-

tion is usually preferred.

argument1 functor . . . functor argumentn (3.4)

Both these notations will be utilised when discussing the mechanisms of composi-

tional modelling and explaining sample modelling problems. In implementation, the

compositional modeller employs a single notation (list notation) for all relations based

on LISP style lists.

(functor argument1 . . . argumentn) (3.5)
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All sample inputs and outputs of the compositional modeller (including the knowledge

bases listed in the appendices) employ the notation as shown in (3.5). For example,

relations (3.1) and (3.2) can be rewritten as follows using this notation:

(predation frog insect)

(== deaths (* size (/ size capacity)))

3.1.3 Assumptions

Assumptions are a special type of relations. They are hypotheses or presumptions

that can be made in the construction of a scenario model. As a scenario does not

provide an assumption set, it is up to the compositional modeller to find a consistent

and appropriate set of assumptions upon which to base the scenario model.

Each assumption has a type, a subject and a specificity. The type of an assumption

indicates the kind modelling choice that it describes. The subject of an assumption is a

participant, a relation or a set of participants or relations about which the assumptions

presume certain features. The specificity of an assumption identifies what hypothesis

is made about the subject.

Definition 3.1. Given an assumption type and an assumption subject, set of all as-

sumptions that have that type and that subject is said to be the assumption class for

that type and subject.

The current version of the implemented modeller employs three types of assump-

tion: relevance, model and disaggregation assumptions [94], [95]. Relevance assump-

tions state what phenomena are to be included in or excluded from the scenario model.

The general format of a relevance assumption is shown in (3.6). The phenomenon

that is incorporated in the scenario model when describing a relevance assumption is

identified by 〈name〉 and is specific to the subsequent participants or relations. For ex-

ample, relevance assumption (3.7) states that the growth of participant ?population

is included in the model.

(relevant 〈name〉 [{〈participant〉} | 〈relation〉]) (3.6)

(relevant growth ?population) (3.7)
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Egg: Larva (caterpillar): Pupa: Adult:

The egg hatches 
into a tiny larva.
The caterpillar feeds

The caterpillar
attaches itself to a
twig and forms a 
hard outer shell
Inside the pupa,
the larva transforms
into a butterfly

Adults live for a short
time.  They fly, mate
and reproduce

and grows

Figure 3.1: The life of a butterfly

As all types of assumption, relevance assumptions have a subject and a specificity.

The subject of a relevance assumption is the combination of the phenomenon name

and the participants or the relation in the assumption. The specificity of a relevance

assumption consists of the types of the participants (or the participants in the argument

terms of the relation). The reason for this is that a phenomenon may involve multiple

meanings depending on the type of the participants. For example, the growth phe-

nomenon for the average population of a species involves changes in population size

through births and deaths of individuals. As figure 3.1 shows, the butterfly population

is divided over four different incarnations, each with its own dynamics.

Model assumptions specify which type of model is utilised to describe the be-

haviour of a certain participant or relation. The formal specification of a model as-

sumption is given in (3.8). Often the 〈name〉 in (3.8) corresponds to the name of a

known (partial) model of the phenomenon or process being described. The example

in (3.9) states that the population ?population is being modelled using the logistic

approach (see [178]).

(model [〈participant〉 | 〈relation〉] 〈name〉) (3.8)

(model ?population logistic) (3.9)

The subject and specificity of a model assumption are different from those of a
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relevance assumption. The participant or relation constitutes the subject of a model

assumption and the model name is the specificity of a model assumption. Note that the

example may give rise to the question of what participant or relation forms the most ap-

propriate subject of the model assumption. This question is implicitly circumvented by

leaving it to the knowledge engineer. For simple problems, this may work fine. In more

complex situations, however, one may require sets of models for various variables that

describe different attributes of the population (e.g. population size, percentage carriers

of a disease, etc). This can be achieved by making the subject more specific and em-

ploying the assumption (model ?population-size logistic). A more complex,

but potentially clearer way, involves adding a relation (growth-of ?population),

which means “growth of population ?population”, and making it the subject of the

assumption.

Disaggregation assumptions describe the way in which participants corresponding

a piece of information on a population of individuals should be decomposed. As op-

posed to conventional engineering models, ecological models do not always describe

the behaviour of the system at the level of each individual component. If the reader

imagines a mathematical model of an ant colony that formalises the behaviour of each

ant, each piece of food and each piece of soil, (s)he will understand why population

models may be necessary. In order to improve the level of detail of the model, the

populations (e.g. the ants) may be decomposed according to certain dimensions (e.g.

function or role in the colony, gender, physical location, age, etc.) and the specific

behaviour of each subpopulation can then be considered.

More generally, a disaggregation assumption is a kind of grain assumption. Grain

assumptions indicate the degree of detail at which certain participants are being mod-

elled. In engineering applications, grain assumptions are typically made by selecting

components at the right level of detail from a network defined by the so-called part-of

relations [45]. In such a network, components are related to the components it con-

sists of. Within this work, no type of assumption is defined to describe the way in

which components are decomposed because such knowledge can easily be described

by means of a set of model assumptions. In section 8.2.2.1, it will be shown how this

is done.

With improvements in qualitative reasoning research [103], grain choices can also

be made at the level of the variables in the model [27]. In addition to conventional
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equations defined over variables denoting pure numeric quantities, models in terms of

qualitative influences [50], qualitative differential equations [101], order of magnitude

relations [145], or fuzzy relations [160] may also be used. Again, such grain choices

can be made by means of a model assumption.

As mentioned earlier, ecological modelling requires a third type of grain assump-

tions to express the grain of a participant describing information on a population. Be-

cause populations are groups of individuals, they can be disaggregated into a number

of subgroups which are still populations (and hence, may be disaggregated further).

However, this has not been considered in earlier compositional modelling work, and

therefore, a new type of assumption and a novel theory is developed in this thesis.

Disaggregation assumptions are employed to express this new grain choice [95].

They take the general form shown in 3.10, where the 〈name〉 names the disaggre-

gation and the 〈enumerator〉 refers to the domain of values used to index the sub-

classes. The example shown in 3.11 is the assumption for disaggregating a population

?population into subpopulations according to age classes. The participant ?n refers

to a domain of values, e.g. a set of integers {1, . . . ,m} or something more descriptive

such as {child,adult,elderly}.

(disaggregation [〈participant〉 | 〈relation〉] 〈name〉 {〈enumerator〉}) (3.10)

(disaggregation ?population age-classes ?n) (3.11)

Note that a disaggregation assumption may contain multiple enumerators, each

referring to a domain of index values, in order to to represent multi-dimensional disag-

gregations. An typical example of such a multi-dimensional disaggregation is disag-

gregation with respect to a spatial grid, where two or three dimensions are needed for

the, say, x, y and z coordinates.

3.2 Scenarios and scenario models

Ultimately, the aim of compositional modelling is to translate a scenario into a scenario

model in order to perform a certain model-based reasoning task (see figure 1.2). Both

a given scenario and a scenario model are described by a set of participants and their
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relations. The following definition reflects this observation formally.

Definition 3.2. A model µ is a tuple 〈P,R〉 where P is a set of participants and R is a

set of relations holding over these participants.

In general, the main input to the compositional modeller is a representation (which

is itself a model) that formally describes the system of interest by means of an ac-

cessible formalism. This model, which normally consists of (mainly) real-world par-

ticipants and their interrelationships is called the scenario. A typical example of a

scenario is a physical specification of the system as provided by the component con-

nection representation formalism.

The output of the compositional modeller is another model that describes the sys-

tem in a more complex formalism, which the model-based reasoner can employ readily.

Such a model, which normally contains conceptual participants and interrelationships,

is called a scenario model. Within this work, both systems dynamics [57, 58] and

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) will be employed as the modelling formalisms.

Note that most of the previous work in compositional modelling implicitly assumed

some hard distinction between a scenario and a scenario model. However, apart from

the difference in syntax and semantics of the corresponding formalism, both are models

and the task of the modeller is translation from one formalism to the other. As a result

of this approach, the rules in the knowledge base do not have to translate parts of

the scenario directly into the scenario model. This facilitates the representation of

ecological modelling knowledge, which is incremental in nature. That is, ever more

detailed models can be constructed by adding new participants and relations over the

new and existing participants.

When the intermediate models can not be considered as such, additional constraints

on the inference mechanism must be added to restrict the use of the more detailed

knowledge when the prerequisites have not been fulfilled (see for example [45]). In

domains where the model may consist of lengthy sequences of influences, e.g. ecolog-

ical modelling, this unnecessarily inhibits the knowledge representation.

3.2.1 Ecological scenarios and ecological scenario models

Consider an example of a simple ecological scenario, representing predation between

two species, is given below:
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Participants: predator

prey

Relations: (predation predator prey)

natality

capacity

capacity

Predators

Prey

natality

natality−rate

mortality

mortality−rate

natality−rate

mortality

mortality−rate

prey−requirement

search−rate

prey−handling−time

predation

(a) Stock flow diagram of the predator prey scenario

StockVariable

SinkSource Flow

(b) How to read a stock flow diagram

Figure 3.2: Sample system dynamics model using the stock flow formalism

Figure 3.2(a) is a stock-flow diagram showing a sample scenario model correspond-

ing to the above ecological scenario, within the system dynamics framework. Figure

3.2(b) depicts the names of the different symbols found in a typical stock-flow dia-

gram. The model in figure 3.2(a) has been formulated using the ecological principles

presented in [79] and [178]. This predator prey model is a typical component of eco-

logical models of related population sizes and growth. In this model, the rectangles

are stocks representing population sizes (Nprey and Npredator) and the thick arrows are

flows representing births or natality (Bprey and Bpredator), deaths or mortality (Dprey and

Dpredator) and predation (Pprey). The ⊗ symbols denote the remaining variables and

parameters of the model whose influence is depicted via the thin arrows. The more
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precise mathematical formulation of this model is (for i ∈ {prey,predator})

d
dt

Npredator = Bpredator−Dpredator
d
dt

Nprey = Bprey−Dprey−Pprey (3.12)

Bi = bi×Ni (3.13)

Di = di×Ni×
Ni

Ci
(3.14)

Pprey =
s(prey,predator)×Nprey×Npredator

1+ s(prey,predator)×Nprey× t(prey,predator)
(3.15)

Cpredator = r(predator,prey)×Nprey (3.16)

The participants in this model are Ni,Bi,Di,Ci,Pprey,bi,di,s(prey,predator), t(prey,predator),

and r(prey,predator). The equations are known to the compositional modeller as relations

written in the notation as defined in 3.5.

More complex scenarios consist of larger sets of participants and different types of

relations between them. Subsets of these participants and relations will correspond to

different parts of the scenario model. For example, the above scenario and scenario

model is part of many complex population models.

3.2.2 Disaggregate models

Unlike physical systems, which are comprised of individual components, ecological

systems contain populations of individuals, and hence, component networks are insuf-

ficient a representation for making all potential grain choices. However, populations

of individuals can be divided into subpopulations according to certain criteria, each of

which is a population in its own right that can be divided further. This process is here-

after referred to as disaggregation into classes or the construction of a disaggregate

model.

Definition 3.3. A model 〈Pd ∪ Pc ∪ P′,Rd ∪ R∪ R′〉 is said to be a disaggregate

of another 〈Pa ∪Pc,Ra ∪R∪R′′〉 if there exits a surjection σ : Pd → Pa and an in-

jection ρ : dom(ρ) → Ra (with dom(ρ)⊂ Rd), such that ∀pa ∈ Pa,∃{pd
1, . . . , pd

n} ⊂

Pd,(σ(pd
1) = pa ∧ . . .∧ σ(pd

n) = pa) and ∀r(pd
q, . . . , pd

r , pc
v, . . . , pc

w) ∈ Rd - dom(ρ),

r(σ(pd
q), . . . ,σ(pd

r ), pc
v, . . . , pc

w) ∈ Ra. The participants in Pa and the relations in Ra

are said to be disaggregated into the participants of Pd and the disaggregate relations

of Rd , respectively.
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Population
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natality−rate
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Figure 3.3: Aggregate logistic population growth model
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Taken from original (aggregate) model

Added for disaggregation

Figure 3.4: The logistic population growth model disaggregated into age classes
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To illustrate the concept of a disaggregate model consider a simple scenario of

logistic population growth [178]. The standard (i.e. aggregate) model, as shown in

figure 3.3, can be formalised by means of ODEs such that:

d
dt

N = C+(B),
d
dt

N = C−(D) (3.17)

B = r×N,D = d×N×
T
C

,T = C+(N) (3.18)

where N is the population size, B is the number of births within a given time interval,

D is the number of deaths within the same time interval, r is the reproduction rate, d

is the death rate, T is the total relevant population and C is the population capacity.

A disaggregate model of this logistic growth model with respect to, say, n age classes

may be:

d
dt

N0 = C+(Bi),
d
dt

Ni = C−(Di) (3.19)

Bi = ri×Ni,Di = di×Ni×
T
C

,T = C+(Ni) (3.20)

d
dt

Ni = C−(Mi),Mi+1 = delay(Ni, ti) (3.21)

A graphical illustration of this model (for n = 3) is shown in figure 3.4. In the ag-

gregate model, Pa = {N,D,r,d}, Pc = {B,T,C} and equations (3.17) and (3.18) are

relations in Ra. In accordance with definition 3.3, the participants of Pa are mapped

to Pd = {N0, . . . ,Nn,D0, . . . ,Dn,r0, . . . ,rn,d0, . . . ,dn}, those in Pc are retained and the

equations in Ra are mapped onto (3.19) and (3.20) respectively, which are the rela-

tions in Rd . Migration from one class to another is described by the set of participants

P′ = {M1, . . . ,Mn} and by the set of relations containing the equations expressed by

(3.21).

3.3 The knowledge base

To construct scenario models from a given scenario, a compositional modeller relies

on a knowledge base. This section describes the important constructs in the knowledge

base that will be employed by the compositional modelling techniques introduced in

the subsequent chapters.
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3.3.1 Composable relations

In ecological model building, sometimes relations can not be created in one go. When

multiple phenomena affect how several participants are related to one another, the

resulting relations may be different for each combination of phenomena. For example,

the model on vegetation growth to be discussed in section 8.2 contains an eradication

event switch that, when activated (i.e. the boolean is set to true), causes the remaining

population of the species to die. Multiple phenomena may trigger this event switch,

such as frost, drought, insufficient energy reserves, fire, etc. In the system dynamics

formalism, the models of these phenomena influence a single switch, representing the

eradication event, that has a single if-then-else statement associated with its value,

which contains a term for each of the phenomena affecting it. Because the combination

of phenomena is not known at the time the knowledge base is created, composable

relations are created for each of the phenomena. And from these composable relations,

a single equation can be constructed at the time of the knowledge base is utilised.

More generally, compositional modelling tackles the problem of combinations of

phenomena affecting a single relation by postponing the construction of the relation

until the model is ready. The knowledge base generates smaller, composable relations,

which can be combined into the required relation at a later stage. The use of compos-

able relations enables the knowledge base to consider all combinations of the phenom-

ena that may affect a relation, by representing each phenomenon individually rather

than everything being precompiled altogether. Because only the component parts (i.e.

the composable relations) of relations need to be represented rather than all possible

combinations of them, this leads to a smaller and more effective knowledge base.

Composable relations are those containing composable functors and for which a

method of composition exists. Here, a method of composition describes how a com-

plete set of composable relations can be composed, provided composition is possible.

The composable functors employed are essentially taken from [13] with a new addi-

tion: composable selection. A summary of such composable relations is presented in

table 3.1.

The composable relations taken from [13] are easy to understand. The formulae

f in v = C+( f ) and v = C−( f ) represent terms (respectively f and − f ) of a sum.

The formulae f in v = C×( f ) and v = C÷( f ) represent factors (respectively f and 1
f )
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Name Syntax (infix notation) Syntax (prefix notation)

Addition
?var = C+(formula) (== ?var (C-add formula))

?var = C−(formula) (== ?var (C-sub formula))

Multiplication
?var = C×(formula) (== ?var (C-mul formula))

?var = C÷(formula) (== ?var (C-div formula))

Selection
?var = Cif,p(antecedent, formula) (== ?var (C-if antecedent

formula :priority p))

?var = Celse(formula) (== ?var (C-else formula)

Table 3.1: Composable functors and composable relations

of a product. A more formal representation of the methods of combination for these

composable relations follows shortly.

Ecological models often contain selection statements which declare that one equa-

tion must be employed when a condition is satisfied and another if the condition is

not satisfied. A selection statement can be composed from a set of composable “if”

relations v = Cif,p(a, f ) and a single composable “else” relation v = Celse( felse). The

composable “if” relations consist of a priority p, an antecedent a and a formula f . The

semantics of a composable “if” relation v = Cif,p(a, f ) are:

(¬∃v = Cif,pi(ai, fi), pi ≺ p∧ai)→ (a→ f ) (3.22)

That is, if none of the antecedents of composable “if” relations, which have a higher

priority (i.e. lower rank) and which assign the same variable v are true, then formula

f follows from the antecedent a. The semantics of composable “else” are similar

to composable “if”, but the priority is (implicitly) lower than the composable “if”

relations and no antecedent can be satisfied. More formally, the semantics of v =

Celse( f ) are

(¬∃v = Cif,pi(ai, fi),ai)→ f (3.23)

To be concise, table 3.2 summarises what composable relations can be joined to

form compounded relations. Composable relations can be joined together if they can

be rewritten to form terms of a mathematical operation such that the order in which the

terms must be considered is uniquely defined or it does not affect the result. Compos-

able additions and the negations of composable subtractions can be written as terms of
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composable combination
of relations

v = C÷(f1)

v = C×(f1)

v = C−(f1)

v = C+(f1)

v = Celse(f1)

v
=

C
+
(f

2
)

v
=

C
−
(f

2
)

v
=

C
×
(f

2
)

v
=

C
÷
(f

2
)

v
=

C
el

se
(f

2
)

f1 6= f2

p1 6= p2

a1 6= a2

v
=

C
if
,p

2
(a

2
,f

2
)

v = C if,p1(a1, f1)

v = C if,p2(a1, f1) combination of relations
that are not composable

Table 3.2: Composable combinations of relations

a sum. Composable products and the inversions of composable divisions can be writ-

ten as terms of a product. Because addition and multiplication are commutative and

associative operators, the order in which terms are considered is irrelevant. The order

in which the composable selections must be considered is defined by the priorities (or

is implicit in the case of Celse). Therefore, composable selections can be combined

with one another provided no two composable “if” relations have the same priority.

In order to formally define the actual rules of composition, the sets of all compos-

able relations with the same functor for a given model 〈P,R〉 are defined first.

R(v,C+) = {v = C+( fi) | (v = C+( fi)) ∈ R} (3.24)

R(v,C−) = {v = C−( fi) | (v = C−( fi)) ∈ R} (3.25)

R(v,C×) = {v = C×( fi) | (v = C×( fi)) ∈ R} (3.26)

R(v,C÷) = {v = C÷( fi) | (v = C÷( fi)) ∈ R} (3.27)

R(v,Cif) = {v = Cif,pi(ai, fi) | (v = Cif,pi(ai, fi)) ∈ R} (3.28)

R(v,Celse) = {v = Celse( fi) | (v = Celse( fi)) ∈ R} (3.29)

The rules of composition (see equations 3.30, 3.31 and 3.32) state how a given

set of composable relations can be rewritten as a single compound relation. Each of
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these rules contains a complete set of all composable relations in the antecedent. The

antecedent of rule (3.30) contains the sets of all composable addition and subtraction

relations with the same participant v in the left-hand side. According to table 3.2, only

these can be combined with one another. It is self-evident that not additional relation

(i.e. w = C+( f ), w = C−( f ) or a relation v = Cx( f ) where x 6∈ {+,−}) can be added

to this antecedent. Also, no composable relation v = C+( fx) or v = C−( fx) can be

removed from the antecedent as fx should clearly be added to or subtracted from the

other terms for the equation to be correct.

Similarly, the antecedent rule (3.31) contains the complete sets of for composable

multiplication. Finally, the antecedent of rule (3.32) is satisfied for the complete sets

of composable if and else relations with the same left-hand participant v provided the

priorities are strictly ordered (i.e. no two priorities are equal), and there is only a single

composable else relation. The latter two conditions are added because two composable

if relations with the same priority or two composable else relations can not be com-

pounded. The consequents of the rules of composition explain how these complete

sets of composable relations can be joined. This is simply a matter of applying the

appropriate mathematical operation to the provided terms.

R(v,C+) = {v = C+( f1+), . . . ,v = C+( fm+)}∧

R(v,C−) = {v = C−( f1−), . . . ,v = C−( fn−)}→

v = f1+ + . . .+ fm+− ( f1−+ . . .+ fn−)

(3.30)

R(v,C×) = {v = C×( f1×), . . . ,v = C×( fm×)}∧

R(v,C÷) = {v = C÷( f1÷), . . . ,v = C÷( fn÷)}→

v =
1× f1×× . . .× fm×

f1÷× . . .× fn÷

(3.31)

R(v,Cif) = {v = Cif,p1(a1, f1), . . . ,v = Cif,pm(am, fm)}∧

R(v,Celse) = {v = Celse( felse)}∧ p1 ≺ . . .≺ pm→

v =if a1 then f1

else . . .

if am then fm

else felse

(3.32)

An example of the need for compositional addition is shown in figure 3.5. Here, the
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natality

mortality

Children Adults

aging

Figure 3.5: Example of compositional addition

size of the “Children” stock is governed by three flows: flow(natality,source,Children),

flow(mortality,Children,sink) and flow(ageing,Children,Adults). Flows are translated

by relationship type declarations (see 3.3.5) into compositional additions and subtrac-

tions as follows:

flow(natality,source,Children)→ Children = C+(natality)

flow(mortality,Children,sink)→ Children = C−(mortality)

flow(ageing,Children,Adults)→ Children = C−(ageing)∧Adults = C+(ageing)

Rule 3.30 translates these three compositional relations into:

Children = +natality− (mortality+ ageing)

Examples of compositional multiplication and compositional selection will be dis-

cussed in chapter 8.

3.3.2 Model fragments

The model fragments are the rules that are utilised to derive a scenario model from a

given scenario. They can be defined as follows.

Definition 3.4. A model fragment µ is a tuple 〈Ps,Pt ,Φs,Φt ,A〉 where

• Ps(µ) = {ps
1, . . . ps

m} is a set of variables, called source-participants,

• Pt(µ) = {pt
1, . . . , pt

n} is a set of variables, called target-participants,

• Φs(µ) = {φs
1, . . . ,φ

s
v} is a set of relations, called structural conditions, whose free

variables are elements of Ps,
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• Φt(µ) = {φt
1, . . . ,φ

t
s} is a set of relations, called postconditions, whose free vari-

ables are elements of Ps∪Pt ,

• A(µ) = {a1, . . . ,at} is a set of relations, called assumptions,

such that for i = 1, . . . ,s:

∀ps
1, . . . ,∀ps

m,∃pt
1, . . . ,∃pt

n φs
1∧ . . .∧φs

v→ (a1∧ . . .∧at → φt
i) (3.33)

The source-participants and structural conditions (which may be instantiated by

other relevant model fragments in describing the given scenario) describe the condi-

tions under which the model fragment is applicable, the assumptions express the pre-

sumptions that are deemed appropriate for the problem at hand, and target-participants

and postconditions represent the new objects/variables and relations that extend the

model under these conditions. Note that the participants, relations (i.e. structural con-

ditions and postconditions) and the assumptions correspond to the definitions provided

in section 3.1. Hence, a model fragment fits in the template: (source-participants ∧

structural conditions)→ (assumptions→ (target-participants ∧ postconditions)).

Below is an example of a model fragment from which equations (3.13) and (3.14)

are instantiated on the conditions that a stock, birth-rate flow and death-rate flow exist

describing a population and on the assumption that the logistic model for population

size is used.

(defModelFragment logistic
:source-participants

((?population :type population)
(?size :type stock)
(?birth-flow :type flow)
(?death-flow :type flow))

:structural-conditions
((flow ?birth-flow source ?size)
(flow ?death-flow ?size sink)
(size-of ?size ?population))

:assumptions
((model ?size logistic))

:target-participants
((?birth-rate :type variable :name birth-rate)
(?death-rate :type variable :name death-rate)
(?density :type variable :name total-population)
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(?capacity :type variable :name capacity))
:postconditions
((== ?birth-flow (* ?birth-rate ?size))
(== ?death-flow (* ?death-rate ?size ?density))
(== ?density (C+ (/ ?size ?capacity)))
(population-density-of ?density ?population)
(population-capacity-of ?capacity ?population)))

This model fragment states the following. Given a population ?population, a

stock ?size and two flows ?birth-flow and ?death-flow, such that

• ?birth-flow is a flow from a source into ?size,

• ?death-flow is a flow from ?size into a sink, and

• ?size describes the size of population ?population,

and assuming that ?size is described using the logistic model, then the following must

be created:

• four new variables ?birth-rate, ?death-rate, ?density, and ?capacity,

• three new relations describing the equations:

?birth-flow = ?birth-rate×?size

?death-flow = ?death-rate×?size×?density

?density = C+

(
?size

?capacity

)

• two new relations denoting that ?density represents the density of population

?population and ?capacity represents the capacity of population ?population

that is sustainable by the environment.

3.3.3 Model properties

Properties are features of interest to the application or person requiring a scenario

model. In practice, it is possible to define any feature that can be described a set of

participants and a set of relations as a property. More formally,

Definition 3.5. A model property Π is a tuple 〈Ps,Φ,π〉 where Ps(µ) = {ps
1, . . . ps

m} is

a set of source-participants, a predicate calculus sentence Φ whose free variables are
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elements of Ps, and a relation π, whose free variables are also elements of Ps, such that

∀ps
1, . . . , ps

m∀Φ→ π

For example, the model property below describes when a “math-object” ?m is en-

dogenous. It represents the situation whenever either ?m= * or d
dt?m= * is true (where

* matches any constant or formula), ?m is deemed to be endogenous.

(defproperty endogenous
:source-participants ((?m :type math-object))
:structural-condition ((or (== ?m *) (d/dt ?m *)))
:property (endogenous ?m))

Alternatively, the property describing that a “math-object” is exogenous can be

defined by means of the endogenous property: i.e. a “math-object” is exogenous when

such an object ?m exists and it is not endogenous (i.e. (not (endogenous ?m))).

(defproperty exogenous
:source-participants ((?m :type math-object))
:structural-condition ((not (endogenous ?m)))
:property (exogenous ?m))

Required model properties can be specified in two different ways: either globally as

goals for the scenario model construction or locally as a required purpose of a certain

model fragment (by means of the keyword :purpose-required). The example below

is an alternative version of an earlier model fragment which introduces a variable rep-

resenting population size under the condition that the growth phenomenon is relevant

to a given population. The :purpose-required field states that any instantiation of

this model fragment (and hence, the creation of a variable for ?p-size) requires the

new ?p-size to be endogenous.

(defModelFragment
:source-participants ((?p :type population))
:assumptions ((relevant growth ?p))
:target-participants ((?p-size :type stock))
:postconditions ((size-of ?p-size ?p))
:purpose-required ((endogenous ?p-size)))
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3.3.4 Participant class declaration and participant type hierarchies

In general, participant classes need not be defined. However, certain types of partici-

pants may be described in terms of other interesting participants (e.g. important quan-

tities), irrespective of the modelling choices. This feature provides syntactic sugar for

important relations between participants, making it easier to declare required prop-

erties for a scenario model in terms of scenario level participants. For example, the

behaviour of a population may be described in terms of population size and growth

rate variables:

(defEntity population
:participants (size growth-rate))

Such participant class declarations are utilised to deal with participants that de-

scribe an important aspect of another participant that is of interest. The participant

class declaration in the above example states that size and growth-rate are important

features of a population.

Participant class declarations are employed within model fragments to provide

a more specific definition of the meaning of the source-participants and the target-

participants. In this way, participant specifications are constrained to be a feature of

another participant by means of the :entity statement, as the following example il-

lustrates:

(defModelFragment define-population-growth-phenomenon
:source-participants ((?p :type population))
:target-participants ((?pn :type stock :entity (size ?p))

(?pg :type variable :entity (growth-rate ?p))
(?pb :type flow)
(?pd :type flow))

:assumptions ((relevant growth ?p))
:postconditions ((== ?pg (- ?pb ?pd))

(flow ?pb source ?pn)
(flow ?pd ?pn sink)))

Participant class declarations may define one class to be an immediate subclass of

another. For example, the population participant class of holometabolous insects (e.g.

the aforementioned butterfly population) may be defined as a subclass of the population

participant class:
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(defEntity holometabolous-insect-population
:subclass-of (population)
:participants (larva-number pupa-number adult-number))

In this way, a participant type hierarchy is defined. Each subclass inherits all partic-

ipants its superclasses (i.e. its immediate superclass and superclasses of superclasses).

The concepts introduced above can be defined more formally:

Definition 3.6. A participant class declaration is a tuple Π = 〈ΠS,P〉 where ΠS is a

participant class, called the immediate superclass of the participant class and P is a set

of participants classes that describe important features of the participant class.

In general, the participant class declaration defines an assymetric, irreflexive and

transitive relation 7→is a. A pair of participant classes (Πsuper,Πsub) belongs to the

relation, denoted Πsub 7→is a Πsuper if Πsuper is the immediate superclass of Πsub or of

a participant class Πi that is itself a superclass of Πsub. More formally:

[Πsub 7→is a Πsuper]←Πsub = 〈Πsuper,P〉

[Πsub 7→is a Πsuper]←∃Πi,((Πsub 7→is a Πi)∧ (Πi 7→is a Πsuper))

3.3.5 Relationship type declaration

A relationship type declaration describes how one generic class of relations can be

translated into other relations. This is useful to translate models described using more

elaborate representation formalisms into more basic ones. The following relationship

type declaration, for example, translates a system dynamics description of a flow, from

one stock to another, into differential equations by means of composable relations.

(defRelation flow1
:<= ((flow ?flow ?stock1 ?stock2))
:=> ((d/dt ?stock1 (C- ?flow))

(d/dt ?stock2 (C+ ?flow))))

Thus, relationship type declarations provide syntactic sugar for a model fragment

〈{},{},Φs,Φt ,{}〉. That is, a relationship type declaration is a model fragment without

participants or assumptions.
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3.3.6 Representing disaggregation

In theory, disaggregate models (see 3.2.2) can be constructed by the use of the nor-

mal model fragments. Unfortunately, this would require a significant portion of the

model fragments to be rewritten with respect to a required disaggregation. Consider

for example a knowledge base that contains model fragments for population growth

and predation. To incorporate disaggregation into age-classes in this knowledge base,

model fragments must be added for the population growth models that are disaggre-

gated into age-classes and for the predation models where the predator population, the

prey population or both are disaggregated.

Matters are further complicated because a subpopulation resulting from a disag-

gregation could be disaggregated itself. Specifying such chained disaggregations only

by means of model fragments would involve writing a set of model fragments for each

specific combination of disaggregations. For example, if three possible types of disag-

gregation would need to be considered (e.g. disaggregation according to age, gender

and social function in a society), then 23 different versions of the population models

would have to be created.

However, as figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate, disaggregate models are not so different

from the models they are disaggregated from. Normally, in disaggregating a model,

some participants and relations stay the same, some are replaced by arrays and some

new participants and relations need to be added. By exploiting this observation, poten-

tial disaggregations can be specified more concisely. To facilitate the specification of

disaggregations and their combinations, the concepts of disaggregation mapping and

disaggregation fragments are introduced here.

3.3.6.1 Disaggregation mapping

Since a disaggregate model usually has much in common with the model it is disaggre-

gated from, a knowledge representation is introduced that makes the relations between

them explicit. It captures the disaggregation mapping that specifies which participants

and relations are the same, and which participants and relations are mapped to arrays

of participants and relations:

Definition 3.7. A disaggregation mapping M is a tuple 〈N,δP,δR〉 where

• N = N1× . . .×Nl , with Ni being a set of domains of indices representing the
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names of classes,

• δP is a bijection N1× . . .×Nl× dom(δP)→ range(δP) (dom(δP), range(δP)⊂ P
and P is the set of all participants),

• δR is a bijection N1× . . .×Nl× dom(δR)→ range(δR) (dom(δR), range(δR)⊂R
and R is the set of all relations),

such that ∀p ∈ dom(δP),(∀i 6= j,δP(. . . , i, . . . , p) 6= δP(. . . , j, . . . , p)),

In terms of definition 3.3, the participant mapping δP states what participant classes

belong to Pa and how they are mapped onto Pd of the disaggregate model. For what

follows, a transformation called the generalised participant mapping δ′P : P → P is

defined such that for all p ∈ dom(δP),δ′P(. . . ,ni, . . . , p) = δP(. . . ,ni, . . . , p) and all p ∈

P −dom(δP),δ′P(. . . ,ni, . . . , p) = p. The bijection δR describes how the relations of Ra

in definition 3.3 which do not disaggregate according to the defined classes map onto

Rd .

For the above example of disaggregating a population into age classes, a suitable

disaggregation mapping is:

δP(
−→
i ,N) = N−→i ,δP(

−→
i ,D) = D−→i , (3.34)

∀p,parameter(p)→ δP(
−→
i , p) = p−→i , (3.35)

δR(
−→
i ,(

d
dt

N = C+(B))) = (
d
dt

N0 = C+(B)) (3.36)

This disaggregation mapping states that N, B and D and the parameters b and d are

mapped into n age classes. It furthermore specifies a particular mapping for d
dt N =

C+(B) in (3.17) to become d
dt N0 = C+(B) in (3.19). As such, the disaggregation

mapping describes the explicit links between a disaggregate model and the model it

disaggregates.

3.3.6.2 Disaggregation Fragment

By themselves, disaggregation mappings contain insufficient information to enable the

construction of disaggregate models from a knowledge base of model fragments that

are not disaggregated. As indicated earlier, in addition to the participants and relations

that are mapped to themselves or an array of similar participants and relations, disag-

gregation may involve the creation of new participants and relations. In the ongoing
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sample application of disaggregation into age-classes, the disaggregate model contains

a number of participants and relations to explain the migration from one age-class to

the next. These participants and relations are specific to the age-class disaggregate

model and are to be introduced when disaggregation is applied. The compound con-

struct containing this additional information and the disaggregation mapping is called

a disaggregation fragment. More formally:

Definition 3.8. A disaggregation fragment is a tuple 〈Ps,Pt ,A,Φs,Φt ,M〉 where

• Ps = {Ps
1, . . . ,P

s
m} is a set of source-participants,

• Pt = {Pt
1, . . . ,P

t
n} is a set of target-participants, called target-participants,

• A is the set of assumptions that a disaggregation fragment depends on. All as-

sumption specifications in A refer to assumption instances other than those re-

ferred to in the (normal) model fragments in the knowledge base (see below).

• Φs is a set of structural conditions (i.e. relations defined over Ps
q× . . .×Ps

r ),

• Φt is a set of postconditions (i.e. relations defined over Ps
q× . . .×Ps

r ×Pt
v×Pt

w),

and

• M is a disaggregation mapping

such that

∀〈Pa,Ra〉 ∈ {µM | µS,A∪{¬disaggregation(P(M))} ` µM},

(µS,A∪{disaggregation(P(M))} ` 〈Pd,Rd〉)

where

Pd = {pd | pd = β(n1, . . . ,nl, pa), pa ∈ Pa}∪Pt and

Rd = {r(δ′P(n1, . . . ,nl, pa
q), . . .δ

′
P(n1, . . . ,nl, pa

r )) |

(r(pa
q, . . . , pa

r ) ∈ Ra)∧ (r(pa
q, . . . , pa

r ) 6∈ dom(δR))}∪

{δR(r(pa
q, . . . , pa

r )) | (r(pa
q, . . . , pa

r ) ∈ dom(δR))}∪Φt

A disaggregation fragment is shown below for the example of splitting up a popula-

tion into n age classes. It indicates that this disaggregation is applicable to a population

?p for which a stock ?pn and two flows ?pb and ?pd are known, such that ?pb is the

flow into ?pn and that ?pd is the flow out of ?pn.
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(defDisaggregationFragment population-age-classes
:source-participants ((?p :type population)

(?pn :type stock :unit population)
(?pb :type flow :unit population)
(?pd :type flow :unit population))

:structural-conditions ((stock ?p ?pn)
(flow ?pb source ?pn)
(flow ?pd ?pn sink))

:meta-participants ((?n :type integer))
:assumptions ((disaggregation ?p age-classes ?n))
:mapping-types (((age-classes ?t) :type (array (0 ?n) ?t)))
:target-participants
((?pn* :type (age-classes stock) :mapped-from ?pn)
(?pd* :type (age-classes flow) :mapped-from ?pd)
(? :type (age-classes parameter) :mapped-from (? :type parameter))
(?pm :type (array (1 ?n) flow))
(?ts :type (array (0 (1- ?n)) variable)))

:postconditions
(((flow ?pb source (?pn 0)) :mapped-from (flow ?pb source ?pn))
(for (?i 1 ?n) (flow (?pm (1- ?i)) (?pn (1- ?i)) (?pn ?i)))
(for (?i 1 ?n) (== (?pm i) (delay (?pn (1- ?i)) (?ts ?i))))))

The target-participants of this disaggregation fragment specify the new participants

to be introduced into a disaggregated model. The first three target-participant specifi-

cations describe how individual participants of aggregate model are to be transformed

into arrays of participants in the disaggregate model. For example,

(?pn* :type (age-classes stock) :mapped-from ?pn)

specifies how an individual stock ?pn in the aggregate model should be transformed

into an array of participants of type stock, i.e. (array (0 ?n) stock), in the disag-

gregate model (where ?pn refers to one of the source-participants). Similarly,

(? :type (age-classes parameter) :mapped-from (? :type parameter))

denotes that any participant of type parameter of aggregate model must be transformed

into an array of parameters in the disaggregate model. The last two target-participants

refer to participants in the disaggregate model that have no equivalent in the aggregate

model. For instance,

(?pm :type (array (1 ?n) flow))
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states that a population growth model that is disaggregated into n age-classes must

contain n− 1 (or (1- ?n) in LISP notation) new flows. These flows will refer to the

ageing flows depicted in figure 3.4.

Similar to the target-participants, the postconditions of the disaggregation frag-

ment describe what new relations need to be introduced into a disaggregated model.

Again, there are two types of new postconditions in any disaggregate model, those that

are translations of postconditions in the aggregate models, and those that are entirely

unique to the disaggregate model. An example of the first type is:

(flow ?pb source (?pn 0)) :mapped-from (flow ?pb source ?pn))

This postcondition states that the original postcondition (flow ?pb source ?pn),

denoting a flow of births from a source into the population size stock, in the aggregate

model must be transformed into a flow of births from a source into population stock

0 (i.e. the first population stock or the stock containing the youngest members of the

population) in the disaggregate model. An example of the second type of postcondition

is:

(for (?i 1 ?n) (flow (?pm (1- ?i)) (?pn (1- ?i)) (?pn ?i)))

This postcondition introduces the aforementioned array of n−1 ageing flows depicted

in figure 3.4.

Note that this disaggregation fragment contains all of the information introduced

in the sample disaggregation mapping shown in section 3.3.6.1. The actual mappings

of participants and relations are the target-participants and postconditions employing

the :mapped-from keyword, followed by a reference to a participant/relation from the

aggregate model. Additionally, the disaggregation fragment contains new participants

to express migration between age-classes. A graphical illustration of these has been

shown in figure 3.4.

3.4 Summary

This chapter has introduced the knowledge representation formalism to be utilised by

the compositional modeller presented in this thesis. The basic constructs of this for-

malism are participants, relations and assumptions. Participants are objects and may
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refer to real-world objects (e.g. entities in the scenario) or conceptual objects (e.g.

variables in the scenario model). Relations are predicates that describe how the partic-

ipants are related to one another. Assumptions are a special kind of relation that denote

the presumptions that are made in the construction of a required scenario model.

The essential constructs in the knowledge base are model fragments and properties.

Model fragments are generic partial models that can be instantiated and combined in

different ways to suit varying scenarios and the needs of the modeller. Model frag-

ments may make use of composable relations to generate partial equations that can be

consolidated after the initial scenario model has been constructed. Model properties

are formal descriptions of important features of a scenario model, representing con-

ditions that a scenario may be required to satisfy. A number of additional constructs

that facilitate the application of the compositional modeller to important types of prob-

lem have also been presented. In particular, a disaggregation fragment expresses the

relationships holding between an aggregate model and its disaggregated alternatives,

and participant class hierarchies describe ways in which classes of participants are

related. Finally, relationship type declarations dictate how certain relations must be

translated into something more useful when the generated participants and relations

are intermediate constructs that require some further processing for further use in the

model construction process or to meet the requirements of the problem solver.

Together, these constructs provide a formalism that can express what partial models

can be derived from a scenario. The next chapters will show how scenario models are

actually constructed, using the knowledge representation scheme introduced here.



Chapter 4

Compositional Modelling as a

Constraint Satisfaction Problem

Within this work, a scenario model is constructed by translating the model construction

problem to a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and then by solving the resulting

CSP. This chapter discusses how such a CSP can be constructed. Figure 4.1 shows

the overall approach. Basically, the model construction CSP is created by means of

two phases. First, the knowledge base is instantiated with respect to a specific sce-

nario. This procedure is discussed in section 4.1. A hypergraph, called the model

space, is constructed that links initial or intermediate participant, relation and assump-

tion instances to new participant and relation instances via nodes representing model

fragments (see section 3.3.2). This hypergraph is then expanded to incorporate partial

disaggregate models by applying disaggregation fragments (see section 3.3.6.2). In the

second phase, the model space is translated into a dynamic CSP (DCSP) by exploiting

additional requirements and model properties. This procedure is discussed in section

4.2. Other knowledge elements and knowledge-processing phases shown in the figure

will be explained in the next chapters.

4.1 Constructing model spaces

The instantiation of part of the knowledge in the knowledge base, with respect to a

given scenario, is required to determine which model fragments can be combined with

one another. To this end, a model space is constructed which contains the participants

85
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and relations that can be deduced from the given scenario, under each consistent set of

assumptions.

The information contained in the model space is stored in an assumption literal

based truth maintenance system (ALTMS), as discussed in section 4.1.1. An ALTMS

is an extension of the existing assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS).

The next two subsections then describe how the model space is constructed from a

given knowledge base and scenario. In particular, section 4.1.2 shows the algorithm

for model space construction and section 4.1.3 presents an extension to this algorithm

to cover the construction of model spaces that involve disaggregate models.

4.1.1 The model space

As explained in the last chapter, a model fragment represents a rule indicating how

new participants and relations can be deduced from existing ones and a conjunction

of certain assumptions. Reasoning with these rules involves instantiating them to par-

ticipant instances. Let σ represent the substitution of variables representing partici-

pants in model fragments to participant instances. Figure 4.2 then shows a graphical

representation of an instantiation of a model fragment µ, in which σ represents the

substitution of participant classes by participant instances. The combination of par-

ticipants, relations and assumptions σps
1, . . . ,σps

m,σφs
1, . . . ,σφs

v,σa1, . . . ,σat justifies

an instantiation of µ, which in turn justifies the corresponding generation of instances
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σpt
1, . . . ,σpt

n,σφt
1, . . . ,σφt

s.

In the model space, such justifications are linked together in a hypergraph . The

root nodes in this hypergraph are the participants and relations explicitly given by the

scenario and the assumptions instantiated by the model fragments. Within a model

space, it is possible to determine which sets of assumptions are inconsistent, which

participants and relations may be derived from a set of assumptions, and whether some

model property can be satisfied under a set of assumptions. Because it is required

within this work to reason hypothetically with assumptions that may be established to

be inconsistent when given others, it is desirable to maintain the model space by a truth

maintenance system.

A truth maintenance system (TMS) stores the dependencies between inferred in-

formation and given assumptions, and aids a problem solver to avoid inconsistent in-

ferences. Of particular interest here is the idea of assumption based TMS or ATMS

[34], which achieves the goal of a TMS by computing for each piece of information

the consistent sets of assumptions that justify it. To that end, it takes a set of data�
= {d1, . . . ,dm} that the problem solver is interested, and a set of Horn clauses J

di∧ . . .∧d j→ dk

where {di, . . . ,d j,dk} ⊂
�

, and dk 6∈ {di, . . . ,d j}. An ATMS translates this information

into a hypergraph. That is, for each problem solver datum d ∈
�

, it creates a node n(d),

and for each Horn clause di∧ . . .d j→ dk, it creates a hyperarc from n(di), . . . ,n(d j) to

n(dk) (denoted {n(di), . . . ,n(d j)}→ n(dk).

As a TMS, the ATMS also takes conjunctions of datums di∧ . . .∧d j that are incon-

sistent, i.e.

di∧ . . .∧d j→⊥

where {di, . . . ,d j} ⊂
�

. To handle such inconsistencies, an ATMS contains a special

purpose node, called the nogood node n⊥ and it represents these inconsistencies by

hyperarcs {n(di), . . . ,n(d j)}→ n⊥.

Some of the problem solver datums in
�

are assumptions. They are datums from

which the problem solver deduces new datums, but which are not known to be true.

In the compositional modelling application, for example, instances of assumptions in

model fragments correspond to ATMS assumptions. By means of the hypergraph,

the ATMS computes a minimal set of conjunctions for each node, including n⊥, that
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support it. Such sets are called labels, and the conjunctions within them are called

environments. The environments in the label of n⊥ are called nogoods, because they

are conjunctions of assumptions that lead to inconsistencies. All supersets of nogoods

in the labels of other nodes are removed since it is known that they can not provide a

consistent justification.

Unfortunately, the use of Horn clauses restricts the usefulness of an ATMS for the

present work as it may be required to compute negations of conjunctions, disjunctions

and assumptions explicitly. Consider, for example, the following model properties

defined in section 3.3.3:

(defproperty endogenous
:source-participants ((?m :type math-object))
:structural-condition ((or (== ?m *) (d/d ?m *)))
:property (endogenous ?m))

(defproperty exogenous
:source-participants ((?m :type math-object))
:structural-condition ((not (endogenous ?m)))
:property (exogenous ?m))

On the one hand, the endogenous property can be derived for instances of relations

that match (== ?m *) or (d/d ?m *). Within a standard ATMS, instances of the Horn

clause (== ?m *)→ (endogenous ?m) can be utilised to derive that (endogenous

?m) is deducible from the same assumption sets as (== ?m *). On the other hand, the

property (exogenous ?m) can not be computed with a conventional ATMS because

the algorithm can only propagate disjunctions and conjunctions of data, not negations

thereof. Having taken notice of this, an assumption literal based truth maintenance

system (ALTMS) is suggested herein to handle negations.

4.1.1.1 The assumption literal based truth maintenance system

Similar to an ATMS, an ALTMS is a hypergraph of nodes denoting problem solver

datums. However, instead of only using Horn clauses, the problem solver datums may

be justified by propositional calculus expressions. That is, a problem solver datum

d ∈
�

may be deduced via rules of inference of the form j→ d, where the justification

j is either:
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• a problem solver datum: j = d ∈
�

,

• a conjunction of other justifications: j = j1∧ . . .∧ jm,

• a disjunction of other justifications j = j1∨ . . .∨ jm, or

• the negation of another justification: j = ¬ j′.

As such, the benefit of an ALTMS over an ATMS is that it can handle negations of

nodes in the antecedent of a justification.

The purpose of an ALTMS is to relate problem solver data to the assumptions that

justify them. To that end, for each node n, a label L(n) is computed.

Definition 4.1. A label L(n) is a set of environments. Each environment E is a set of

assumptions and negations of assumptions {a1>, . . . ,ap>,¬a1⊥, . . . ,¬aq⊥} such that

(a1>∧ . . .∧ap>)∧¬a1⊥∧ . . .∧¬aq⊥→ n

A node’s label can be computed from the labels of the nodes that justify it. Given

complete and sound labels for the nodes of two problem solver datums d1 and d2:

L(n(d1)) = {E11, . . . ,E1p1}

L(n(d2)) = {E21, . . . ,E2p2}

a label can be computed for the conjunction, disjunction and negation of these problem

solver datums, as follows:

L(n(d1∧d2)) ={E1i∪E2 j | E1i ∈ L(n1),E2 j ∈ L(n2)}, (4.1)

L(n(d1∨d2)) =L(n1)∪L(n2), and (4.2)

L(n(¬d1)) ={{negate(a1i), . . . ,negate(ap1 j)} | a1i ∈ E11, . . . ,ap1 j ∈ E1p1} (4.3)

where negate(ak>) = ¬ak> and negate(¬ak⊥) = ak⊥

Based on these principles, labels can be computed that are complete (∀Ei,(Ei,θ `
n,∃E j ∈ L(n),(E j ⊆ Ei))) and sound (∀Ei ∈ L(n),Ei,θ ` n), as formalised in the fol-

lowing theorems:

Theorem 4.2. If the labels L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are complete and sound, the labels

L(n(d1∧d2)), L(n(d1∨d2)) and L(n(¬d1)), as respectively computed in (4.1), (4.2)
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and (4.3) are complete.

Proof : See appendix A, page 279.

Theorem 4.3. If the labels L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are complete and sound, the labels

L(n(d1∧d2)), L(n(d1∨d2)) and L(n(¬d1)), as respectively computed in (4.1), (4.2)

and (4.3) are sound.

Proof : See appendix A, page 280.

Some conjunctions of nodes and/or negations of nodes may be inconsistent. As

with the nogood conjunctions of nodes in a standard ATMS, such conjunctions justify

a special node, called the nogood node and denoted n⊥. The environments E ∈ L(n⊥),

i.e. the environments in the label of the nogood node are called nogood environments.

To make a label L(n) consistent (∀E ∈ L(n),E,J 0 n⊥, where J is the set of all jus-

tifications that have been provided for the nodes in the ALTMS) all inconsistent envi-

ronments must be removed. An environment E is inconsistent (E → n⊥), and hence

removed from a label if

∃E⊥ ∈ L(n⊥),(E⊥ ⊂ E), or (4.4)

(a ∈ E)∧ (¬a ∈ E) (4.5)

Finally, the labels must be made minimal (∀Ei,E j ∈ L(n),(Ei = E j)∨¬(Ei ⊂ E j)).

This is achieved by removing environments from the label that are supersets of other

environments in the label.

4.1.1.2 Example

These concepts can be illustrated by means of the endogenous and exogenous prop-

erties. Suppose that a knowledge base is given which contains the following implica-

tions:

• a variable x is created if an assumption relevant(growth, p) is true:

relevant(growth, p)→ exists(x),exists(N)

• x = r×N if x exists and an assumption model(x,exponential) is true, and

exists(x)∧ exists(N)∧model(x,exponential)→ exists(r),= (x,×(r,N))
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• x = r×N× N
C if model(x, logistic)

exists(x)∧exists(N)∧model(x, logistic)→ exists(r),exists(C)= (x,×(r,N,÷(N,C)))

Under these conditions, the labels of the properties exists(x) and endogenous(x)

can be computed as follows (noting that endogenous(x)← exists(x)∧= (x,∗)):

L(exists(x)) = {{relevant(growth, p)}}

L(endogenous(x)) = {{relevant(growth, p),model(x,exponential)},

{relevant(growth, p),model(x, logistic)}}

As a variable is exogenous if exists(x)∧¬endogenous(x), the label of exogenous(x) is

computed as follows:

L(¬endogenous(x)) = {{¬relevant(growth, p)},

{¬model(x,exponential),¬model(x, logistic)}}

L(exogenous(x)) = {{relevant(growth, p),¬relevant(growth, p)},

{relevant(growth, p),¬model(x,exponential),¬model(x, logistic)}}

Naturally, {relevant(growth, p),¬relevant(growth, p)} is an inconsistent environment,

and therefore, the complete, sound, consistent and minimal label of exogenous(x) be-

comes

L(exogenous(x)) = {{relevant(growth, p),

¬model(x,exponential),¬model(x, logistic)}}

4.1.1.3 ALTMS and GDE candidate generation

Readers from the model-based reasoning community will undoubtedly note that there

is a very close relationship between an ALTMS and candidate generation in the Gen-

eral Diagnostic Engine (GDE) [37] which is itself rooted in an ATMS. Indeed, the

ALTMS employs the same types of set operations as the GDE and hence, the ALTMS

incorporates the mechanism for candidate generation that was added to GDE.

Generally speaking, in GDE a model of a system is represented by a set of con-

straints and a constraint propagator is employed to compute values for unknown vari-

ables. The constraints are imposed by potentially faulty components and when apply-

ing a constraint, it is explicitly assumed that it is always valid. As such the following
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c2

x
2

3
= x4

x3 :? x4 : 4c1

x1 + x2 = x3

x1 : 2

x2 : 2

Constraints:
c1 : x1 + x2 = x3

c2 : x
2

3
= x4

Figure 4.3: Sample GDE model

inferences are made, where c1, . . . ,cn refer to constraints imposed by components and

x : i represents the assignment of value i to variable x in the constraint system:

valid(c1)∧ . . .∧valid(cn)→ x : i

Theorem 4.4. Given that the constraint propagator of GDE has generated a set of

nodes in an ALTMS that corresponding to hypothesised values of connections x : i and

these nodes have been justified by the sets of components that must function correctly

for the hypothesis to be true, then:

1. the ALTMS can produce the minimal set of fault candidates in the same way as

the GDE by computing the label of a node hypotheses, which has been justified

such that:

¬(n⊥)→ hypotheses

2. the ALTMS can produce the minimal set of fault candidates that remain if a mea-

surement of component x yields i, in the same way as the GDE, by computing

the label of a node hypotheses(x : i), which has been justified such that:

¬∧n,n=n(x: j), j 6=i n→ hypotheses(x : i)

Proof : See appendix A, page 281.

Take for example the model shown in figure 4.3. This model has two constraints

that correspond to components c1 : x1 + x2 = x3 and c2 : x2
3 = x4 and invoking one

unknown variable x3. Two possible values can be computed for x3:

valid(c1)→ x3 : 4

valid(c2)→ x3 : 2

However, each variable can only have one value at a time and multiple plausible

values under different assumption sets indicate a malfunction in the system. Therefore,
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such inconsistencies are reported to the ATMS as follows:

x3 : 4∧ x3 : 2→⊥

This yields the following label for the nogood node {{c1,c2}}.

The GDE has a purpose built procedure to translate a set of nogood nodes into a

set of hypothesis that is equivalent to computing the label of a node hypotheses in an

ALTMS which is justified such that:

¬(n⊥)→ hypotheses

In the ongoing example, L(hypotheses) = {{¬c1},{¬c2}}, which means that the be-

haviour can be explained by a fault in c1 or by a fault in c2. This is the same set of

hypotheses that GDE would generate.

The measurement proposer of GDE requires that the set of remaining candidates

for all measurement outcomes are computed and it then applies a heuristic to compute

the next best measurement. The ALTMS can be employed to determine the sets of

remaining candidates for a measurement outcome x : i, by computing the label of a

node hypotheses(x : i), which is justified such that:

¬∧n,n=n(x: j), j 6=i n→ hypotheses(x : i)

In the ongoing example, L(hypotheses(x3 : 4)) = {{¬c2}}.

4.1.2 Inference from a scenario

By means of the model fragments in the knowledge base, new information can be

derived from the scenario. To that end, let a database δ be a tuple 〈O,R,A〉, where O

is a set of object constants, R is a set of ground relations that are known to be true in

δ, and A is set of ground relations expressing assumptions. Before any inference is

done by the compositional modeller, a scenario 〈O,R〉 is provided by the user, which

corresponds to a database 〈O,R,{}〉.

The set of relations R in a database δ = 〈O,R,A〉 may be pattern matched with the

structural conditions of some model fragment µ by a substitution σ = {ps
1/oi, . . . , ps

m/o j},

which maps each source-participant in Ps(µ) onto an object constant of O. Also,

σ instantiates the assumptions A(µ) = {a1, . . . ,at} to a set of ground relations. If
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Algorithm 4.1: GENERATEMODELSPACE(〈O,R〉)

θ← new hypergraph;
for each o ∈ O,add-node(θ,o);
for each r ∈ R,add-node(θ,o);
for each µ ∈model space,match(µ,θ,σ)

do





justification← /0;
for each a ∈ A(µ)

do
{

newnode← add-node(θ,(σa));
justification← justification∪{newnode};

for each p ∈ Ps(µ)
do justification← justification∪{find-node(θ,(σp))};

for each φ ∈Φs(µ)
do justification← justification∪{find-node(θ,(σφ))};

add-node(θ,n(σ,µ));
add-justification(θ,n(σ,µ),∧n∈justificationn);
for each p ∈ Pt(µ)

do





σ← σ∪{p/gensym()};
o← add-node(θ,(σp));
add-justification(θ,o,n(σ,µ));

for each φ ∈Φt(µ)

do
{

o← add-node(θ,(σφ));
add-justification(θ,o,n(σ,µ));

for each n1, . . . ,nm, inconsistent({n1, . . . ,nm})
do add-justification(θ,n⊥,n1∧ . . .∧nm);

σa1 ∧ . . .∧σat is consistent with δ, a new database δ′ = 〈O′,R′,A′〉 logically follows

from δ, such that:

σ′ = σ∪{pt
1/oz+1, . . . , pt

n/oz+n} with Pt(µ) = {pt
1, . . . , pt

n}

O′ = O∪{oz+1, . . . ,oz+n}

R′ = R∪{σ′φt
1, . . . ,σ

′φt
u} with Φt(µ) = {φt

1, . . . ,φ
t
u}

A′ = A∪{σ′a1, . . . ,σ′at} with A(µ) = {a1, . . . ,at}

In other words, in the new database δ′ = 〈O′,R′,A′〉, O′ contains every o ∈ O and

a new object constant for each target-participant p ∈ Pt(µ), thereby forming a new

substitution σ′. R′ is the union of R and the instantiated postconditions of µ, and A′ is

the union of A and the set of the instantiated assumptions µ.
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In this way, a database δ = 〈O,Φ,A〉 can be constructed such that 〈O,R〉 corre-

sponds to a scenario model for the given scenario. However, such a scenario model

should also be consistent. Inconsistencies may arise from inconsistent assumptions or

relations and from failure to meet the requirements imposed by the user. Also, multiple

alternative models may be consistent and all of them potentially meet the requirements.

Therefore, a model space is generated which stores all possible models that are con-

sistent. The pseudo-code in the GENERATEMODELSPACE() presents an algorithm to

compute the model space.

4.1.2.1 Instantiating the knowledge base

Most of the function in GENERATEMODELSPACE() are self-explanatory, with perhaps

the exception of match(µ,θ,σ) and gensym(). The former returns a boolean value of

true if the source-participants and structural conditions of the model fragment µ are

matched by participant and relation instances in θ via a substitution σ, and it returns

false otherwise. More formally,

match(µ,θ,σ) = true←σ = {ps
1/o1, . . . , ps

m/om}∧Ps(µ) = {ps
1, . . . , ps

m}∧

o1 ∈ θ∧ . . .∧om ∈ θ∧∀φ ∈Φs(µ),σφ ∈ θ

match(µ,θ,σ) = false← otherwise

The function gensym() returns a new and unique symbol for each new participant.

In GENERATEMODELSPACE(), the model space is first initialised with the contents

of the scenario. That is, given a scenario 〈O,R〉, a node is added to the model space θ
for each participant instance o ∈O and for each relation instance r ∈ R. Then, for each

model fragment whose source-participants and structural conditions match the objects

and relations already in θ, a set of new nodes and hyperarcs are created to describe the

instantiation of the implications defined by the model fragment (see (3.33) in definition

3.4). That is, given a model fragment µ and a substitution σ such that match(µ,θ,σ) is

true then, the knowledge that can be potentially inferred is registered in the ALTMS as

follows:

• Each assumption in the set A(µ) is instantiated by means of the substitution σ and

added as an assumption node in the ALTMS, provided it does not exist already.
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• A node n(σ,µ) is created. This node denotes the application of a model fragment

based on the match described by substitution σ. A new justification is added to

the ALTMS, such that the node n(σ,µ) is proved by:

(∧p∈Ps(µ)σp)∧ (∧φ∈Φs(µ)σφ)∧ (∧a∈A(µ)σa)

• For each of the target-participants pt
i ∈ Pt(µ), a new object constant oi and a

corresponding node in the ALTMS are created. Each of these new nodes is

justified by n(σ,µ). Then, a new substitution σ′, that includes σ and maps the

target-participants to the newly created object constants, is created. That is,

σ′ = σ∪{pt
1/o1, . . . , pt

n/on}

Finally, for each of the postconditions φi ∈ Φt(µ), a new node that corresponds

to σ′φi is added to θ and justified by n(σ,µ).

4.1.2.2 Inferring inconsistencies

At the end of GENERATEMODELSPACE(), the justifications for the nogood node⊥ are

added. This is done for all sets of nodes {n1, . . . ,nm} for which inconsistent(n1, . . . ,nm)

holds. In this work, two sources of inconsistencies are considered: (i) relations that can

not be composed according to the modelling paradigm and (ii) model properties that

are not satisfied.

4.1.2.2.1 Non-composable relations As mentioned in section 3.3.1, there are re-

strictions on what assignment relations are composable. In a system dynamics model,

two equations v = f1(. . .) (or d
dt v = f1(. . .)) and v = f2(. . .) (or d

dt v = f1(. . .)) can only

be part of the same model if f1(. . .)≡ f2(. . .) or if f1 and f2 are composable relations.

Otherwise, the joint presence of v = f1(. . .) and v = f2(. . .) in the model make this

model inconsistent as it can not be used for simulation. Therefore, for every two nodes

n1 and n2 that contain such inconsistent assignment relations, inconsistent(n1,n2) holds.

If a modelling paradigm, other than system dynamics, is employed in the domain

theory, nodes will be deemed inconsistent for different reasons. In that case, dif-

ferent rules must be implemented to define the sets of nodes {n1, . . . ,nm) for which

inconsistent(n1, . . . ,nm) holds. However, these different rule sets do not affect the
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technique employed to register inconsistencies. Also, with certain extensions to the

existing knowledge representation, model properties (see section 3.3.3) could be em-

ployed to define inconsistent(n1, . . . ,nm). But as mentioned in section 9.2.5, this is left

as a future extension on this work.

4.1.2.2.2 Required properties The model properties are instantiated in the model

space. In essence, a node is created for each model property that can be instanti-

ated, and the instantiation source-participants and structural conditions, taken from the

property definition, is given as its justification. The example discussed in 4.1.1.1 has

already illustrated how this is implemented for the endogenous and exogenous proper-

ties.

Properties instances that are required impose additional constraints upon the model

construction process. That is, models that do not satisfy the required properties must

be deemed nogood. There are two different ways of constraining model construction

by means of properties. A property instance p is either a global property required

in all possible models or it is a purpose-required property of a model fragment (see

section 3.3.3). If p represents the node corresponding to a global property instance,

the following nogood justification is added to the ALTMS:

¬p→ n⊥

If p corresponds to the purpose-required property of a model fragment instance σµ,

then every set of assumptions under which σµ is justified, but p is not, should not be

allowed. Hence, for each purpose-required property p of each model fragment instance

σµ the following nogood justification is added to the ALTMS:

σµ∧¬p→ n⊥

The model space for the running example contains parts of models represent-

ing natural reproduction in the absence of other species for the predator and prey

species, parts of models describing the predation of the prey, and parts of models on

predation by the predator. Figure 4.4 shows the model space that is generated from

this sample scenario. From this model space, two types of model of natural reproduc-

tion of the predator species can be obtained. This figure also illustrates part of the

possible predation models involving the predator and one of the prey species.
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Figure 4.4: Partial model space for the predator-prey scenario
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4.1.3 Disaggregating the model space

The purpose of disaggregating an existing model into a more detailed one is to provide

a concise way of expressing different phenomena, i.e. the participants and relations

that describe them, with varying granularities. The construction of disaggregate mod-

els (see section 3.2.2) is enabled by expanding the model space to incorporate the

disaggregate alternatives of the models already existing in the model space.

In general, disaggregating a model into n classes involves one or more of the fol-

lowing:

1. Replacing a certain participant by a set of n participants.

2. Mapping the relations of the disaggregated participants onto disaggregate rela-

tions. That is, each relation r(pd
1, . . . , pd

m, p1, . . . , pn), where pd
1, . . . , pd

m are the

disaggregated participants, is replaced by n relations r(pd
i1, . . . , pd

im, p1, . . . , pn),

i = 1, . . . ,n.

3. Adding additional participants and relations. These are typically used to describe

migration between the resulting disaggregate classes.

This section formally discusses how these can be achieved by extending a model space

by means of a disaggregation fragment (see section 3.3.6.2).

4.1.3.1 Applying disaggregation fragments

Similar to the normal model fragments, disaggregation fragments are applicable with

respect to a set of instances of source-participants and structural conditions. Also simi-

lar to normal model fragments, a disaggregation fragment adds new instances of target

participants and postconditions to the model space when it is applied. However, the

application of a disaggregation fragment requires copying and transforming all of the

participants and relations that depend upon a set of nodes to which the disaggregation

fragment is applicable.
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Algorithm 4.2: APPLYDF(∆,d,M)

dθ(∆,d,M)← ∆; dM(∆,d,M)←{}; Q←M; S←{};
repeat
m← dequeue(M); m′← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M),content(m));
dM(∆,d,M)← dM(∆,d,M)∪{m′};
if m ∈M

then
{

add-justification(dθ(∆,d,M),m′,L(dθ(∆,d,M),m)∧d(A));
justification(m)← L(dθ(∆,d,M),m)∧¬d(A);

else justify(m′,substitute(A(m),S));
for each p ∈ consequents(m),participant(p)

do





if p ∈ dom(δP)
then S← S∪ (p,δP(p)); n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M),δP(p));

else n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M), p);
add-justification(dθ(∆,d,M),n,m′);
for each m′′,(successor(m′′, p))

do enqueue(m′′,Q);
for each φ(−→p ) ∈ consequents(m), relation(φ(−→p ))

do





if φ(−→p ) ∈ dom(δR)
then n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M),δR(φ(−→p )));
else n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M),disaggregate(φ(−→p ),S));

justify(n,m′);
for each m′′,(successor(m′′, p))

do enqueue(m′′,Q);
if m ∈M

then





for each p ∈ Pt(d)

do
{

n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M), p);
add-justification(dθ(∆,d,M),n,m′));

for each φ(−→p ) ∈Φt(d)

do
{

n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M),φ(−→p ));
add-justification(dθ(∆,d,M),n,m′));

until M = {};
return (dθ(∆,d,M),dM(∆,d,M));

Definition 4.5. Given a disaggregation fragment d with Ps(d) = {ps
1, . . . , ps

m} and

Φs = {φs
1, . . . ,φ

s
v}, a set of participants instances O = {o1, . . . ,om}, a set of instantiated

relations R = {r1, . . . ,rv}, a substitution σ = {ps
1/o1, . . . , ps

m/om} and a model space ∆
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such that

(∀o ∈ O,o ∈ ∆)∧ (∀r ∈ R,r ∈ ∆)∧ (∀i = 1, . . . ,v,σφs
i = ri)

set of nodes to which the disaggregation fragment is applicable with respect to σ is the

set of nodes M such that

∆,M ` o1, . . . ,om,r1, . . . ,rv

¬∃M′ ⊂M∆,M′ ` o1, . . . ,om,r1, . . . ,rv

In other words, the set of nodes to which a disaggregation fragment is applicable is

the smallest set of nodes which justify the nodes that match the source-participants and

structural conditions of the disaggregation fragment. The algorithm APPLYDF(∆,d,M)

describes the procedure of extending and transforming the model space ∆ for an appli-

cation of a disaggregation fragment d, when it is deemed applicable to a set of nodes

M with respect to a substitution σ (see definition 4.5).

The algorithm APPLYDF(∆,d,M) returns a new, extended, model space dθ(∆,d,M)

which replaces the original ∆, and the set of new nodes dM(∆,d,M), which replaces

the nodes from which the newly added parts of the model space are derived. The set of

nodes dM(∆,d,M) corresponds to the root nodes subgraph that has been added to the

original model space (this is relevant to the discussion on combining disaggregations

in section 4.1.3.2).

As discussed in section 4.1.3, the application of a disaggregation fragment also

involves the creation of new target-participant instances and corresponding instances

of postconditions. INSTANTIATEDF(∆,d,M,σ) is the procedure for adding these par-

ticipants and relations and it returns Pt(d,M), the set of newly created participant in-

stances, and Φt(d,M), the set of newly created postcondition instances.

The application of a disaggregation fragment then consists of running algorithms

APPLYDF() and INSTANTIATEDF(). The resulting consists of the union of the original

model space, the newly disaggregated model space and the newly added participants

and relations. Definition 4.6 presents a formal definition of this.

Definition 4.6. Given a model space ∆, a disaggregation fragment d and a set of nodes

M (representing model fragment instances) to which d can be applied, the model space

Dθ(∆,d,M) that is constructed by applying d to M is

Dθ(∆,d,M) = dθ(∆,d,M)∪Pt(∆,d,M)∪Φt(∆,d,M)
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Algorithm 4.3: INSTANTIATEDF(∆,d,M,σ)

Pt(∆,d,M)←{};Φt(∆,d,M)←{};
for each p ∈ Pt(d)

do





σ← σ∪{p/gensym()};
n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M),(σp));
add-justification(dθ(∆,d,M),n,dM(d,M));
Pt(∆,d,M)← Pt(∆,d,M)∪{n};

for each φ ∈Φt(d)

do





n← add-node(dθ(∆,d,M),(σφ));
add-justification(dθ(∆,d,M),n,dM(d,M));
Φt(∆,d,M)←Φt(∆,d,M)∪{n};

return (Pt(d,M),Φt(d,M));

In less abstract terms, the example given in figure 4.5 presents the result of applying

APPLYDF() to the disaggregation fragment shown above to model space ∆ (indicated

as the original model space in figure 4.5), with respect to an instance of a model frag-

ment for population growth. APPLYDF() essentially copies the subtree of consequents

of M = {µ1}, disaggregates all participants and relations according to the bijections δP

and δR of the disaggregation mapping respectively, and INSTANTIATEDF() adds the

new participants Pt(∆,d,M) and relations Φt(∆,d,M) for migration. The entire model

space shown in figure 4.5 is Dθ(∆,d,M)

More specifically, the left half of figure 4.5 shows the model space generated us-

ing the model fragments for the population growth phenomenon (µ1) and the one for

the logistic growth model (µ2) with respect to a single population. In particular, the

model specified in equations (3.17) and (3.18) follows under the set of assumptions

of “relevance of growth of p”, “logistic growth model for N” and “no disaggregation

of p in age classes”. The right half of the figure is the disaggregated version of the

model space that is added due to the application of the aforementioned disaggregation

fragment. In fact, the model specified in equations (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) follows

from the assumptions “relevance of growth of p”, “logistic growth model for N” and

“disaggregation of p into n age classes”.

Theorem 4.7. If a model M can be derived from a model space ∆, M can also be
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derived from Dθ(∆,d,M)

Proof : See appendix A, page 283.

Theorem 4.8. Given that

• ∆ is a model space,

• ∆′ = dθ(∆,d,M), i.e. the model space resulting from extending ∆ by the appli-

cation of a disaggregation fragment d to a set of model fragment nodes M,

• A is a set of assumptions such that A,∆ 0⊥, and

• MA is a model such that A,∆ `MA,

then the model MD obtained by A∪Ad f ,∆′ `MD is a disaggregate model of MA.

Proof : See appendix A, page 283.

From theorem 4.7, all models that may be deduced from a model space ∆, can

be deduced from the model space that is computed by APPLYDF(∆,d,M). Further,

theorem 4.8 shows that for each set of assumptions from which a scenario model can

be deduced in a non-expanded model space with regards to a set of assumptions, a

disaggregate version of that model can be deduced from the expanded model space

by extending the original set of assumptions with instantiated grain assumptions taken

from the disaggregation fragment.

4.1.3.2 Combining disaggregations

Up to now, only individual disaggregations have been discussed. There are, however,

many scenarios where it may be necessary to apply different disaggregations to the

same participants. For example, in addition to disaggregating a population into age

classes, a population could be disaggregated according to sex, physical location or

subspecies. The effects of these disaggregations must therefore be combined. The

combined application of two disaggregation fragments d1 and d2 to a set of model

fragment instances involves (i) applying d2 to the set of model fragments generated by

applying d1 to M and (ii) applying the disaggregation mapping of d1 to the instances of

the target-participants and postconditions introduced into the model space by applying
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d2. Definition 4.9 formalises this concept of combined disaggregation of the model

space:

Definition 4.9. Given two disaggregation fragments d1 and d2, a model space ∆
and a partition {M12,M1,M2,M} of those nodes in ∆ which represent model fragment

instances, where M12 ∪M1 and M12 ∪M2 are minimal sets for model fragments to

which d1 and d2 can be respectively applied, the result of the combined disaggregation

of the model space, denoted Dθ(∆,d2 ◦d2,M1∪M2∪M12) is:

Dθ(∆,d2 ◦d1,M1∪M2∪M12) =Dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1∪M12),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12)∪M2)∪

Dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1∪M12),d1,P
t(d2,M2∪M12))∪

Dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1∪M12),d1,Φt(d2,M2∪M12))

Consider, for example, disaggregation a population of a particular species into q

populations of subspecies. This requires a disaggregation mapping that disaggregates

all participants other than T (total population) and K (maximal sustainable population).

The application of this disaggregation mapping to equations (3.17) and (3.18) results

in (with j = 0, . . . ,q):

d
dt

N j = C+(B j),
d
dt

N j = C−(D j) (4.6)

B j = r j×N j,D j = d j×N j×
T
K

,T = C+(N j) (4.7)

Now consider the combined application (see definition 4.9) of disaggregation into

n age-classes and disaggregation into q subspecies to (4.6) and (4.7). This involves:

1. applying the subspecies disaggregation fragment,

2. applying the age-class disaggregation fragment, and

3. applying the subspecies disaggregation fragment to the target-participants and

postconditions introduced by the application of the age-class disaggregation frag-

ment.

Figure 4.6 shows a graphical illustration of this procedure. More specifically, step 2
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Figure 4.6: Combined application of disaggregation fragments
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results in:

d
dt

N0 j = C+(Bi j),
d
dt

Ni j = C−(Di j) (4.8)

Bi j = ri j×Ni j,Di j = di j×Ni j×
T
K

,T = C+(Ni j) (4.9)

d
dt

Ni−1 = C−(Mi),Mi = delay(Ni, ti) (4.10)

with i = 0, . . . ,n and j = 0, . . . ,q in (4.8) and (4.9) and with i = 0, . . . ,n in (4.10). Step

3 applies to (4.10) and results in:

d
dt

Ni−1, j = C−(Mi j),Mi j = delay(Ni j, ti j) (4.11)

Theorem 4.10. The combined disaggregation of the model space is a commutative

operation. In other words,

Dθ(∆,d2 ◦d1,M1∪M2∪M12) = Dθ(∆,d1 ◦d2,M1∪M2∪M12)

Theorem 4.10 ensures that the combined application of disaggregation fragments

is commutative, even if the disaggregation fragments describe different types of disag-

gregation. This result is due to the definition of combined application of disaggregation

fragments. Definition 4.9 requires that in the case of combined application of, say, two

disaggregation fragments, the participants and relations that are newly introduced by

disaggregation fragment applied last (i.e. the participants and relations that were not

mapped from pre-existing participants and relations), are processed by the disaggrega-

tion fragment applied first.

Consequently, the combined application of a number of disaggregation fragments

yields a unique result, irrespective of the order in which the combination is imple-

mented. Therefore, in order to combine different ways of disaggregating a model, it

may be sufficient that only the individual ways of disaggregating it are represented by

means of disaggregation fragments.

The latter requires that the disaggregation fragment are designed to correctly dis-

aggregate all participants and relations that can be introduced by other disaggregation

fragments. For example, the combined application of two disaggregation fragments,

one describing disaggregation into age-classes and one describing disaggregation ac-

cording to gender, can only yield a correctly disaggregated model if the latter can
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correctly disaggregate the new participants and relations introduced by the former (e.g.

flows and variables describing aging) and vice versa. More generally speaking, it is im-

portant from a disaggregation fragment design perspective that that the disaggregation

fragments are defined in a sufficiently general way. This means that the disaggregation

fragment must be designed to correctly disaggregate all participants and relations that

can be introduced by model fragments as well as other disaggregation fragments.

The feasibility of the combined application of disaggregation fragments may sig-

nificantly reduce the size and complexity of the knowledge base. If model fragments

were used to specify disaggregations a different set of model fragments would be nec-

essary for each combination of disaggregations. This is because each combination

implies a different, whilst similar, set of participants and relations. As disaggregation

fragments can be composed, only one is needed for each type of disaggregation instead

of one per combination of disaggregations.

4.2 Constructing dynamic CSPs (DCSPs)

Having derived a model space from a given scenario and disaggregated it, individual

models can be created by selecting a set of assumptions. To support this selection, in-

formation contained in this model space is translated into the description of a dynamic

constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP). This translation allows the use of the solu-

tion techniques developed for DCSPs to be employed for the selection of a consistent

model, to gain computational efficiency in the search for a consistent model that meets

the imposed requirements.

4.2.1 The approach

The algorithm CREATEDCSP() for translating a model space into a DCSP is presented

and discussed in this subsection. First, this algorithm generates the attributes and the

domains of the attributes in the DCSP. As explained in section 3.1.3, an assumption

class is a set of assumptions with the same subject and type and the assumptions in

an assumption class correspond to mutually exclusive modelling decisions that can be

made with respect to the assumption subject. Therefore, a DCSP attribute is created

for each assumption class and a domain value (for that attribute) is generated for each
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assumption in the assumption class.

Activity constraints define the conditions under which attributes are active. The

relevance of a phenomenon at a certain specificity can only be considered with respect

to a set of objects to which the phenomenon is applied. Also, a model type of a certain

object constant or relation can only be considered under the conditions that the object

constant or the relation exists. Therefore, an attribute representing an assumption is

active only if its associated subject is instantiated. The conditions under which an

attribute xi is instantiated are hereafter denoted by γ(xi). If xi represents an assumption

with a subject that contains the relations or participants φ1, . . . ,φn then,

γ(xi) = γ(φ1)∧ . . .∧ γ(φn).

From section 4.1, it is known that the combinations of assumptions under which φi is

part of a scenario model are summarised in the corresponding node’s label. Thus,

γ(φi) = L(φi)

The compatibility constraints dictate what combinations of individual assumptions

do not satisfy the constraints imposed on the scenario model. In this work, these

constraints stem from the composability of assignment relations and from global and

purpose-required model properties. In section 4.1.2.2, it is explained how all these

restrictions are registered as justifications of the nogood node n⊥. The compatibility

constraints are therefore already part of the model space, and they can be extracted

from the label of the nogood node L(n⊥).

4.2.2 Example

Using this method, the model space of figure 4.4 can be translated into a DCSP. A

graphical representation of the constraints resulting from the partial model space given

in figure 4.4 is shown in figure 4.7. Assumptions with the same subject are grouped

into a single attribute. For example, the assumptions “model N1:simple”, “model

N1:exponential” and “model N1:logistic” of figure 4.4 are grouped into a single at-

tribute “model N1” with domain {“simple”, “exponential”, “logistic”}. The activity

constraints over the attributes representing assumptions are defined by the conditions

that activate the subject. The activity constraints of attributes are defined by tracing
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Algorithm 4.4: CREATEDCSP()

comment: σ is the set of substitutions

σ←{};
comment: For each assumption class, create an attribute and a corresponding domain

for each A,assumption-class(A)

do





x← create-attribute;
D(x)←{};
σ← σ∪{A/x};
comment: Fill the domain with the individual assumption instances:

for each a ∈ A

do





v← create-value;
D(x)← D(x)∪{v};
σ← σ∪{a/x : v};

comment: Generate the activity constraint from the labels of the subjects

for each A,assumption-class(A)

do





s← subject(A);
for each {a1>, . . . ,ap>,¬a1⊥, . . . ,¬aq⊥} ∈ L(s)

do add-constraint(σa1>∧ . . .∧σap>∧σ¬a1⊥∧ . . .∧σ¬aq⊥→ active(σA));
comment: Generate the compatibility constraints from the label of the nogood node

for each {a1>, . . . ,ap>,¬a1⊥, . . . ,¬aq⊥} ∈ L(n⊥)
do add-constraint(σa1>∧ . . .∧σap>∧σ¬a1⊥∧ . . .∧σ¬aq⊥→⊥;

the necessary justification in the model space. For example, x2 represents a set of as-

sumptions and therefore depends on its subject, which is in this case a model variable

that has another CSP variable associated with it. Hence, the activity of the latter CSP

variable is a necessary condition for the activity of x2 as illustrated in figure 4.7.

Non-composable postconditions are prohibited by compatibility constraints. For

example, figure 4.4 shows that the assignments x4 : Lotka-Volterra (denoting the Lotka-

Volterra model of predation [110, 179]) and x2 : logistic in the CSP both result in an

assignment postcondition with respect to R, which has been filtered by a compatibility

constraint in figure 4.7.

Given a DCSP that represents the original model space, each solution of it, that

is each consistent assignment to the attributes in the DCSP, represents a consistent

scenario model that meets all the requirements. For example, the assignment (x1 :
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(population,
population)

attribute x1

attribute-value assignment
x1 : d11

x1 : d11

x2 : d21

x1 : d11 ∧ x2 : d21 → ⊥

x3
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exponential logisticsimple
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model predation(predator,prey)

d11 d12

x1

Figure 4.7: Sample DCSP derived from the model space of figure 4.4

population,R : endogenous,N1 : endogenous,x2 : logistic,r0 : exogenous,K : exogenous)

is consistent with the CSP of figure 4.7. By considering the assumptions associated

with these attribute assignments as facts, and by following the justifications defined

through the hyperarcs in the model space, a model is then constructed. In particular,

the following statements can be inferred: d
dt N1 = R, R = r0N1(1−

N1
K ), exogenous(r0),

exogenous(K).

To perform a search for DCSP solutions, a conventional algorithm, such as the one

presented in [123], can be employed. In chapter 6, novel algorithms will be introduced

to solve an extension of the the DCSP.
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4.3 Algorithm complexity

This section briefly discusses the overall time and space complexity of the algorithms

devised for the initial construction of the model space, for the application (and com-

bined application) of disaggregation fragments, and for the translation from model

space to dynamic constraint satisfaction.

4.3.1 Initial model space construction

The algorithm that constructs the initial model space will instantiate a model fragment

for each possible match of its source-participants and structural conditions. In general,

pattern matching is a complex issue, but due to the nature of model fragments, an effi-

cient implementation is possible based on the following three important observations:

• Model fragments are not allowed to be cyclic. In other words, model fragments

should not instantiate new participant and relation instances are used to perform

the instantiation in the first place. In practice, such circular structures would

make little sense (if not non-sense at all) since a model fragment expresses a

way to translate one type of (higher level) model to another type of (lower level)

model. If lower level information would affect higher level choices, then model

fragments should not be the mechanism to implement this. Instead model proper-

ties should be used to express that a necessary feature can or can not be realised.

• A model fragment, without purpose-required properties, can be treated as a Horn

clause, as shown in definition 3.4. However, as discussed in section 4.1.2, the

purpose-required model properties that may be included in some model frag-

ments are treated separately from the remainder of the model fragment.

• GENERATEMODELSPACE() employs a forward chaining mode of reasoning.

As a result of these observations, the pattern matching procedure can be organised

by traversing an ordered list of model fragments, thereby processing all the instan-

tiations of each model fragment in one go without the need for a conflict resolution

mechanism. If there are m model fragments and n sets of participants and relations

matching the source-participants and structural conditions, the time complexity of this

algorithm is O(m×n). Note that n is very hard to establish, but in general, it depends
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on the number of similar objects and relations in the given scenario and the degree of

reusability of model fragments, which are both domain dependent.

As for the actual matching of source-participants and structural conditions of the

model fragment, time efficient algorithms such as the RETE pattern matching proce-

dure [56] can be employed. This algorithm organises the rules (i.e. model fragments)

in a net (i.e. rete) that allows the instantiated participants and grounded relations al-

ready in the model space to be matched incrementally. In this way, a significant amount

of computationally expensive join operations of partial matches can be avoided.

Of course, storing the space of all possible models may impose significant storage

requirements. However, when compared to other approaches that store a space of

models such as the Graph of Models [1], the approach presented herein is far more

economical. Because only model fragments are instantiated rather than entire models,

the communal parts of different models need only be stored once. In theory, if a model

space represents m different models that have c% in common, and each model has a

space requirement of s, then the space complexity can be as low as O(c× s+(1−c)×

m× s), rather than O(m× s) when all models are stored explicitly. For large values of

m and when c is not too close to 0, c× s+(1− c)×m× s� m× s.

4.3.2 Truth maintenance

Although the construction of the model space is in itself not particularly complex, the

operations of adding justifications and nogoods to an ATMS or ALTMS may signifi-

cantly increase the complexity of the algorithm.

The time and space complexity of an ATMS or ALTMS primarily depends on the

size of the largest labels. If, as suggested in [34], the environments are stored as

bit-strings, the time complexity of individual set operations is relatively constant. Sim-

ilarly, the storage space required to store an ALTMS is directly proportional to the

number of environments in the labels. Hence, the time and space complexity of the

ALTMS can be measured by the (space) complexity of the labels. To discuss this com-

plexity of labels, two different types of justification operations (which are the only way

of increasing the size of labels) need to be distinguished: (1) justifications added be-

cause of the instantiation of a model fragment and (2) justifications added because of

the detection of inconsistencies (due to non-composable relations or required proper-
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ties).

4.3.2.1 Model fragment instantiations

The former type of justification does not tend to significantly increase the complexity

of the algorithm. Each instantiation of a model fragment involves creating a set of

nodes containing the new instance of the model fragment and new instances for the

target-participants and the postconditions. The model fragment node is then justified

by the conjunction of the nodes containing the instances of the source-participants, the

structural conditions and the assumptions to which the model fragment was matched.

This label computation involves conjoining the labels of the source-participant and

structural condition nodes. The new target-participant and postcondition nodes are

then justified by the model fragment node. Because only one node is in the antecedent

of these justifications, the label of the antecedent node (i.e. the model fragment node)

can simply be copied to the consequent node.

It is clear that each time a model fragment instantiation depends on the instantiation

of other model fragments (because the source-participants and structural condition of

the former are created by the latter), the label of the former may increase exponentially

with respect to the latter. Let the length of the longest sequence of such dependencies

between model fragments be defined as the maximum number of levels of model frag-

ments in the knowledge base and denoted l. Then, it can be said that the complexity of

labels increases exponentially with l.

Generally speaking, however, l tends to be very small. In conventional composi-

tional modellers designed for engineering applications, model fragments map scenario

level components directly to equations, and therefore, l = 1. Multiple levels of model

fragments were introduced in this work as a tool to represent natural dependencies

between decision in ecological modelling. For example, a decision on how to model

predation of one population by another only becomes relevant when it has been de-

cided to include such a model in the first place. The number of levels of dependency

between such decisions is necessarily restricted by the domain. In the large example

described in section 8.2, only six levels (l = 6) were necessary (see figure 8.13).
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4.3.2.2 Inconsistencies

The complexity of adding inconsistencies to the model space is more significant than

that due to model fragment instantiations. Firstly, the label of the nogood node is likely

to be more complex than that of other nodes, for two reasons:

• Because the specifications of required properties may consist of negations as

well as conjunctions and disjunctions, l is not the only parameter affecting the

complexity of these justifications. When a node is negated, the cross-product

of the environments of the label of that node must be computed. The time and

space complexity of this operation is exponential with respect to the number of

environments in the label.

• Each pair of non-composable relations and each instance of a required property

will expand the label of the nogood node with an addition set of nogood environ-

ments. Therefore, the size of the label of the nogood node is directly proportional

to the number of matches of non-composable relations and required properties.

It is difficult to formalise the complexity of the nogood node in general because

it depends on the definition of the required properties in each application. Therefore,

more experimental work would be needed to establish the effect of the different factors

influencing the complexity of ALTMSs in general. For the purpose of model space

construction, the potential complexity of the ALTMS did not seem to be problematic.

In the practical applications presented in chapter 8, the time and space required to

construct the ALTMS was very small compare to the time and space requirements of

the constraint satisfaction algorithms. This is mainly due to limited length l of any

sequence of justifications (which is suspected to be a general feature of compositional

modelling problems).

Secondly, for the ALTMS network to be sound, supersets of environments in the

label the nogood node need to be removed from the other labels. As this involves com-

paring each nogood environment with each other environment, it is the single most

time-consuming operation of the ALTMS. However, because a constraint satisfaction

algorithm will be employed to find a consistent set of assumptions (i.e. a set of assump-

tions that is not a superset of an environment in the nogood node), it is not necessary

for the ALTMS to be sound. Hence, this step can be omitted altogether.
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4.3.3 Model space disaggregation

As shown in 3.3.6, the knowledge contained in a disaggregation fragment can be mod-

elled by means of a set of model fragments as well, but this would introduce significant

duplication in the knowledge base. Nevertheless, applying a disaggregation fragment

involves copying and transforming part of the model space and hence, in itself, the use

of disaggregation fragments does not provide any time and space savings over the use

of model fragments. Therefore, the discussion of the previous subsection still applies.

Because a single disaggregation fragment replaces a large set of model fragments

and because disaggregation fragments can be combined, the application of just a few

disaggregation fragments can significantly expand the model space. This is illustrated

in figure 4.8, where it is shown how two disaggregation fragments d1 and d2 (contain-

ing a single grain assumption disaggregation(x, ti,ni) each) can build four (no disag-

gregation, d1, d2 and d1∧d2) alternatives on the same model space.

It is possible, however, to postpone the application of disaggregation fragments

until it is deemed necessary. More than engineers, ecologists and system dynamics

modellers tend to lack hard rules on the specification of modelling options. It is a com-

mon practice amongst ecological modellers to start with a small model first, and to

make it more detailed later [54]. One way of doing this is by postponing the consider-

ation of ways to disaggregate the model space. Postponing disaggregation also allows

incremental disaggregation. This allows the user, interested in a specific partitioning

of a number of subjects according to various dimensions to introduce the associated

disaggregation, one at a time, and for just one subject. This enables preliminary exper-

iments before large sets of alternative models are added to the final model space.

As figure 4.8 illustrates, disaggregation fragments do not change the original model

space, with exception of the extension of the activation conditions of the original model

space. Instead, new assumptions, nodes and justifications are added to the model space.

The new assumptions correspond to new attributes and domains. The new nodes and

justifications constrain the existing (and new) attributes in different (but similar) ways

as the existing constraints. As a result of this, repairing an existing solution to meet

the specifications of the new model space and corresponding DCSP requires minimal

work. Indeed, it can be as simple as changing a grain assumption. Existing CSP

techniques, such as those presented in [39, 118], can be utilised to repair an existing
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solution. The incorporation of solution repair techniques for the dynamic preference

CSP algorithms presented in this work remains as a future extension.

4.3.4 DCSP construction procedure

Once the model space is constructed, the DCSP can be read from the ALTMS labels

that contains the model space. As shown in section 4.2, the attributes and domains are

straightforwardly derived from the assumption sets, the compatibility constraints are

contained in the nogood node of the ALTMS and the activity constraints are contained

in the labels of nodes corresponding to model fragments. Thus, the construction of

DCSPs for the specification of a given model space does not incur much time and space

complexity. The computational complexity is largely associated with the solving of

the resulting DCSPs. This will be discussed later. Nevertheless, getting compositional

models via finding solutions to DCSPs itself will help increase the overall efficiency

of the compositional modeller.

4.4 Summary

This chapter has shown how a compositional modelling problem, employing the knowl-

edge representation formalism discussed in chapter 3 can be translated to a dynamic

constraint satisfaction problem. This translation procedure consists of two phases. In

the first phase, the knowledge base is instantiated with respect to a given scenario into

a model space. The model space is stored using a novel type of assumption based truth

maintenance system. It is constructed by first instantiating all the model fragments,

then extending it by means of disaggregation fragments, and finally adding the model

properties. This model space, combined with the required properties is then translated

in to a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem via a straightforward mapping mecha-

nism.





Chapter 5

Preference Calculus

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter showed how the compositional modelling problem can be trans-

lated into a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem. However, in addition to finding a

consistent model, the compositional modeller also needs to take into account potential

user preferences for the assumptions upon which the scenario model will be built.

For this purpose, a generic approach is developed in this chapter to assign pref-

erences to assumptions (and their corresponding attribute value assignments). The

overview of this approach is shown in figure 5.1. It can be argued that for modelling

with preferences, conventional numeric uncertainty calculi [140] may not be suitable

because they implicitly assume that the user can provide a total ordering of his/her

preferences and express them on a ratio or an interval scale [90, 171]. However, it is

often not realistic to expect the user to generate anything more than a partial ordering

of preferences expressed on an ordinal scale. Therefore, an order of preference scale

is introduced that can efficiently propagate combinations of such preferences.

5.2 Background

In compositional modelling, not all consistent scenario models are equally suitable for

a problem specification and hence, not all DCSP solutions may be considered as such.

All models are based on a large number of underlying presumptions, which may or

may not be appropriate for the application at hand [54]. Because ecological models
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are abstractions of very complex systems that are only partially understood [68], ecol-

ogists will have different ideas of what assumptions are appropriate. The approach

taken herein is to enable the ecologist/user to order his/her personal preferences for the

modelling choices that are available in the model space for a particular problem.

To enable the ecologists/users of the compositional modeller to specify their per-

sonal preferences for these modelling choices implicitly assumes that they are able to

do so. In micro-economics and decision theory there exist established utility calculi to

express preferences associated with rational choices numerically. However, such cal-

culi are based on number of assumptions that would cause difficulties in their potential

application to ecological modelling problems [124, 44, 83].

A utility calculus defines a utility function that assigns a numeric valuation of an

individual’s preference for his/her available options. This presumes:

1. that the individual can judge whether one option is preferred over the other or if

both options are equally preferable,

2. that preferences are transitive, and

3. that the individual can make a trade-off between preferences.

Although such a framework is neat and appealing from a computational point of view,

assumption 1 and 3 are very difficult to enforce. In particular, making a trade-off

between preferences for options is extremely difficult. Although most ecologists are

likely to prefer the logistic population growth model over the exponential population

growth model, they would find it impossible to quantify that preference. Empirical

validation of the assumptions that such a trade-off can be made by experts in other

domains has generally failed [67].

To alleviate this difficulties, modelling choices could be ranked instead of being as-

signed utilities. Although this approach does not make the aforementioned assumption

3, assumption 1 can also not be guaranteed in general. Indeed, research has shown that

human experts can not always define a strict and consistent ordering of rational options

[89, 90, 171]. For example, it would not be feasible to expect an ecologist to decide

whether he/she prefers one particular type of population growth model over a type of

water evaporation model. Because both models describe entirely different phenomena,

any comparison between them would be artificial.
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Nevertheless, the combination of preferences, required to tackle the compositional

modelling problem (and indeed many other problems such as design and configura-

tion), is still required. For a given scenario and problems specification that requires

an ecological model, the ecologist/user will be able to provide partial knowledge on

his/her preferences. For this reason, a preference calculus that is based on order of

magnitude reasoning [145] is suggested herein. This calculus allows preferences in a

partial ordering, and at various degrees of precision, to be combined with one another.

5.2.1 Overview of order of magnitude reasoning

Clearly, order of magnitude reasoning (OMR) is employed in this work as a means

to express and manipulate expert/user/preferences. There have been a number of im-

portant OMR calculi developed in the qualitative reasoning area [103], though they all

have deficiencies for reasoning about preferences.

In general, as summarised in [145] OMR employs a calculus of coarse values that

can be formally defined by:

Definition 5.1. Given a domain
�

of quantities (e.g. the set of real numbers) that are

totally ordered by an operator≺, a coarse value Q is a subset of consecutive quantities

taken from
�

, that is

∀q1,q2,q3 ∈ Q,q1 ≺ q2 ≺ q3∧q1 ∈ Q∧q3 ∈ Q→ q2 ∈ Q.

Depending on the approach taken to define a domain, called the quantity space�
, of the coarse values that are related to one another, different OMR calculi can be

devised. Normally, mathematical operations in OMR are extended from conventional

mathematical operations as follows [145]:

f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) = { f (q1, . . . ,qn) | q1 ∈ Q1, . . . ,qn ∈ Qn}

In the seminal work on OMR, FOG [144] and Estimates [145], coarse values are
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defined with reference to precise values v ∈ � , such that:

identity(v) = {v} (5.1)

close(v) = {q | |q| ≤ |v× (1+ small)|} (5.2)

comparable(v) = {q | |q| ≤ |v× rough|} (5.3)

sign(v) =





� + if v > 0

0 if v = 0

� − if v < 0

(5.4)

In these definitions, small and rough are domain dependent constants respectively rep-

resenting fine grain and large grain distinctions.

Two coarse values Q1 and Q2 are deemed qualitatively equal (Q1 ≈ Q2) if Q1 ∩

Q1 6= /0. In general, this form of equality differs from conventional mathematical

equality in that it is not transitive. In order to avoid the problems of reasoning with

the non-transitive operator ≈, the equations are usually rewritten employing the inclu-

sion relation ⊆ (which is transitive) instead of ≈. Systems of such rewritten equations

can now be solved by means of resolution of scales (i.e. replacing coarse sets by their

definition given in (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4)) and of substitution by coarser values

(which amounts to A⊆ B,B⊆C→ A⊆C).

A number of variations on the work presented in [144, 145] have been proposed.

For example, O[M] [115, 116] employs 7 (instead of 4, including identity) basic order-

ing relations and allows for the use of disjunctions of consecutive primitive ordering

relations. The parameters controlling the definition of the quantities that belong to

a coarse values (e.g. small and rough in FOG), do not have to be defined by a sin-

gle value. Instead, the ranges describing the coarse values are reduced when used in

the antecedent of an inference and they are expanded when used in the consequent of

an inference. In this way, coarse values do not have the tendency to expand in size

over a sequence of inference, thus more closely approximating human reasoning (even

though this is not mathematically correct when repeated over a number of inferences).

The further extension of FOG and O[M], ROM(K) [32] and ROM( � ) [31] are mo-

tivated by a need to tie the OMR calculus more closely to those defined on � . To that

end, these OMR calculi have associated themselves with a novel theoretical founda-

tion of axioms and derived theorems, and with additional primitive ordering relations
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and disjunctions thereof. The latter feature also allows for a smoother scale of coarse

values.

A very different approach is taken in NAPIER [132, 133], which groups different

numerical quantities into one coarse value provided their absolute values have the same

logarithm rounded to the nearest integer. That is, the order of magnitude of a quantity

q is computed by:

om(q) = round(logb(| q |))

The value b is presumed to be the lowest number that is deemed significantly greater

than 1. A coarse value is then defined by the order of magnitude om and its sign (or the

sign of the underlying quantities). The rules of inference for this calculus have been

derived from interval calculus [125] and include constraints such as:

om(q1)+om(q2)≤ om(q1×q2) < om(q1)+om(q2)+1




om(q1)≤ om(q1 +q2)≤ om(q1)+1 if om(q1) = om(q2)

om(q1 +q2) = max(om(q1),om(q2)) if om(q1) 6= om(q2)

For a given system of equations, the rules of inference instantiate into a system of

constraints that, when solved, results in upper and lower boundaries on the orders of

magnitude of the different quantities in the system.

Other OMR work has aimed at developing a theory to link qualitative reasoning,

over a series of increasingly less coarse OMR calculi, to numerical reasoning. In [131],

four OMR calculi are related to one another: (1) qualitative reasoning with confluences

[36], (2) FOG and O[M], (3) a logarithm based OMR calculus, and (4) a calculus of

rounded numbers. In the fourth calculus, quantities are expressed as x×bom, where x

is a number of n significant digits and b and om have the same meaning as in NAPIER.

Clearly, this calculus approximates the calculus of real numbers as n approximates

infinity.

In [168], a theory is developed to link sign algebra to conventional numeric alge-

bra, over the so-called Q-algebrae containing quantities of various granularities. The

coarse values Q∈
�

are related to one another via an “is more precise than” relation⊆.

Qualitative equality is defined as:

∀Q1,Q2 ∈
�
,Q1 ≈ Q2← (∃Q ∈

�
,Q⊆ Q1∧Q⊆ Q2)
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Here, a Q-algebra is defined by a quantity space and with two operators ⊕ and ⊗,

corresponding to qualitative addition and qualitative multiplication. These operators

are assumed to be commutative and associative, and ⊗ is assumed to be distributive

with respect to ⊕.

The OMR calculi outlined above aim to provide a means of reasoning with in-

complete knowledge of numeric values. As such, these techniques are employed for

applications in areas such as commonsense reasoning [145] and model-based reason-

ing [69]. Because the underlying domain
�

upon which coarse values are built usually

equals the set of real numbers � or a subset of � , their suitability for reasoning about

preferences is limited. In particular, the aforementioned disadvantages of a numeric

utility calculus or a total symbolic ordering of preferences still hold.

5.2.2 Reasons for new OMR calculus

In many application problems of OMR, including the work of this thesis, the actual

“values” of preferences do not matter, all that is useful is that they can be compared

and combined with one another to derive an overall most preferred solution. This task

requires a means of expressing and evaluating the relative magnitudes of preferences

with respect to one another and a means of combining them in a totally consistent

manner. For the present work, the required representation, valuation and combination

must suit the description and solution of a complex CSP. For these reasons, this work

adopts the basic ideas of OMR and proposes and a novel OMR calculus.

In conventional OMR, the available ordering information is projected to the real

number line (or a similar totally ordered set of precise values) because all coarse values

considered to be abstractions of real numbers. As opposed to these OMR calculi, the

coarse values representing preferences are not abstractions of valuations taken from

a totally ordered set, such as � or � . Instead, they should be taken from a partially

ordered set. This is because, although in the problem domain concerned, subsets of

totally ordered values may exist, the values in one subset may be totally unrelated to

values in another.

Take for example the partially ordered values in figure 5.2. Here, very high is

greater than high, extra large is greater than large and all of these values are greater

than medium. However, high and very high are incomparable to large and very large as
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Figure 5.2: Partially ordered values

they represent different concepts. Conventional OMR calculi would attempt to make

a comparison between all such values to come up, with a least a range of ordering

relations between them. Yet, an ordering between high/very high and large/very large

would make no sense. That is, whilst conventional OMR calculi may deem n×high�

large for an integer n that is much greater than 0, the expert/user in the problem domain

may well specify in figure 5.2, that high and large things can not be compared with one

another.

5.2.3 Order of magnitude preference scales

This subsection presents a theory of representing and comparing preferences by means

of orders of magnitude. Each order of magnitude preference (see later for the pre-

cise definition of these OMPs) is a combination of basic preference quantities (BPQs).

BPQs are the smallest units of preference valuation and they are predefined as part of

an order of magnitude scale. The set of BPQs � of such an order of magnitude scale

are partially ordered with respect to one another. In general, the implicit value of an

OMP P equals the combination p1⊕ . . .⊕ pn of its constituent BPQs p1, . . . , pn.

Definition 5.2. An order of preference scale definition is a tuple 〈 � ,O<,O�〉 where

� is the set of BPQs of the scale, and O< and O� are partial orders defined over � × � .

The pairs (x,y) ∈ O<, where x,y ∈ � , represent that (x < y)∧¬(x� y) whereas the

pairs (x,y) ∈ O�, where x,y ∈ � , represent that x� y.

Here, a partial ordering of BPQs is provided by the “order of magnitude smaller

than” relation � and the “equivalent order of magnitude as” relation ∼. BPQs that

have the same order of magnitude can be compared with one another using the “smaller
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than within the same order of magnitude” relation <. Therefore,

∀p1, p2 ∈ � ,(p1, p2) ∈ O<→ (p1 ∼ p2)∧ (p2 ∼ p1)

∀p1, p2, p3 ∈ � ,((p1, p2) ∈ O<∨ (p2, p1) ∈ O<)∧ (p2 ∼ p3)→ p1 ∼ p3

(5.5)

Naturally, the order of magnitude smaller than relation is shared by all BPQs within

the same order of magnitude. That is,

∀p1, p2, p3 ∈ � , p1 ∼ p2∧ p2� p3→ p1� p3

∀p1, p2, p3 ∈ � , p1 ∼ p2∧ p3� p2→ p3� p1

Definition 5.3. Given an order of preference scale definition 〈 � ,O<,O�〉, every

combination of BPQs q1⊕ . . .⊕ qn, where q1, . . . ,qn ∈ � , is said to be an order of

magnitude preference (OMP) defined in 〈 � ,O<,O�〉.

It is assumed that ⊕ is commutative and associative. Thus, an order of magnitude

preference P = P1⊕P2 where P1 = q11⊕ . . .⊕ q1n1 and P2 = q21⊕ . . .⊕ q2n2 equals

q11 ⊕ . . .⊕ q1n1 ⊕ q21⊕ . . .⊕ q2n2 . Because an order of preference magnitude may

contain multiple instance of the same quantity (e.g. P = q⊕q), the following shorthand

notation is introduced:

P = 1×q = q

P = n×q = (n−1)×q⊕q

Definition 5.4. Given an OMP P = p1⊕ . . .⊕ pn, a function representing that OMP

can be defined by:

fP : � → � : p 7→ fP(p)

where � is the set of BPQs, � is the set of natural numbers and fP(p) calculates the

number of occurrences of p in p1, . . . , pn.

Because these OMPs correspond to the preference of a possible solution (e.g. a

scenario model in compositional modelling or a set of attribute-value assignments in

a DPCSP), the ultimate aim of the calculus is to compare OMPs with one another. In

what follows, an approach will be presented to compute a partial ordering relation ≺

over the OMPs, based on the constituent BPQs of the OMPs. Generally speaking, the

calculus is based on the following assumptions:
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• Properties of ⊕: The combination operator ⊕ is assumed to be commutative,

associative and strictly monotonic (P≺ P⊕P). The latter assumption is made to

better reflect the ideas underpinning conventional utility calculi.

• Prioritisation: A combination of BPQs is never an order of magnitude greater

than its constituent BPQs. That is, given the following ordering of BPQs p1 ∼

p2 ∼ . . .∼ pn� p,

p1⊕ p2⊕ . . .⊕ pn ≺ p

Also, distinctions at higher orders of magnitude are considered to be more sig-

nificant than those at lower orders of magnitude. That is, given an ordering of

BPQs p1 ∼ . . .∼ pm−1 ∼ pm ∼ . . .∼ pn� pa < pb,

p1⊕ . . .⊕ pm−1⊕ pa ≺ pm⊕ . . .⊕ pn⊕ pb

In terms of OMPs, it means that the DPCSP algorithm will prioritise the optimi-

sation associated with preferences of higher order of magnitude.

• Strict monotonicity: Even though distinctions at higher orders of magnitude are

more significant, distinctions at lower orders of magnitude are not negligible.

That is, given an ordering of BPQs p1 < p2 and an OMP P, p1⊕P ≺ p2⊕P,

irrespective of the orders of magnitude of the BPQs that constitute P. This is

a departure from conventional OMR. If the OMPs associated with two (partial)

DPCSP solutions contain equal BPQs at a higher order of magnitude, it is usu-

ally desirable to compare both solutions further in terms of the (less important)

constituent BPQs at lower orders of magnitude.

• Partial ordering maintenance: Conventional OMR is motivated by the need for

abstract descriptions of real-world behaviour, whereas the OMP calculus is mo-

tivated by incomplete information. As opposed to conventional OMR, OMPs

do not map onto the real number line. This implies that, when the user states,

for example, that p1 < p2 < p and that p3 < p4 < p, the explicit absence of or-

dering information between the BPQs in {p1, p2} and those in {p3, p4} means

that the user can not compare them (e.g. because they are entirely different

things). Consequently, p1⊕ p2 would be deemed incomparable to p3⊕ p4 (i.e.

p1⊕ p2?p3⊕ p4), rather than roughly equivalent.
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These assumptions can be formalised in a more general definition of the ordering

relation ≺. Let � (p), p ∈ � , be the subset of � that contains the BPQs of the same

order of magnitude as p, i.e. � (p) = {pi | pi ∈ � , pi ∼ p}. Then, the constituent BPQs

of an OMP P1 that are within the same order of magnitude as a given BPQ p, are less

than or equal to those of an OMP P2 if ∀pi ∈ � (p):

( fP1(pi)+ ∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j))≤ ( fP1(pi)+ ∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j)) (5.6)

This is denoted by P1 4p P2. The constituent BPQs of an OMP P1 that are within

the same order of magnitude as that of a given BPQ p, are less than but not equal to

those of an OMP P2 if P1 4p P2∧¬(P2 4p P1). This is denoted by P1 ≺p P2.

More generally, an OMP P1 is less than an OMP P2 if, for each distinct order of

magnitude, either P1 is less than P2 for the BPQs within this order of magnitude, or

there are BPQs at a higher order of magnitude for which P1 is less than P2:

P1 ≺ P2←∀pa ∈ � ,(P1 ≺pa P2)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P1 ≺pb P2) (5.7)

Two OMPs are said to be equal (P1 = P2) if P1 and P2 are a combination of the

same collection of BPQs. Alternatively, two OMPs P1 and P2 are incomparable with

one another (P1?P2) if

P1?P2←P1 6= P2

∀pa ∈ � ,(P1 ≺pa P2)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P1 ≺pb P2)

∀pa ∈ � ,(P2 ≺pa P1)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P2 ≺pb P1)

(5.8)

Theorem 5.5.

P1 ≺ P2→∀pa ∈ � ,(P1 ≺pa P2)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P1 ≺pb P2)

Proof : See appendix A, page 287.

small �

low �

big�

high

large

�

�

low-med high-med<< med

Figure 5.3: Sample OM preference scale
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The definition of ≺ results in a partial ordering of OMPs. Figure 5.3 shows a

sample set of BPQs and ordering relations between them. Based on it, the following

comparisons can be made between OMPs:

high-med⊕med≺ high (5.9)

high-med⊕med�med⊕ low-med (5.10)

high⊕ large?big⊕ small (5.11)

Relation (5.9) is true because high is an order of magnitude greater than high-med and

med. Relation (5.10) is justified by (high-med > med) and (med > low-med). The

OMPs in (5.11) are incomparable because there is no path between big and high or

between big and large.

5.3 Efficient comparison of OMPs

The theory above is sufficient to compare order of magnitude preferences, albeit ineffi-

cient. Given no total ordering, the BPQs form a network of symbolic values related by

the < and�. In the worst case scenario, all the BPQs of two OMPs must be pairwise

compared, leading to a complexity of O(qq) where q is the number of BPQs defined.

This section introduces a much more efficient approach.

5.3.1 Comparing BPQs

An order of preference scale definition formalises a partial ordering of BPQs. The

preference values that need to be compared with one another are combinations of these

BPQs. However, before any comparison of preference values is possible, comparisons

between BPQs need to be discussed.

Definition 5.6. A positive path between two BPQs x and y and with respect to an or-

dering relation O, denoted path+(O,x,y), is an ordered set of BPQs {q1,q2, . . . ,qn−1,qn}

such that (x,q1) ∈ O, (q1,q2) ∈ O,. . . , (qn−1,qn) ∈ O and (qn,y) ∈ O. A negative

path between two BPQs x and y and with respect to an ordering relation O, denoted

path-(O,x,y), is an ordered set of BPQs {qn,qn−1, . . . ,q2,q1} such that (y,qn) ∈ O,

(qn,qn−1) ∈ O,. . . , (q2,q1) ∈ O and (q1,x) ∈ O. The empty set {} is both a positive
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and a negative path between any BPQ and itself with respect to any ordering relation.

Theorem 5.7. path+(O,x,y) = path− (O,y,x)

Proof : See appendix A, page 287.

Note that the partial orders defined by O< and O� form a directed acyclic graph

(DAG) over the BPQs in � . The problem of finding a path between two nodes in a DAG

is a well understood problem. However, this operation is inadequate for the purpose

of comparing two OMPs. Because OMPs are combinations of BPQs, algorithms are

needed to efficiently determine which of the BPQs in two sets are related to one another

and in what order. As mentioned earlier, establishing whether a path exists between

each pair of BPQs would be very inefficient. Therefore, this subsection introduces the

basic concepts of scheme to annotate each BPQ with a label that will enable a more

efficient comparison between OMPs.

Obviously, the orderings in a order of magnitude preference scale should not be

contradictory, i.e. inconsistent. An ordering is inconsistent if there are two different

BPQs such that a positive and a negative path exist from one BPQ to the other. Indeed,

the positive path indicates that the first BPQ is greater than the second whereas the

negative path implies the reverse. More formally,

Definition 5.8. An order of magnitude preference scale 〈 � ,O<,O�〉 is inconsistent

if

• ¬(∃q1,q2 ∈ � ,(q1 6= q2)∧path+(O<,q1,q2)∧path− (O<,q1,q2)), and

• ¬(∃q1,q2 ∈ � ,(q1 6= q2)∧path+(O�,q1,q2)∧path− (O�,q1,q2)).

An order of magnitude preference scale is consistent if it is not inconsistent.

In what follows, it is implicitly assumed that all order of preference magnitude

scales and orderings are consistent. In practical applications, consistency of the order

of magnitude preference scale can be verified by representing it as directed graph in

which the nodes denote BPQs and the arcs correspond to ordering relations between

the BPQs. If is easy to prove that the order of magnitude preference scale is consistent

if and only if the directed graph does not contain cycles.

These concepts can be illustrated by means of the ordering presented in figure 5.4.

This figure contains a number of BPQs in squares (e.g. extra sml, small, medium and

large and extra lg) and a set of ordering relations depicted by the arrows (e.g. (extra
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Figure 5.4: A simple set of ordering relations of BPQs

sml,small), (small,medium), (medium,large) and (large,extra lg)). In this particular

order of preference scale definition, a positive path path+(O,extra sml,extra lg) equals

{small,medium,large}. If the order of magnitude preference scale presented in figure

5.4 were to contain a BPQ q such that (medium,q)∈ O and (q,small) ∈ O, then that

order of preference magnitude scale would be inconsistent.

Based on the above definition, a BPQ qx is larger than a BPQ qy with respect to

an ordering relation, if a positive path path + (O,qy,qx) and hence a negative path

path−(O,qx,qy) exists. Comparing BPQs by determining paths between them is quite

cumbersome. The approach taken herein is to store some information with respect

to each BPQ’s position in the scale in advance. This requires the introduction of the

notions of cross-over quantity, distance and strand.

Definition 5.9. A BPQ q is a cross-over quantity with respect to an ordering relation

O, denoted cross-over(O,q) if there are at least two BPQs x and y, with x 6= y, for

which [(x,q) ∈ O∧ (y,q) ∈ O]∨ [(q,x) ∈ O∧ (q,y) ∈ O].

Definition 5.10. Given two BPQs x and y and an ordering relation O,

• a value n, with n ∈N+ (the set of positive integers), is a distance between qx and

qy with respect to O if there exists a path+(O,qx,qy) involving n elements,

• a value −n, with n ∈ N+, is a distance between two BPQs x and y with respect

to an ordering relation O if there exists a path-(O,qx,qy) involving n elements,

• A value m∈N (the set of integers) is the maximum distance between x and y with

respect to O, denoted dmax(qx,qy,O), if there is no other distance n between qx
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and qy with respect to O such that | m |<| n |.

Definition 5.11. Given two BPQs qx and qy and an ordering relation O such that

(qx,qy)∈O, the qy-strand of qx with respect to O, denoted strand+(O,qx,qy) is the set

of all BPQs q for which a positive path path+(O,qy,q) exists and strand− (O,qy,qx)

is the set of all BPQs q for which a negative path path− (O,qx,q) exists.

Hereafter, the predicate strand(O,qx,qy) denotes strand + (O,qx,qy) or strand−

(O,qx,qy), whichever is a non-empty set.

Definition 5.12. Given two BPQs qx and qy and an ordering relation O such that

(qx,qy) ∈ O or (qy,qx) ∈ O, the extended qy-strand of qx with respect to O, denoted

strand ◦ (O,qx,qy) is the set of all BPQs q such that ¬(q ∈ strand(O,qx,qy)) and that

either q is a member of a strand of a cross-over point in strand(O,qx,qy) or, recursively,

q is a member of a strand of a cross-over point in strand◦ (O,qx,qy).

In the example of figure 5.4, small and medium are cross-over quantities. Cross-

over quantity medium has four strands {large, extra lg}, {high, very high}, {extra

sml, small} and {very low, low}. The BPQ big is not an element of any strand of

medium, but it is an element of strand◦(O,medium,small). The latter indicates that big

is connected to medium via the small strand.

For each cross-over quantity qc, there exist multiple strands of BPQs greater than

qc or there are multiple strands of BPQs smaller than qc. Generally speaking, BPQs

in different strands on the same side of a cross-over point qc, i.e. either both strands

consist of BPQs greater than qc or both strands consist of BPQs smaller than qc, can

not be compared with one another. BPQs on different strands that are on different sides

of a cross-over quantity qc, i.e. one is smaller and the other is greater than qc, can be

compared with one another. As a result of this, the following relations between strands

can be defined, for a given � and O:

strand(O,x,y) = strand(O,x,y) (5.12)

∀x,y,z ∈ � ,(x,y) ∈ O,(y,z) ∈ O→ strand− (O,y,x)≺ strand+(O,y,z) (5.13)

∀x,y,z ∈ � ,(x,y) ∈ O,(x,z) ∈ O→ strand+(O,x,y)?strand+(O,x,z) (5.14)

∀x,y,z ∈ � ,(y,x) ∈ O,(z,x) ∈ O→ strand− (O,x,y)?strand− (O,x,z) (5.15)
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For example, high and large in figure 5.3 are BPQs that can not be compared with

one another because they members of different strands with respect to cross-over quan-

tity med. For this reason, all BPQs are annotated with the strands (with respect to each

cross-over quantity) they part of. Given a set of BPQs � and a set of ordering relations

over these BPQs O, the strand assignments of the BPQs q ∈ � , denoted S( � ,O)(q), is

assigned as follows:

1. For each q ∈ �
S( � ,O)(q) ={strand(O,c,x) | cross-over(O,c)∧q ∈ strand(O,c,x)}∪

{strand◦ (O,c,x) | cross-over(O,c)∧q ∈ strand◦ (O,c,x)}

2. Select a random qc ∈ � such that ∃q1,q2 ∈ � ,strand(O,q1,q2) ∈ S( � ,O)(qc)

3. For each q ∈ �
S( � ,O)(q) =S( � ,O)∪{strand(O,qc,x) | q ∈ strand(O,qc,x)}∪

{strand◦ (O,c,x) | q ∈ strand◦ (O,qc,x)}

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until {qc ∈ � | S( � ,O)(qc) = /0}= /0.

The strand assignments of two BPQs may provide insufficient information for a

comparison of the BPQs with respect to a set of ordering relations. Therefore, the

strand assignments need to be augmented with the maximum distance from the respec-

tive cross-over quantities. For this, the concept of the label of a BPQ is introduced.

Definition 5.13. Given a BPQ q ∈ � and a set of ordering relations over these BPQs

O, the label of q with respect to � and O is defined by:

L( � ,O)(q) = {〈strand(O,c,s),d,1〉 | strand(O,c,s) ∈ S( � ,O)(q),d = dmax(O,c,q)}∪

{〈strand◦ (O,c,s),dx,1〉 | 〈strand− (O,c,s),dx,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(qx),path+(O,qx,q}∪

{〈strand◦ (O,c,s),dx,1〉 | 〈strand+(O,c,s),dx,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(qx),path− (O,qx,q}

The label of a BPQ is a set of triplets representing strand, distance and an integer.

The integers will be ignored in the remainder of this subsection, because they are
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Figure 5.5: Comparing strand distance pairs

all equal to 1 (but they will become important in the next subsection). As such, the

combination of strand s with distance d can be represented as a pair (s,d).

Definition 5.14. A BPQ q ∈ � , such that 〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(q), is said to be a member

of a strand distance pair (s,d), denoted q ∈ (s,d).

As explained earlier, each strand represents a specific subordering in the order of

preference magnitude scale and each distance is an ordinal description of the specific

position in that subordering. The strand distance pairs of the labels of a BPQ uniquely

identify the location of that BPQ in the scale.

Theorem 5.15. The combination of labels of a BPQ is unique to that BPQ

Proof : See appendix A, page 287.

As a result of this theorem, the labels can be used to order BPQs with respect to

one another. To show this property, the notion of ordering strand distance pairs needs

to be introduced.

Definition 5.16. Given a set of BPQs � and an ordering O over these BPQs, and

given two strand distance pairs (s1,d1) and (s2,d2) such that

∀q1,q2 ∈ � ,〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(q1)∧〈s2,d2,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(q2)→ path+(O,q2,q1)

(s1,d1) is said to be ranked higher, with respect to ordering O, than (s2,d2). This

feature is denoted (s1,d1) �O (s2,d2). A strand distance pair (s1,d1) is said to be

ranked higher than or equal to a strand distance pair (s2,d2), with respect to ordering

O, if (s1,d1)�O (s2,d2) or (s1,d1) = (s2,d2). This is denoted as (s1,d1) <O (s2,d2).

Figure 5.5 illustrates definition 5.16 with a graphical representation of the four dif-

ferent cases where two BPQs x and y have the respective strand distance pairs (s1,d1)
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and (s2,d2) such that (s1,d1)�O (s2,d2). These illustrated cases are:

s1 = strand(O,c,s)∧ s2 = strand(O,c,s)∧d1 > d2, or (case a)

s1 = strand◦ (O,c,s)∧ s2 = strand(O,c,s)∧d1 < 0∧d2 < d1, or (case b)

s1 = strand(O,c,s)∧ s2 = strand◦ (O,c,s)∧d2 > 0∧d2 < d1, or (case c)

s1 � s2. (case d)

The dots denote BPQs and the lines denote orderings between BPQs. When two dots

are connected by a line, this implies that the leftmost BPQ is to be ranked lower than the

rightmost BPQ. Note that, because the order of magnitude preference scale is assumed

to be consistent, this representation allows for all possible cases to be represented.

The BPQ denoted as c represents the cross-over quantity of the strand or the extended

strand in the definition.

Theorem 5.17. [(s1,d1)�O (s2,d2)]∧ [(s2,d2)�O (s3,d3)]→ [(s1,d1)�O (s3,d3)]

Proof : This theorem is a direct consequence of definition 5.16.

Theorem 5.18. If (s1,d1)�O (s2,d2), then for each pair of BPQs q1,q2 ∈ � such that

q1 ∈ (s1,d1) and q2 ∈ (s2,d2), O defines a positive path from q2 to q1.

Proof : This theorem is a direct consequence of definition 5.16.

By means of theorems 5.17 and 5.18, BPQs can be ordered by means of the strand

distance pairs in their labels. This ordering, formalised in definition 5.19 will be shown

to be equivalent to the ordering described by the path relations between BPQs, in

theorem 5.21.

Definition 5.19. Given a set of BPQs, � , and an ordering O over the BPQs, a BPQ q1

is ranked at least as high, with respect to ordering O, as a BPQ q2 (denoted q1 <O q2)

if:

∀〈s2,d2,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(q2), [∃〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(q1),

((s1,d1)�O (s2,d2))∨ ((s1 = s2 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d1 = d2))]

Theorem 5.20. ∀q1,q2,q3 ∈ � ,(q1 <O q2)∧ (q2 <O q3)→ (q1 <O q3)

Proof : See appendix A, page 287.
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Now, sufficient concepts have been introduced to explain how the existence of a

positive path between two BPQs can be computed solely on the basis of the respective

labels between these BPQs. A positive path between two BPQs q1 and q2 (i.e. path+

(O,q1,q2)), and hence a negative path path− (O,q2,q1) exists if and only if q1 is

ranked higher, with respect to the ordering (O), than BPQ q2. This is formalised in the

following theorem.

Theorem 5.21. ∀q1,q2 ∈ � ,path+(O,q2,q1)↔ q1 <O q2

Proof : See appendix A, page 288.

As mentioned earlier, the BPQs are taken from an order of magnitude preference

scale 〈 � ,O<,O�〉. As such, two sets of ordering relations O< and O� are defined

over these BPQs and, hence, two labels L( � ,O<)(q) and L( � ,O�)(q) can be computed

for each BPQ q.

As mentioned earlier, the relations O< and O� order BPQs at a different level of

granularity. That is, the relation O� defines a coarse ordering of BPQs at different

orders of magnitude whereas the relation O< establishes an order amongst different

BPQs within the same order of magnitude. It can be shown that all BPQs within the

same order of magnitude have the same label:

Theorem 5.22. Given two BPQs q1,q2 ∈ � such that q1∼ q2, L( � ,O�)(q1)= L( � ,O�)(q2).

Proof : See appendix A, page 290.

As a consequence, the following theorems applies:

Theorem 5.23. In each order of magnitude preference scale 〈 � ,O<,O�〉, two BPQs

within the same order of magnitude must have the same O� labels:

∀q,q′ ∈ � ,(q,q′) ∈ O<→ L( � ,O�)(q) = L( � ,O�)(q
′)

Proof : Follows from (5.5) and theorem 5.22.

Similarly, BPQs with a different label with respect to O� can not normally be or-

dered with respect to O< because O< relates BPQs of a higher/lower preference, not

those of a higher/lower preference magnitude, to one another. Therefore, comparing

two BPQs by means of the labels of BPQs can be implemented by first comparing
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L( � ,O�) for both BPQs. If one is not of a higher preference magnitude than the other,

then the labels L( � ,O<) must be compared. The next subsection shows how these prin-

ciples generalise to comparing order-of-magnitude preferences that consist of multiple

BPQs.

5.3.2 Combining BPQs

Order-of-magnitude preferences (OMPs) are combinations (by ⊕) of BPQs defined on

a given OMP scale. OMPs can be compared by extending the concepts introduced in

section 5.3.1 from individual BPQs to combinations of multiple BPQs. In 5.3.2.1, the

extension of these concepts is introduced. Then, section 5.3.2.2 presents an algorithm

to perform the actual comparison. The use of this algorithm is demonstrated by means

of an illustrative example in 5.3.2.3.

5.3.2.1 Foundations

Similar to the comparison of BPQs, OMPs can be computed by means of their labels.

The labels of OMPs are computed by adding the numbers of unique strand distance

combinations. This idea is formalised in definition 5.24.

Definition 5.24. Given two OMPs P1 and P2 with labels L( � ,O)(P1)= {. . . ,〈si,di,xi〉, . . .}

and L( � ,O)(P2)= {. . . ,〈s j,d j,x j〉, . . .} respectively, the label of the OMP P1⊕P2 equals:

L( � ,O)(P1⊕P2) ={〈s,d,(xi + x j)〉 | 〈s,d,xi〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P1)∧〈s,d,x j〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P2)}

∪{〈s,d,xi〉 | 〈s,d,xi〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P1)∧〈s,d,x j〉 6∈ L( � ,O)(P2)}

∪{〈s,d,x j〉 | 〈s,d,xi〉 6∈ L( � ,O)(P1)∧〈s,d,x j〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P2)}

Theorem 5.25. The combination of labels of an OMP is unique to that OMP.

Proof : See appendix A, page 290.

Theorem 5.26. Given an OMP P and an ordering of BPQs O,

∀〈s,d,x〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P),x = ∑
p,〈s,d,1〉∈L( � ,O)(p)

fP(p)
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Proof : See appendix A, page 290.

As with BPQs, two labels are computed for an order of magnitude preference P,

namely L( � ,O�)(P) and L( � ,O<)(P). However, both labels will contain strand (s), dis-

tance (d), BPQ (x) triplets in which the different combinations of strand and distance

stem from different BPQs.

In this respect, the algorithm, presented formally in 5.3.2.2, to decide the order-

ing between two orders of preference magnitude via their respective pairs of labels

can be generalised (a more formal discussion follows). Because distinctions at higher

orders of magnitude are more significant than distinctions at lower orders of magni-

tude, the triplets with the highest strand distance combinations in the O� labels are

compared first. When these are equivalent, the comparison proceeds at a lower gran-

ularity by comparing the triplets of the same BPQs in the O< label. When both are

equal, the comparison continues at the next (lower) orders of magnitude, and hence,

this sequence of two comparisons is repeated for the triplets of the next highest strand

distance combinations in the O�.

The triplets with “the highest strand distance combinations” are the ones for which

no other triplets exist with a strand distance combination that is ranked higher. More

formally:

Definition 5.27. Given an OMP P, the set of triplets of L ∈ L( � ,O)(P) with the highest

strand distance pairs (denoted maxSD(L)) is

maxSD(L( � ,O)) = {〈s,d,x〉 |〈s,d,x〉 ∈ L( � ,O),

¬(∃〈s′,d′,x′〉 ∈ L( � ,O),((s
′,d′) 6= (s,d))∧ ((s′,d′)�O (s,d)))}

As noted in 5.3.1, ordering O< can not normally distinguish between BPQs that

are related via O�. Therefore, it is necessary to determine what subset of L( � ,O<)(P)

provides a more detailed ordering information for two OMPs for a given subset of

L( � ,O�)(P). Once an OMP scale and the corresponding O� and O< labels have been

defined, tuples in the O� labels that correspond to a single BPQ q ∈ � are linked to

the O< label of q. From this, the specific O< labels can be computed according to the

following:

Definition 5.28. Given an OMP scale 〈 � ,O<,O�〉 and an OMP P defined over

this scale, a triplet 〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( � ,O<)(P) is said to be specific to a triplet 〈s j,d j,x j〉 ∈
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Figure 5.6: Comparing two OMPs with BPQs from an O� ordering

L( � ,O�)(P) (denoted 〈s j,d j,x j〉→ 〈si,di,xi〉) if ∃!q∈ � ,〈si,di,xi〉 ∈L( � ,O<)(q)∧〈s j,d j,x j〉 ∈

L( � ,O�)(q).

The specific O< label of a subset S of the O� label of P (denoted LS→( � ,O<)(P)) is

defined as:

{〈si,di,xi〉 | 〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( � ,O<)(P)∧ (∃〈s j,d j,x j〉 ∈ S,〈s j,d j,x j〉 → 〈si,di,xi〉)}

Because of (5.7), the L( � ,O�) and L( � ,O<) labels are compared in different ways.

For the L( � ,O�) labels, distinctions at higher orders of magnitude dominate the re-

sult and make distinctions at lower orders of magnitude irrelevant. An example will

illustrate this point.

Figure 5.6 shows a pair of OMPs. Each OMP is the combination of BPQs “low”,

“medium” and “high” that are ordered by O�: P1 = 2× high (meaning P1 = high⊕

high) and P2 = 2×high⊕3×medium⊕1× low. Because of (5.7), 3×medium⊕1×

low = medium⊕medium⊕medium⊕ low� high. Therefore, P1 � P2, as shown in

the figure.

Definition 5.29. Given two OMPs P1 and P2 and two subsets of their labels L1 ⊂

L( � ,O�)(P1) and L2 ⊂ L( � ,O�)(P2), such that

∀〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ L1,∃〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ L2,(s2,d2)�O� (s1,d1)

then L2 is said to be of higher order of magnitude preference than L1. This feature is
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Figure 5.7: Comparing two OMPs with BPQs from an O< ordering

denoted L2 �� L1.

Theorem 5.30.

maxDS(L( � ,O�)(P1))≺≺maxDS(L( � ,O�)(P2))↔ L( � ,O�)(P1)≺≺ L( � ,O�)(P2)

(5.16)

Proof : See appendix A, page 291.

Theorem 5.31. Given to OMPs P1 and P2 such that L( � ,O�)(P1) ≺≺ L( � ,O�)(P2),

P1 ≺ P2.

Proof : See appendix A, page 291.

Theorem 5.32. Given two OMPs P1 and P2 such that ∀p1 ∈ P1, fP1(p1) > 0,∃p2 ∈

P2, fP2(p2) > 0, p1� p2, L( � ,O�)(P1) and L( � ,O�)(P2) can each be partitioned into two

sets Li1 and Li2 such that L11 ≺≺ L21, LL12→( � ,O<)(P1) = /0 and LL22→( � ,O<)(P2) = /0.

Proof : See appendix A, page 291.

When comparing two OMPs that consist of BPQs of the same order of magni-

tude, the BPQs that are are ranked lower with respect to O< and that are equivalent

with respect to O� can not be ignored. As an example, figure 5.7 shows two pairs of

OMPs that consist of BPQs within the same order of magnitude. Both OMPs are a

combination of BPQs “low”, “medium” and “high” that are ordered by O< (that is, the
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BPQs are within the same order of magnitude). The OMPs in figure 5.7(a) are P1 =

2× high⊕ 2×medium⊕ 1× low and P2 = 2× high⊕ 3×medium⊕ 1× low. When

comparing the number of “highs”, P1>P2 because 2 highs are preferred over 1 high.

When comparing the number of mediums, 3 mediums might be preferred of 2 (and

hence P2>P1), but the extra medium of P2 can be compensated by the extra high of

P1. As both OMPs have an equal number of “lows”, P1 must be deemed of higher pref-

erence than P2. The OMPs in figure 5.7(b) are P1 = 2×high⊕1×medium⊕1× low

and P2 = 2×high⊕3×medium⊕1× low. Here, a similar situation occurs. However,

a decision for this case could only be made if 1 high could be compared with 2 medi-

ums. Such information is not available, and therefore P1 is deemed incomparable to

P2.

Definition 5.33. Given two OMPs P1 and P2 and two subsets of their labels L1 ⊂

L( � ,O<)(P1) and L2 ⊂ L( � ,O<)(P2), such that

∀〈s,d,x1〉 ∈ L1,

∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L1, [((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi ≤ ∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L2, [((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi

then, the label L2 is said to be ranked higher or at an equal level as than label L1.

This feature is denoted by L2 < L1.

It is shown by theorems 5.34 and 5.35 that this ranking of labels of two preferences

is equivalent to ordering preferences within an order of magnitude.

Theorem 5.34. Given two OMPs P1 = p11⊕ . . .⊕ p1n1 and P2 = p21⊕ . . .⊕ p2n2 such

that p∼ p11 ∼ . . .∼ p1n1 ∼ p21 ∼ . . .∼ p2n2 ,

P1 4p P2↔ L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2)

Proof : See appendix A, page 292.

Theorem 5.35. Given two OMPs P1 = p11⊕ . . .⊕ p1n1 and P2 = p21⊕ . . .⊕ p2n2 such

that no pair of BPQs pi j and pkl can be taken from {p11, . . . , p1n1, p21, . . . , p2n2} such

that pi j� pkl ,

P1 4p P2↔ L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2)
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Proof : See appendix A, page 294.

5.3.2.2 Algorithm

Having established concise notations for the important concepts to be involved, a for-

mal procedure to compare two OMPs P1 and P2 that are defined by a combination

of BPQs on an OMP scale 〈 � ,O<,O�〉 can be described, as given in algorithm 5.1

(which calls for algorithms 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4).

COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) explores the O� labels of P1 and P2 via two

“open” sets O1 and O2 that initially contain the entire contents of the O� labels. The

main while -loop of this algorithm iterates through different sets of orders of magni-

tude. That is, at the beginning of each iteration, the tuples with the highest strand

distance pairs are grouped in two sets O(1,max) and O(2,max), and at the end, the con-

tents of O(1,max) and O(2,max) are removed from O1 and O2. In this way, all highest

strands distance pairs are explored in parallel. The tuples in O(1,max) and O(2,max) are

both grouped in the following four different types of set:

• Tuples from O(i,max) with strand distance pairs that are higher than any strand

distance pair in O( j,max), with i 6= j, are grouped in set type H(i,�).

• Tuples from O(i,max) with strand distance pairs that are smaller than a strand

distance pair in O( j,max), with i 6= j, are grouped in set type H(i,�).

• Tuples with strand distance pairs that appear in both O(1,max) and O(2,max) are

grouped in a set H∼.

• The remaining tuples are those tuples that can not be compared to tuples from

the O� label of the other OMP, and they are respectively stored in sets H(1,rest)

and H(2,rest).

The tuples in these four types of set are compared as follows:

• The sets H(1,�) and H(2,�) are analysed by calling

COMPARE-OM( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H(1,�),H(2,�)).
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If both sets are empty, no result can be committed to. If one is empty and the

other is not, then smaller than (if H(1,�) = /0) or greater-than (if H(2,�) = /0) is

returned. If both are non-empty, the two OMPs are incomparable because neither

is smaller than or equal to the other.

• The tuples in the sets H(1,�) and H(2,�) are on the other end of the comparisons

that yielded H(1,�) and H(2,�), and hence, they are ignored.

• For all the tuples in H∼, the O< labels are compared by calling

COMPARE-WM( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H∼,H(1,�),H(2,�)).

This procedure performs the comparison of the dependent O< labels for each tu-

ple from H∼ individually. Each tuple for which this comparison yields a smaller-

than result, is added to H(2,�). Each tuple for which this comparison yields a

greater-than result, is added to H(1,�). After this step, H(1,�) and H(2,�) contain

tuples with strand distance pairs that describe an order of magnitude at which the

component BPQs of one OMP are found to be greater than or smaller than those

of the other OMP. Strand distance pairs lower than these need not be considered

any more because comparisons BPQs on strand distance pairs at lower orders of

magnitude can not change the outcome of the overall comparison.

• The tuples in H(1,rest) and H(2,rest) are analysed by means of the procedure

COMPARE-REST( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H1,H2).

If for a given tuple 〈strand(O�,q,q′),d,x〉 in the label of one OMP, there is a

tuple in the label of the other OMP that contains an extended strand strand ◦

(O�,q,q′), then, by definition 5.12, there exists another cross-over quantity

from which the ordering between the corresponding BPQs can be made more

precisely. Otherwise, the OMP for which H(i,rest) is not empty should be deemed

greater than the other. If both are not empty, then the only possible result is

incomparable.
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equal-to smaller-than greater-than incomparable

equal-to equal-to smaller-than greater-than incomparable

smaller-than smaller-than smaller-than incomparable incomparable

greater-than greater-than incomparable greater-than incomparable

incomparable incomparable incomparable incomparable incomparable

Table 5.1: Combining partial comparisons

Algorithm 5.1: COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2)

L(1,O<)← L( � ,O<)(P1);L(1,O�)← L( � ,O�)(P1);
L(2,O<)← L( � ,O<)(P2);L(2,O�)← L( � ,O�)(P2);
result← equal-to;
O1← L(1,O�);O2← L(2,O�);
while (H(1,O�) 6= /0∧H(2,O�) 6= /0)∨ (result 6= equal-to)

do





O(1,max)←maxSD(O1);O(2,max)←maxSD(O2);
H(1,�)←{〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ O(1,max) | @〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ O(2,max),(s1,d1) 4O� (s2,d2)};
H(2,�)←{〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ O(2,max) | @〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ O(1,max),(s2,d2) 4O� (s1,d1)};
H∼←{〈s,d,x1〉 ∈ O(1,max) | ∃〈s,d,x2〉 ∈ O(1,max)};

H(1,rest)←

{
O(1,max)−H(1,�)−H∼−
{〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ O(1,max) | ∃〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ O(2,max),(s1,d1)≺O� (s2,d2)};

H(2,rest)←

{
O(2,max)−H(2,�)−H∼−
{〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ O(1,max) | ∃〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ O(2,max),(s1,d1)≺O� (s2,d2)};

om-result← COMPARE-OM( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H(1,�),H(2,�));
wm-result← COMPARE-WM( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H∼,H(1,�),H(2,�));
rest-result← COMPARE-REST( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H(1,rest),H(2,rest));
result← result∧om-result∧wm-result∧ rest-result;
if result = greater-than

then





for each 〈s,d,x〉 ∈ H(1,�)

do
{

O1← O1−{〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ O1 | (s1,d1)≺O� (s,d)};
O2← O2−{〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ O2 | (s2,d2)≺O� (s,d)};

if result = smaller-than

then





for each 〈s,d,x〉 ∈ H(2,�)

do
{

O1← O1−{〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ O1 | (s1,d1)≺O� (s,d)};
O2← O2−{〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ O2 | (s2,d2)≺O� (s,d)};

O1← O1−O(1,max);O2← O2−O(2,max);
return (result).
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Throughout algorithm 5.1, the results of partial comparisons based on subsets of

constituent BPQs of the OMPs are combined with one another. Table 5.1 summarises

the way in which outcomes of partial comparisons can be combined with one another.

That is, in table 5.1, the top row and the leftmost column each list the set of four

possible outcomes of a (partial) comparison and the other cells each indicate the com-

bination of the outcomes of the corresponding row and column.

Finally, whenever for some strand distance pair (s,d) in the O� labels, the BPQs

of one OMP are found to be greater than the BPQs of the other, then all strand distance

pairs that are smaller than (s,d) are no longer relevant to the comparison. Therefore, at

the end of each iteration, those strand distance pairs are removed from O1 and O2 to-

gether with the currently analysed subsets of O1 and O2, namely O(1,max) and O(2,max).

Procedure 5.2: COMPARE-OM( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H1,H2)

if (H1 6= /0)

then





if (H2 6= /0)
then result← incomparable;
else result← result∧greater-than;

else





if (H2 6= /0)
then result← result∧ smaller-than;
else result← result∧ equal-to;

Theorem 5.36.

P1 = P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = equal-to

P1 ≺ P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = smaller-than

P1 � P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = greater-than

P1?P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = incomparable

Proof : See appendix A, page 294
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Procedure 5.3: COMPARE-WM( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H∼,H(1,�),H(2,�))

result← equal-to;
for each 〈s,d,x〉 ∈ H∼

do





L1← L{〈s,d,x〉}→( � ,O<)(P1);
L2← L{〈s,d,x〉}→( � ,O<)(P2);
if L1 ≺ L2

then
{

result← result∧ smaller-than;H(2,�)← H(2,�)∪{〈s,d,x〉};
else if L1 � L2

then
{

result← result∧greater-than;H(1,�)← H(1,�)∪{〈s,d,x〉};
else if (L1 6= L2)
then return (incomparable);

return (result).

5.3.2.3 Example

Algorithm 5.1 can be illustrated by means of the sample OMP scale given in figure 5.8.

The partial ordering defined therein can be formalised as follows:

very low� low small�medium

low�medium medium� large

low medium < medium large� extra large

medium < high medium small� below average

medium� high below average < average

high� very high average < above average

extra small� small above average� big

Figure 5.8 does not make it clear as to how the individual ordering relations O< and

O� work, but this is reflected in figure 5.9. With respect to O� no distinction can be

made between the different kinds of medium (low medium, medium and high medium)

nor between the different kinds of average (below average, average and above average).

This ordering relation also specifies two obvious cross-over quantities: medium and

small. With respect to O<, separate orderings must be considered for the “medium”

BPQs, the “average” BPQs and all other BPQs individually. In order to enable the

computation of the corresponding O< labels, a cross-over quantity has to be defined
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medium

very low low high

extra small

small

large

below average

average

above average

very high

extra large

big

low medium high medium

higher preferenceslower preferences

Figure 5.8: A sample OMP scale defining a partial ordering of BPQs

very low low

small
large

high

big

extra small

very high

extra large

below average
average

above average

low medium
medium

high medium

(a) O� ordering

medium

average

low medium

below average above average

high medium

= cross−over quantity

(b) O< ordering

Figure 5.9: Example BPQ orderings defined by an OMP scale
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Procedure 5.4: COMPARE-REST( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2,H1,H2)

r12←∀〈strand(O�,q,q′),d1,x1〉 ∈ H1,(∃strand◦ (O�,q,q′),d2,x2〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(P2));
r21←∀〈strand(O�,q,q′),d2,x2〉 ∈ H2,(∃strand◦ (O�,q,q′),d1,x1〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(P1));
if r12∧ r21

then return (equal-to);
if r12∧¬r21

then return (greater-than);
if ¬r12∧ r21

then return (smaller-than);
if ¬r12∧¬r21

then return (incomparable);

within each of these orderings: one medium, one average and all other BPQs are cross-

over BPQs with respect to. Isolated cross-over quantities will not be considered herein

since they do not affect the result. In addition, it is assumed that, with respect to O<,

low medium and below average are arbitrarily appointed to act as cross-over quantities.

Suppose that it is required to compare the following two preferences defined over

the aforementioned OMP scale:

P1 = very high⊕ extra large⊕medium⊕ low medium⊕ low⊕ extra small

P2 = very high⊕ extra large⊕high medium⊕medium⊕very low

The labels of these OMPs with respect to O� are:

L( � ,O�)(P1) = {〈strand(O�,medium,high),2,1〉,

〈strand(O�,medium, large),2,1〉,

〈strand(O�,medium,medium),0,2〉,

〈strand(O�,medium,small),−1,1〉,

〈strand(O�,small,medium),3,2〉,

〈strand(O�,small,medium),1,2〉,

〈strand(O�,small,small),0,1〉}
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L( � ,O�)(P2) = {〈strand(O�,medium,high),2,1〉,

〈strand(O�,medium, large),2,1〉,

〈strand(O�,medium,medium),0,2〉,

〈strand(O�,medium, low),−2,1〉,

〈strand(O�,small,medium),3,2〉,

〈strand(O�,small,medium),1,2〉,

〈strand◦ (O�,small,medium),1,2〉}

The labels computed with respect to O< are mostly irrelevant because they involve

strands with only one BPQ. However, low medium, medium and high medium have

related to one another by O<. The labels relevant to strand(O�,medium,medium) and

distance 0 are:

L{〈strand(O�,medium,medium),0,2〉}→( � ,O<)(P1) =

{〈strand(O<, low medium,medium),1,1〉,〈strand(O<, low medium, low medium),0,1〉}

L{〈strand(O�,medium,medium),0,2〉}→( � ,O<)(P2) =

{〈strand(O<, low medium,medium),2,1〉,〈strand(O<, low medium,medium),1,1〉}

To illustrate these labels in a more comprehensible manner, figure 5.10 shows the

labels of both preferences in relation to one another, and how algorithm 5.1 is used to

compare both preferences.

First, for each cross-over quantity and each of the positive strands with respect to

O�, the highest strand distance pairs are explored, involving (strand(O�,medium,high),2),

(strand(O�,medium,large),2) and (strand(O�,small,medium),3). As shown in figure

5.10, no difference can be detected for the highest strand distance pairs. Next, the sec-

ond highest strand distance pairs are explored, involving (strand(O�,medium,medium),0)

and (strand(O�,small,medium),1). Again, there is no difference with respect to O�

but a within magnitude comparison can be made for 〈strand(O�,medium,medium),0,2〉.

In figure 5.10, this computation is shown in the shaded rectangle. This computation

has been illustrated earlier and results in:
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1@ +2

1@ +2

1@ +2

1@ +2

1@ −1

1@ −2

strand(medium,small)

strand(medium,low)

2@ 0

2@ 0

medium

2@ +1

2@ +1

2@ +1

2@ +3

2@ +3

ext

1@ 0

small
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triplets in terms of
order of magnitude
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number triplets
in terms of
order of magnitude

1@ +2

1@ +1

1@ +1

1@ 0

1@+1<1@+2
0<1@+1

number @ distance

number @ distance

strand specification

P2

P1
strand(medium,high)

strand(medium,large)

strand(small,medium)

low medium

0<1@+2

1@0<1@+1

P1 is smaller than P2

Figure 5.10: Compare two OMPs

〈strand(O<, low medium,medium),1,1〉⊕〈strand(O<, low medium, low medium),0,1〉 ≺

〈strand(O<, low medium,medium),2,1〉⊕〈strand(O<, low medium,medium),1,1〉

Since there are no other distinctions at this order of magnitude, the computation can

end. By definition, any further differences at lower orders of magnitude can not offset

the difference at the current order of magnitude. The algorithm therefore concludes

that P1 is smaller than P2 (or P1 ≺ P2).

5.4 Discussion

Much of this chapter has been devoted to the development of an algorithm for com-

bining and comparing partially ordered preference valuations. The partial ordering of

these preference valuations has two important consequences: (1) the comparison al-

gorithm is potentially inefficient and (2) the set of available combination operators is

naturally restricted. The efficiency issue has been addressed by the algorithm presented
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in the previous section, which is discussed section 5.4.1. Then, section 5.4.2 discusses

the restrictions imposed on the combination operators.

5.4.1 Efficiency

Comparing OMPs by means of the algorithm presented in the last section provides

significant efficiency gains over searching for paths between the constituent elementary

BPQs involved in the OMPs. Assume that, on average, there are q BPQ units per OMP,

c cross-over quantities or other BPQs for which strand assignments have been made,

and s positive and negative strands per cross-over quantity. An ordinary backtracking

search through paths between two orders of magnitude preference would have a worst

case time complexity of O(2q× cs).

Because algorithm 5.1 potentially explores all distinct strand distance pairs that can

be identified in an OMP scale, the worst case complexity is proportional to the total

number of distinct strand distance pairs. It is known that the number distinct strands

equals c×s and it is assumed that d denotes the number of distinct distances per strand.

Therefore, the worst case time complexity of algorithm 5.1 is O(c× s× d). The par-

ticular value of d depends on the configuration of the OMP scale, but it is proportional

to the number of distinct BPQs in the OMP scale and inversely proportional to the

number of cross-over quantities.

As opposed to a naive algorithm, where the complexity of a comparison depends

on the number of BPQs in the OMPs, the complexity of algorithm 5.1 presented herein

depends solely on the configuration of the OMP scale. But, generally speaking, as

the comparison becomes non-trivial, i.e. as q becomes sufficiently high, it can be

concluded that 2q× cs� c× s×d.

5.4.2 Semantics

The preference calculus presented in this chapter employs only a single combination

operator: the preference calculus equivalent of the addition operator as it is normally

defined for the real number line � . The way in which the preference scale is defined

affects the types of operation that can be meaningfully implemented. The theory of

scales of measurements [162, 163] is the most influential in this respect. A summary

of the different types of scale and the operations they allow is summarised in tables 5.2
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Scale Description Example

Nominal unordered classification gender

Ordinal ordered measurements restaurant ratings

Interval ordinal + well-defined value differences temperature

Ratio interval + rational zero point distance

Table 5.2: Scales of measurement

Scale Permissible operations

Nominal counting

Ordinal ranking

Interval ranking, addition and subtraction

Ratio all arithmetic operations

Table 5.3: Permissible operations in scales of measurement

and 5.3.

By itself, the ordering of coarse preference values defines at least an ordinal scale,

albeit one with only a partial ranking. The preference calculus defined herein employs

ordering operators that have a well-defined semantics that provides information on the

relative distance between preferences. As such, the set of OMPs defined by means

of an order of magnitude preference scale form at least an interval scale. However,

because there is no total ordering of values within the underlying domain of the OMP

calculus, the distance of each preference valuation to the neutral preference 0 (that is

p⊕ 0 = p) can not be determined. Therefore, addition of preferences is feasible, but

multiplication is not.

To make this point clearer, consider three OMPs P1, P2 and Pc such that:

P1 � Pc and P2 � Pc

To compute the product of P1 and P2, a fourth OMP P0 which corresponds to the ab-

solute zero value would need to be known as well as the distance between the original

OMPs and P0. Such distance information is not available, however. As figure 5.11

shows, information on the distance dc between P0 and Pc, the distance d1 between Pc

and P1 and the distance d2 between Pc and P2 would enable the projection of all OMPs

to a totally ordered set. However, if it were required that such distance information be
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dc

Pc

P0

d1

P1

P2

P1P2

d2

d1

Pc

dc

P0

d2

Figure 5.11: OMP calculus and multiplication

available, then the preference calculus would suffer the same disadvantages of a utility

calculus as discussed in section 5.2. Therefore, an operation equivalent to multiplica-

tion is left out of the preference calculus.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, a preference calculus has been introduced to express user’s preferences

for the assumptions that a scenario model will be based on. The preference calculus

follows the principles of order of magnitude reasoning. It aims at combining basic

preferences on a measurement scale, whilst the preferences themselves are defined

with only minimal information to realistically accommodate for limited knowledge

sources about such preferences. This has been achieved by building preference from

BPQs that have been ordered using relations that have a simple but well-defined se-

mantics. The majority of this chapter has been dedicated to the development of an

algorithm that can efficiently compare combined OMPs, as it is important that the

preference calculus does not unnecessarily complicate the DPCSP algorithms.
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Solution Techniques for Dynamic

Order-of-Magnitude Preference

Constraint Satisfaction

As illustrated in figure 6.1, the compositional modelling framework presented in this

dissertation relies on solution techniques for DPCSPs. The solution techniques called

for to tackle this kind of constraint satisfaction problem require an approach capable of

dealing with both dynamicity and preferences. Unfortunately, little exists in the litera-

ture in this regard, especially if preferences must be combined in a strictly monotonic

manner [118].

More specifically, the problem is particularly complicated because strictly mono-

tonic preference combination operators may be used. For example, the preference cal-

culus presented in chapter 5 employs such an operator. Strict monotonicity rules out

the use of an idempotent preference combination operator (P⊕P = P) as explained in

[157]. This prevents the use many existing techniques that depend on idempotency,

but it makes the DPCSP more expressive for the problem at hand.

This chapter discusses a number of solution techniques for the dynamic prefer-

ence constraint satisfaction problems (DPCSPs) introduced earlier. Section 6.1 for-

mally summarises the specification of a DPCSP and lists the assumptions underlying

the preference calculus. Note that it is not necessary that the OMP calculus given in

chapter 5 be employed, though the OMP calculus is the one employed in this thesis.

Section 6.2 presents the most basic search algorithm for solving a DPCSP. Three (po-

157
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Figure 6.1: The role of DPCSP solution techniques in compositional modelling
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tential) improvements on this algorithm are discussed in section 6.3. Finally, section

6.5 summarises this chapter.

6.1 Background

Before presenting the solution algorithms, a summary of the problem specification is

shown first. Section 6.1.1 formalises the notion of a DPCSP and section 6.1.2 lists the

assumption underlying the preference calculus.

6.1.1 Dynamic preference constraint satisfaction problems

To remind the reader, a CSP is specified by means of

• a set of attributes X = {x1, . . . ,xn},

• a set of domains D = {D1, . . . ,Dn} containing a domain Di = {di1, . . . ,dini} for

each attributes,

• a bijection D : X 7→ D, which maps each attribute x ∈ X to a domain D(x) ∈ D,

and

• a set of compatibility constraints C = {cY1 , . . . ,cYv}, where each Yk ⊂ X, such

that cYk defines a function ck : Di× . . .×D j→{>,⊥}.

A DCSP, as defined in [123], is an extension of a CSP in which attributes can be

active and inactive. An attribute xi is said to be active, denoted active(xi), if and only

if it is assigned a value from its domain. That is,

∀xi ∈ X,(active(xi)↔∃di j ∈ Di,xi : di j)

The activity of attributes is governed by a set of activity constraints A = {. . . ,aY,xk , . . .}

that are defined via rules establishing conditions, in terms of attribute value assign-

ments, under which other attributes become active. More generally, each activity con-

straint al ∈ A corresponds to a function:

aY,xk :Di× . . .×D j×{active(xk),¬active(xk)}→ {>,⊥}

with Y = {xi, . . . ,x j}
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The aim of a DCSP is to find a set of assignments {xi : di,ki, . . . ,x j : d j,k j} such that it

is consistent with the compatibility and activity constraints:

∀c{xp,...,xq} ∈ C,{xp, . . . ,xq} ⊂ {xi, . . . ,x j}→ c{xp,...,xq}(dp,kp , . . . ,dq,kq) => (6.1)

∀xr ∈ X,∀a{xp,...,xq},xr ∈ A,

xr ∈ {xi, . . . ,x j}→ a{xp,...,xq},xr(dp,kp , . . . ,dq,kq,active(xr)) =>

xr 6∈ {xi, . . . ,x j}→ a{xp,...,xq},xr(dp,kp , . . . ,dq,kq,¬active(xr)) =>

(6.2)

A dynamic preference constraint satisfaction problem (DPCSP) extends a DCSP

with a preference valuation P(xi : di j) ∈ � for each assignment xi : di j, where � the

domain preference valuations. The preference of a (partial) solution {xi : diki , . . . ,x j :

d jk j} is computed as

P(xi : diki , . . . ,x j : d jk j) = P(xi : diki)⊕ . . .⊕P(x j : d jk j) (6.3)

where ⊕ is a commutative, associative closed binary operation on � . The preference

values in � are partially ordered by ≺. The aim of a DPCSP is to find a solution with

a maximum preference valuation. In other words, a solution of a DPCSP is every set

of assignments S for which (6.1) and (6.2) hold, such that no other set of assignments

S′ exist for which (6.1) and (6.2) hold and for which P(S) ⊀ P(S′).

A number of applications are constraint satisfaction problems of this type. Within

this work, examples of this form of DPCSP will be given on compositional modelling,

configuration and planning. Table 6.1 shows an overview of how these problems map

to a DPCSP.

6.1.2 Assumptions about the preference calculus

Without losing generality, the preferences taken from a domain � and generated by

the preference calculus are assumed to be partially ordered. That is, for each pair of

preferences P1,P2 ∈ � on of the following is true:

• P1 ≺ P2: P1 is smaller than P2, or

• P1 � P2: P1 is greater than P2, or

• P1 = P2: P1 is equal to P2, or
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• P1?P2: P1 is incomparable with P2.

The solution techniques below are applicable for any calculus that employs combi-

nation operator ⊕ such that

¬(P1 ≺ P2)→¬(P1⊕P≺ P2⊕P) (6.4)

In other words, it is assumed that the combination operator is monotonic (note that

max and min fall in this category). This operator is allowed, but not required, to be

strictly monotonic.

For the sake of clarity, a preference is presumed to be a utility in this work, though

it does not have to be in general. Thus, combining preferences with one another does

not decrease the overall preference:

¬(P1⊕P2 ≺ P1) and ¬(P1⊕P2 ≺ P2)

It is important to note that the algorithms described below can be applied cases

where preferences express costs or where costs and utilities are combined. Consider

a function f that reverses the ordering of preference and combinations of preferences.

That is, f is a function f : � 7→ � with the following properties:

∀P1,P2 ∈ � , f (P1)≺ f (P2)← P1 � P2

∀P1,P2 ∈ � , f (P1) = f (P2)← P1 = P2

∀P1,P2 ∈ � , f (P1⊕P2) = f (P1)⊕ f (P2)

If such a function exists, a DPCSP solution with a minimal cost P(xi : diki , . . . ,x j :

d jk j) can be easily found by applying the algorithms below to find a solution with a

maximal preference f (P(xi : diki , . . . ,x j : d jk j)). It should be fairly easy to find the

required function f . For example, if � is the set of real numbers � , then the function

f : � 7→ � : r→ f (r) =−r has the required properties. For the OMP calculus presented

in chapter 5, it can be shown that a function which reverses the ordering of the BPQs

in the preference scale, i.e. f (p1)� f (p2)→ p1� p2 and f (p1) < f (p2)→ p1 > p2,

has the required properties.

6.2 The basic algorithm

This section describes an algorithm to solve a DPCSP of the above description. In

essence, this algorithm is a variation on the A* algorithm. Section 6.2.1 contains a
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brief overview of the A* algorithm. The basic DPCSP solution algorithm is presented

in section 6.2.2 and its use is illustrated with an example in section 6.2.3.

6.2.1 Algorithm A*

The A* algorithm, introduced in [72], implements a solution strategy to path finding

problems that require a shortest path-to-goal solution. The approach involves con-

structing a search tree in which the leaf nodes represent goal states, or solutions to

the problem at hand, and the other nodes correspond to intermediate states, or partial

solutions. Each arc in the search tree may have a value associated with it. This value

typically describes the cost of moving from one state to the next on a path towards a

goal state. The total cost associated with a goal state equals the sum of the costs as-

sociated with the arcs between the nodes on the path from the root node of the search

tree to the node that corresponds to the goal state.

Algorithm 6.1: A* ALGORITHM(INITIALSTATE(), SUCCESSORS(), ISGOAL(),())

O← createOrderedQueue();
n← INITIALSTATE();
f̂ (n)← g(n)+ ĥ(n);
enqueue(O,n, f̂ (n));
while O 6= /0

do





n← dequeue(O);
if ISGOAL(n)

then return (n)

else





N← SUCCESSORS(n);
f̂ (nchild)← g(nchild)+ ĥ(nchild);
for each nchild,(nchild ∈ N)

do enqueue(O,nchild, f̂ (nchild);

Algorithm 6.1 presents the pseudocode of the generic A* algorithm, based on its

description in [147]. This algorithm maintains a number nodes n in a priority queue

O, called the open set, in ascending order of f̂ (n) = g(n)+ ĥ(n), where

• g(n) is the sum of the cost associated with the arcs between the nodes on the

path from the root node to n, and
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• ĥ(n) is a heuristic estimate of the sum of the cost associated with the arcs be-

tween nodes on the shortest path from n to a goal state.

At each iteration, algorithm A* removes the node n with the lowest value of f̂ (n) from

O. If n is not a goal state (determined by the domain dependent function ISGOAL(n)),

all possible successor states are computed by means of the domain dependent function

SUCCESSORS() and enqueued in O. The algorithm terminates if a goal state is found or

if O becomes empty. Obviously, in the latter case, there are no solutions to the problem

at hand.

A shortest path finding algorithm is said to be admissible when it is guaranteed to

find the goal state with the lowest cost, provided a goal state exists. It has been shown

in [72, 73, 139] that a sufficient condition for the A* algorithm to be admissible is:

ĥ(n)≤ h(n)

where h(n) is the smallest sum of costs associated with the arcs between nodes on a

path from n to a goal state. In other words, algorithm A* is admissible if the heuristic

estimate ĥ)(n) of the cost associated with a path from n to a goal state is a lower bound

on the actual cost associated with such a path,

Of course, not all heuristics that are employed by A* algorithms are equally good.

A heuristic h1 is said to be more informed than a heuristic h2 if:

∀n,h1(n)≥ h2(n)

It has been shown in [72, 73, 139] that if an A* algorithm employs a more informed

heuristic, it will find an optimal solution by creating a smaller or equal number of

nodes than a less informed heuristic. Thus, more informed heuristics lead to more ef-

ficient A* algorithms, provided the time and space complexity involved in computing

the heuristic does not offset the efficiency gain. In general, the development of A*

algorithms requires finding a trade-off between informedness and computational com-

plexity of the employed heuristics. In section 6.3, three more informed heuristics are

developed and their usefulness will be discussed in chapter 7.

6.2.2 An A* algorithm for DPCSPs

When applying the approach discussed in section 6.2.1 to solve a DPCSP, the state of

an node n corresponds to a partial solution S(n) = {xi : dili , . . . ,x j : d jl j}. Moving from
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one node n1 to one of its children n2 involves adding an attribute value assignment to

S(n1). Instead of a cost, each arc has a preference associated with it. If n1 is a parent

node of n2, such that S(n2) = S(n1)∪{xk : dklk}, then the preferences value P(xk : dklk)

corresponds to the arc from n1 to n2. The combination of all the preferences on a path

from the root to a node n is the preference of the partial solution S(n). This preference

value will be called the committed preference of that node n, and it is denoted CP(n).

The aim of using the A* algorithm is to find a node n that corresponds to a solution of

the DPCSP and maximises CP(n). To that end, the algorithm may employ a heuristic

such as the potential preference.

Definition 6.1. The committed preference CP(n) of a node n is the combination of the

preferences of the attribute values assignments in S(n):

CP(n) =⊕x:d∈S(n)P(x : d)

The potential preference PP(n) of a node n is the highest preference that a solution S

of the DPCSP, such that S(n)⊆ S. That is,

PP(n) =[⊕x:d∈S(n)P(x : d)]⊕

[ max
di∈D(xi),...,d j∈D(x j),S(n)∪,{xi:di,...,x j:d j}C,A0⊥

(P(xi : di)⊕ . . .⊕P(x j : d j))]

where {xi, . . . ,x j}= Xnd(n).

The potential preference could be used as heuristic of an A* algorithm that is able

to find the preferred solution to a DPCSP, as is shown in theorem 6.2.

Theorem 6.2. Any A* algorithm that is applied to a DPCSP and stores the nodes n it

creates in the set O in descending order of a heuristic P̂P(n), such that P̂P(n) < PP(n),

is admissible and it is guaranteed to find a node n which maximises CP(n).

Proof : See appendix A, page 297.

However, calculating potential preference is computationally illogical as it requires

finding a solution for the DPCSP in the first place. Therefore, an estimate of the

potential preference that is easier to determine may be useful. This work employs

upper bounds on the potential preference. The definitions of these upper bounds use a

partition Xa(n),Xd(n),Xnd(n) of the set of all attributes X, where

• Xa(n) is the set of active assigned attributes, i.e.

Xa(n) = {x ∈ X | ∃d ∈ D(x),x : d ∈ S(n)}
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• Xd(n) is the set of inactive unassigned attributes that can not be activated under

S(n) and the set of activity constraints A, i.e.

Xd(n) = {x ∈ X | S(n)∪{active(x)}, � ` ⊥}

• Xnd(n) is the set of unassigned attributes (active or inactive) that may still be

activated under S(n) and the set of activity constraints A, i.e.

Xnd(n) = {x ∈ X | [@d ∈ D(x),x : d ∈ S(n)]∧ [S(n)∪{active(x)}, � 0⊥]}

The basic algorithm orders the open nodes in descending order of P̂Pbasic(n), where

P̂Pbasic(n) = CP(n)⊕ [⊕x∈Xnd(n) max
d∈D(x)

P(x : d)] (6.5)

Given a node n, which corresponds to a partial assignment S(n), P̂Pbasic(n) is the com-

bination of the preferences associated with the assignments of all assigned attributes,

i.e. all x ∈ Xa(n), and the highest preferences associated with the unassigned attributes

that can still be activated, i.e. all x ∈ Xnd . Theorem 6.3 shows that P̂Pbasic(n) computes

an upper bound on PP(n).

Theorem 6.3. ∀n, P̂Pbasic(n) < PP(n)

Proof : See appendix A, page 297.

It follows from theorems 6.2 and 6.3 that an A* algorithm that searches for a so-

lution to a DPCSP and that orders the open nodes in descending order of P̂Pbasic(n)

is admissible and, hence, it is guaranteed to find a node n containing a solution to the

DPCSP with a maximal preference CP(n). The basic algorithm, which consists of

procedures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, forms such an A* algorithm.

In procedure 6.2, nodes are sorted in the priority queue O such that they remain

in descending order of P̂P(n), and such that nodes with an equal P̂P(n) remain in

descending order of CP.

At each iteration, the node n with the highest P̂P is dequeued from O. If, however,

O is empty, the algorithm terminates and there is not solution to the DPCSP. Otherwise,

child nodes are created for n and enqueued in O. In most cases, this involves taken the

next unassigned active attribute from the set of unassigned active attributes for that

node Xu(n) and exploring all possible assignments of that attribute. Procedure 6.3
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Algorithm 6.2: SOLVE(X,D,C,A,P)

Xa(n)←{xi | {},A ` active(xi)};
n← createNode(nil,Xa(n));
O← createOrderedQueue();CP(n)← 0;
PP(n)←⊕x∈X maxd∈D(x) P(x : d);
PROCESSATTRIBUTE(first(Xa(n)),Xa(n),n,C,A,P,O);
while O 6= /0

do





n← dequeue(O);
if Xu(n) 6= /0

then
{

x← first(Xu(n));
PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,n,C,A,P,O);

else





Xu(n)←{xi | solution(n),A ` active(xi)}−Xa(n);
if Xu(n) = /0

then





nnext← first(O);
if CP(n) ⊀ PP(nfirst)

then return (S(n));

else
{

PP(n)←CP(n);
enqueue(O,n,CP(n),PP(n));

else
{

x← first(Xa(n));
PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,n,C,A,P,O);

contains the pseudo-code for this procedure. If there are no remaining unassigned

active attributes (Xu(n) = /0), the activity constraints A are fired and Xu(n) is computed

as:

{xi | solution(n),A ` active(xi)}−Xa(n)

Procedure 6.3, PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,nparent,C,A,P,O), takes an unassigned ac-

tive attribute x, the most recently dequeued node nparent, the set of compatibility con-

straints C, the set of activity constraints A, the preference assignments P and the open

set O. This algorithm considers each domain value d ∈ D(x) and it checks whether

S(nparent)∪{x : d} is consistent with the compatibility constraints C. If this is the case,

a new child node nchild is created with S(nchild) = S(nparent)∪{x : d} and CP(nchild) is

computed. Then, procedure 6.4 is called where P̂P(nchild) is computed and the new

node nchild is enqueued in O.

In section 6.3, procedures 6.3 and 6.4 will be replaced by ones that perform more

computations per node, but employ more informed heuristics P̂P(n) and hence explore
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Procedure 6.3: PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,nparent,C,A,P,O)

for d ∈ D(x)

do





if S(nparent)∪{x : d},C 0⊥

then





nchild← new node;
S(nchild)← S(nparent)∪{x : d};
Xd ← deactivated(S(nchild),X(nparent));
Xnd(nchild)← Xnd(nparent)−{x}−Xd;
Xa(nchild)← Xa(nparent)∪{x};
Xu(nchild)← Xu(nparent)−{x};
CP(nchild)←CP(nparent)⊕P(x : d);
COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O);

Procedure 6.4: COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O)

PP(nchild)←CP(nchild)⊕ (⊕x∈Xnd(n) maxd∈D(x) P(x : d));
enqueue(O,nchild,PP(nchild),CP(nchild));

fewer nodes.

6.2.3 An illustrative example

The algorithm described above can be illustrated by a simple compositional modelling

example. The attributes, domains and the compatibility and activity constraints are

generated with the techniques presented in chapter 4. Using the OMP calculus, pref-

erences can be introduced and assigned to the various configuration options. Suppose

that the following, rather simple, order of preference calculus is employed:

low�medium� high

Consider the problem of modelling the spread of disease in the population of an

eco-system presented in table 6.2. The compositional modelling problem is restricted

to 6 features: relevance of the population-growth phenomenon (attribute pop-growth),

the model of disease (attribute disease), the model of population growth (attribute
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Attribute Domain Preferences

pop-growth {yes,no} P(pop-growth:yes)=high,

P(pop-growth:no)=low.

disease {statistic,organism,particle} P(disease:statistic)=high,

P(disease:organism)=medium,

P(disease:particle)=medium.

growth-mod {const,exp,log} P(growth-mod:const)=0,

P(growth-mod:exp)=0,

P(growth-mod:log)=0.

contam {yes,no} P(contam:yes)=high,

P(contam:no)=0.

org-death {yes,no} P(org-death:yes)=high,

P(org-death:no)=0.

contam-mod {air,cont,fluids} P(contam-mod:air)=0,

P(contam-mod:cont)=0,

P(contam-mod:fluids)=high.

Table 6.2: Sample dynamic order of preference magnitude CSP

growth-mod), relevance of contamination phenomenon (attribute contam), relevance

of death of the (disease) organism (attribute org-death) and the model of contamina-

tion (attribute contam-mod). A possible set of preferences for the various modelling

choices is assigned in table 6.2.

Of course, not every combination of features is possible. There are hard restrictions

imposed the knowledge of model construction that the organism death phenomenon

can not be combined with any contamination model or with a population growth model.

The deduction of such inconsistencies has been explained in more detail in sections

4.1.2.2 and 4.2.

contam:yes∧org-death:yes→⊥

pop-growth:yes∧org-death:yes→⊥

Also, certain features will depend on the choices made with respect to other fea-

tures. In this example, the population growth and contamination models can only
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low high mediumhigh medium

0high 00 00high

0 0 high

Compatibility constraint

Activity constraint

yes no

population growth
relevant

(pop−growth)

statistic organism particle

model disease
(disease)

yes no

organism death
relevant

(org−death)
constant logisticexponential

model infector growth
(growth−mod)

(const) (exp) (log)yes no

contamination
(contam)

relevant

airborne fluidscontact

model of contamination
(contam−mod)

Attribute

value
preference

Figure 6.2: DPCSP of a compositional modelling problem

be used in a scenario ‘model that describes the disease as an organism or a particle.

Furthermore, only if the behaviour of the disease is represented as an organism can

its death be modelled. Finally, the contamination models required the contamination

phenomenon to be relevant. This knowledge is formalised by the following activity

constraints.

active(pop-growth)←>

active(disease)←>

active(growth-mod)← disease:organism∨disease:particle

active(contam)← disease:organism∨disease:particle

active(org-death)← disease:organism

active(contam-mod)← contam:yes

For easy reference, the specification of this DPCSP has been summarised in figure

6.2.

Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 depict how the proposed algorithm constructs and proceeds

through the search space. For simplicity, the attributes are assumed to be instantiated

in the following order: disease, pop-growth, org-death, contam, growth-mod, contam-

mod. Note that the search algorithm itself does not depend on a fixed ordering of
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variables. Within the figures, the combined preferences are summarised to a concate-

nation of the first characters of the constituent basic preference quantities (e.g. lmh

denotes low ⊕ medium ⊕ high).

PP=mhhhh
CP=mhh

PP=mhhh
CP=mh

PP=mhhhh
CP=mh

PP=mlhhh
CP=ml

PP=mhhhh
CP=m

PP=mhhh
CP=m

PP=hh
CP=h

disease:statistic disease:organism disease:particle

org−death:no org−death:yes

pop−growth:no pop−growth:yes

Figure 6.3: Search space for the sample DPCSP

Initially, disease is assigned a value. The initial potential preferences are computed

as follows:

PP(disease:statistic) =P(disease:statistic)⊕ max
di∈Dpop-growth

P(pop-growth : di)

=high⊕high

PP(disease:organism) =P(disease:organism)⊕ max
di∈Dpop-growth

P(pop-growth : di)

⊕ max
di∈Dgrowth-mod

P(growth-mod : di)⊕ max
di∈Dcontam

P(contam : di)

⊕ max
di∈Dorg-death

P(org-death : di)⊕ max
di∈Dcontam-mod

P(contam-mod : di)

=medium⊕high⊕high⊕high⊕high

PP(disease:particle) =P(disease:particle)⊕ max
di∈Dpop-growth

P(pop-growth : di)

⊕ max
di∈Dgrowth-mod

P(growth-mod : di)⊕ max
di∈Dcontam

P(contam : di)

⊕ max
di∈Dcontam-mod

P(contam-mod : di)

=medium⊕high⊕high⊕high
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When disease is assigned organism, all other attributes can still be activated and, there-

fore, they might still be assigned a preferred value from their domain. In the case of

disease:statistic, no more assignments will activate org-death, contam, growth-mod

and contam-mod. The potential preferences computed in this way are assigned to the

respective nodes in the search space. These nodes are then put in a priority queue,

called the open set, where they are ordered with respect to their potential preference.

In addition, nodes with the same potential preferences are further ordered with respect

to their committed preference.

During each iteration, and for as long as no solution is found or nodes remain in the

priority queue, the first (and hence preferred) node is dequeued and nodes are added to

the open set for each possible assignment of the next attribute. As shown in figure 6.3,

the algorithm first dequeues the node that is exploring {disease:organism} and then

{disease:organism,pop-growth:yes}. The consecutive node that is dequeued is not a

child of {disease:organism,pop-growth:yes}, but of {disease:organism,pop-growth:no},

because the potential preference computed for pop-growth:yes can not be realised due

to the compatibility constraint pop-growth:yes ∧ org-death:yes→⊥.

PP=mhhhh
CP=mhh

PP=hh
CP=h

PP=mhhh
CP=m

PP=mhhhh
CP=mh

PP=mlhhh
CP=ml

PP=mlhh
CP=ml

PP=mlhhh
CP=mlh

PP=mhhh
CP=mh

PP=mlhhh
CP=mlhh

PP=mlh
CP=mlh

disease:statistic
PP=mhhhh
CP=m

disease:organism disease:particle

org−death:no org−death:yes org−death:no org−death:yes

contamination:yes contamination:no

pop−growth:no pop−growth:yes

Figure 6.4: Search space for the sample DPCSP (cont’d)
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As figure 6.4 shows, the next explored node is {disease:organism, pop-growth:no,

org-death:yes}. From this node, the algorithm jumps back to exploring children of

{disease:organism, pop-growth:yes} because of the compatibility constraint org-death:yes

∧ contam:yes→⊥.

SOLUTION

PP=hmh
CP=hmh

PP=hmh
CP=hmh

PP=hmhh
CP=hmhh

PP=mhhh
CP=mhh

PP=mhhh
CP=mhh

PP=mhhh
CP=mhh

PP=mhhh
CP=mhh

PP=mh
CP=mh

PP=mlhhh
CP=mlhh

PP=mlh
CP=mlh

PP=mlhh
CP=ml

PP=mlhhh
CP=mlh

PP=mhhh
CP=mh

PP=mhhhh
CP=mhh

PP=mhhhh
CP=mh

PP=mlhhh
CP=ml

PP=mhhh
CP=m

PP=hh
CP=h

PP=mhhhh
CP=m

disease:statistic disease:organism disease:particle

org−death:no org−death:yes org−death:no org−death:yes

contam:no contam:yes contam:no contam−yes

contam−mod:air contam−mod:cont contam−mod:fluids

growth−mod:expgrowth−mod:const growth−mod:log

pop−growth:no pop−growth:yes

Figure 6.5: Search space for the sample DPCSP (cont’d)

The remainder of the search path to the first solution is presented in figure 6.5.

Eventually, the algorithm arrives at a node containing {disease:organism, pop-growth:yes,

org-death:no, contam:yes, growth-mod:const, contam-mod:fluids}, which has a pref-

erence equal to high⊕medium⊕high⊕high. Five other solutions exists that have the

same preference. These are listed in table 6.3.

It is clear that the particular sequence of node-exploring depends on the order in

which attributes are considered. For illustration purposes, a particularly inefficient

ordering of attributes is considered in the remainder of this chapter, more specifically:
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{disease:organism,pop-growth:yes,org-death:no,contam:yes,growth-mod:exp,contam-mod:fluids}

{disease:organism,pop-growth:yes,org-death:no,contam:yes,growth-mod:log,contam-mod:fluids}

{disease:particle,pop-growth:yes,org-death:no,contam:yes,growth-mod:const,contam-mod:fluids}

{disease:particle,pop-growth:yes,org-death:no,contam:yes,growth-mod:exp,contam-mod:fluids}

{disease:particle,pop-growth:yes,org-death:no,contam:yes,growth-mod:log,contam-mod:fluids}

Table 6.3: Alternative solutions to the sample DPCSP

pop-growth, disease, growth-mod, contam, org-death, contam-mod. The search space

that is explored with this ordering is shown in figure 6.6.

6.3 Improving informedness

As with backtracking based approaches towards finding a solution for this CSP, the

basic algorithm suffers from thrashing, the problem of repeatedly searching through

the same subtree when changing a value higher up in the tree. The heuristic causes its

own variation on thrashing as it may repeatedly make the same optimistic assumptions,

and hence mistakes, with respect to the P̂P(n) value of a node n. To alleviate this prob-

lem, several improvements have been developed. These approaches aim at computing

a more informed heuristic P̂P(n).

6.3.1 Forward checking based improvement

Forward checking is an approach that evaluates potential assignments of unassigned

attributes with respect to the current partial solution. It is used in conventional hard

CSPs to check whether unassigned attributes can be assigned consistently, thereby

pruning branches in the search tree that can not lead to a consistent assignment earlier.

The FC algorithm consists of

• procedure 6.2: the SOLVE(X,D,C,A,P) procedure of the basic algorithm,

• procedure 6.3: the PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,nparent,C,A,P,O) of the basic algo-

rithm, and

• procedure 6.5: a version of COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,O,O) specific

to the FC based improvement.
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When computing P̂P(nchild), the latter procedure takes the highest preference of the

assignments that are consistent with the current partial solution S(nchild) (instead of

assuming that all assignments may be consistent). That is,

P̂Pfc(n) = CP(n)⊕ [⊕x∈Xnd(n) max
d∈D(x),S(n)∪{x:d},C0⊥

P(x : d)] (6.6)

If an unassigned attribute is known to be active, and there is no assignment for it that

is consistent with the current partial solution S(nchild), then the current assignment is

deemed inconsistent and it is therefore not queued in the open set O. If no consistent

assignments exist for an attribute that is not known to be active, a consistent assignment

is still possible provided that the attribute is not activated.

Note that this approach is affected by the arity of the compatibility constraints. The

arity of a compatibility constraint equals the number of attributes involved in the con-

straint. In other words, a compatibility constraints cY is said to be k-ary, if Y contains

k attributes. Obviously, in order to be able to determine whether an attribute-value

assignment x : d, with x ∈ Y satisfies a k-ary compatibility constraint cY , the k− 1

other attributes must already have been assigned. Hence, as k increases, this approach

become significantly less efficient. It is possible to translate non-binary compatibility

constraints into binary ones, however, as is discussed in section 6.4.1.

Procedure 6.5: COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O)

PP(nchild)←CP(nchild);
for y ∈ Xu(nchild)

do





Dy←{v ∈ D(y) | S(n)∪{x : d}∪{y : v},C 0⊥};
if Dy 6= /0

then
{

vmax←maxv∈Dy P(y : v);
PP(nchild)← PP(nchild)⊕ vmax;

else PP(nchild)← nil
if PP(nchild) 6= nil

then





for y ∈ [Xnd(nchild)−Xu(nchild]

do





Dy←{v ∈ D(y) | S(n)∪{x : d}∪{y : v},C 0⊥};
vmax←maxv∈Dy P(y : v);
PP(nchild)← PP(nchild)⊕ vmax;

enqueue(O,nc,PP(nchild),CP(nchild));
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Theorem 6.4. ∀n, P̂Pbasic(n) < P̂Pfc(n) < PP(n)

Proof : See appendix A, page 297.

Theorem 6.4 states that P̂Pfc(n) is an upper bound on PP(n). According to the-

orems 6.2 and 6.3, this implies that an A* algorithm based on the P̂Pfc(n), i.e. the

FC based improvement on the basic algorithm, is an A* algorithm as well. Theorem

6.4 also states that P̂Pfc(n) is a lower bound on P̂Pbasic(n), and hence, it is a more

informed heuristic. The latter implies that the FC based improvement will not explore

more nodes to reach a solution than the basic algorithm.

When applying this algorithm to the compositional modelling problem discussed

earlier, the explored proportion of the search space is considerably reduced. Figure 6.7

shows what nodes are opened by this improved algorithm for attribute ordering pop-

growth, disease, growth-mod, contam, org-death, contam-mod. Compared to figure

6.6, the reduction in the search tree is obvious. The most important changes in the

sequence of node exploration occur at the instantiations of pop-growth and contam. At

these specific nodes, the compatibility constraint between pop-growth and org-death

and that between contam and org-death affect the computation of potential preference

PP. Note that no assignment for these pairs of attributes will contribute a preference

of high⊕ high to the overall preference. The basic algorithm discussed earlier had

to attempt the instantiation of both attributes before it could detect this feature of the

problem.

6.3.2 Maintaining preference boundaries based improvement

FC only discovers when the highest preference of an unassigned attribute can not be

realised, if the (compatibility or activity) constraints that cause this involve just as-

signed attributes other than the unassigned attribute. No form of forward checking can

discover suboptimal assignments when multiple attributes involved the offending con-

straints are unassigned. However, the search algorithm could learn from the previous

overestimates of preference. The Maintaining Preference Boundaries (MPB) based im-

provement sets out for this, discovering upper bounds b({xi, . . . ,x j}) on the combined

preference of a consistent assignment of the attributes xi, . . . ,x j:

[ max
di∈Di,...,d j∈D j,{xi:di,...,x j:d j}0⊥

P(xi : di)⊕ . . .⊕P(x j : d j)] 4 b({xi, . . . ,x j}) (6.7)
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Upper bounds on attainable preference levels are due to compatibility constraints,

activity constraints or a combination of both. Compatibility constraints may impose an

upper bound on the attainable preference if they make the combination of assignments

with relatively high preferences inconsistent. Activity constraints may impose an up-

per bound on the attainable preference if an assignment of a relatively lower preference

is required to activate an attribute that has a domain containing some highly preferred

values. Preference boundaries due to activity constraints can be difficult to detect be-

cause they may be caused by multiple interacting activity constraints. Therefore, this

work focuses on preferences boundaries due to compatibility constraints only.

The MPB algorithm consists of:

• procedure 6.2: the SOLVE(X,D,C,A,P) procedure of the basic algorithm,

• procedure 6.6: a version of PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,nparent,C,A,P,O) specific

to the MPB based improvement, and

• procedure 6.8: a version of COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O) specific

to the MPB based improvement.

Procedure 6.6 extends procedure 6.3 by taking note of the compatibility constraints

that cause certain values to be removed from consideration. For each of these constraint

violations, a label, i.e. a set of nogood environments in the ATMS sense [34], the pref-

erence of the abandoned attribute value assignment and the attribute value assignment

itself is stored in a structure called mpbc (meaning MPB constraint). Once all potential

values have been considered, the MPB constraints are transformed into boundaries by

procedure 6.7.

In the first phase, procedure 6.7 takes the preference of each of the inconsistent

attribute value assignments that were noted as part of the MPB constraints provided

that they are higher than the preference of a valid assignment. This results in a queue

of preferences that might have been achieved if certain compatibility constraints had

not be violated. Then, in the second phase, procedure 6.7 identifies the smallest sets

of attributes involved in these constraints and computes an upper bound for this set of

attributes. A small example may explain how this works more clearly.

Assume a CSP (or a part of a CSP) consisting of three attributes x1,x2,x3, each with

a domain {a,b,c} such that P(xi : a) = high, P(xi : b) = medium and P(xi : c) = low.
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Procedure 6.6: PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,nparent,C,A,P,O)

MPBC←{};
Pbest←−∞;
for d ∈ D(x)

do





§⊥←{S | S⊂ S(nparent),S∪{x : d} ` ⊥};
if S = /0

then





nchild← new node;
S(nchild)← S(nparent)∪{x : d};
Xd ← deactivated(S(nchild),X(nparent));
Xnd(nchild)← Xnd(nparent)−{x}−Xd;
Xa(nchild)← Xa(nparent)∪{x};Xu(nchild)← Xu(nparent)−{x};
CP(nchild)←CP(nparent)⊕P(x : d);
COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O);
Pbest←max(Pbest,P(x : d));

else





mpbc← new mpb-constraint;
L(mpbc)← S⊥;
P(mpbc)← P(x : d);
a(mpbc)← x : d;
MPBC←MPBC∪{mpbc};

PROCESSMPBCS(MPBC,nparent,Pbest,C,A,P);

(Note that this is the same preference scale as used in the ongoing example.) The

constraints are x1 : a∧x3 : b→⊥ and x2 : a∧x3 : a→⊥. Figure 6.8 presents the search

space generated for this CSP after an instantiation of x1, x2 and x3 has been attempted.

At that point, two inconsistent assignments x3 : a and x3 : b are encountered.

First, the constraints that prevent the instantiation x3 : a, where P(x3 : a) = high

are considered. Only one constraint, x2 : a∧ x3 : a→ ⊥ causes this. Therefore, the

assignment that causes x3 : a to be inconsistent is x2 : a.

Then, the constraints that prevent the instantiation x3 : b are considered. In this

case, the constraint for assignments with a preference higher than P(x3 : b) must be

considered as well. If these constraints were not active, x3 : b would be a possible

assignment not worthy of consideration. Thus, the constraints being considered in this

case are x2 : a∧ x3 : a→ ⊥ and x1 : a∧ x3 : b→ ⊥. In general, this operation may

produce two or more sets of constraints, dependent upon the number of compatibility

constraints in the DPCSP and the number of attribute value assignments with higher
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Procedure 6.7: PROCESSMPBCS(MPBC,nchild,Pbest,C,A,P)

M← createOrderedQueue();
for each mpbci ∈MPBC

do
{

if P(mpbci)� Pbest

then enqueue(M,P(mpbci),P(mpbci));
while ¬empty(M)

do





mpbci← dequeue(M);
L← crossProduct({L(mpbc) |mpbc ∈MPBC,¬[P(mpbc)≺ P(mpbci)]});
for each E ∈ L

do





XE ← attributeSet(E);
Pcurrent←⊕ai∈S(nchild)∩EP(ai)⊕P(x : d);
Pmax←max(Pcurrent,P⊕bestAlternative(E,C,A,P));
addBoundary(XE ,Pmax);

preferences than the current attribute value assignment. By taking the minimal cross

product of these sets, the smallest sets of assignments responsible for the whole range

of inconsistencies becomes available. In this example, x1 : a,x2 : a is the cause.

The bestAlternative function seeks the best potential alternative values for the at-

tributes in the offending constraint(s) such that the assignment becomes consistent. For

this computation, each attribute in each offending constraint1, other than the attribute

currently being assigned, the alternative domain values are considered. Two cases are

possible:

• There may only be alternative values with a lower preference. In this case, the

highest consistent alternative assignment is searched for each attribute and the

alternative that reduces the overall preference the least is maintained. This sit-

uation occurs in the example as illustrated in figure 6.9. Computing a consis-

tent alternative assignment for x2 with x3 : a is easy as: x2 : b is the next best

assignment. This results in an upper bound b({x2,x3}) = high⊕medium. Com-

puting consistent alternative assignments for x1 and x2 with x3 : a or x3 : b in-

volves looking at the effect of changing individual assignments for x1 and x2,

i.e. the assignments {x1 : b,x2 : a,x3 : b} and {x1 : a,x2 : b,x3 : b}. The prefer-

1Note that, similar to FC, the efficiency of this approach is affected by the arity of the compatibility
constraints.
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Figure 6.9: Computing the best alternative assignment

ence of both assignments is the same and yields an upper bound b({x1,x2,x3}) =

high⊕medium⊕medium.

• If there is an alternative and consistent assignment with a higher preference for

one or more of the attributes, then such an assignment is obviously retained.

Let B denote the set of all stored boundaries. The addBoundary function adds

a boundary from B. Initially, boundaries are assumed to be added for all singleton

attribute sets equal to the highest preference that can be achieved for an attribute value

assignment. That is,

b({xi}) = max
di j∈Di

P(xi : di j), ∀xi ∈ X
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Ideally, addBoundary would only add a boundary if the boundary adds to the informa-

tion already stored. This means that a boundary b(X) = bX should only be added if,

∀b(X1), . . . ,b(Xn) ∈ B,X1∪ . . .∪Xn = X → b(X1)⊕ . . .⊕b(Xn) > b(X) (6.8)

Procedure 6.8: COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O,X ,Xa,Xd)

(Xb,PPb)← getBoundary(X −Xa−Xd);
PP(nchild)←CP(nchild)⊕PPb⊕ (⊕x∈Xnd(n)−Xb

maxd∈D(x) P(x : d));
enqueue(O,nchild,PP(nchild),CP(nchild));

Procedure 6.8 employs the stored boundaries to compute a more informed heuristic.

Such a boundary consists of a set of attributes Xb and a preference value PPb = b(Xb).

The preference values returned by getBoundary(X) should be:

min
b(X1),...,b(Xn)∈B,X1∪...∪Xn=X

b(X1)⊕ . . .⊕b(Xn) (6.9)

The problem with this approach is that, when considering a boundary with respect

to a set of attributes X , all partitions of X need to be considered and the associated

boundary combinations must be computed. To avoid this, a simpler approach is taken

by only considering the most significant boundaries.

Definition 6.5. Given three attribute sets X , X1 and X2 such that X1 ⊂ X and X2 ⊂ X ,

b(X1) is said to be more significant than a boundary b(X2) if X2 ⊂ X1. The set of most

significant boundaries of a set of attributes X , equals

B(X) = {b(Xi) | ¬(∃b(X j) ∈ B,Xi ⊂ X j ⊂ X)}

A boundary b(X) is now added when it is smaller than the most significant bound-

aries, each combined with the domain boundaries for the attributes not covered in the

respective most significant boundaries, or

∀b(Xb) ∈ B(X),⊕x∈X−Xbb({x})⊕b(Xb)� b(X) (6.10)
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Similarly, getBoundary for a set of attributes X returns:

min
b(Xb)∈B

⊕x∈X−Xbb({x})⊕b(Xb) (6.11)

The boundary b(Xb) found in this way is then employed to compute the MPB ver-

sion of the P̂P(n) heuristic:

P̂Pmpb(n) =CP(n)⊕b(Xb)⊕ (⊕x∈Xnd(n)−Xb
max

d∈D(x)
P(x : d))

where b(Xb) 4⊕x∈Xb max
d∈D(x)

P(x : d)
(6.12)

Theorem 6.6. ∀n, P̂Pbasic(n) < P̂Pmpb(n) < PP(n)

Proof : See appendix A, page 298.

Theorem 6.6 states that P̂Pmpb(n) is an upper bound on PP(n). According to the-

orems 6.2 and 6.3, this implies that an A* algorithm based on the P̂Pmpb(n), i.e. the

MPB based improvement on the basic algorithm, is an A* algorithm as well. Theorem

6.6 also states that P̂Pmpb(n) is a lower bound on P̂Pbasic(n), and hence, it is a more in-

formed heuristic. The latter implies that the MPB based improvement will not explore

more nodes to reach a solution than the basic algorithm.

Figure 6.10 shows the search space resulting from the application of MPB based

improvement to the ongoing compositional modelling problem. Initially, there are no

savings in terms of covered search space. However, as soon as the first constraints

are encountered, savings compared to figure 6.6 occur. In particular, when the algo-

rithm opens the node representing {pop-growth:no}, more accurate estimates P̂P are

possible. As opposed to the search space shown in figure 6.6, PP({pop-growth:no,

disease:organism}) = low⊕medium⊕high⊕high. The basic algorithm had a higher

PP for that node and needed to open 6 more nodes before it could safely establish that

the PP estimate needed to be reduced.

6.3.3 Maintaining preference boundaries with forward checking

Although MPB based algorithm is capable of learning upper bounds imposed by some

constraints, on the preference of assignments of certain attributes, no early detection

of restrictive compatibility constraints is carried out. Both these features can be com-

bined, however, by integrating maintaining preference boundaries and forward check-
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ing. This approach will be called maintaining preference boundaries with forward

checking (MPB-FC).

Procedure 6.9: PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,nparent,C,A,P,O)

MPBC←{};
Pbest←−∞;
for d ∈ D(x)

do





if S(nparent)∪{x : d},C 0⊥

then





nchild← new node;
S(nchild)← S(nparent)∪{x : d};
Xd ← deactivated(S(nchild),X(nparent));
Xnd(nchild)← Xnd(nparent)−{x}−Xd;
Xa(nchild)← Xa(nparent)∪{x};Xu(nchild)← Xu(nparent)−{x};
CP(nchild)←CP(nparent)⊕P(x : d);
COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O);

for (AMPBC ∈MPBC)
do processMPBCs(Xb(AMPBC),nchild,Pbest(AMPBC),C,A,P);

The pseudo-code for the resulting hybrid between MPB and FC is given in:

• procedure 6.2: the SOLVE(X,D,C,A,P) procedure of the basic algorithm,

• procedure 6.7: the PROCESSMPBCS(MPBC,nchild,Pbest,C,A,P) procedure of

the MPB based improvement,

• procedure 6.9: a version of PROCESSATTRIBUTE(x,nparent,C,A,P,O) specific

to the MPB-FC based improvement, and

• procedure 6.10: a version of COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O) spe-

cific to the MPB-FC based improvement.

The processAttribute algorithm is similar to that of MPB. However, the MPB con-

straints are generated by the computePotential algorithm. As in the FC based improve-

ment, computePotential searches the domains of all attributes that are not impossible

to activate for the value that is not inconsistent with the current assignment and that has

the highest preference. If there are values with higher preferences that are inconsis-

tent with the current assignment, MPB constraints are generated as explained in 6.3.2.
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Procedure 6.10: COMPUTEPOTENTIAL(x,nchild,nparent,P,O)

PPfc
b ← nil;

(Xb,PPb)← getBoundary(X −Xa−Xd);
PP(nchild)←CP(nparent);
MPBC←{};
for each y ∈ Xu(nchild)

do





AMPBC← FORWARDCHECK(y,nchild,MPBC);
if Pbest(AMPBC) 6=−∞

then





if y ∈ Xb

then PPfc
b ← PPfc

b ⊕Pbest(AMPBC);
else PP(nchild)← PP(nchild)⊕Pbest(AMPBC);

else return (MPBC);
for each y ∈ [Xnd(nchild)−Xu(nchild]

do





AMPBC← FORWARDCHECK(y,nchild,MPBC);
if Pbest(AMPBC) 6=−∞

then





if y ∈ Xb

then PPfc
b ← PPfc

b ⊕Pbest(AMPBC);
else PP(nchild)← PP(nchild)⊕Pbest(AMPBC);

PP(nchild)← PP(nchild)⊕min(PPb,PPfc
b );

enqueue(O,nchild,PP(nchild),CP(nchild));
return (MPBC);

These MPB constraints are not grouped in a single set but in attribute specific sets,

which are denoted AMPBC in the algorithm. For each of these, the best available pref-

erence of a consistent value is maintained (Pbest(AMPBC)). When computePotential

terminates, processAttribute calls processMPBCs (see section 6.3.2) for each attribute

specific set of MPB constraints and the associated best (potentially) realised preference

for that attribute.

Similar to the previous algorithms, the MPB-FC based improvement is an A* al-

gorithm in which the nodes n in the priority queue O are stored in descending order of

P̂Pmpb-fc(n), where

P̂Pmpb-fc(n) = CP(n)⊕min(b(Xb),⊕x∈Xb max
d∈D(x)

P(x : d))

⊕ (⊕x∈Xnd(n)−Xb
max

d∈D(x)
P(x : d))

(6.13)

Theorem 6.7. ∀n, [P̂Pfc(n)< P̂Pmpb-fc(n)]∧ [P̂Pmpb(n)< P̂Pmpb-fc(n)]∧ [P̂Pmpb-fc(n)<
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Procedure 6.11: FORWARDCHECK(y,nchild,MPBC)

AMPBC← new attribute-mpbc-set;
Xb(textAMPBC)←{};
Pbest(AMPBC)←−∞;
MPBC←MPBC∪{AMPBC};
for each v ∈ D(y)

do





S⊥←{Xi | Xi ⊂ S(nchild),Xi∪{x : d} ` ⊥};
if S⊥ = /0

then Pbest(AMPBC)←max(Pbest(AMPBC),P(y : v));

else





mpbc← new mpb-constraint;
Xb(AMPBC)← Xb(AMPBC)∪{mpbc};
L(mpbc)← S⊥;
P(mpbc)← P(y : v);
a(mpbc)← y : v;

return (AMPBC);

PP(n)]

Proof : See appendix A, page 298.

Theorem 6.7 states that P̂Pmpb-fc(n) is an upper bound on PP(n). According to

theorems 6.2 and 6.3, this implies that an A* algorithm based on the P̂Pmpb-fc(n), i.e.

the MPB-FC based improvement on the basic algorithm, is an A* algorithm as well.

Theorem 6.6 also states that P̂Pmpb-fc(n) is a lower bound on P̂Pmpb(n) and P̂Pfc, and

hence, it is a more informed heuristic.

In the worst case, MPB-FC will visit the same number of nodes as FC. In fact, in

the ongoing example, the same search space depicted in figure 6.7 is reproduced by

MPB-FC. However, as the CSP involves more attributes, the result of learning upper

bounds will become more noticeable.

It is difficult to illustrate this potential of MPB-FC with an example that is small

enough to remain tractable for the basic algorithm but is sufficiently complex to have

any benefits to MPB-FC. In order to illustrate the potential advantages of MPB-FC,

the ongoing DPCSP is extended at this stage. Assume for example that a number

of additional attributes, say one representing the model of organism growth (attribute

org-growth) and one describing the model for the incubation of the disease (attribute

incub), are added to the problem. For illustration purposes, these attributes are acti-
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vated by the disease:organism assignment and will be instantiated after the growth-mod

attribute.

Figure 6.11 shows the search space that is explored by forward checking for the

extended DPCSP. The search space within the grayed rectangle is repeated three times

because the upper boundary that exists over attributes contam and org-death is not

learned. Figure 6.12 shows the search space produced under MPB-FC. The advantage

of the latter approach over forward checking is that this algorithm does not iterate the

same subtree of assignments to org-growth, incub and contam since it learns the upper

boundary over contam and org-death.

The advantage of MPB-FC over MPB lies in the early detection of upper bounds.

Note that MPB needed to instantiate org-death before it was able to discover b({contam,

org-death}). Obviously, in this case, the difference this makes is minimal. However,

if org-growth and incub were to be instantiated after contam but before org-death, the

difference would be far more significant.

6.4 Efficiency

This section discusses a number of factors affecting the efficiency of the algorithms

presented in this chapter. First, section 6.4.1 returns to the problem of non-binary

compatibility constraints in DPCSPs, and it suggests a way of translating these into

binary ones. Then, section 6.4.2 relates the efficiency of the algorithms of this chapter

to that of other approaches, which might have been explored.

6.4.1 The arity of compatibility constraints

The examples in this chapter and the experiments in chapter 7 are DPCSPs with binary

compatibility constraints. Binary constraints are constraints involving two attributes

(i.e. constraints of the form c{xi,x j}). This issue is important as certain algorithms

can only be effective when the compatibility constraints involve few attributes. The

potential benefits of forward checking, for instance, become insignificant as the com-

patibility constraints restrict the assignments of three or more attributes.

The DPCSPs generated from compositional modelling problems do not necessar-

ily meet this assumption. However, a simple extension of the approach introduced
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in [40] can translate DPCSPs with non-binary compatibility constraints into DPCSPs

with binary constraints. The procedure described in [40] works as follows. Each k-

ary compatibility constraints c{xi,...,x j} (i.e. each constraint involving three or more

attributes: |{xi, . . . ,x j}| ≥ 3) is replaced by:

• An attribute xc

• A domain D(xc) that contains a value dxi:diki ,...,x j:d jk j
for each distinct partial as-

signment {xi : diki , . . . ,x j : d jk j} that satisfies the compatibility constraint (i.e.

c{xi,...,x j}(diki , . . . ,d jk j) =>).

• A set of binary compatibility constraints c{xi,xc}, . . . ,c{x j,xc} that link the domain

values of D(xc), which correspond to sets of assignments of xi, . . ., and x j, to

the associated domain values of D(xi), . . ., and D(x j) . That is, each constraint

c{xl ,xc} defines a function:

c{xl ,xc} : D(xl)×D(xc) 7→ {>,⊥} : c{xl ,xc}(d...,xl :d,...,d
′) =




> if d = d′

⊥ if d 6= d′

Obviously, in the setting of a dynamic CSP, compatibility constraints cY only in-

fluence the solution if all of the attributes in the constraint (i.e. all attributes in Y ),

are active. Constraint cY is irrelevant whenever one of the attributes in Y is not active.

Hence, the attribute that corresponds to the constraint, xc, must not be active when-

ever one of the attributes in Y is prohibited from being active. Constraint cY restricts

attribute-value assignments whenever all the attributes in Y must be active. Hence, xc

has to be active whenever all the attributes in Y is prohibited from being inactive.

This implies that two sets of activity constraints have to be added to the DCSP,

for each of the aforementioned k-ary compatibility constraints c{xi,...,x j} and its corre-

sponding attribute xc:

• The first set of activity constraints prohibits the activation of the new attribute xc

whenever the active state of one of the attributes in the compatibility constraint

(i.e. one of {xi, . . . ,x j}) is inconsistent. Formally, for each activity constraint

a{xp,...,xq},xl
, with xl ∈ {xi, . . . ,x j}, an activity constraint

a{xp,...,xq},xc : D(xp)× . . .×D(xq)×{active(xc),¬active(xc)} 7→ {>,⊥}
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is created, such that

a{xp,...,xq},xc(dpkp , . . . ,dqkq,active(xc)) =



⊥ if a{xp,...,xq},xl

(dpkp , . . . ,dqkq,active(xl)) =⊥

> otherwise

• The second set of activity constraints prohibits the inactive state of xc whenever

all the attributes in compatibility constraint (i.e. all of {xi, . . . ,x j}) are active.

Formally, for each set of activity constraints {a{xp,...,xq},xi
, . . . ,a{xv,...,xw},x j

}, an

activity constraint

a{xp,...,xq}∪...∪{xv,...,xw},xc : D(xp)× . . .×D(xq)×{active(xc),¬active(xc)} 7→{>,⊥}

is created, such that

a{xp,...,xq}∪...∪{xv,...,xw},xc(dpkp , . . . ,dqkq, . . . ,dvkv , . . . ,dwkw,¬active(xc)) =




⊥ if (a{xp,...,xq},xi
(dpkp , . . . ,dqkq,¬active(xi)) =⊥)∧

...

∧(a{xv,...,xw},x j
(dvkv , . . . ,dwkw,¬active(x j)) =⊥)

> otherwise

As discussed in section 6.1.1, a DPCSP extends a DCSP by associating domain val-

ues with preference valuations. Preference valuations are not attached to compatibility

constraints, though. Because these preferences are not directly related to compatibility

constraints, the translation of k-ary constraints into binary constraints does not affect

the existing preference assignments. That is, the existing preference assignments re-

main, and no preference valuations are assigned to the values of the domain of the

attributes introduced by the translation.

Note that the activity constraints are also not guaranteed to be binary. However, the

arity of activity constraints is not expected to significantly affect the relative perfor-

mance of the different solution techniques presented in this chapter. The main reason

for this is that the activity constraints are not resolved through constraint satisfaction

but by means of constraint propagation. An attribute is not activated (or assigned) by

any of the algorithms until the emerging solution allows activation. Therefore, the mo-

ment of activation of an attribute only depends on the restrictions imposed on it, not
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on the form of the constraints that are employed to express these restrictions. Also,

none of the algorithms employ techniques that depend on the arity of the activity con-

straints, such as FC or MPB (these approaches are only affected by the arity of the

compatibility constraints).

The experiments presented in [4] suggest that substantial efficiency gains can be

obtained in certain solution algorithms (FC in particular) by translating a non-binary

CSP into a binary one. It is not clear, however, that these results extend to DCSPs

and DPCSPs. In particular, in the case of MPB, translating non-binary constraints

into binary ones may decrease performance. Because the constraints over k attributes

(with k > 2) are broken up into binary constraints involving a new attribute that does

not contribute to the overall preferences, less preference boundaries are likely to be

detected. Generally speaking, however, more research is needed in order to reach

conclusive results on this issue.

6.4.2 Alternative solution techniques

In order to discuss the efficiency of the DPCSP solution algorithms in relation to so-

lution algorithms devised for other types of CSP, it is important to understand the

characteristics of the DPCSP. As explained above, a solution to a DPCSP is a set of

attribute value assignments that satisfies the activity and compatibility constraints and

optimises the combination of the preferences of attribute value assignments.

Conventional approaches to such problems (which are commonly used in good

existing solution algorithms) employ a branch and bound (B&B) strategy [81, 169].

B&B algorithms require (1) a mechanism to divide the solution space into regions

and (2) an algorithm to compute a upper bound on the quality (i.e. lowest cost or

highest preference) of all solutions in a region by solving a subproblem. As soon as

one feasible, but not necessarily optimal, solution is found for the problem as a whole,

a lower bound (i.e. minimal preference or maximal cost) on the quality of the optimal

solution is established. All solutions in regions with an upper bound that is lower than

the current lower bound can be removed from consideration.

When applying B&B to CSPs, a region in the solution space is typically defined by

the set of attribute-value assignments: i.e. the region is the set of all solutions that are

supersets of the specified set of attribute-value assignments. The aim of the CSP is to
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find a solution of maximal preference or minimal cost, where the combined preference

is defined as the minimum of the constituent preferences or where the combined cost is

the maximum of the constituent costs. As such, the combined preference and cost of a

solution to part of the CSP (i.e. a subset of the attributes and the corresponding domains

and constraints) are respectively an upper bound on the preference and a lower bound

on the cost of the overall solution. As such, upper bounds of the quality of solutions

within a certain region are easily computed for partial assignments of the attributes.

This principle is widely used in existing approaches.

In valued CSPs [157] and semiring-based CSPs [11], this approach is used to ex-

tend local consistency techniques to minimise the degree to which constraints are vi-

olated. Examples of CSPs that are instances of both valued and semiring-based CSPs

are the conventional hard CSP, the possibilistic CSP [156], the fuzzy CSP [43, 128]

and the partial CSP [61, 62]. In general, the concepts underlying local consistency, i.e.

k-consistency and strong k-consistency of a CSP, are defined as follows.

Definition 6.8. If a CSP is defined such that, for every consistent set S of domain-

value assignments to k−1 attributes with a quality valuation v, there exists a consistent

set S′, with S ⊂ S′, of domain-value assignments to k attributes such that S′ has a

quality valuation of v, then that CSP is called k-consistent. A CSP is called strongly

k-consistent if it is j-consistent for all values j ≤ k.

An algorithm that enforces strong k-consistency can find a solution, of some quality

valuation, to a CSP with constraints restricting the assignments of up to k attributes,

without backtracking. This idea could be successfully applied to DPCSPs by using the

potential preference to evaluate the quality of partial solutions. However, as discussed

before, computing the potential preference of a partial solution is as complex as solving

the DPCSP itself, and hence it is not practical as a part of a solution algorithm.

In dynamic flexible CSPs [118], B&B is used to develop a flexible version of the

local repair approach to constraint satisfaction. Flexible local repair (FLR) attempts

to assign subsequent attributes such that consistency and a certain minimal quality

valuation (initially, the maximal quality valuation) is retained. If this fails, FLR tries to

repair the current partial solution by reassigning those attributes whose assignment is

causing the failure to retain consistency or the current minimal quality valuation. This

procedure may involve lowering the current minimal quality valuation to be upheld.

Note that FLR is crucially dependent upon a mechanism to reassign attributes in a
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way that retains a minimal quality valuation. In its current version, this implies that

FLR requires an idempotent operator ⊕. An interesting piece of future research would

be to investigate whether evaluation functions exist that allow FLR to be extended to

DPCSPs.

B&B can also be employed in the context of depth first search (DFS). In itself, DFS

leads to the so-called British Museum search, which requires exploring all possible

solution as well, and retaining the best ones. B&B can improve the the efficiency of

this approach. As soon as a solution node ns is found, it can be used to prune the paths

that can not lead to improvements over the existing solution. A path can not lead to

an improvement over the existing solution if it ends with a node n whose potential

preference estimate P̂P(n) is lower that CP(ns).

It can be easily shown, however, that if a solution node ns can be found, then an A*

algorithm will not explore paths that end in a node n, such that P̂P(n) ≺ CP(ns) any

further. Indeed, it follows from definition 6.1 and theorems 6.3, 6.4, 6.6 and 6.7 that for

any node n′, for which S(n′) ⊆ S(ns), P̂P(n′) < PP(n′) < CP(ns). Consequently, any

node n′ will be stored ahead of n in the priority queue O, and when ns is reached, the

priority queue need not be explored any further. Therefore, the A* algorithm is guar-

anteed to require no more nodes and consistency checks to find the optimal solution

then a DFS with B&B [72]. Because an A* algorithm has higher memory requirements

than DFS, however, it might be useful in certain cases to combine A* with DFS. But

such a hybrid approach is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Overall, the efficiency of an A* algorithm depends on the informedness of its

heuristic and computational complexity of calculating the heuristic. Four approaches

have been discussed in this chapter. Because all of these approaches make a different

trade-off between informedness and computational complexity of the heuristic, a theo-

retical comparison of the efficiency of the four A* algorithms is not possible. Chapter

7 will present some experimental results on this issue.

Finally, it must be pointed out that the development of solution algorithms for

DPCSPs are an ongoing research issue. Still, further improvements to the existing

algorithms, as discussed in sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, can be explored and radically

different approaches, such as the genetic algorithms mentioned in section 9.2.3, can be

tried.
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6.5 Summary

This chapter has presented solution techniques for dynamic preference constraint sat-

isfaction problems (DPCSP). Four algorithms for solving the DPCSP have been intro-

duced and illustrated these by means of a sample configuration problem that utilises

the aforementioned preference calculus. Because the preference calculus’ combina-

tion operator is not idempotent, local optimisation techniques such as local repair are

not feasible. The basic algorithm is a variation on the A* algorithm and employs an

informed estimate of the preference (called potential preference) that can be reached to

guide the search. In order to avoid local optima, the potential preference is guaranteed

to be an upper boundary on the realisable preference that monotonically decreases as

additional attributes are assigned. The three additional algorithms are elaborations on

the first that trade additional processing for a better estimate for potential preference.

To that end, one approach uses forward checking whereas another (called maintaining

preference boundaries) attempts to learn from failing to realise potential preference

due to compatibility constraints. The final algorithm is the combination of both for-

ward checking and maintaining preference boundaries.





Chapter 7

Experimental Evaluation of Constraint

Satisfaction Techniques

In this chapter, the performance of the solution techniques introduced in the last chap-

ter is analysed by running experiments with batches of different configurations of ran-

domly generated DPCSPs. The aim of this study is to examine how the different algo-

rithms compare in terms of time and space requirements and what the benefits are of

the features specific to DPCSPs, i.e. activity constraints and order of magnitude prefer-

ences. To focus on the use of DPCSP for model construction, a detailed and complete

analysis of the algorithms and DPCSPs in general is left out of the scope of this work.

Instead, this chapter will concentrate on the most significant features of DPCSP and

evaluate how these affect the performance on the solution algorithms. It is hoped that

this information will guide future work in the development of new solution strategies

for DPCSPs and help avoid less promising avenues of research.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.1 presents the ex-

perimental setting, section 7.2 describes the results obtained through these experiments

and section 7.3 summarises the chapter.

7.1 Experimental setting

As explained earlier, a DPCSP is a novel type of CSP. It is therefore difficult to com-

pare the corresponding solution algorithms with existing approaches. Instead, a small

comparative empirical study was done, which focussed on the four algorithms that

199
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subCSP 2:

attributes: X2 = {x2,1, . . . , x2,nX
}

domains: D2 = {D2,1, . . . , x2,nX
}

subCSP 1:

attributes: X1 = {x1,1, . . . , x1,nX
}

domains: D1 = {D1,1, . . . , x1,nX
}

activity constraints

ax2,j ,{x1,k,...,x1,l}

activity constraints

ax3,j ,{x2,k,...,x2,l}

subCSP nCSP:

attributes: XnCSP = {xnCSP,1, . . . , xnCSP,nX
}

domains: DnCSP = {DnCSP,1, . . . , xnCSP,nX
}

activity constraints

axnCSP,j ,{xnCSP−1,k,...,xnCSP−1,l}

Figure 7.1: Problem instance structure

have been presented in chapter 6.

The subject of this study consists of randomly generated problem instances. The

advantage of this approach is that the conclusions drawn from such a study are not

biased by the chosen compositional modelling problem domains. When creating ran-

dom DPCSPs, experimental design choices are made such that the family from which

problem instances are sampled can be described in terms of certain parameters. This

section discusses the way in which these DPCSP instances were generated and how

they relate to DPCSPs representing possible compositional modelling problems.

7.1.1 The template of the random DPCSP instances

The randomly generated problem instances all conform to the structure presented in

figure 7.1. That is, each DPCSP instance consists of a number of subCSPs, where each

subCSP contains a set of attributes and a domain for each attribute. The subCSPs are

totally ordered in the sense that activity constraints describe how partial assignments

of the attributes of one subCSP activate attributes in the next subCSP. More formally,
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activity constraints axi+1, j,{xi,k,...,xi,l} govern the way in which a set of na attributes in

subCSP i {xi,k, . . . ,xi,l} activate an attribute xi+1, j in subCSP i + 1. The attributes of

the first subCSP (i.e. attribute set X1 and domain set D1) are all active.

The generation of problem instances is governed by the following parameters:

• nCSP is the number of subCSPs:

X = {X1,X2, . . . ,XnCSP}

D = {D1,D2, . . . ,DnCSP}

• nX is the number of attributes per subCSP:

Xi = {xi,1,xi,2, . . . ,xi,nX}

Di = {Di,1,Di,2, . . . ,Di,nX}

• nD is the number of values per attribute domain:

Di, j = {di, j,1,di, j,2, . . . ,di, j,nD}

• na is the number of attributes in each activity constraint. As such, each activity

constraint axi+1, j,{xi,k,...,xi,l} is a mapping

axi+1, j,{xi,k,...,xi,l} : Di,k× . . .×Di,l 7→ {active(xi+1, j),>}

where the cardinality of {xi,k, . . . ,xi,l} is na. Note that, if the activity constraint

maps an assignment xi,k : di,k,mk , . . . ,xi,l : di,l,ml onto active(xi+1, j), then xi+1, j is

active under that assignment. Otherwise, the assignment has no effect on xi+1, j,

but another activity constraint may still activate xi+1, j.

• paX is the probability that for a given attribute xi+1, j ∈ Xi+1 and a set containing

na attributes xi,k ∈ Xi, . . . ,xi,l ∈ Xi, an activity constraint axi+1, j,{xi,k,...,xi,l} exists.

paX will be referred to as the density of the activity constraints.

• paD is the probability that for a given activity constraint axi+1, j,{xi,k,...,xi,l}, an as-

signment to xi,k, . . . ,xi,l activates xi+1, j. That is,

P(axi+1, j,{xi,k,...,xi,l}(xi,k : dk, . . . ,xi,l : dl) = active(xi+1, j)) = paD

where dk ∈ Di,k, . . . ,dl ∈ Di,l . paD will be referred to as the tightness of the

activity constraints.
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• nc is the number of attributes involved in each compatibility constraint. Each

compatibility constraint is a mapping:

c{xi, j,...,xi,k} : Di, j× . . .×Di,k 7→ {>,⊥}

where the cardinality of {xi, j, . . . ,xi,k} is nc.

• pcX is the probability that for a given set of nc attributes {xi, j, . . . ,xi,k}, a com-

patibility constraint c{xi, j,...,xi,k} exists. pcX will be referred to as the density of

the compatibility constraints.

• pcD is the probability that in a given compatibility constraint c{xi, j,...,xi,k}, an as-

signment xi, j : di, j,m j , . . . ,xi,k,mk is deemed inconsistent. That is,

P(c{xi, j,...,xi,k}(xi, j : di, j,m j , . . . ,xi,k,mk) =⊥) = pcD

pcD will be referred to as the tightness of the compatibility constraints.

• � is the set of OMPs ascribed to attribute-value assignment.

• p 	 is the probability that an attribute-value assignment has a corresponding

OMP.

7.1.2 Random DPCSPs and real-world compositional modelling

The structure of the random DPCSP instances is motivated by the need to specify the

DPCSP configuration in terms of a limited set of parameters, and by the requirement

that they reflect the DPCSPs which may be derived from compositional modelling

problems. Because these two considerations have, to some extent, opposite require-

ments, a trade-off has been made between them. Overall, for any DPCSP instance that

can be constructed from a compositional modelling problem, an equivalent DPCSP

instance can be randomly generated with the following exceptions:

• The cardinality of the domains (nD) and the number of attributes in the con-

straints (na and nc) of the randomly generated DPCSPs are fixed.

• The subCSPs in the randomly generated DPCSPs contain an equal number of

attributes.
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• Each activity constraint axi+1, j,X ′ specifies the conditions for activation of an at-

tribute xi+1, j in terms of assignments of attributes xi,k ∈ X ′ ⊆ Xi. That is, each

activity constraint specifies a partial assignment of attributes in subCSP i that

activate an attribute in subCSP i + 1. In general, the DPCSP instances gener-

ated from a compositional modelling problem contain activity constraints of the

form axi+1, j,X ′ where X ′ ⊆ (X1∪ . . .∪Xi). However, the tightness of the activity

constraints will vary with the distribution of the numbers of attributes x′ ∈ X ′

taken from each set X1, . . . ,Xi. Since all the algorithms employ the information

contained in the activity constraints in the same way, this source of variability

in the random DPCSP instances has been avoided. In any case, a set of activity

constraints of the form axi+1, j,X ′ where X ′ ⊆ (X1∪ . . .∪Xi), can be reformulated

into a set of activity constraints axi+1, j,X ′ where X ′⊆Xi, by introducing additional

attributes and activity constraints.

7.1.3 Performance measurement

To evaluate the performance of the algorithms on different configurations of DPCSP,

the time and space requirements must be measured during the experimental runs. One

common approach of measuring these involves monitoring the runtime and memory

usage of the algorithms. However, it is technically difficult to do this consistently and

to isolate the performance of the algorithm from outside influences. Both runtime and

memory usage may be affected by the implementation of the algorithms, the design

of the programming language, external processes, and processes supporting the algo-

rithm (e.g. garbage collection and loading and unloading classes). Because of the im-

plementational problems involved, the alternative approach of recording performance

data during the experimental runs was chosen.

To measure the time requirements of the algorithms, the total number of consis-

tency checks to find the first solution was counted. This heuristic is often used in

evaluating the time requirements of CSP solution algorithms because these algorithms

essentially explore the search space by checking the consistency of partial solutions.

The main difference between algorithms lies in the manner in which they organise the

consistency checks. For example, a forward checking (FC) based algorithm will per-

form more consistency checks per explored node, but it will usually visit fewer nodes.
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The maintaining preference boundaries (MPB) based algorithms also perform pref-

erence boundary lookups in addition to extra consistency checks per node (to determine

a preference boundary). However, the cost of these preference boundary lookups is

negligible compared to the cost of consistency checks. The cost of these types of oper-

ation respectively depends on the number of preference boundaries and number of con-

straints. The former is proportional to the number of attribute combinations available,

whereas the latter is proportional to the number of attribute-value assignments over an

arbitrary number of values (because they are derived from the label of the ALTMS no-

good node). Furthermore, preference boundaries are established in response to one or

more compatibility constraints that prevent the assignment of preferred domain values

to certain attributes. Consequently, the number of preference boundaries is very small

compared to the number of constraints.

Another factor that the proposed measurement of time requirements potentially

ignores is the application of activity constraints when the solution algorithm runs out

of active unassigned attributes. However, this operation is only performed whenever a

number of attributes has been assigned. Thus, it is also negligible with respect to the

total number of consistency checks.

To measure the space requirements of the algorithms, the maximum number of

nodes in the priority queue was maintained. As with time requirements, the space re-

quirements of the algorithms will be proportional to the maximum size of the priority

queue. In addition to the priority queue, the MPB based algorithms also require stor-

age space for the discovered preference boundaries. These are again proportional to

the number of attribute combinations whereas the size of priority queue becomes pro-

portional to the size of the solution space for the most complex problems. Therefore,

the space requirements for the preference boundaries are very small compared to the

space requirements imposed by the priority queue and they can safely be ignored.

7.2 The results

The solution techniques presented in the previous chapter are evaluated by generating

batches of random DPCSPs with different values for the parameters nCSP, nX , nD, na,

paX , paD, nc, pcX , pcD, � and p 	 . By analysing how the performance of the solution

techniques evolve as certain parameter values change, some conclusions can be drawn
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Figure 7.2: The effect of compatibility constraint tightness under density 0.25 [nCSP = 1,

nX = 10, nD = 4, nc = 2, pcX = 0.25, pcD is variable, | � |= 5, pp = 1]

on the suitability of the different techniques in different problem settings.

7.2.1 The effect of DPCSP configuration

Two issues are looked at here: the constrainedness of compatibility constraints and that

of activity constraints.

7.2.1.1 Constrainedness imposed by compatibility constraints

In the first set of experiments, the effect of the tightness and density of compatibility

constraints is studied. To this end, the performance of the solution techniques for

batches of 50 random DPCSPs under different parameter settings is studied. To avoid

the potential confusion between the effect of compatibility constraints and the effect

of activity constraints, only a single subCSP is used, i.e. nCSP = 1, and the parameter

values for na, paX and paD are irrelevant since all attributes are active anyway.

Overall, the evolution of time and space requirements in function of compatibil-

ity constraint tightness appears to follow the similar pattern for all four algorithms,

peaking between the tightness values 0.4 and 0.6. The most significant differences are

exhibited between the forward checking based approaches, i.e. FC and MPB-FC based

improvements, and the others, i.e. the basic algorithm and the MPB based improve-

ment.
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In terms of space requirements (as measured by the maximum number of nodes

in the priority queue, averaged over 50 random DPCSPs), the forward checking based

approaches significantly outperform other two. The number of nodes in the priority

queue is proportional to the number of nodes that are visited (provided nD ≥ 2) and

to the number of child nodes created per visit. That is, each visit of a node involves

removing it from the priority queue and adding its child nodes to the priority queue

(up to nD nodes, if all of the nD domain values of the next unassigned active attributes

are consistent with the current partial solution). Hence, if nD ≥ 2, node visits will

tend to increase the size of the priority queue. Thanks to the relative informedness of

the heuristic employed in the different algorithms, FC visits fewer or an equal number

of nodes than the basic algorithm and MPB-FC visits fewer or an equal number of

nodes than MPB. In addition, the forward checking based approaches may generate

less child nodes because some assignments of the next unassigned active attribute may

be inconsistent with all the assignments in the domain of another unassigned active

attribute. Note that the lower space requirements of the forward checking approaches

provide an important advantage in BFS approaches. Of course, this may be expected

intuitively..

The comparison of time requirements is less clear-cut, but the partitioning into

forward checking and other approaches can remain. For relatively low values of pcD,

the forward checking approaches require significantly more consistency checks than

the others and only for very high values of pcD do the forward checking approaches

provide a real benefit.

Forward checking approaches are normally used as a weak form of local consis-

tency checking in order to fail early the paths that lead to an inconsistency, generated

by a depth-first search (DFS) strategy fail early. In DFS, every time a path leading

to inconsistency is detected early by forward checking, a reduction is achieved on the

total number of nodes visited. The benefit of forward checking in the proposed BFS

approach depends on the realisation of improvements of informedness. Here, the early

discovery of paths leading up to inconsistency is only beneficial if the corresponding

improvement of the P̂P(n) heuristic causes the node n to be put so far back in the prior-

ity queue that it is unlikely to be reconsidered. In addition, forward checking requires

a significantly higher amount of consistency checking per node. Therefore, for the

forward checking approaches to provide a real benefit, sufficiently fewer nodes must
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Figure 7.3: The effect of compatibility constraint tightness under density 0.50 [nCSP = 1,

nX = 10, nD = 4, nc = 2, pcX = 0.50, pcD is variable, | � |= 5, pp = 1]

be visited to offset the additional computation effort required per node.

The results summarised in figure 7.2 indicate that the improvements realised by

forward checking based approaches within a DFS strategy do not necessarily translate

to BFS strategies. Although forward checking tends to visit fewer nodes and to have

lower space requirements than non forward checking based approaches, it generally

requires more computational effort (except in highly constrained problems).

The results also indicate that for lower values of compatibility constraint tightness

(pcD < 0.5) the MPB based approaches have an important efficiency gain over the

other two approaches. As with the FC based improvement, the MPB based algorithms

can reduce the time and space requirements by increasing the informedness of the

P̂P(n) heuristic. However, the benefit of a more informed P̂P(n) heuristic is only

realised for nodes n whose corresponding partial solution S(n) is not inconsistent with

the compatibility constraints. Because the chances of finding such nodes decrease as

the tightness of compatibility constraints increases, the benefits of these more informed

heuristics are only realised for lower values of pcD.

The results for different values of density of compatibility constraints follow the

same pattern shown in figure 7.2. This is illustrated in figures 7.3 and 7.4, which plot

time and space requirements against compatibility constraint tightness for values of

compatibility constraint density of respectively pcX = 0.5 and pcX = 0.75. For higher

values of pcX , the peak values of time requirements correspond to lower values of
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Figure 7.4: The effect of compatibility constraint tightness under density 0.75 [nCSP = 1,

nX = 10, nD = 4, nc = 2, pcX = 0.75, pcD is variable, | � |= 5, pp = 1]

compatibility constraint tightness. This observation is commonly made in the present

experiments as the time and space requirements are affected by the overall constrained-

ness of the CSP and the constrainedness is proportional to both tightness and density

of the constraints.

7.2.1.2 Constrainedness imposed by activity constraints

The second set of experiments aims to investigate the effect of activity constraints on

the time and space requirements over finding a DPCSP solution. The main difference

between the processing of activity constraints and that of compatibility constraints lies

in the fact that the former is resolved through constraint propagation whereas the lat-

ter is resolved through actual constraint satisfaction. Indeed, each algorithm presented

in chapter 6 fires the implications representing activity constraints whenever the al-

gorithm runs out of active unassigned attributes. However, in order to find sets of

attribute-value assignments that are consistent with the compatibility constraints, these

sets, which are representing partial solutions, must be generated and tested.

In general, constraint propagation is more efficient than constraint satisfaction. The

effect of applying activity constraints upon the time and space, required in solving a

given problem, is limited to the way in which they reconfigure in response to attribute-

value assignments. Low values of activity constraint tightness and density bring down

the likelihood that an attribute and the compatibility constraints it is involved in, are
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Figure 7.5: The effect of activity constraint tightness [nCSP = 2, nX = 4, nD = 4, na = 2,

paX = 0.25, paD is variable, nc = 2, pcX = 0.25, pcD = 0.25, | � |= 5, pp = 1]

activated. This reduces the size of search space and the constrainedness of the problem

as well as the size of the solution space. Generally speaking, the former makes the

problem less complex, whereas the latter makes the problem more complex. It is

therefore difficult to predict the general impact of tightness and density of activity

constraints.

Figure 7.5 plots the time and space requirements against paD, as measured whilst

solving batches of 50 random DPCSPs generated with the following parameters: nCSP =

2, nX = 4, nD = 4, na = 2, paX = 0.25, nc = 2, pcX = 0.25, pcD = 0.25, | � |= 5, pp = 1.

From these results, no significant relation can be established between the tightness of

the activity constraints and the complexity of the problem. This observation is con-

sistent with the two opposite effects of changing the constrainedness imposed by the

activity constraints upon the problem complexity, which were discussed earlier. The

current results indicate that the impact of the former upon the latter seems to be rel-

atively small, although this result might vary when far greater sample sets were used

(which itself remains a piece of future work).

The results do suggest a relation between the tightness of the activity constraints

and the benefits of the MPB approaches. More specifically, the differences in time and

space requirements between the basic and the MPB approaches and those between the

FC and the MPB-FC approaches increase in proportion to the tightness of the activity

constraints (up to a maximum at around paD = 0.5). By definition, the likelihood
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that certain sets of attributes are activated increases as paD becomes greater. As a

result, the amount of thrashing due to overly optimistic estimates of the preference

that may be caused by being able to activate additional attributes also increases with

paD. Because the MPB approaches are well suited to improve preference estimates

for potential assignments of sets of not yet activated attributes, their positive effects on

time and space requirements become more pronounced with larger values of paD.

7.2.2 Advantages of specifying a problem as a DPCSP

Again, two issues are examined here: the utility of activity constraints and that of

order-of-magnitude preferences.

7.2.2.1 The utility of activity constraints

Each DPCSP can be specified as a non-dynamic preference constraint satisfaction

problem (PCSP). A PCSP can be defined as a DPCSP where all attributes are already

active without the involvement of activity constraints. In other words, a PCSP is spec-

ified by:

• A set of n attributes X = {x1, . . . ,xn},

• A set of n domains D = {D1, . . . ,Dn}, one for each attribute,

• A set of compatibility constraints C where each c{xi,...,x j} is a mapping:

c{xi,...,x j} : Di× . . .×D j 7→ {>,⊥}

• A preference assignment P(xi : di j) for each attribute value assignment.

Each DPCSP can be translated into a PCSP: The notion of inactivity of an attribute

can be represented by means of a value in the domain of that attribute and the activity

constraints can be translated into compatibility constraints. There are, however, signif-

icant advantages in using activity constraints as they are substantially easier to resolve

than the corresponding compatibility constraints.

To demonstrate this, consider the random DPCSPs defined in section 7.1.1. These

DPCSPs can be translated into a non-dynamic preference CSPs as follows:

• Each domain Di, j is replaced by D′i, j = Di, j∪{¬active(xi, j),
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• Let axi+1, j be the function that maps each assignment of the attributes of a subCSP

i into a predicate whether xi+1, j is active or not. More formally, axi+1, j is a func-

tion:

axi+1, j : Di,1× . . .×Di,nX 7→ {active(xi+1, j),¬active(xi+1, j)}

such that:

axi+1, j(di,1,k1, . . . ,di,nX ,knX
) =





>

if ∃{di,g,kg, . . . ,di,h,kh} ⊆ {di,1,k1, . . . ,di,nX ,knX
},

∃axi+1, j,{xi,g,...,xi,h},

axi+1, j,{xi,g,...,xi,h}(di,g,kg, . . . ,di,h,kh) = active(xi+1, j)

⊥ otherwise

Given such a function, each set of activity constraints {axi+1, j,Xi j | Xi j ⊆ Xi} is

replaced by a compatibility constraint cXi∪{xi+1, j}:

cXi∪{xi+1, j} : D′i,1× . . .×D′i,nX
×D′i+1, j 7→ {>,⊥}

such that:

cXi∪{xi+1, j}(di,1,k1, . . . ,di,nX ,knX
,di+1, j,l) =





⊥
if axi+1, j(di,1,k1, . . . ,di,nX ,knX

) =

active(xi+1, j)∧di+1, j,l = ¬active(xi+1, j),

⊥
if axi+1, j(di,1,k1, . . . ,di,nX ,knX

) =

¬active(xi+1, j)∧di+1, j,l 6= ¬active(xi+1, j),

> otherwise

In general, it is much more efficient to solve a DPCSP than it is to solve the equiva-

lent PCSP. The activity constraints of a DPCSP are resolved through a simple con-

straint propagation procedure whereas the equivalent compatibility constraints in a

PCSP are resolved through constraint satisfaction. More specifically, when an activity

constraint is checked, it may activate an attribute or have no effect at all. When com-

patibility constraints are used instead of activity ones, the attributes are assigned in a

random order. Checking a compatibility constraint may result in an inconsistency, in

which case the exploration of the set of assignments leading up to the inconsistency
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Figure 7.6: Dynamic vs. non-dynamic preference CSPs [nCSP = 2, nX = 4, nD = 4,

na = 2, paX = 0.25, paD is variable, nc = 2, pcX = 0.25, pcD = 0.25, | � |= 5, pp = 1]

would be useless. As such, solving a PCSP is expected to involve a significant number

of additional consistency checks compared to the equivalent DPCSP.

To empirically validate this, the performance of a set of randomly generated DPC-

SPs is compared against a set of equivalent PCSPs. The equivalence of the PCSP

with the randomly generated DPCSP is guaranteed by the translation procedure pre-

sented earlier in this section. Figure 7.6 compares the performance of the algorithms on

batches of 50 random DPCSPs and their equivalent PCSPs for different values of ac-

tivity constraint tightness paD ∈ {0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8}. The other parameters employed

for random DPCSP generation are nCSP = 2, nX = 4, nD = 4, na = 2, paX = 0.25,

nc = 2, pcX = 0.25, pcD = 0.25, | � |= 5, and pp = 1.

Figures 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) respectively plot the average number of consistency checks

and the maximum number of nodes in the priority queue for the batches of 50 DPCSPs

and PCSPs with different paD values. As seen before, the performance of the DPCSP

solution algorithms is not significantly affected by different values of paD > 0 because

the activity constraints are resolved through constraint propagation rather than con-

straint satisfaction. In the PCSPs, these activity constraints are expressed by means

of equivalent compatibility constraints, which are resolved through constraint satisfac-

tion. This has two consequences. Firstly, the BFS algorithm is clearly far more effi-

cient when activity constraints are used (i.e. in the DPCSPs), in terms of both time and
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space complexity. Secondly, when solving the equivalent PCSPs, the time and space

requirements vary significantly with different values of paD. The latter phenomenon

results from the translation of activity constraints into compatibility constraints: the

values of paD in the DPCSP affect the compatibility constraint tightness in the equiva-

lent PCSPs, which in turn causes the fluctuations in time and space complexity of the

equivalent PCSPs.

7.2.2.2 The utility of OMPs

The essential benefit of using the OMP calculus introduced in chapter 5 is that it

provides a convenient way of expressing, combining and comparing imprecise and

partially ordered preference valuations. However, the use of such partially ordered

preferences rather than a totally ordered calculus may also reduce the time and space

complexity required by the search algorithms to find a solution.

Indeed, if a calculus of totally ordered preference valuations were to be used to

express partially ordered preferences in a DPCSP, then a total ordering would be arti-

ficially imposed over the space of consistent attribute value assignments. The totally

ordered calculus would unnecessarily order certain sets of attribute-value assignments

that are not comparable with one another. Due to these spurious orderings, the space of

most preferred and consistent attribute-value assignments (i.e. the solution space for

the problem) would be greatly reduced under the total ordering of preferences. Obvi-

ously, it is harder to find an individual optimal solution when a smaller proportion of

the search space contains optimal solutions (and when the total size of the search space

remains equal). Therefore, the search algorithms are expected to have higher time and

space requirements if a total ordering of preferences is imposed.

To test this hypothesis, experiments were performed with 50 batches of random

DPCSPs. The DPCSPs in each batch contain the same set of attributes, domains,

activity constraints and compatibility constraints and they employ an equal number of

distinct OMPs that were assigned to the attribute-value assignments. The OMPs in

the different DPCSPs in the same batch were ordered differently with respect to one

another.

To emulate the effect of partially ordering the OMPs, each DPCSP uses the same

number of OMPs o, partitioned into a different number of scales s. Each scale de-

fines a total ordering over a subset of the OMPs, unrelated to the OMPs that belong to
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Figure 7.7: Sample random OMP scales
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Figure 7.8: The effect of ordering preferences with orders of magnitude nCSP = 1, nX =

8, nD = 4, na = 2, paX = 0.25, paD = 0.25, nc = 2, pcX = 0.25, pcD = 0.25, | � |= 20,

pp = 1

different scales. To ensure that the OMPs within a scale are totally ordered, they are

defined as combinations of the same BPQ. That is, the ith OMP in a scale is defined as

2(i−1)×q, where q is the BPQ employed to define the OMPs in the scale. As such, all

combinations of OMPs within the same scale are comparable with one another. Im-

portantly, as the number of scales s increases, the set of OMPs becomes more partially

ordered. An example may clarify this idea. If, for instance, o = 10 and s = 3, then the

10 OMPs (denoted P1, . . . ,P10) based on three BPQs (q1,q2,q3) shown in figure 7.7 are

created.

Figure 7.8 plots the time and space requirements of batches of 50 random DPCSPs

against the number of scales in the experiment. The DPCSPs were generated with the

following parameters: nCSP = 2, nX = 8, nD = 4, na = 2, paX = 0.25, paD = 0.25,

nc = 2, pcX = 0.25, pcD = 0.25, | � |= 20, pp = 1. The number of scales s varied
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from 1 to 10. The result, shown in figure 7.8 clearly confirm the earlier hypothesis:

both time and space requirements drop very significantly as s increases from 1 to 3

(and a partial ordering of preferences of solutions is introduced. For values of s greater

than 3, time and space requirements remain more or less constant, suggesting that a

critical number of optimal consistent solutions has been reached. When the tightness

and density of the constraints in the DPCSPs change, this critical value of s is likely to

vary as well (but investigating this remains a piece of future work).

7.3 Summary

This chapter has analysed the performance of the solution algorithms of chapter 6 in

solving batches of randomly generated DPCSPs. In the worst case, DPCSPs are very

hard problems because most conventional approaches to improve efficiency are not

applicable and, currently, few DPCSP specific approaches have been developed. The

factors that primarily affect the time and space complexity in finding a single DPCSP

solution have been identified in this chapter as the constrainedness (i.e. tightness and

density) imposed by the compatibility constraints and the size of space of consistent

solutions with equal or incomparable preference. The constrainedness imposed by the

activity constraints has no significant effect on the average time and space require-

ments. In addition, this chapter has shown that there are considerable efficiency ben-

efits to the use of activity constraints and a calculus of partially ordered preference in

solving DPCSPs.





Chapter 8

Applying the Compositional Modeller

This chapter aims to demonstrate the applicability of the compositional modelling tech-

niques presented in this dissertation to ecological model construction problems. To

that end, knowledge bases for two problem domains have been constructed. First, the

application of compositional ecological modelling to traditional population dynamics

problems is considered. The corresponding knowledge base and its use are discussed

in detail in section 8.1. Then, an application of compositional ecological modelling to

the significantly larger domain of Mediterranean vegetation growth is presented. Given

the enormous size of this domain, a significant and complex part of the domain knowl-

edge has been selected for automation. The knowledge base that has been developed

and the types of model that can be constructed with it are discussed in section 8.2.

8.1 Putting it all together:

An application to population dynamics

The previous chapters could be read in relative isolation. This section presents an

overview of the use of the compositional modeller in a particular problem domain. It

employs some basic but historically important models taken from population dynam-

ics, it shows how these are translated into a knowledge base of model fragments, and

it discusses how a scenario model can be derived from this knowledge base, a given

scenario and a set of preferences. Although the knowledge base that forms the subject

of this section is small, it is capable of generating a scenario model for any feasible

217
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Figure 8.1: Population growth models

scenario of populations related via predation or competition relations.

8.1.1 Population dynamics

Before showing how the compositional modeller automatically constructs mathemati-

cal simulation models from an ecological scenario, some of the most basic ecological

models are introduced. These models will then be translated into sets of model frag-

ments in the next subsection. The subsequent subsections will then demonstrate how

this knowledge base can be employed to construct ecological models based on given

scenarios.

Note that some of the models presented herein are somewhat simplistic. However,

they are easy to understand and combine with one another to form complex models.

More realistic system dynamics models, such as the ModMed n-species model to be

discussed in section 8.2, work upon the same principles, but using equations that are

more sophisticated and better justified. Employing the latter model directly to illus-

trate how the compositional modeller functions would unnecessarily complicate the

discussions.

Models for three different phenomena are discussed in this subsection: population

growth, predation and competition. Mathematical models of population growth are

probably the first mathematical models of ecological systems in existence. Despite

their age, these models still form an important building block in ecological models to-

day. Two population growth models will be used here: exponential growth and logistic

growth.

Exponential growth [112] introduced the principle that the size of a population of a

species may increase according to a geometric series (i.e. a+ar+ar2 + . . .+arn + . . .).
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Figure 8.2: Predation models

As such, the change in size in a population can be represented as:

d
dt

N(t) = B(t)−D(t)

B(t) = b×N(t)

D(t) = d×N(t)

where N(t), B(t) and D(t) respectively denote the population size, the number of births

and the number of deaths at each time instance, b denotes the rate of births per time

unit, and d denotes the rate of deaths per time unit. A system dynamics representation

of this model is shown in figure 8.1(a).

Logistic growth [178] is based on the idea that population growth may depend upon

population density. Population density is described in terms of a hypothesised max-

imum limit on the population size K, sometimes called the carrying capacity. Many

variations on the logistic growth model exist, but for the sake of simplicity, the follow-

ing model is employed herein:

B(t) = b×N(t)

D(t) = d×N(t)×
N(t)

K

A system dynamic representation of this model is shown in figure 8.1(a).

Predation models describe the mutual dependency of the sizes of two populations

when one population feeds on the other in order to survive. The two most basic models
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of predation are the Lotka-Volterra predation model [110, 179] and the predation model

based on Holling’s disc equation [79]. The Lotka-Volterra predation model employs

the exponential growth model for the birth rate of the prey population and the death

rate of the predator population. Both the death rate of the prey and the birth rate of

the predators are deemed to be proportionate to their respective population sizes. The

formal model specification, also shown in figure 8.2(a), is:

d
dt

Nprey(t) = Bprey(t)−Dprey(t)

Bprey(t) = bprey×Nprey(t)

Dprey(t) = pprey×Nprey(t)×Npred(t)

d
dt

Npred(t) = Bpred(t)−Dpred(t)

Bpred(t) = ppred×Nprey(t)×
Npred(t)

Kpred

Dpred(t) = dpred×Npred(t)

where pprey and ppred are factors respectively representing the number of prey deaths

per prey per predator and predator births per predator per prey. Obviously, this model

is a gross abstraction of reality. For example, reproduction of predators increases pro-

portionally to available prey without taking into account the number of prey required

by the predators to survive. Also, the overall death rate of prey is proportional to the

number of predators, and hence, predation is considered the only cause of death for

prey in this case. Nevertheless, the Lotka-Volterra model is employed in educational

and small experimental settings where simplicity of the model is more important than

its realism, as it is the case here to demonstrate the theories developed in this thesis in

a managed manner.

The Holling predation model is designed to take into account the relative effort

required to hunt and consume prey by the predators. Furthermore, as shown in fig-

ure 8.2(b), predation is seen as separate cause of death for prey, independent of death

by natural causes. The available prey in the ecosystem to be modelled does not im-

mediately affect birth or death rates of the predator population, but instead, it affects

the capacity of the predator population that the ecosystem can sustain. As such, the

Holling model requires that predator population growth is described by the logistic
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Figure 8.3: A species competition model

model. The formal model specification, also shown in figure 8.2(b), is:

d
dt

Nprey(t) = Bprey(t)−Dprey(t)−P(t)

Bprey(t) = bprey×Nprey(t)

Dprey(t) = dprey×Nprey(t)×
Nprey(t)

Kprey

P(t) =
s×Nprey×Npred

1+ s×Nprey(t)× th
d
dt

Npred(t) = Bpred(t)−Dpred(t)

Bpred(t) = bpred×Npred(t)

Dpred(t) = dpred×Npred(t)×
Npred(t)

Kpred

Kpred(t) = k×Nprey(t)

where s denotes the search rate or the proportional hunting area a predator can search

per time unit spent on searching, and th denotes the amount of time required to handle

a single prey (e.g. eating, digesting, etc.).

A competition model describes the evolution of respective sizes of n populations
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that must compete over the similar resources. Similar to the Holling model, the com-

petition model employed herein builds upon the logistic model. The formal model

specification, as shown in figure 8.3, is:

d
dt

N1(t) = B1(t)−D1(t)

B1(t) = b1×N1(t)

D1(t) = d1×N1(t)× (1−
N1(t)+w12×N2(t)

K1
)

d
dt

N2(t) = B2(t)−D2(t)

B2(t) = b2×N2(t)

D2(t) = d2×N2(t)× (1−
w21×N1(t)+N2(t)

K2
)

where w12 and w21 are weights, representing the relative dominations of the competing

species in consuming scarce resources.

8.1.2 Constructing the knowledge base

This subsection illustrates how a set of model fragments can be constructed based on

the descriptions of ecological models of the previous subsection. The challenge of

this task lies in the fact that model fragments must encompass a sufficiently general

and reusable component part of the ecological models. In instances of models found

in literature on ecological modelling, the boundaries of the recurring component parts

are hidden, and it is therefore up to the knowledge engineer to identify them.

First, a hierarchy of entity types is set up. The system dynamics models shown

above contain only three types of participant: variables, stocks and flows. Here, stocks

and flows are a special type of variable with a predetermined meaning. That is, a

flow f into a stock s corresponds to the equation d
dt s = C+( f ) and a flow f out of a

stock s denotes d
dt s = C−( f ). Hence, stocks and flows are defined as subclasses of the

participant class variable:

(defEntity variable)
(defEntity stock
:subclass-of (variable))

(defEntity flow
:subclass-of (variable))
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The sample properties defined in section 3.3.3, which describe the condition under

which a variable is endogenous or exogenous, are employed in this knowledge base.

In order to keep this section relatively self-contained, the definitions are repeated here:

(defproperty endogenous-1
:source-participants ((?m :type variable))
:structural-conditions ((== ?m *))
:property (endogenous ?m))

(defproperty endogenous-2
:source-participants ((?m :type variable))
:structural-conditions ((d/dt ?m *))
:property (endogenous ?m))

(defproperty exogenous
:source-participants ((?m :type variable))
:structural-conditions ((not (endogenous ?m)))
:property (exogenous ?m))

Once the above declarations are in place, the knowledge base of model fragments

can be defined. The first model fragment describes the population growth phenomenon.

Note that all of the aforementioned growth, predation and competition models contain

a stock representing population size and two flows, one flow of births into the stock and

another flow of deaths out of the stock. This common feature of models on population

dynamics is contained in a single model fragment.

(defModelFragment growth
:source-participants
((?population :type population))

:assumptions
((relevant growth ?population))

:target-participants
((?size :type stock :name size)
(?birth-flow :type flow :name births)
(?death-flow :type flow :name deaths))

:postconditions
((flow ?birth-flow source ?size)
(flow ?death-flow ?size sink)
(size-of ?size ?population))

:purpose-required
((endogenous ?birth-flow)
(endogenous ?death-flow)))
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Importantly, other model fragments must be able to be hooked up to this model

fragment. In other words, this model fragment is only one piece of a puzzle and the

other model fragments may correspond to other pieces of that puzzle that must connect

to it. The information useful to support the interconnection of model fragments is

contained in the participants (source-participants and target-participants) and relations

(structural conditions and postcondition) of the model fragments. For the population

growth model, other model fragments contain equations that provide a description of

the behaviour of births and deaths over time, in terms of population size and other

variables. Naturally, a population growth model containing just one stock and the birth

and death flows is inadequate (because the simulator would require data on the number

of births and deaths at each time instance). Therefore, a purpose-required constraint is

added that demands that both flows are endogenous variables if this model fragment is

applied. This guarantees that this model fragment will not be instantiated unless other

model fragments provide equations for the birth and death flows.

The following two model fragments represent exponential and logistic popula-

tion growth. Their source-participants and structural conditions essentially contain the

same partial model as produced by the growth model fragment. The reason for a sepa-

rate model fragment to produce the stock and flows is that other model fragments (e.g.

Lotka-Volterra predation, as shown below) may attach their own growth model to the

stock and flows. Both model fragments have a different model assumption, describing

the growth model being used. The target-participants and postconditions correspond

to the models shown in the previous subsection.

(defModelFragment exponential
:source-participants

((?population :type population)
(?size :type stock)
(?birth-flow :type flow)
(?death-flow :type flow))

:structural-conditions
((flow ?birth-flow source ?population)
(flow ?death-flow ?population sink)
(size-of ?size ?population))

:assumptions
((model ?size exponential))

:target-participants
((?birth-rate :type variable :name birth-rate)
(?death-rate :type variable :name death-rate))
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:postconditions
((== ?birth-flow (* ?birth-rate ?size))
(== ?birth-flow (* ?death-rate ?size))))

(defModelFragment logistic
:source-participants
((?population :type population)
(?size :type stock)
(?birth-flow :type flow)
(?death-flow :type flow))

:structural-conditions
((flow ?birth-flow source ?size)
(flow ?death-flow ?size sink)
(size-of ?size ?population))

:assumptions
((model ?size logistic))

:target-participants
((?birth-rate :type variable :name birth-rate)
(?death-rate :type variable :name death-rate)
(?density :type variable :name total-population)
(?capacity :type variable :name capacity))

:postconditions
((== ?birth-flow (* ?birth-rate ?size))
(== ?death-flow (* ?death-rate ?size ?density))
(== ?density (C+ (/ ?size ?capacity)))
(population-density-of ?density ?population)
(population-capacity-of ?capacity ?population)))

In addition to the exponential and logistic growth models, a third model fragment is

added to describe population growth. As mentioned earlier, Lotka-Volterra predation

implicitly contains its own models for births and deaths. Therefore, models depicting

Lotka-Volterra predation between two population p1 and p2 can not be combined with

equations describing population growth of p1 and p2 (e.g. the equations formalising

the exponential or logistic theory). In this case, no population growth model must

be instantiated. However, following the definition of model assumptions, for each

instance of ?size a model assumption must be selected and deemed true. Hence, the

model fragment below is added to leave open the option of other equations for model

growth introduced elsewhere.

(defModelFragment other-growth
:source-participants
((?population :type population)
(?size :type variable)
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(?birth-flow :type flow)
(?death-flow :type flow))

:structural-conditions
((flow ?birth-flow source ?population)
(flow ?death-flow ?population sink))

:assumptions
((model ?population other)))

Apart from population growth, two other phenomena are considered by the knowl-

edge base: predation and competition. Predation and competition relations between

species are represented by predicates over the populations: e.g. (predation grizzly-bear

salmon) and (competition grizzly-bear brown-bear). However the existence

of a phenomenon does not necessarily mean that it must be included in the model. It

would make little sense to model predation and competition without modelling the size

of the populations, because models of these phenomena relate population sizes to one

another. Therefore, the incorporation of the predation phenomenon is made dependent

upon the existence of variables representing population size. Note that the previous

model fragments used a stock rather than an ordinary variable to represent population

size. Since a stock is defined as a type of variable, that is a stock is a variable, the

more general type variable will still match any instance of stock. In addition, human

expert modellers may prefer to leave a phenomenon out of the model. To leave this

choice open, the following two model fragments construct a participant representing

the phenomena of predation and competition and make it dependent upon a relevance

assumption.

(defModelFragment predation-phenomenon
:source-participants

((?predator :type population)
(?prey :type population)
(?predator-size :type variable)
(?prey-size :type variable))

:structural-conditions
((predation ?predator ?prey)
(size-of ?predator-size ?predator)
(size-of ?prey-size ?prey))

:assumptions
((relevant predation ?predator ?prey))

:target-participant
((?predation-phenomenon :type phenomenon :name predation-phenomenon))

:postconditions
((predation-phenomenon ?predation-phenomenon ?predator ?prey)))
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(defModelFragment competition-phenomenon
:source-participants
((?population1 :type population)
(?population2 :type population)
(?size1 :type variable)
(?size2 :type variable))

:structural-conditions
((competition ?population1 ?population2)
(size-of ?size1 ?population1)
(size-of ?size2 ?population2))

:assumptions
((relevant competition ?population1 ?population2))

:target-participant
((?competition-phenomenon :type phenomenon :name competition-phenomenon))

:postconditions
((competition-phenomenon ?competition-phenomenon ?population1 ?population2)))

The creation of a predation phenomenon requires that a new property, has-model,

is satisfied. This property is defined as follows:

(defproperty has-model
:source-participants ((?p :type phenomenon))
:structural-conditions ((is-model-of * ?p))
:property (has-model ?p))

This property indicates the situation where a model has been selected for a phe-

nomenon. It is required if different types of model for the same phenomenon require

a different configuration in the rest of model. This is the case for the two predation

models, Lotka-Volterra and Holling. The next two model fragments will contain these

predation models and will demonstrate the usefulness of the has-model property. Both

of these model fragments require that the participant representing the predation phe-

nomenon be instantiated for the two populations between which a predation relation

exists. They also contain different sets of requirements on the participants and rela-

tions between them that exist in the emerging model. The Holling predation model,

for example, is dependent upon a participant (?capacity) representing the carrying

capacity of the predator population. Both model fragments introduce a number of new

participants and equations, adding new variables and influences to the model. As with

the growth models, these correspond to the equations shown in the previous subsection.

(defModelFragment Lotka-Volterra
:source-participants
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((?predation-phenomenon :type phenomenon)
(?predator :type population)
(?predator-size :type stock :name population-size)
(?predator-birth-flow :type flow :name births)
(?predator-death-flow :type flow :name deaths)
(?prey :type population)
(?prey-size :type stock :name population-size)
(?prey-birth-flow :type flow :name births)
(?prey-death-flow :type flow :name deaths))

:structural-conditions
((predation-phenomenon ?predation-phenomenon ?predator ?prey)
(flow ?predator-birth-flow source ?predator-size)
(flow ?predator-death-flow ?predator-size sink)
(size-of ?predator-size ?predator)
(flow ?prey-birth-flow source ?prey-size)
(flow ?prey-death-flow ?prey-size sink)
(size-of ?prey-size ?prey))

:assumptions
((model predation lotka-volterra))

:target-participants
((?prey-birth-rate :type variable :name birth-rate)
(?predator-factor :type variable :name predator-factor)
(?prey-factor :type variable :name prey-factor)
(?predator-death-rate :type variable :name death-rate))

:postconditions
((== ?prey-birth-flow (* ?prey-birth-rate ?prey-size))
(== ?predator-birth-flow (* ?predator-factor ?prey-size ?predator-size))
(== ?prey-death-flow (* ?prey-factor ?prey-size ?predator-size))
(== ?predator-death-flow (* ?predator-death-rate ?predator-size))
(is-model-of lotka-volterra ?predation-phenomenon)))

(defModelFragment Holling
:source-participants

((?predation-phenomenon :type phenomenon)
(?predator :type population)
(?predator-size :type stock :name population-size)
(?capacity :type variable)
(?prey :type population)
(?prey-size :type stock :name population-size))

:structural-conditions
((predation-phenomenon ?predation-phenomenon ?predator ?prey)
(size-of ?predator-size ?predator)
(size-of ?prey-size ?prey)
(capacity-of ?capacity ?predator))

:assumptions
((model ?predation-phenomenon holling))

:target-participants
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((?search-rate :type variable :name search-rate)
(?handling-time :type variable :name handling-time)
(?prey-requirement :type variable :name prey-requirement)
(?predation :type flow :name predation))

:postconditions
((flow ?predation ?prey-size sink)
(== ?predation (/ (* ?search-rate ?prey-size ?predator-size)

(+ 1 (* ?search-rate ?prey-size ?handling-time))))
(== ?capacity (C+ (* ?prey-requirement ?prey)))
(is-model-of holling ?predation-phenomenon)))

Clearly, the Holling model fragment will not be instantiated if there is no vari-

able representing the carrying capacity of the predator species. However, without the

has-model property, it is still possible that the predation phenomenon is deemed rele-

vant and that the Holling model assumption is selected, even if no variable describing

the carrying capacity of the predator species is available in the emerging model. In-

deed, neither of the two assumptions require a carrying capacity and hence, they can

be instantiated without such a variable. Of course, in this case, the Holling model frag-

ment will not be applied, but the user might expect it to be. Because the (has-model

?predation-phenomenon) property is only satisfied if either the Lotka-Volterra or

the Holling model fragment is applied, this property ensures that the inclusion of a

predation model assumption in a consistent set of assumptions leads to the generation

of a set of equations describing the committed predation model.

More specifically, because the creation of ?predation-phenomenon comes with

the purpose-required property (has-model ?predation-phenomenon), it generates

the requirement that either the Lotka-Volterra or the Holling model is added to the

emerging model. If the Holling model would be selected, but there is no variable that

corresponds to ?capacity, the consequents of the Holling predation model fragment

will not be instantiated (including the (is-model-of holling ?predation-phenomenon)

relation), and hence, the purpose-required property would not be satisfied.

The selection of a set of assumptions that support the required properties is resolved

through abduction. That is, the knowledge base contains a number of ways in which

the property (has-model ?predation-phenomenon) can be satisfied. Let A1, . . . ,An

be the sets of assumptions that satisfy this property. If the property (has-model

?predation-phenomenon) must be satisfied, then the inference mechanism, to be

illustrated later, will add constraints to the system such that A1, . . . ,An must be deemed
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true:
(has-model ?predation-phenomenon)

A1→ (has-model ?predation-phenomenon)
...

...

An→ (has-model ?predation-phenomenon)

A1∨ . . .∨An

In the present case, the required property generates an inconsistency:

A∧¬(has-model ?predation-phenomenon)→⊥

where A is the set of assumptions that causes the model fragment with the purpose-

required property (has-model ?predation-phenomenon) to be applied. Following

the approach introduced in section 4.1.2.2.2, a new inconsistency can be derived:

A∧¬(has-model ?predation-phenomenon)→⊥

A1→ (has-model ?predation-phenomenon)
...

...

An→ (has-model ?predation-phenomenon)

A∧¬(A1∨ . . .∨An)→⊥

As explained in section 4.2, the inconsistency A∧¬(A1∨ . . .∨An)→⊥ is translated

to a compatibility constraint. The DPCSP solution techiques presented in chapter 6

guarantee that all solutions will satisfy the compatibility constraints and hence, that no

set of assumptions will be selected such that A∧¬(A1∨ . . .∨An).

Using this line of reasoning, the knowledge engineer only needs to provide the

following:

• The model fragment that specifies that the predation phenomenon is relevant

must contain the purpose required property (has-model ?predation-phenomenon).

• Each of the model fragments that contain such a model and hence, should satisfy

the purpose-required property, must include a postcondition, e.g. (is-model-of

holling ?predation-phenomenon), which itself satisfies the aforementioned

property.

The conditions under which the property is satisfied need not concern the knowledge

engineer. Previous work in compositional modelling, such as [45] required that as-

sumption classes contained activity conditions which explicitly stated under which
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conditions the assumptions become part of the problem. Thanks to the use of an

assumption-literal based truth maintenance system, the compositional modeller pre-

sented herein generates these activity conditions automatically.

Note that in the model fragment representing the Holling predation model, the

equation assigning the carrying capacity of the predator ?capacity employs the com-

positional addition operator. This allows the model fragment to be used in models with

multiple prey species for the same predator. Each of the prey species adds to the total

carrying capacity for the predator species. When multiple predator species hunt the

same prey species, the same model fragment adds for each predator a ?predation

flow, from the stock denoting prey population size to a sink.

The final model fragment describes competition. Generalising the competition

model of the previous subsection to n species, the model for the death flow of species

i would be:

Di = di×Ni×
wi1×N1 + . . .+wi(i−1)×Ni−1 +Ni +wi(i+1)×Ni+1 + . . .+win×Nn

Ki

Such an equation is not easily specified in a format that can be instantiated. However,

the equation can be easily rewritten as:

Di = di×Ni×δi

δi =
wi1×N1

Ki
+ . . .+

wi(i−1)×Ni−1

Ki
+

Ni

Ki
+

wi(i+1)×Ni+1

Ki
+ . . .+

win×Nn

Ki

where δi denotes the population density. The righthand side of the equation describing

δi can be decomposed into composable constituent terms, as follows:

Di = di×Ni×δi

δi = C+(
Ni

Ki
) (8.1)

δi = C+(
wi j×N j

Ki
) j = 1, . . . , i−1, i+1, . . . ,n (8.2)

These equations can easily be described by means of model fragments, as is illustrated

in the competition model fragment show below. Note that the logistic growth model

introduced a participant ?density, which corresponds to δi, and a relation equivalent

to 8.1. The model fragment for competition adds the relations that correspond to 8.2.

(defModelFragment competition
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:source-participants
((?competition-phenomenon :type phenomenon)
(?population-1 :type population)
(?size-1 :type stock)
(?density-1 :type variable)
(?capacity-1 :type variable)
(?population-2 :type population)
(?size-2 :type stock)
(?density-2 :type variable)
(?capacity-2 :type variable))

:structural-conditions
((competition-phenomenon ?competition-phenomenon ?population-1 ?population-2)
(density-of ?density-1 ?size-1)
(capacity-of ?capacity-1 ?size-1)
(density-of ?density-2 ?size-2)
(capacity-of ?capacity-2 ?size-2))

:assumptions
((relevant competition ?population-1 ?population-2))

:target-participants
((?weight-12 :type variable :name weight)
(?weight-21 :type variable :name weight))

:postconditions
((== ?density-1 (C+ (/ (* ?weight-12 ?size-2) ?capacity-1)))
(== ?density-2 (C+ (/ (* ?weight-21 ?size-1) ?capacity-2)))))

With this small set of model fragments, a very large set of ecological models can

be composed. Basically, models for any configuration of populations related to one

another via predation and competition relations can be generated by means of this set

of model fragments. Of course, readers whose interests lie primarily in ecological

modelling may come up with a number of improvements to this knowledge base. For

example, predators that live on the same set of prey species are effectively competing

with one another and hence, the competition model may apply to them. When two

predators share a subset of prey species, but not all of them, some model for partial

competition may be required. Be that as it may, such extensions can be added ad

infinitum to the knowledge base, and they are not required for illustration purposes.

8.1.3 Knowledge base + scenario = model space

A model space is constructed when the knowledge base is instantiated with respect to a

given scenario. Consider for example the scenario depicted in figure 8.4. This scenario
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Prey1 Prey2

Predator

predation predation

competition

Figure 8.4: The 1 predator and 2 competing prey scenario

describes a predator population that preys on two other populations, prey1 and prey2,

whilst the two prey populations compete with one another.

A graphical representation of the model space for this scenario is shown in figure

8.5. As discussed in section 4.1, the model space is a hypergraph with hyperarcs

connecting sets of nodes, representing participants, relations and assumptions, to one

another. Each of the hyperarcs is annotated with a reference to the model fragment

that contains the particular inference shown. Given the obvious restrictions on the

available space, the detailed participant and relation instances have been replaced by

descriptions of contents of the model fragment antecedents and consequents.

In essence, this model space contains the following knowledge:

• From each of the three populations in the scenario, a set of population growth

models (i.e. exponential, logistic and other) is derived. This inference is depen-

dent upon a relevance assumption of the population growth phenomenon, and a

model assumption that corresponds to one of the three population growth mod-

els.

• From both predation relations (i.e. (predation predator prey1) and (predation

predator prey2)), and the populations related by them, a set of predation mod-

els (i.e. Lotka-Volterra predation and Holling predation) is derived. This infer-

ence is dependent upon a relevance assumption of the predation phenomenon,

and a model assumption that corresponds to one of the two predation models.

• From the competition relation (i.e. (competition prey1 prey2)), and the

populations related by them, a competition model is derived. Because there
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is only one competition model, the inference of the competition model is only

dependent upon a relevance assumption that corresponds to the competition phe-

nomenon.

In addition to the hypergraph of figure 8.5, the model space also contains a number

of constraints on the conjunctions of assumptions that are consistent. In the mathe-

matical modelling domain, this source of inconsistency arises from the fact that non-

composable equations that assign a different formula to the same variable can not be

part of the same model. Hence, the conjunctions of assumptions from which such

an inconsistency can arise must be deemed inconsistent. Also, the consequents of

different assumptions with the same subject are inconsistent with one another. Such

assumptions will become DPCSP values in the domain of a single attribute and hence,

the corresponding inconsistencies can be ignored. In the present problem, the combi-

nation of lotka-volterra predation with exponential or logistic growth also leads to such

inconsistencies. This entails the following nogoods to be added to the hypergraph:

(model size-1 exponential)∧(model predation-phenomenon-1 lotka-volterra)→⊥

(model size-1 logistic)∧(model predation-phenomenon-1 lotka-volterra)→⊥

(model size-2 exponential)∧(model predation-phenomenon-2 lotka-volterra)→⊥

(model size-2 logistic)∧(model predation-phenomenon-2 lotka-volterra)→⊥

(model size-3 exponential)∧(model predation-phenomenon-1 lotka-volterra)→⊥

(model size-3 logistic)∧(model predation-phenomenon-1 lotka-volterra)→⊥

(model size-3 exponential)∧(model predation-phenomenon-2 lotka-volterra)→⊥

(model size-3 logistic)∧(model predation-phenomenon-2 lotka-volterra)→⊥

Other inconsistencies may stem from the two purpose-required properties. For
example, by instantiating the abductive reasoning process described in section 8.1.2,
page 229 to the predation relation between predator and prey1, the following incon-
sistent conjunction of assumptions can be derived from the purpose-required property
(has-model ?preference-phenomenon).

(relevant growth predator)∧(model size-3 exponential)∧

(relevant growth prey1)∧(model-size-1 exponential)∧

(relevant predation predator prey1)∧(model predaton-phenomenon-1 holling)→⊥

As explained earlier, under this combination of assumptions, the Holling model frag-

ment is not applied because there is no variable describing the carrying capacity of
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Attribute Meaning
x1 (relevant growth prey1)
x2 (relevant growth prey2)
x3 (relevant growth predator)
x4 (relevant predation predator prey1)
x5 (relevant predation predator prey2)
x6 (relevant competition prey1 prey2)
x7 (model size-1 *)
x8 (model size-2 *)
x9 (model size-3 *)
x10 (model predation-phenomenon-1 *)
x11 (model predation-phenomenon-2 *)

Table 8.1: The DCSP for the 1 predator and 2 competing prey scenario: attributes and

their meaning

the predator population. Since no predation model exists in this case, even though the

predation phenomenon is deemed relevant under this set of assumptions, it is marked

as an inconsistency.

8.1.4 The dynamic preference constraint satisfaction problem

From the generated model space a DCSP is derived. A set of preferences are then as-

signed to the assumptions corresponding to the attribute-value assignments, thus turn-

ing the DCSP into a DPCSP. The first step in constructing the DCSP involves generat-

ing an attribute for each set of assumptions with the same subject. The attributes that

can be generated for the assumptions in the model space of figure 8.5 are summarised

in table 8.1.

The assumptions from which the attributes were generated form domains of values.

The resulting domains of the aforementioned attributes are summarised in table 8.2.

As discussed in section 4.2, the activity constraints in the DCSP are implications

that activate an attribute, under the conditions that instantiate the subject of the assump-

tions that correspond to that attribute, in the emerging model. Since each participant

and relation has a label in the model space, a minimal set of assumptions under which

it becomes part of the emerging model is available. When a participant or a relation

is the subject of an assumption, this label explicitly describes the sets of assumptions

under which the attribute that corresponds to that subject should be activated. By trans-
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Domain Content Meaning
D1 {d1,y,d1,n} {population,none}
D2 {d2,y,d2,n} {population,none}
D3 {d3,y,d3,n} {population,none}
D4 {d4,y,d4,n} {(population,population),none}
D5 {d5,y,d5,n} {(population,population),none}
D6 {d6,y,d6,n} {(population,population),none}
D7 {d7,l,d7,e,d7,o} {logistic,exponential,other}
D8 {d8,l,d8,e,d8,o} {logistic,exponential,other}
D9 {d9,l,d9,e,d9,o} {logistic,exponential,other}
D10 {d10,h,d10,lv} {Holling,Lotka-Volterra}
D11 {d11,h,d11,lv} {Holling,Lotka-Volterra}

Table 8.2: The DCSP for the 1 predator and 2 competing prey scenario: domains and

their contents and meaning

lating the label of a subject into sets of attribute-value assignments, the antecedents of

the activity constraints are constructed.

In the present example problem, the relevance assumptions (attributes x1, . . . ,x6)

take their subjects from the scenario, and hence, they are always active. The attributes

related to the model assumptions for population growth are active if the corresponding

assumptions denoting relevance of population growth, are true. That is,

x1 : d1,y→ active(x7)

x2 : d2,y→ active(x8)

x3 : d3,y→ active(x9)

The attributes related to the assumptions about the predation models are active if the

corresponding assumptions denoting relevance of predation, and the assumptions de-

scribing relevance of population growth, are true for the populations involved in the

predation relation. That is,

x1 : d1,y∧ x3 : d3,y∧ x4 : d4,y→ active(x10)

x2 : d2,y∧ x3 : d3,y∧ x5 : d5,y→ active(x11)

Figure 8.6 shows a graphical representation of these activity constraints.

The compatibility constraints correspond directly to the inconsistencies in the no-

good node. These inconsistencies have been discussed in the previous section and are

depicted graphically in figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: DCSP derived from the models space reflecting the 1 predator and 2 com-

peting prey scenario

Once the DCSP is constructed, preferences may be attached to attribute-value as-

signments. Assume that preferences will only be assigned to the standard population

modelling choices, i.e. exponential growth, logistic growth, lotka-volterra predation

and holling predation, and to the relevance of competition (because only one type

model has been implemented for this phenomenon). For example, the following BPQs

could be employed:

pexponential < plogistic

plotka-volterra < pholling

pcompetition

The logistic and Holling models are preferred over the exponential and Lotka-Volterra

models because the former are generally regarded as being more accurate. Note, how-

ever, that the preferences have been ordered in such a way that those corresponding to

different phenomena are not related to one another. The justification for this is that,

even though the models are structurally connected (there are restrictions over which

models can combined with one another), models of different phenomena inherently

describe behaviours that can not be compared with one another. The preference as-
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Attribute Preference assignments
x1, . . . ,x5 no preference assignments
x6 P(x6 : d6,y) = pcompetition

x7 P(x7 : d7,l) = plogistic, P(x7 : d7,e) = pexponential

x8 P(x8 : d8,l) = plogistic, P(x8 : d8,e) = pexponential

x9 P(x9 : d9,l) = plogistic, P(x9 : d9,e) = pexponential

x10 P(x10 : d10,h = pholling, P(x10 : d10,lv) = plotka-volterra

x11 P(x11 : d11,h = pholling, P(x11 : d11,lv) = plotka-volterra

Table 8.3: Preference assignments for the 1 predator and 2 competing prey problem

signments for attribute value assignments are summarised in table 8.3.

Solving this DPCSP is simple. First, the attributes x1, . . . ,x6 are activated. Each

of these attributes is assigned xi : di,y because that assignment maximises the potential

preference. Then, the attributes x7, . . . ,x11 are activated. Here, attributes x7, . . . ,x9 are

assigned xi : di,l because the logistic growth model has the highest preference. Finally,

x10 and x11 are assigned x10 : d10,h and x11 : d11,h because the holling models have

the highest preference and they are not inconsistent with the logistic model committed

earlier.

8.1.5 Sample scenario model

In the previous subsection, a solution was computed that corresponds to the following

set of assumptions:

(relevant growth prey1)
(relevant growth prey2)
(relevant growth predator)
(relevant competition prey1 prey2)
(relevant predation predator prey1)
(relevant predation predator prey2)
(model size-1 logistic)
(model size-2 logistic)
(model size-3 logistic)
(model predation-phenomenon-1 holling)
(model predation-phenomenon-2 holling)

Figure 8.7 shows how a scenario model can be deduced from this set of assump-

tions by exploiting the model space. In this figure, the blue nodes correspond to the

aforementioned assumptions and the yellow nodes correspond to those nodes that are

deemed true.
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When combining the participants and relations in the resulting scenario model, the

model given in figure 8.8 can be drawn. This model corresponds to the model that an

ecologist would draw if the logistic growth and Holling predation models were selected

as appropriate for the task at hand.

8.2 The ModMed n-species model

The last section has shown the success of applying the ideas of this thesis to a sys-

tematic demonstrating case. The question is now whether the work presented in the

thesis scales up to be able to deal with larger, real-world problems. An existing model

that is relevant to applied up-to-date research in ecological modelling is used to show

the scale-up-ability of the present work. A knowledge base is constructed based on

the information contained in a model, called the ModMed n-species model, and dia-

logue with some of the experts that have developed it. This knowledge base has then

been validated by two sets of tests. On the one hand, reproductions of instances of the

original model created by the compositional modeller have shown that it contains the

necessary knowledge. On the other hand, tests have been carried out to determine that

infeasible variations of this model are not constructed.

Given the size of the ModMed n-species knowledge base, it is not feasible to dis-

cuss it here with the same amount of detail as the population dynamics knowledge base

of section 8.1 (a complete listing of the knowledge base is provided in appendix C1).

Therefore, this section will highlight a number of important issues in the creation and

use of the knowledge base. First, background information about the knowledge base

of this project will be discussed. Then, its significant features will be presented. And

finally, an overview of the types of model that can be generated will be given.

8.2.1 Background

The term ModMed comes from the name of a large EU-funded project studying Mediter-

ranean ecosystems. It is producing a number of general models that, when combined,

describe the Mediterranean ecosystem at the level of the landscape (e.g. distribution

1The development of the knowledge base of appendix C required approximately two man-weeks of
work: to study the ModMed model, to identify appropriate component models and to translate them into
model fragments.
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Figure 8.8: Sample scenario model for the 1 predator and 2 competing prey scenario
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Figure 8.9: Functional decomposition of vegetation

of fire, vegetation and grazing animals), the communities (e.g. the n-species model)

and the individuals (e.g. water uptake by leaves, responses to grazing damage). The

landscape model contains a spatial grid. For each cell in this grid, a community model

is created. This could be a simple Markov network, a collection of individuals or the

n-species model discussed herein. From the landscape and individuals level models,

the n-species model takes parameter values (e.g. availability of grazing animals from

the landscape model, average water uptake by a tree from an individuals model).

8.2.2 Modelling issues

Rather than explaining the content and role of each individual model fragment, this

section discusses a number of important modelling issues that had to be addressed in

the construction of the knowledge base. The most important features of the modelling

knowledge in this domain are presented and, for each of them, an approach is intro-

duced to formalise them with the compositional modelling techniques of this thesis.

8.2.2.1 Component hierarchy

Central to the n-species model is the representation of vegetation. In the original

model, each species is divided according to the functional components of the indi-

viduals: woods (stems and branches), greens (leaves and green twigs), relocatable

resources (energy stored in the roots that can be utilised for growth of greens) and

woody roots. This is illustrated by the component hierarchy in figure 8.9.

In this example, pairs of model assumptions are used in the knowledge base for the

vegetation: one denoting that the behaviour of a vegetation component is described in
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terms of its constituent components and the other describing that the vegetation compo-

nent is not partitioned. For instance, (model ?veg ground-level-partitioning)

states that ?veg is partitioned into an above ground and a below ground vegetation

component, and (model ?veg aggregate) denotes the case that the behaviour of

?veg is not described in terms ?veg itself rather than its constituent components. The

(model ?veg ground-level-partitioning) assumption is employed in a model

fragment as follows:

(defModelFragment vegetation->above-and-below-ground-partitions
:source-participants

((?veg :type vegetation))
:assumptions

((model ?veg ground-level-partitioning))
:target-participants

((?above-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component)
(?below-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component))

:postconditions
((partitioning ?veg ?above-ground-veg ?below-ground-veg)
(above-ground-vegetation ?above-ground-veg)
(below-ground-vegetation ?below-ground-veg)
(part-of ?above-ground-veg ?veg)
(part-of ?below-ground-veg ?veg)))

If the assumption model(?veg, ground-level-partitioning) is deemed be true, two

vegetation components ?above-ground-veg and ?below-ground-veg are added to

the emerging model. The growth and death of each of these can be modelled via

generic or component-specific models. The components themselves can also be fur-

ther decomposed in the same way as is described here for vegetation decomposition.

The model(?veg,aggregate) assumption denotes that a vegetation component is not de-

composed any further. The following model fragment illustrates how this assumption

is utilised within the setting of modelling population growth:

(defModelFragment growth-phenomenon
:source-participants

((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?component :type vegetation-live-component))

:structural-conditions
((part-of ?component ?vegetation))

:assumptions
((relevant growth ?vegetation)
(model ?component aggregated))
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Figure 8.10: Recurring partial model of fire losses

:target-participants
((?stock :type stock))

:postconditions
((size-of ?stock ?component)))

It is interesting to note that the functional decomposition approach discussed here

can also be applied to granularity selection of components in conventional engineering

applications of compositional modelling [45]. It is slightly more general than most

existing approaches because the possible component decompositions need not be ex-

pressed by means of a single hierarchy. For example, by employing a third assumption

model(?veg, yet-another-decomposition), alternative ways of functional decomposi-

tion can be added to the knowledge base. Also, decompositions of different types of

component may yield the same or similar components. As such, functional decompo-

sition can be implemented by means of a component network.

8.2.2.2 Reuse of equivalent partial models

An important motivation for compositional modelling is that it enables reuse of partial

model fragments. This is achieved by choosing the scope of the model fragments such

that it is small enough that it contains a regularly recurring pattern, whilst it is large

enough to be significant as a knowledge entity. The partial model used to describe fire

losses in the n-species model is one such regularly recurring pattern. More specifically,

the partial model shown in figure 8.10 recurs for all potential fuel types (woods, greens,

dead wood and litter).

At a higher level, reuse of such knowledge entities may occur within a model if

there are recurring subsets of objects and relations in the scenario. Ecological mod-

elling theory typically develops models that can describe interactions for the different

species with the same models using different sets of parameters. Hence, the same set
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Figure 8.11: Modelling incremental influences

of model fragments can be reused for each of the species mentioned in the scenario.

For example, each species in the eco-system interacts with the fire incidents, the water

supply, the climate and the season in a way specific to the corresponding species. In

fact, each species contributes to the total supply of potential fuel, thus affecting the

overall fire hazard, and each species will regenerate differently to damage caused by

fire. Each species consumes a portion of the available water supply and each species

reacts differently to climate parameters such as average temperature, and drought and

frost occurrences. As explained, the differences between responses of various species

are described by means of parameters rather than changes in the structure of the model.

8.2.2.3 Incremental elaboration

A regularly recurring feature of ecological system dynamics models is a sequence of

variables linked via influences. For example, in figure 8.11, the growth of a vegetation

component depends on the total growth and on a partition coefficient. The total growth

depends on environmental factors, which in turn depends on the suitability of the tem-

perature. The latter, further down the chain, depends on species-specific temperature

ranges and on the actual temperature. Moreover, the actual temperature may vary from

season to season.

Such sequences of influences can be incorporated in the knowledge base by sets of

dependent model fragments. In the present example, one model fragment introduces

the variables describing the growth of greens. A second model fragment introduces the

total growth for the species and adds an equation that derives greens growth from the
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total growth. The third and fourth model fragments add the remaining two influences

to the chain. The advantage of this approach is that the chain of influences can be cut

at any point, depending on the needs of the user (e.g. to suit the available data that may

serve as input to the simulation model).

Another example of this approach, and of reusing recurring model fragments, is

the implementation of seasonal variations. Each parameter that may be modelled as

a seasonally changing parameter is represented as a “potentially seasonal parameter”

(pot-seasonal-parameter). The model fragment is activated for each of such pa-

rameters, provided that seasons are incorporated in the model. For each “potentially

seasonal parameter”, an individual decision is allowed to be made on whether to rep-

resent it as a seasonally changing parameter or as a constant. To achieve the former,

the following model fragment is used, incorporating a data table containing the param-

eter value for each season. To achieve the latter, another model fragment needs to be

employed.

(defModelFragment seasonally-changing-parameters
:source-participants
((?parameter :type pot-seasonal-parameter)
(?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer))

:structural-conditions
((season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number))

:assumptions
((model ?parameter seasonal-table))

:target-participants
((?data-table :type (array (1 ?season-number) variable) :name table))

:postconditions
((== ?parameter (?data-table ?season))))

Incidentally, this section has highlighted the limitations of flat model fragment

structure, which translate scenario level objects directly into scenario model constructs.

From a knowledge engineering perspective, using a flat model fragment structure

would require that the constraints between model fragments be made explicit, which

inhibits maintenance.
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Figure 8.12: Deduction of eradication phenomena

8.2.2.4 Composition of multiple phenomena

Very often, ecological phenomena can not be considered in isolation from each other.

Take, for example, the eradication events discussed earlier. A mortality event variable

should only be included once per species of vegetation, because it affects all com-

ponent vegetation and every phenomenon that may trigger a mortality event should

set this variable. Therefore, the mortality event variable is created under the assump-

tion of a relevance phenomenon associated with the vegetation: relevant(mortality-

event,?veg).

Figure 8.12 shows how the mortality event variable, the equations that set its value

and the equations it is used in are created, and what assumptions they each depend on.

Note that this does not guarantee that all sensible models are created. The creation of

the mortality event variable does not necessarily guarantee that appropriate equations

exist where it is assigned and used (because the corresponding assumptions are not

always made).

The present compositional modeller has included a tool to resolve this issue in

an elegant fashion. In particular, the model fragment that creates the mortality event

variable is set to contain a purpose-required property:

(defModelFragment mortality-switch
:source-participants

((?vegetation :type vegetation))
:assumptions

((relevant death ?vegetation))
:purpose-required

((endogenous ?mortality-event)
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(explanatory ?mortality-event))
:target-participants
((?mortality-event :type event-switch :name mortality))

:postconditions
((mortality-event-of ?mortality-event ?vegetation)
(== ?mortality-event (C-else 0))))

This renders any conjunction of assumptions from which an instantiation of this model

fragment can be derived (and hence ?mortality-event) but which does not make the

?mortality-event instance endogenous and explanatory (i.e. the variable is used in

an equation) illegal.

In conventional engineering applications, this situation rarely occurs because sys-

tem’s behaviour stems directly from the components and the connections between the

components. This is not the case in ecological systems, where the relation between

system structure and system behaviour is less clear. To incorporate such structural

knowledge of system’s behaviour, conventional compositional modellers would have

to consider all potentially illegal (or insensible) combinations of assumptions within

the knowledge base. This would obviously complicate the maintenance of the knowl-

edge base and make the model fragments less legible. The work presented in [45] is

the only exception to this as it employs constraint satisfaction techniques to validate

an emerging model. However, this approach requires that the relevant constraint be

specified explicitly rather than be deduced automatically from a model space and pre-

defined properties. As with other conventional approaches, this will complicate the

maintenance of the knowledge base, as the meaning of the constraints is less clear than

property combinations.

8.2.3 Model construction

Overall, the knowledge base consists of 4 property definitions and over 60 model frag-

ments. Given a scenario that consists of a single species, a dynamic constraint sat-

isfaction problem is constructed that consists of 44 attributes. The overall tightness

and density of the compatibility constraints of the problem, however, is very low. To

illustrate this, figure 8.13 shows part of this DPCSP (more specifically, the set of at-

tributes whose activity is dependent upon the model assumption that decomposes the

vegetation into an above-ground and below-ground partition).
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For ease of understanding, the attributes in figure 8.13 are grouped in levels, such

that the attributes of one level are activated by assignments to attributes in the previous

levels. In this part of the DPCSP, there are only activity constraints.

By choosing a set of preferences, different models can be generated. The choice

of preferences may also affect the efficiency of the search, but that is a topic that is

discussed in the previous chapter. By assigning the highest preferences to the relevance

and model assumptions that correspond to the most detailed models (e.g. prefer the

partitioned vegetation model over the aggregate one), the resulting model is shown in

figures 8.14 and 8.15. This model matches the original ModMed model closely.

In these figures, the sets of stocks, flows and variables grouped in the same yellow

area are generated by a single model fragment. The diamonds correspond to variables

that are transferred between figures 8.14 and 8.15. For ease of reading the sample

scenario model, coloured squares that indicate important submodels of the n-species

model have been added.

In this scenario model, the vegetation is decomposed the wood, green, relocatable

energy resource and woody root components. This selection is made through the afore-

mentioned attributes corresponding to model assumptions in the first 2 levels. At this

granularity, a number of additional phenomena are possible. For instance,

• Dead wood: Although not part of the total vegetation population, dead wood is

an important consideration in a forest that experiences regular fires as it adds to

total available fuel. Here, the model assumption to represent dead-wood as a

new incarnation has been selected (level 3 of the DCSP). The alternative would

be to represent it by means of a flow into a sink.

• Littering: Similar to dead wood, dead leaves and twigs (called litter) add to the

total fuel content. The model for littering, however, depends on the inclusion

of the frost-effect phenomenon, which in turn, depends on the inclusion of min-

imal temperature in the model. As with dead-wood, the model assumption to

represent litter as a new incarnation has been selected (level 3 of the DCSP).

• Resource relocation: When total available greens and relocatable resources are

represented as separate variables, relocation of resources between greens and

roots can be modelled. Resource relocation is a poorly understood phenomenon

in ecology and hence, the inclusion of such a model for resource relocation may
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be deemed debatable by expert ecologists. Therefore, both resource flows (from

greens to relocatable resources and from relocatable resources to greens) are

considered as two specific phenomena that the user may prefer to include or

exclude. Two attributes corresponding to relevance assumptions at level 4 of the

DCSP enable this choice.

On the left hand side of figure 8.14 are the variables and influences that affect the

total growth and those that describe how this growth is divided (partitioned) between

the four functional components. Note that the knowledge base given in appendix C will

always construct a submodel that deduces participant p-actual-gr representing the

total actual growth of the vegetation in a time instance. Depending on the partitioning

choices made earlier, the value of this variable is then decomposed by exploiting the

so-called partitioning coefficients.

Different approaches can be employed to compute the values of the partitioning

coefficients and hence, attributes corresponding to the model assumption at levels 3

and 4, allow for this choice to be made. An additional model assumption, named “mis-

match”, is available for the partitioning coefficient associated with the {above-ground,

below-ground} partition. This assumption corresponds to a model that is specific to

this partition: it describes a redistribution of growth energy between the roots and

above ground partition if there is a mismatch between the actual and the optimal dis-

tribution of energy between both component parts of the vegetation.

The models used to describe the total growth and the actual growth may differ,

depending on the inclusion or exclusion of various factors such as seasonality, average

temperature, water supply and others as shown in figure 8.15. However, this part of

model is not affected by the choice of partitioning and hence, none of the modelling

choices available in this part of the model can be found in figure 8.13

On the right hand side of figure 8.14 are the variables and influences that affect

losses due to fire and mortality events. Fire losses affect woods, greens, dead wood

and litter and each of these is modelled in exactly the same way, although the parame-

ters are specific to the fuel type. Mortality events are situations where the entire species

is eradicated. It is described by a boolean variable expressing whether the conditions

are correct for the eradication of the species. The model in 8.14 includes a number of

phenomena that may trigger an eradication event, more specifically: drought (which

depends on a water supply model), extreme fires, seasonal death, insufficient cumula-
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Figure 8.15: Environmental factors in the n-species model

tive growth and insufficient reserves.

Of particular relevance to the ongoing example of the partial DCSP of figure 8.13

are the models of fire losses. As discussed in section 8.2.2.2, fire losses are described

by a single model fragment that is applicable to vegetation components that are deemed

burnable (wood, green, dead-wood and litter are denoted as burnable in the knowledge

base). Although only one component model is employed to describe fire losses, the pa-

rameters (whose existence depends upon the existence of the component vegetation in

question and upon the relevance of the fire phenomenon) can be modelled in different

ways (as seasonally varying parameters or as constants). Hence, levels 4 and 5 of the

DCSP of figure 8.13 contain attributes that correspond to these model assumptions.
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8.3 Summary

This chapter has presented two sample applications of the compositional modeller in

more detail. Section 8.1 has presented how a number of ecological models can be

translated into a coherent knowledge base that can be employed by the compositional

modeller. It was then shown how this knowledge base can be translated into a model

space and from there into a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem. Finally, an eco-

logical model was composed from the model fragments in the knowledge base, which

is consistent with the ecological modelling theory presented earlier. Section 8.2 has

presented a larger application, i.e. the construction and use of a knowledge base, based

on a real-world ecological model, the ModMed n-species model. Given the size of this

application, a complete presentation was not possible. Instead, important modelling

issues were highlighted, and the model construction process was discussed by means

of a small, but representative portion of the model space.





Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter concludes the dissertation. In section 9.1, a summary of the thesis is

presented and in section 9.2, important pieces of future research, which would be ben-

eficial to complement this work, are outlined.

9.1 Summary of the thesis

This thesis is primarily concerned with compositional modelling of ecological systems,

via exploiting the modelling task as representing and solving a constraint satisfaction

problem. Based on a critical survey of existing compositional modelling techniques

and an analysis of the requirement of automated ecological model construction, the

thesis has shown that existing approaches were restrictive in several areas:

• Abductive reasoning: Modelling choices in compositional ecological modelling

are not only constrained by inconsistencies amongst them, but also by the prop-

erties that they must satisfy. Many existing compositional modellers do not pro-

vide the truth maintenance or other techniques to support the non-monotonic

reasoning involved in finding a set of modelling choices that is both consistent

and meeting the imposed criteria.

• Disaggregation: Many ecological models describe the behaviour of populations.

Populations can be disaggregated into component-populations along multiple

dimensions, such as age, spatial location and gender. None of the existing com-

positional modelling techniques supports this form of granularity selection.

257
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• Reasoning about subjective preferences: In the ecological modelling domain,

model adequacy is very difficult to assess as it is still poorly understood. As a

result, ecologists do not generally agree on what model most appropriately de-

scribes a given scenario. These disagreements can be traced back to different

opinions guiding the decisions made during the model construction process. Be-

cause compositional modellers explicitly represent these modelling decisions in

the form of assumptions, the corresponding opinions can be formalised by means

of preferences for the assumptions. Existing compositional modellers, however,

can only handle hard constraints over the modelling decisions and their inference

mechanisms are therefore not equipped to handle such preferences.

• Interactions between model fragments: Many compositional modellers employ

model fragments that translate scenario level participants and relations directly

into participants and relations of the scenario model. This is reflected in the ter-

minology adopted by CML [13], where the source-participants are called partici-

pants and the target-participants are either quantities or attributes of the scenario

model. In ecological modelling, certain modelling choices for one set of pro-

cesses may introduce new sets of modelling choices for another set of processes.

This can be more easily expressed if more complex interactions between model

fragments are allowed.

• Representation formalisms: Many compositional modellers make specific as-

sumptions about the representational formalism that is employed and their re-

spective model fragment selection algorithms are based on that formalism. Ob-

viously, different formalisms are used in ecology, and these should be accom-

modated.

This thesis has made initial attempts to address most of these outstanding issues,

and the results have been very positively received by the research community [94, 96,

95, 99, 97]

9.1.1 Knowledge representation formalism

In order to adequately represent ecological modelling knowledge, a new representation

formalism was developed in this dissertation. This representation formalism enables
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the introduction of the following features to compositional modelling, which should

make this approach better suited for the ecological modelling domain:

• Incremental model specification: The knowledge representation formalism al-

lows partial models to be specified incrementally in the knowledge base of the

automated modeller. As opposed to conventional approaches that impose a flat

model fragment structure, the approach presented herein allows the model frag-

ments to be organised in more complex structures. In particular, instances of

participants and relations required by the antecedents of certain model fragments

can be generated by other model fragments. This is useful as, for example, eco-

logical models often contain sequences of influences, where the result of one

influence becomes the input of another. The incremental approach allows such

sequences to be broken down in component parts.

• Formal property definitions: Ecologists are often interested in models that sat-

isfy certain properties. Therefore, in this thesis, an approach has been developed

to formally define such properties and how they are satisfied by a model. The

search for an adequate scenario model can then be constrained by such proper-

ties. That is, the model composition algorithm can be manipulated to produce

scenario models that possess (or that do not possess) certain properties. The

representation formalism introduced in this work also allows properties to be

specified as required conditions of model fragments. This information is used to

further constrain the model construction algorithms, by preventing it from gen-

erating scenario models composed of model fragments for which the required

properties are not satisfied.

• Disaggregation: In this thesis, the way in which an aggregate model can be trans-

formed into disaggregate ones is formally described by means of disaggregation

fragments. As disaggregation fragments express the way in which a model can

be transformed, rather than the way in which a model is constructed, they are less

likely to be affected by updates of the knowledge on model construction. This

use of model transformations also implies that multiple disaggregation fragments

can be combined with one another. Hence, only individual types of disaggrega-

tion and not the combinations of them need to be specified in the knowledge
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base, providing a more maintainable knowledge representation than the equiva-

lent set of specifically disaggregated model fragments.

9.1.2 Compositional modelling as a DCSP

The combination of a given scenario description, a set of required properties and a

knowledge base constitutes a compositional modelling problem - constructing a model

of the scenario, which meets all the given properties, by the use of the knowledge

base. Conventional approaches to compositional modelling employ a wide variety of

purpose built inference mechanisms and search algorithms to find solution that meet

the requirements. However, none of these techniques is equipped to deal with the

interdependencies between the model fragments (largely due to the complex structures

by which the model fragments are organised) and the requirement of finding scenario

models that meet certain predefined properties.

This thesis has introduced a novel approach to solving compositional modelling

problems by automatically translating them into DCSPs. This approach has two key

benefits. Firstly, it enables the use of efficient existing algorithms to solve DCSPs.

Secondly, it accommodates more easily for future extensions to this work, as many

extensions may be incorporated into the highly generic DCSP framework, minimising

the need for new inference mechanisms to be developed.

In order to construct the DCSP, the given compositional modelling problem is first

translated into a model space, which is then translated into a DCSP. The first trans-

lation procedure consists of four phases. A hypergraph is built first that contains all

participant and relation instances, which can be derived from the scenario description

and from the assumption instances referred to in the employed model fragments. This

hypergraph, i.e. the model space, is stored using an ALTMS. It is then extended by

means of the disaggregation fragments. This involves copying the parts of the model

space, specifying the partial model to be disaggregated and applying the model trans-

formations dictated by the disaggregation fragments. Next, the property definitions are

instantiated in the model space. That is, for all sets of participant and relation instances

that satisfy the property definition, a new node representing the property is created and

justified by the aforementioned participant and relation instances. Finally, inconsistent

relations are detected in the knowledge base and registered as nogoods. The negations
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of required properties are also added as nogoods to the ALTMS.

All the information needed to generate the DCSP is now contained in the model

space. Each set of assumptions that have the same subject form the domain of a DCSP

attribute. The activity constraints that activate a particular attribute are derived from

the ALTMS label of the subject associated with that attribute. Finally, the standard

compatibility constraints are derived from the nogood node. A solution to the DCSP

that is created in this way corresponds to a consistent set of assumptions that satisfy all

of the required properties, resulting in a suitable system model.

9.1.3 Order-of-magnitude preferences

The users of the scenario models generated by a compositional modeller may have dif-

ferent sets of preferences over the available model design decisions, in addition to hard

requirements. However, the knowledge about such preferences is typically incomplete

and imprecise. To cope with this, a calculus of partially ordered preferences, rooted in

order of magnitude reasoning has been developed. It aims at combining basic prefer-

ences on a measurement scale, whilst the preferences themselves are defined with only

minimal information to realistically accommodate for the limited information avail-

able. This has been achieved by combining basic preference quantities (BPQs) that

have been ordered using relations that have a simple but well-defined semantics, into

order of magnitude preferences (OMPs).

Generally speaking, a naive algorithm to compare partially ordered OMPs would be

very inefficient because each pair of constituent BPQs may be related via one or more

ordering relations. Therefore, a novel algorithm has been devised in this thesis, which

is capable of comparing preferences much more efficiently. This algorithm employs

a purpose built representation for describing labels that describe the relative position

of each BPQ in the partial ordering. This representation allows all pairs of BPQs that

have an ordering imposed between them, to be compared with one another. Because

all OMPs are combinations of BPQs, the BPQ labels are combined into a label as well.

This latter type of label specifies the relative orderings of OMPs and the algorithm built

exploits information contained within such labels to efficiently order two OMPs.
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9.1.4 Solution algorithms for the DPCSP

A dynamic preference constraint satisfaction problem (DPCSP) has been defined for

the first time in this work as a DCSP in which the domain values are assigned pref-

erence valuations. A solution to the DPCSP is consistent with the constraints of the

DCSP and maximises the combined preferences of the assigned values. Because no

appropriate solution algorithm existed previously, four algorithms have been devised

here, to solve such a DPCSP. These algorithms are all best-first search algorithms (or

A* algorithms to be exact) that employ different heuristics. The following four heuris-

tics have been employed:

• The basic approach employs a heuristic that computes an upper boundary on the

preference of any solution containing the current partial solution. It is assumed

that the assignment with the highest preference can be made for each unassigned

attribute which is or may be activated.

• A forward checking algorithm improves on the basic approach by exploring all

unassigned attributes for each partial solution. In this way, future inconsistencies

can be detected early and a more accurate estimate of the upper boundary can be

achieved. This algorithm may therefore help avoid unnecessary exploration of

parts of the search tree that will lead to less preferred solutions.

• A third approach, called maintaining preference boundaries, learns more accu-

rate upper boundaries as the search progresses. Each time an inconsistency is

encountered which restricts the maximum combined preference valuation that

can be realised, the algorithm updates a database of upper boundaries. This in-

formation helps the algorithm to avoid being misled by repeated overestimates

due to incomplete information.

• The final algorithm integrates forward checking with the method of maintaining

preference boundaries, exploiting the benefits of both.

Each of these algorithms trades off the informedness of the heuristic with the com-

plexity of computing it. The relative efficiency of them has been evaluated by measur-

ing their relative performance on batches of randomly generated DPCSPs.
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Overall, the integration of the four main contributions of this work, i.e. the knowl-

edge representation formalism, the compositional modelling to DCSP translation algo-

rithm, the order of magnitude preference calculus and the DPCSP solution algorithms,

offers a compositional modeller suitable for tackling ecological model construction

problems. In order to support this claim, the techniques introduced in this disserta-

tion have been applied to two important ecological modelling problems: predator-prey

population dynamics and vegetation modelling, and they proved to be successful.

9.2 Future Work

The present research opens up much space for further investigation in both constraint

satisfaction and compositional modelling. In particular, the DPCSPs have been found

to be a particularly hard to resolve, further work on more efficient DPCSP solution

techniques would be desirable.

One strategy of improving the efficiency of the search algorithms in a conventional

CSP involves adapting the problem specification by means of graph theory or con-

straint propagation. The aim of such approaches is to exploit the structure of the CSP

such that backtracking or other conventional search algorithms require less work. An

investigation into how such techniques can be adapted to suit the needs of a DPCSP

(see [169, 119] for more details on such approaches) is an interesting research topic,

but one that is beyond the scope of this dissertation. In sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, two

approaches of particular relevance to DPCSPs for compositional modelling are intro-

duced instead.

Another strategy involves the development of alternative search techniques. Given

the absence of useful local search techniques to improve the efficiency of DPCSP so-

lution algorithms, genetic algorithms may provide a promising option. Therefore, in

section 9.2.3, an approach is outlined to apply genetic algorithms to solve DPCSP.

In addition, some important issues in compositional modelling remain. The pri-

mary outstanding issue in compositional ecological modelling is development of fu-

ture applications. This would require techniques for elicitation or automatic genera-

tion of suitable preferences and required properties for the space of available models,

as discussed in section 9.2.4. In addition, it would also be useful to investigate the

potential generalisation of the application domain of compositional modelling, which
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is discussed in sections 9.2.5 and 9.2.6.

9.2.1 Independent subproblems in a DPCSP

Ideally, a problem can be decomposed into independent subproblems. Consider a hard

CSP:

X = {x1, . . . ,xn}

D ={D1, . . . ,Dn}

where Di = {di1, . . . ,di ji}

C ={cY1 , . . . ,cYm}

where Yi ⊂ X, and

c{xi,...,x j} : Di× . . .×D j→{>,⊥}

Assume that there are m values in each domain and that dC is the relation of all pairs of

attributes whose consistent assignments are constrained by one another via a compati-

bility constraint. Clearly, dC is the relation defined over X×X such that (xi,x j) ∈ dC,

if there exists a constraint cY ∈ C over xi ∈ Y and x j ∈ Y . If a partition X1, . . . ,Xk of X

can be found, such that:

∀xi ∈ Xv,∀x j ∈ Xw,(xi,x j) 6∈ dC, with v 6= w (9.1)

it would be better to solve the k smaller problems that, respectively, only involve the

attributes in one of X1, . . . ,Xk, rather than solving the problem as a whole [38]. In

the original problem, the total search space contains mn nodes. If this problem can be

decomposed into k subCSPs with, say, n
k attributes each, then the overall size of the

search space is reduced to km
n
k , which is significantly smaller than mn [169].

As explained earlier, a DCSP is a hard CSP with a set of activity constraints. For

the purposes of this section, a set of activity constraints A are defined as:

A = {aY1,xv , . . . ,aYm,xw}

where Yi ⊂ X, and

a{xi,...,x j},xl
: Di× . . .×D j×{active(xl),¬active(xl)}→ {>,⊥}

Let dA be a relation defined over X×X containing all pairs (xi,x j) of attributes, where
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the assignment of xi may affect whether or not x j is activated. That is:

dA = {(xi,x j) | xi,x j ∈ X,((∃aY,x j ∈ A,xi ∈ Y )∨

(∃aY,xk ∈ A,xi ∈ Y,(xk,x j) ∈ dA))}

In a DCSP, the activity constraints can be safely ignored when considering the

decomposition of the DCSP into smaller subproblems because the activity constraints

are triggered in isolation from the compatibility constraints when there are no more

attributes to instantiate. In a DPCSP, however, the instantiation of attributes is affected

by the preference assignments of attributes that can still be activated. Two attributes

xi,x j ∈ X can not be assigned in isolation from each other when they may activate the

same attribute or two attributes related via compatibility constraints, because this will

otherwise affect the assignments chosen for xi and x j via the estimate of PP. Therefore,

for any partition X1, . . . ,Xk of X such that (9.1) holds and that,

∀xi ∈ Xv,∀x j ∈ Xw,@xk,xl ∈ X,

(xi,xk) ∈ dA∧ (x j,xl) ∈ dA∧ ((xk,xl) ∈ dC∨ (xk = xl))

with v 6= w

(9.2)

it is possible to solve the k smaller problems rather than the whole problem.

Figure 9.1 (with the representation borrowed from [169]) illustrates the reduction

in the search space generated by a DCSP or DPCSP. Instead of generating a search

space where all combinations of attribute value assignments are considered (denoted

by the gray triangle), several search spaces are generated (denoted by the coloured

triangles) that can explored in isolation (or in parallel). Each of the independent search

spaces may activate a new set of sub search spaces that can be solved independently

and from which the algorithm only needs to backtrack to the partial search space that

activated the attributes.

Note that a generalisation of this form of problem decomposition is implicitly per-

formed by approaches that employ local repair techniques [120, 177]. For example,

as constraints are violated to some extent in a DFCSP, the flexible local repair algo-

rithm (FLR) [118] attempts to repair the degree of constraint satisfaction by reassign-

ing only those attributes that were involved in the constraints in the first place. As

such, FLR would consider assignments to attributes involved in independent subprob-

lems in isolation. Of course, as explained in section 6.4, FLR and similar techniques
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Figure 9.1: Decomposition of subCSPs

are not applicable to DPCSPs in general, because of the less restrictive presumptions

of its preference calculus. Therefore, the explicit problem decomposition algorithms

discussed in this section would be required in order to benefit from the existence of

independent subproblems.

In a compositional modelling problem, this form of decomposition may be appli-

cable to all but the most trivial problems. Scenarios will usually consist of multiple

processes and components. At the highest level, these will be described by modelling

constructs that are mostly all related to one another (e.g. stocks and flows in a system

dynamics model). At more detailed levels, the model description will focus on specific

component parts of the model. Such descriptions tend to be totally unrelated to other

detailed features of the model and hence involve modelling assumptions that are unre-

lated to those other parts. Indeed, if this were not the case, the model construction task

would be too difficult for human experts to perform too.
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9.2.2 Problem decomposition and solution reuse

The method employed for the generation of DPCSPs in compositional modelling (see

chapter 4) also allows for the development of novel approaches to improve the effi-

ciency of the solution algorithms. In particular, DPCSPs representing compositional

modelling problems may contain multiple instances of the same partial DPCSP. When-

ever a scenario consists of multiple subsets of participants that are related in the same

way, the same partial model space and hence, the same partial DPCSP may be con-

structed, depending on the way the preferences are assigned. For example, a scenario

containing multiple predator and prey species would be translated into a model space

that contains the same sets of growth models for the predators and prey species and the

same sets of predator-prey models for each pair of predator and prey.

In general, a given scenario 〈P,R〉 contains a recurring partial scenario 〈P′,R′〉,

where P′= {p1, . . . , pv} if, for more than one subset of participants P1 = {p11, . . . , p1v}⊂

P,. . ., and Pn = {pn1, . . . , pnv} ⊂ P and for more than one subset of relations R1 ⊂ R,

. . ., and Rn ⊂ R, there exist n substitutions σ1, . . . ,σn such that:

σ1 = {p1/p11, . . . , pv/p1v}

...

σn = {p1/pn1, . . . , pv/pnv}

and that σ1R′ = R1, . . ., and σnR′ = Rn.

In figure 9.2 a scenario is shown which contains multiple sets of participant in-

stances of the same type (i.e. {a1,b1,c1,d1}, . . ., and {an,bn,cn,dn}) that have the

same relations between them. The algorithm GENERATEMODELSPACE() (see page

95) will generate equivalent partial model spaces as indicated in figure 9.2. These are,
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Model
Space

Scenario

a1

b1

c1

d1

X1 = {x11, . . . , x1m1
}

D1 = {D11, . . . , D1m1
}

C1 : D11 × . . . × D1m1
→ {>,⊥}

A1 : D11 × . . . × D1m1
→ X1

Xn = {xn1, . . . , xnmn
}

Dn = {Dn1, . . . , Dnmn
}

Cn : Dn1 × . . . × Dnmn
→ {>,⊥}

An : Dn1 × . . . × Dnmn
→ Xn

an

cn

dn

bn

. . .

. . .

Preference assignments:
P1 : D11 × . . . × D1m1

→ . Additional
compatibility
constraints

Preference assignments:
Pn : Dn1 × . . . × Dnmn

→ .Additional
compatibility

constraints

DPCSP

Figure 9.2: Scenario based decomposition
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in turn, translated into a set of partial DPCSPs:

DPCSP1 = 〈X1,D1,C1,A1,P1〉 :

X1 = {x11, . . . ,x1m}

D1 = {D11, . . . ,D1m}

C1 : D11× . . .×D1m→{>,⊥}

A1 : D11× . . .×D1m→ X1

P1 : D11× . . .×D1m→ �
with D1i = {d1i1, . . . ,d1i j1i}

. . .

DPCSPn = 〈Xn,Dn,Cn,An,Pn〉 :

Xn = {xn1, . . . ,xnm}

Dn = {Dn1, . . . ,Dnm}

Cn : Dn1× . . .×Dnm→{>,⊥}

An : Dn1× . . .×Dnm→ Xn

Pn : D11× . . .×D1m→ �
with Dni = {dni1, . . . ,dni jni}

for which n substitutions exist:

σ1 = {x11/x1, . . . ,x1m/xm,d111/d11 . . . ,d11 j11/d1 j1 , . . . ,d1m1/dm1, . . . ,d1m j1m/dm jm}

...

σn = {xn1/x1, . . . ,xnm/xm,dn11/d11 . . . ,dn1 j11/d1 j1 , . . . ,dnm1/dm1, . . . ,dnm j1m/dm jm}

such that σ1X1 = . . . = σnXn = X′, σ1D1 = . . . = σnDn = D′, σ1C1 = . . . = σnCn = C′,

and σ1A1 = . . . = σnAn = A′.

Typically, there will be a number of additional constraints over the attributes in X1,

. . ., and Xn, relating them to other attributes in the original, decomposed DPCSP and

these are not necessarily equivalent. Also, it is not necessarily the case that σ1P1 =

. . . = σnPn = P′.

However, in many cases, there should be no need for different preference assign-

ments or different sets additional constraints. Advanced modelling tools such as Simile

provide constructs that enable the same partial model to be instantiated several times,

for different instances of the same type of component or process in the ecological sys-

tem [130, 129]. The use of this feature in Simile corresponds the case of identical

preference assignments and additional constraints for DPCSPs DPCSP1, . . . ,DPCSPn.

In this case, only the DPCSP 〈X′,D′,C′,A′,P′〉 needs to be solved and the result can be

translated back via the substitutions σ1, . . . ,σn. A future research challenge involves

finding a similar approach for cases where there are minor differences between the

preference assignments or the additional constraints.
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9.2.3 Using genetic algorithms as alternative search methods

In [170], it has been demonstrated that genetic algorithms (GAs) are a suitable ap-

proach for solving valued constraint satisfaction problems, which are relatively loosely

constrained and where a near optimal solution may suffice. Strict optimality of the so-

lution is not always absolutely vital for many compositional modelling problems in

ecology (and indeed in many other domains such as configuration). However, the use

of GAs to solve a DPCSP introduces some new challenges to research in developing

suitable GAs themselves.

x1

with d1i1
∈ D1

such that
x1 : d1i1

0 ⊥

d1i1

such that
with d2i2

∈ D2

x1 : d1i1
∧ x2 : d2i2

0 ⊥

x2

d2i2

such that
with dtit

∈ Dt

x1 : d1i1
∧ x2 : d2i2

∧ . . . ∧ xt : dtit
0 ⊥

xt

dtit

such that
with dviv

∈ Dv

x1 : d1i1
∧ . . . ∧ xt : dtit

∧ xv : dviv
0 ⊥

such that
with dwiw

∈ Dw

x1 : d1i1
∧ . . . ∧ xt : dtit

∧ xv : dviv
∧ . . . ∧ xw : dwiw

0 ⊥

The assignment
x1 : d1i1

∧ . . . ∧ xt : dtit
∧ xv : dviv

∧ . . . ∧ xw : dwiw

activates a new set of attributes

The assignment x1 : d1i1
∧ . . . ∧ xt : dtit

activates a new set of attributes {xv, . . . , xw}

xv

dviv

xw

dwiw

Further instantiation as above...

Figure 9.3: Chromosome encoding of a DPCSP

The existing approach for encoding valued (non-dynamic) CSPs as a GA, as pre-

sented in [170], can be adapted to accommodate the needs of DPCSPs. Figure 9.3

shows how the chromosomes for a GA solving a DPCSP can be encoded and con-

structed. Let {x1,x2, . . . ,xt} be the attributes that are initially active. The attributes

are assigned in a random order, but each new assignment has to be consistent with

the previous assignments. As suggested in [170], forward checking may be used to

reduce the domains from which values are taken in order to avoid some of the poten-

tial backtracking in this process. Once the attributes x1,x2, . . . ,xt have been assigned,

the activity constraints are applied and a new set of attributes {xv, . . . ,xw} is activated.

These attributes are consistently assigned in the same way as {x1,x2, . . . ,xt}were. This

process of successive attribute assignments and attribute activations is repeated until
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no more attributes can be activated.
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for dpip ∈ Dp

and consistent with assignment of x1, . . . , xw

xi

di,j Attribute-value assignment xi : di,j with di,j ∈ Di

xi is not active

Parent b:

Parent a:

Child:

x1 x2 xt xt+1 xv

xv+1 xw

The new combination of assignments for x1, . . . , xt, xt+1, . . . , xv, xv+1, . . . , xw

may activate new attributes xp, . . . , xq which now require a consistent assignment:

xp

dpip

for dpip ∈ Dp

and consistent with assignment of x1, . . . , xw, xp, . . . , xq−1

xq

dqiq

Figure 9.4: Crossover of DPCSP solutions

Every time a population of chromosomes has been generated, a set of chromosome

pairs are selected for reproduction. GAs employ a number of techniques for this, some

of which are not compatible with the symbolic calculus suggested in this thesis. For ex-

ample, roulette wheel selection [78] and stochastic universal sampling [6] both take a

random sample of chromosomes from the population by means of a procedure whereby

the probability of a chromosome being selected is proportional to its fitness. A number

of variations of these methods, such as sigma scaling [122] and Boltsmann selection

[64, 142] bias propositionality to fitness in order to improve the performance of the
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GA. However, as explained in 5.2.2, only ordinal information is available with respect

to the order of magnitude preferences and hence, no scale information is available on

the fitness with which to compute the required probabilities.

Other selection methods exist that only require ordering information. In rank selec-

tion [5], the chromosomes are totally ordered in terms of fitness. Then, a probability

for selection is computed for each chromosome proportionate to its rank. Based on

these probabilities, a random sample is taken from the population. Note that if the

preferences are only partially ordered as they are in the present work, any imposed

total ordering puts some chromosomes at an unfair advantage, whether incomparable

chromosomes are given equal rank or not.

Perhaps a fairer approach is tournament selection. In tournament selection [65], a

tournament is simulated between the chromosomes. Pairs are taken at random from

the population according to a uniform distribution. Based on the value of a random

number, either the higher or the lower of the two is selected. Of course, the odds of

this experiment are in favour of the higher preference and these odds may be changed

in order to tune the speed at which the population converges.

Figure 9.4 shows how crossover can be applied to a pair of chromosomes. In

essence, the same approach is followed in [170]. That is, given a set of two or more

(parent) chromosomes, genes are taken at random from one or the other chromosome,

as long as this does not lead to inconsistency. Similar to the construction of the initial

population of chromosomes, this procedure is first applied for attributes that are ini-

tially active. Then, the activity constraints are applied and the procedure is repeated

for the genes that correspond to the newly activated attributes. It is possible that new

attributes are activated that were not active in either of the parents. For these attributes,

new random values will have to be assigned. In order to reduce the risk that new at-

tributes are introduced to the problem, the crossover procedure could be applied to sets

of more than two parents.

Finally, after the crossover phase, mutation may be applied by randomly changing

the assignments in some of the genes to an alternative but consistent value.
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Figure 9.5: Architecture of the compositional ecological modeller
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9.2.4 Compositional ecological modelling applications

Given the compositional modelling and constraint satisfaction techniques devised in

this dissertation, their combined use gives rise to a general framework for a compo-

sitional ecological modeller, as depicted in figure 9.5. However, one important com-

ponent part must still be developed, in order to complete this architecture: a compo-

sitional ecological modelling application module. Such a module would provide two

important functions to the overall framework:

• Preference and property elicitation: As shown in figure 9.5, an application of

the compositional modeller that requires ecological models as its input would

need to provide a set of preferences and properties to guide model composition.

In this work, it was assumed that the preferences and properties were provided

by an external source. To that end, convenient formalisms have been developed

to specify them, thus providing an interface for future applications. However,

the automated generation of preferences and properties poses a number of new

challenges. In particular, the types of knowledge required for preference and

property elicitation and the algorithms suitable for handling the corresponding

inference must be developed. Interesting initial work for this is nearing com-

pletion. For example, in [22], ontologies are developed to aid in the automated

selection of ecological models based on the available data. An avenue of future

research would be to integrate the use of such approaches to support the present

work.

• Adaptive compositional ecological modelling: In certain types of application,

the generated models may need to invoke a revision of the required properties

and the elicited preferences. For example, in a model-based diagnostic appli-

cation [33], the behaviour extrapolated from a generated model may match the

observed behaviour only partially. In figure 9.5, this feature is represented by

a feedback loop from the scenario model to the preferences and properties sup-

porting the scenario model. For future applications, the need for such a feedback

loop must be investigated and, if necessary, the mechanisms required for its im-

plementation must be devised. With respect to the latter, the future research

should address two issues: a) how the properties and preferences responsible for

the undesirable features of the scenario model may be determined, and b) what
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DPCSP techniques can be developed to repair an existing solution, such that it

satisfies the constraints imposed by the new properties and that it maximises the

new set of preferences.

The range of potential applications of the compositional ecological modeller pre-

sented herein can be quite extensive. The domain model-based reasoning, in which

compositional modelling plays a very prominent role, provides a particularly useful

source of inspiration. The following tasks are identified as potentially suitable appli-

cation domains for the compositional ecological modeller:

• Model-based monitoring aims at establishing the current state of a system under

investigation by determining which model most appropriately describes current

behaviour of the system. Although model-based monitoring is primarily applied

to physical systems, monitoring is an important task in ecology. For example, in

the ongoing climate debate, scientists try to establish whether or not the world’s

climate is in a state of global warming. Here, a compositional modeller might

provide a repository of models and help expose what assumptions are made to

support the arguments of different sides in the debate.

• Model-based control applications try to regulate the behaviour of a system such

that it remains within a certain performance specification. As with model-based

monitoring, the role of a compositional modeller is to provide the models that

must extrapolate future states of the systems. In the particular case of model-

based control, the models should reflect the effects of actions by the controller.

In this way, the most appropriate course of action can be determined by extrapo-

lating the future states of the system under different control behaviours. Control

is also an important application in ecology. For example, in pest control, ecol-

ogists try to keep the population of an unwanted species as small as possible

by introducing chemicals or natural predators in the eco-system. Currently, the

evaluation of alternative strategies is performed manually, but a model-based

control application using a compositional modeller could significantly speed up

this cycle of strategy formulation, model building and simulation.

• Model-based diagnosis tries to determine the causes of a certain unwanted be-

haviour of a system, in order to generate a remedy. Here, compositional mod-

ellers are used to produce models describing plausible alternative hypothesised
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states. The diagnosis application aims to find a state that implies a model whose

predicted behaviour matches the observed behaviour. As in the physical systems

domain, model-based diagnosis can be utilised in ecology to find an explanation

for an undesirable state of the eco-system people live in. The potential benefits

of such applications have been demonstrated in [77, 166], where compositional

modelling is used to find the causes for inadequate water supplies in developing

communities in India.

9.2.5 Generalised applications of compositional modelling

On the applications side, this work has focussed on system dynamics models in ecol-

ogy. As a modelling formalism, system dynamics has also been successfully adopted

in other areas, such as bio-technology [126], business process re-engineering [176],

chemicals [161], decision support [104], energy [55, 127], financial services [41, 159],

health care [84], macro-economics [59, 60], telecommunications [111], transport [66,

161] and utilities [23, 24]. It is very interesting to examine the applicability of the

techniques developed in this thesis to these domains as well.

The compositional modelling techniques devised here are domain-independent.

Hence, they should be applicable to other suitable representational formalisms as well.

In particular, the preliminary application of compositional modelling to OOP models

discussed in [74] was very encouraging. This work produced a compositional mod-

elling based approach to translate ecological models from one formalism to another.

To that end, two compositional modelling knowledge bases are used, each employing

a different formalism (here, system dynamics and OOP models). By means of one

knowledge base, this approach translates a given model into a scenario and a set of

assumptions and by means of the second knowledge base, a new model, based on a

different formalism, is constructed.

The compositional modelling techniques may also be applicable to modelling con-

ventional physical systems. The experience gained with the extraction of the domain

theory contained in the ModMed n-species model by means of compositional mod-

elling provides a sensible foundation for this. When typical physical system’s features

were encountered in the n-species model, such as a component hierarchy (more specif-

ically, the taxonomy of components of vegetations in the n-species model), the com-
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positional modeller was capable of representing this knowledge and reasoning with it,

as discussed in section 8.2.

To aid more generalised applications, improvements to the knowledge representa-

tion and inference engine should be made. For pragmatic reasons, this work has made

distinctions between the discovery of inconsistent (i.e. non-composable) assignment

relations and properties, and those between equation processing of composable as-

signments and the model fragment library. However, with extensions to the inference

engine, the concept of inconsistent assignment relations can be specified as a property:

(defproperty inconsistent
:source-participants ((?m :type variable))
:structural-conditions ((?r1 :definition (== ?m *1))

(?r2 :definition (== ?m *2))
(not (= *1 *2))
(not (composable *1 *2)))

:property (inconsistent ?r1 ?r2))

where ?r1 and ?r2 are two relations that respectively assign formulae *1 and *2 to a

variable ?m, such that *1 and *2 are not equal and not composable. With similar im-

provements to the inference engine, the composition operation of composable relations

(see section 3.3.1) could be generalised as well. Currently, the composable relations

in the model space that that selected during the model construction process are com-

posed into complete relations by means of the rules summarised in table 3.1. These

rules are hardcoded in the system and may have to change if a different application do-

main requires new types of composable relation. However, by extending the inference

engine such that it can perform meta-reasoning about relations and parts of relations,

such rules can be coded by means of relation definitions. For example, the composable

addition rule of table 3.1 might be encoded in the knowledge base as follows:

(defRelation composable-addition
:<= ((?r1 :definition (== ?m (C+ *1)))

(?r2 :definition (== ?m (C+ *2))))
:=> ((assert (== ?m (C+ (+ *1 *2))))

(retract ?r1)
(retract ?r2)))

This relation definition takes two composable relations (== ?m (C+ *1)) and (== ?m

(C+ *2)) and replaces it by a new relation (== ?m (C+ (+ *1 *2))). Obviously,

by formally representing the knowledge employed to determine what partial models
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are inconsistent and how composable relations are composed, it should be easier to

extend the current compositional modeller to suit new application domains.

In conjunction with the generalisation of the existing knowledge representation

and the inference engine, another useful development would involve enabling the use

of macros. Macros translate new types of statement into the existing language. As

such, they are commonly used in high-level programming languages, such as lisp,

to extend the set of available constructs. For example, the functional decomposition

of components in subcomponents could be generalised by a purpose built construct.

As such, this could become a particularly powerful feature that would encourage the

enrichment of the existing language with suitable domain dependent features.

9.2.6 Generalised analysis of compositional modellers

Constraints and preferences are both powerful and domain independent approaches to

represent and solve complex problems. Although the existing compositional modelling

approaches in the literature rarely use constraint satisfaction techniques, all composi-

tional modellers find scenario models by applying one or more search algorithms to

a representation of the space of all models. Therefore, an interesting area of research

would involve finding answers to the following questions:

• How can existing compositional modellers be represented by a constraint satis-

faction problem and resolved using the corresponding solution technique?

• What are the characteristics of these constraint satisfaction problems?

• What features of the existing compositional modelling problems can be trans-

lated into a certain type of CSP, and what features are domain-dependent and

can not be detached from the original problem specification (and must therefore

be resolved using domain-dependent algorithms)?

Answers to these questions would expose the many commonalities that exist between

the inference engines employed by compositional modellers. As such, they would help

in the development of more domain independent tools for automated model construc-

tion and encourage the reuse of existing knowledge bases.
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Proofs of the Theorems

Theorem 4.2. If the labels L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are complete and sound, the labels
L(n(d1∧d2)), L(n(d1∨d2)) and L(n(¬d1)), as respectively computed in (4.1), (4.2)
and (4.3) are complete.
Proof : The proof of this theorem is broken down in three parts that respectively
demonstrate that L(n(d1∧d2)), L(n(d1∨d2)) and L(n(¬d1)) are complete.

• L(n(d1∧d2)) is complete, or ∀Ei,(∧a∈Eia)` d1∧d2→ (∃E j ∈L(n(d1∧d2)),E j⊆
Ei):

Assume that Ei is a set of nodes such that (∧a∈Eia) ` d1∧d2. Because the labels
L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are complete, there must exist a Ek ∈ L(n(d1)) and a
El ∈ L(n(d2)) such that

(∧a∈Eka)∧ (∧a∈El a)→ (∧a∈Eia) (A.1)

The implication (A.1) requires that Ek∪El ⊆ Ei. According to (4.1), Ek∪El is a
member of L(n(d1∧d2)). Hence, for each Ei such that (∧a∈Eia) ` d1∧d2, there
exists a subset of Ei in the label L(n(d1∧d2)).

• L(n(d1∨d2)) is complete, or ∀Ei,(∧a∈Eia)` d1∨d2→ (∃E j ∈L(n(d1∨d2)),E j⊆
Ei):

Assume that Ei is a set of nodes such that (∧a∈Eia) ` d1∨d2. Because the labels
L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are complete, there must exist a Ek ∈ L(n(d1)) and a
El ∈ L(n(d2)) such that

(∧a∈Eka)∨ (∧a∈El a)→ (∧a∈Eia) (A.2)

The implication (A.2) requires that (Ek ⊆ Ei)∨ (El ⊆ Ei). According to (4.2), Ek

and El are a member of L(n(d1∨d2)). Hence, for each Ei such that (∧a∈Eia) `
d1∨d2, there exists a subset of Ei in the label L(n(d1∨d2)).

279
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• L(n(¬d1)) is complete, or ∀Ei,(∧a∈Eia) ` ¬d1→ (∃E j ∈ L(n(¬d1)),E j ⊆ Ei):

Assume that Ei is a set of nodes such that (∧a∈Eia) ` ¬d1. Because the label
L(n(d1)) is complete and sound, one of the assumptions in each of the labels
must false in order to deduce that d1 is indeed false. Hence, there must exist a
a1k1 ∈ E11, . . ., ap1kp1

∈ E1p1 such that:

(a1k1 ∧ . . .∧ap1kp1
→ (∧a∈Eia) (A.3)

The implication (A.3) requires that {a1k1 , . . . ,ap1kp1
} ⊆ Ei. According to (4.3),

{a1k1 , . . . ,ap1kp1
} is a member of L(n(¬d1)). Hence, for each Ei such that

(∧a∈Eia) ` ¬d1, there exists a subset of Ei in the label L(n(¬d1)).

�

Theorem 4.3. If the labels L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are complete and sound, the labels
L(n(d1∧d2)), L(n(d1∨d2)) and L(n(¬d1)), as respectively computed in (4.1), (4.2)
and (4.3) are sound.
Proof : The proof of this theorem is broken down in three parts that respectively
demonstrate that L(n(d1∧d2)), L(n(d1∨d2)) and L(n(¬d1)) are sound.

• L(n(d1∧d2)) is sound, or ∀E ∈ L(n(d1∧d2)),(∧a∈Ea) ` (d1∧d2):

Because L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are sound, it is known that for each pair of
environments (E1,E2) such that E1 ∈ L(n(d1)) and E2 ∈ L(n(d2))

(∧a∈E1a) ` d1 and (A.4)

(∧a∈E2a) ` d2 (A.5)

From (A.4) and (A.5), it follows that

(∧a∈E1a)∧ (∧a∈E2a) ` (d1∧d2) (A.6)

According to (4.1), for each environments E ∈ L(n(d1 ∧ d2)), there exists an
environment E1 ∈ L(n(d1)) and an environment E2 ∈ L(n(d2)) such that E =
E1∪E2. Hence, following (A.6) for each E ∈ L(n(d1∧d2)) it follows that:

(∧a∈Ea) ` (d1∧d2)

The label L(n(d1∧d2)) is therefore sound.

• L(n(d1∨d2)) is sound, or ∀E ∈ L(n(d1∨d2)),(∧a∈Ea) ` (d1∨d2):
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Because L(n(d1)) and L(n(d2)) are sound, it is known that for each pair of
environments (E1,E2) such that E1 ∈ L(n(d1)) and E2 ∈ L(n(d2))

(∧a∈E1a) ` d1 and (A.7)

(∧a∈E2a) ` d2 (A.8)

From (A.7) and (A.8), it follows that

(∧a∈E1a)∨ (∧a∈E2a) ` (d1∨d2) (A.9)

According to (4.2), for each environments E ∈ L(n(d1 ∨ d2)), there exists an
environment E1 ∈ L(n(d1)) such that E = E1 or an environment E2 ∈ L(n(d2))
such that E = E2. Hence, following (A.9) for each E ∈ L(n(d1∨d2)) it follows
that:

(∧a∈Ea) ` (d1∨d2)

The label L(n(d1∨d2)) is therefore sound.

• L(n(¬d1)) is sound, or ∀E ∈ L(n(¬d1)),(∧a∈Ea) ` (¬d1):

Because L(n(d1)) is complete and sound, it is known that d1 can be disproven if
at least one of the assumptions of each environment in L(n(d1)) is false. Because
each environment E ∈ L(n(¬d1)) is constructed by taking an assumption from
each environment in L(n(d1)) and negating it. Hence, from each environment
E ∈ L(n(¬d1)), it follows that ¬d1 is true and the label L(n(¬d1)) is therefore
sound.

�

Theorem 4.4. Given that the constraint propagator of GDE has generated a set of
nodes in an ALTMS that corresponding to hypothesised values of connections x : i and
these nodes have been justified by the sets of components that must function correctly
for the hypothesis to be true, then:

1. the ALTMS can produce the minimal set of fault candidates in the same way as
the GDE by computing the label of a node hypotheses, which has been justified
such that:

¬∧n,n=n(x: j), j 6=i n→ hypotheses(x : i)

2. the ALTMS can produce the minimal set of fault candidates that remain if a mea-
surement of component x yields i, in the same way as the GDE, by computing
the label of a node hypotheses(x : i), which has been justified such that:

n(x : i)∧¬(n⊥)→ hypotheses(x : i)

Proof :
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1. the ALTMS can produce the minimal set of fault candidates in the same
way as the GDE by computing the label of a node hypotheses, which has
been justified such that:

¬∧n,n=n(x: j), j 6=i n→ hypotheses(x : i)

Let L(n⊥) be {E1, . . . ,Eq}. Because the node hypotheses is justified such that
¬(n⊥)→ hypotheses and because of 4.3, the label of the hypotheses node is
computed as as:

L(hypotheses)= L(¬n⊥)= consistent(minimise({{¬a1, . . . ,¬aq} | a1 ∈E1, . . . ,aq ∈Eq}))
(A.10)

where

minimise(L) = {E ∈ L | @E ′ ∈ L,E ′ ⊂ E}consistent(L) = {E ∈ L | @E ′ ∈ L(n⊥),E ′ ⊂ E}

Because all assumptions in a GDE are of the form valid(c1), all justifications are
of the form valid(c1)∧ . . .∧ valid(cn)→ x : i and all inconsistencies are of the
form x : i∧ x : j→ n⊥, it follows that L(n⊥ consists entirely of environments
of assumptions valid(ck). That is, none of the assumptions in a nogood envi-
ronment are themselves negations of assumptions. Therefore, all assumptions in
L(hypotheses) are negations of assumptions and:

consistent(minimise({{¬a1, . . . ,¬aq} | a1 ∈ E1, . . . ,aq ∈ Eq}) =

minimise({{¬a1, . . . ,¬aq} | a1 ∈ E1, . . . ,aq ∈ Eq}

In [37], the conflict set is defined such that:

GDE-conflict-set = (minimise({{a1, . . . ,aq} | a1 ∈ E1, . . . ,aq ∈ Eq}))

where the negation of the assumption is implicitly assumed. That is a hypothesis
H ∈ GDE-conflict-set denotes:

∧a∈H¬a

Therefore, GDE produces the same conflict set as the label of the node hypothe-
ses is justified such that ¬(n⊥)→ hypotheses

2. The ALTMS can produce the minimal set of fault candidates in the same
way as the GDE by computing the label of a node hypotheses, which has
been justified such that:

¬∧n,n=n(x: j), j 6=i n→ hypotheses(x : i)

This part can be proven in the same way as part 1.
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�

Theorem 4.7. If a model M can be derived from a model space ∆, M can also be de-
rived from ∆′ representing ∆ extended by the application of a disaggregation fragment
d f .
Proof : Let A be the smallest set of assumptions such that A,∆ ` M, Ad f denote the
instantiation of the assumptions of the disaggregation fragment and ¬Ad f denote the
set of assumptions corresponding to the negation of the assumptions in Ad f . The only
change ApplyDF makes to the original model space consists of extending the justifica-
tions of certain nodes with ¬Ad f . As the assumption specifications in Ad f do not refer
to assumption instances that are referred to by the model fragments in the knowledge
base, and hence in ∆ (definition 3.8), A∪¬Ad f 0 ⊥. Therefore, a set of assumptions
A′ ⊆ A∪Ad f exists such that A′,∆′ `M. �

Theorem 4.8. Given that (i) ∆ is a model space, (ii) ∆′ is the model space resulting
from extending ∆ by the application of a disaggregation fragment d f to a set of model
fragment nodes M f , (iii) A is a set of assumptions such that A,∆ 0 ⊥, and (iv) MA

is a model such that A,∆ ` MA, then the model MD derived by A∪Ad f ,∆′ ` MD is a
disaggregate model of MA

Proof : For a given set of assumptions X , let P(X) denote the set of participants
{p | X ,∆′ ` p}, and R(X) denote the set of relations {r | X ,∆′ ` r}. Thus, MD = 〈P(A∪
Ad f ),R(A∪Ad f )〉. It follows from theorem 4.7 that each aggregate model MA that
follows from the set of assumptions A in model space ∆ also follows from A∪¬Ad f ,
and hence MA = 〈P(A∪¬Ad f ),R(A∪¬Ad f )〉.

As P(A) ⊆ P(A∪B) and R(A) ⊆ R(A∪B), P(A) (or R(A)) is a set of participants
(or relations) that MA and MD have in common. The nodes in P(A∪Ad f )−P(A) (or
R(A∪Ad f )−R(A)) are derived from the nodes that depend on the model fragment
instances to which the disaggregation fragment is applied. They can be of two types:

• Some nodes represent participants or relations that are disaggregated according
to the disaggregation fragment. For each of the participants p ∈ Pdom(δP) (with
Pdom(δP) = P(A∪ Ad f )− P(A)∩ dom(δP)), the set of participants Prange(δP) =
{δP(. . . ,ni, . . . , p) | ni ∈ Ni} is created. The other participants (denoted Pa) are
copied into new nodes whose label is the combination of the original label and
A. Similarly, for each of the relations r ∈ Rdom(δR) (with Rdom(δR) = R(A ∪
Ad f )−R(A)∩ dom(δR)), a new set of relations Rrange(δR) = {δR(. . . ,ni, . . . ,r) |
ni ∈ Ni} is created. Following definition 3.8, based on the remaining rela-
tions in r(pa

q, . . . , pa
r ) ∈ Ra (with Ra = R(A∪¬Ad f )− dom(δR)), the set Rd =

{r(δ′P(. . . ,ni, . . . , pa
q), . . . ,δ′P(. . . ,ni, . . . , pa

r )) | ni ∈ Ni} is created.

• The remaining nodes are the participants and relations that are newly instantiated
from the target-participants and postconditions respectively. They are denoted by
the sets P′ and R′.

From this, it follows that MA = 〈P(A)∪Pa ∪Pdom(δP),R(A)∪Ra ∪Rdom(δR)〉 and
that MD = 〈P(A)∪Pa ∪Prange(δP) ∪P′,R(A)∪Rrange(δR) ∪Rd ∪R′〉. For the substitu-
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tions Pc = P(A)∪Pa, Pa = Pdom(δP), Pd = Rdom(δR), R = R(A), Ra = Ra∪Rdom(δR) and
Rd =range(δR) ∪Rd , definition 3.3 applies. �

Theorem 4.10. The combined disaggregation of the model space is a commutative
operation. In other words,

Dθ(∆,d2 ◦d1,M1∪M2∪M12) = Dθ(∆,d1 ◦d2,M1∪M2∪M12)

Proof : Following definition 4.9, this theorem needs to prove that, given two disaggre-
gation fragments d1 and d2, a model space ∆ and a partition {M12,M1,M2,M} of those
nodes in ∆ which represent model fragment instances, where M12∪M1 and M12∪M2

are minimal sets for model fragments to which d1 and d2 can be respectively applied,

dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1∪M12),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12)∪M2)∪

dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1∪M12),d1,P
t(d2,M2∪M12))∪

dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1∪M12),d1,Φt(d2,M2∪M12)) =

dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M2∪M12),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12)∪M1)∪

dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M2∪M12),d2,P
t(d1,M1∪M12))∪

dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M2∪M12),d2,Φt(d1,M1∪M12))

Based on these notations, the following properties can be established:

Property 1. For each pair of sets of model fragment instances Ma and Mb, such that
Ma∩Mb = /0,

dθ(∆,d,Ma∪Mb) = dθ(∆,d,Ma)∪dθ(∆,d,Mb)

When compared to ∆, dθ(∆,d,M) consists of a new sub-hypergraph for each model
fragment instance m ∈M, containing the disaggregations (according to d) of the con-
sequents of m. It is equivalent whether to apply this operation to the set M as a whole,
or to apply it to the sets of a partition of M is equivalent.

Property 2. For each pair of disaggregation fragments da and db and each pair of
sets of model fragments Ma and Mb, such that Ma ∩Mb = /0, to which da and db are
applicable,

dθ(dθ(∆,db,Mb),da,dM(∆,db,Ma))

=dθ(dθ(∆,da,Ma),db,dM(∆,da,Mb))

=dθ(∆,da,Ma)∪dθ(∆,db,Mb)

As da (or db) is applied to a set of model fragments Ma (or Mb) that does not intersect
with the model fragments to which the other disaggregation fragment db (or da) is
applied, dM(∆,da,Mb) = Mb (or dM(∆,db,Ma) = Ma). Thus, the order in which the
disaggregation fragments are applied is irrelevant.
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Property 3. For each pair of disaggregation fragments da and db that are applied to
the same set of model fragments M in a model space ∆,

dθ(dθ(∆,db,M),da,dM(∆,db,M))∪dθ(∆,da,M)

=dθ(dθ(∆,da,M),db,dM(∆,da,M))∪dθ(∆,db,M)

The application of the first disaggregation fragment, say dθ(∆,da,M), creates a new set
of sub-hypergraphs with roots dM(∆,da,M). The second disaggregation fragment will
copy these into a new set of sub-hypergraphs with roots dM(dθ(∆,da,M),db,dM(∆,da,M))
in which the consequents are disaggregated according to da and db. The reverse order
of application of disaggregation fragments also produces a new sub-hypergraphs con-
taining the consequents of M disaggregated according to da and db, but through the
different intermediate dθ(∆,db,M). Therefore

dθ(dθ(∆,db,M),da,dM(∆,db,M))−dθ(∆,db,M)

=dθ(dθ(∆,da,M),db,dM(∆,da,M))−dθ(∆,da,M)

Theorem A.1. Given two disaggregation fragments d1 and d2, a model space ∆ and
a partition {M12,M1,M2,M} of those nodes in ∆ which represent model fragment in-
stances, where M12∪M1 and M12∪M2 are minimal sets for model fragments to which
d1 and d2 can be respectively applied,

dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))

=dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M12∪M2),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12∪M1))

Based on the previous properties:

dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))

= dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12))∪
dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12))∪
dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12),d2,M2)∪
dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M1),d2,M2)





(due to property 1)

= dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12))∪
dθ(∆,d1,M1)∪dθ(∆,d1,M12)∪
dθ(∆,d2,M2)∪dθ(∆,d2,M12)



 (due to property 2)

(A.11)

Following the same line for reasoning, it can be proven that:

dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M12∪M2),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12∪M1))

= dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M12),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12))∪
dθ(∆,d1,M1)∪dθ(∆,d1,M12)∪
dθ(∆,d2,M2)∪dθ(∆,d2,M12)
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From property 3

dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12))∪dθ(∆,d2,M12)

=dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M12),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12))∪dθ(∆,d1,M12)

it follows that:

dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))

=dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M12∪M2),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12∪M1))

which proves this sub-theorem. �

Property 4. For each pair of model spaces (or parts of model spaces) ∆a and ∆b, such
that ∆a∩∆b = /0,

dθ(∆a∪∆b,d,M) = dθ(∆a,d,M)∪dθ(∆b,d,M) (A.12)

Now, the required proof can proceed. From definition 4.6 and property 4:

Dθ(Dθ(∆,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))∪

dθ(P
t(∆,d2,M12∪M1),d1,M12∪M1∪M2)∪

dθ(Φt(∆,d2,M12∪M1),d1,M12∪M1∪M2) (A.13)

=Dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12∪M1)∪

Pt(dθ,d1,M12∪M1)∪Φt(dθ,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))∪

dθ(P
t(∆,d2,M12∪M1),d1,M12∪M1∪M2)∪

dθ(Φt(∆,d2,M12∪M1),d1,M12∪M1∪M2)

=Dθ(dθ(∆,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))∪

Dθ(P
t(dθ,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))∪

Dθ(Φt(dθ,d1,M12∪M1),d2,dM(∆,d1,M12∪M2))∪

dθ(P
t(∆,d2,M12∪M1),d1,M12∪M1∪M2)∪

dθ(Φt(∆,d2,M12∪M1),d1,M12∪M1∪M2) (A.14)

For the same reasons, it can be proven that:

Dθ(Dθ(∆,d2,M12∪M2),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12∪M1))∪

dθ(P
t(∆,d1,M12∪M2),d2,M12∪M2∪M1)∪

dθ(Φt(∆,d1,M12∪M2),d2,M12∪M2∪M1) (A.15)

=Dθ(dθ(∆,d2,M12∪M2),d2,dM(∆,d2,M12∪M1))∪

Dθ(P
t(dθ,d2,M12∪M2),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12∪M1))∪

Dθ(Φt(dθ,d2,M12∪M2),d1,dM(∆,d2,M12∪M1))∪

dθ(P
t(∆,d1,M12∪M2),d2,M12∪M2∪M1)∪

dθ(Φt(∆,d1,M12∪M2),d2,M12∪M2∪M1) (A.16)
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Because of theorem A.1, (A.14) is equivalent to (A.16). It follows that (A.13) is equiv-
alent to (A.15). This proves that commutativity holds for the combined applications of
disaggregation fragments. �

Theorem 5.5.

P1 ≺ P2→∀pa ∈ � ,(P1 ≺pa P2)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P1 ≺pb P2)

Proof : If ∀pa ∈ � ,(P1 ≺pa P2)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P1 ≺pb P2) does not hold, it is
possible that:

• P1 = P2, if ∀q ∈ � , fP1(q) = fP2(q), or

• P2 ≺ P1, if ∀pa ∈ � ,(P2 ≺pa P1)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P2 ≺pb P1), or

• P1?P2 in all other cases due to (5.8).

Therefore, ∀pa ∈ � ,(P1 ≺pa P2)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa � pb ∧P1 ≺pb P2) is the only case
wherein P1 ≺ P2. �

Theorem 5.7. path+(O,x,y) = path− (O,y,x).
Proof : According to definition 5.6, a path is defined by any set of quantities {q1,q2, . . . ,qn−1,qn}
such that (x,q1) ∈ O, (q1,q2) ∈ O,. . . , (qn−1,qn) ∈ O and (qn,y) ∈ O, and such a set
{q1,q2, . . . , qn−1,qn} defines both a positive path path +(O,x,y) and a negative path
path− (O,y,x). �

Theorem 5.15. The combination of labels of a BPQ is unique to that BPQ.
Proof : For each BPQ q and for at least one of the orderings, there exists a cross-
over quantity qc such that there is a path exists between q and qc, but no path between
q and qc contains a cross-over quantity itself. A strand strand(O,qc,q′) exists such
that q ∈ strand(O,qc,q′). Only a single path exists between qc and q that is empty or
contains BPQs that are members of strand(O,qc,q′). Hence, there is only one path
to follow in computing the distance between q and qc following strand(O,qc,q′) and
therefore, only one BPQ q is at a distance d from qc on strand(O,qc,q′). Because
〈strand(O,qc,q′),d,1〉 ∈L( � ,O)(q) and 〈strand(O,qc,q′),d,1〉 6∈L( � ,O)(q

′′), where q′′ 6=
q the combination of labels of q is unique to q. �

Theorem 5.20. ∀q1,q2,q3 ∈ Q,(q1 <O q2)∧ (q2 <O q3)→ (q1 <O q3)
Proof :

According to definition 5.19, (q2 <O q3) implies that:

∀〈s3,d3,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q3), [∃〈s2,d2,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q2),

((s2,d2)�O (s3,d3))∨ ((s2 = s3 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d2 = d3))]
(A.17)

According to definition 5.19, (q1 <O q2) implies that:

∀〈s2,d2,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q2), [∃〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1),

((s1,d1)�O (s2,d2))∨ ((s1 = s2 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d1 = d2))]
(A.18)
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From (A.17) and (A.18), it follows that:

∀〈s3,d3,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q3),

[∃〈s2,d2,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q2),

[∃〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1),

[((s2,d2)�O (s3,d3))∨ ((s2 = s3 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d2 = d3))]∧

[((s1,d1)�O (s2,d2))∨ ((s1 = s2 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d1 = d2))]]]

(A.19)

Because of theorem 5.17, (A.19) implies that

∀〈s3,d3,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q3), [∃〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1),

((s1,d1)�O (s3,d3))∨ ((s1 = s3 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d1 = d3))]
(A.20)

In turn, (A.20) implies that q1 <O q3. �

Theorem 5.21. ∀q1,q2 ∈ Q,path+(O,q2,q1)↔ q1 <O q2

Proof :

• path+(O,q2,q1)→ q1 <O q2:
Two cases must be distinguished:

Case 1: q1 = q2: in this case L(Q,O)(q1) = L(Q,O)(q2) and there exists a positive
path path+(O,q1,q2) according to definition 5.6.

Case 2: path +(O,q2,qx), qx <O q2 and (qx,q1) ∈ O. In this case, all strand, dis-
tance, number triplets 〈sx,dx,1〉 in the label of qx should be considered and
compared to a strand, distance, number triplet 〈s1,d1,1〉 in the label of q1.
For the values 〈sx,dx,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(qx), it can be shown that definition 5.19
applies, and hence, that q1 <O qx. Because of theorem 5.20, this implies
that q1 <O q2.
In any label L(Q,O)(qx), three different kinds of strand, label, number triplets
〈sx,dx,1〉 will be found:

1. sx = strand(O,c,qs) and a path+(O,c,qx) exists, or
2. sx = strand(O,c,qs) and a path− (O,c,qx) exists, or
3. sx = strand◦ (O,c,qs).

Each of these case is considered below:

Case a: If sx = strand(O,c,qs) and a path + (O,c,qx) exists, then a path +
(O,qs,qx) exists (due to definition 5.11. From qx ∈ strand(O,c,qs),
path+(O,qs,qx), path+(O,qx,q1) and from definitions 5.6 and 5.11,
it follows that q1 ∈ strand(O,c,qs). Also, dmax(c,q1,O)> dmax(c,qx,O)
because of definition 5.10.
Because q1 ∈ strand(O,c,qs) and dmax(c,q1,O) > dmax(c,qx,O) it fol-
lows from definition 5.13 that ∃〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1) such that s1 =
strand(O,c,qs) and d1 > dx. This implies that (s1,d1)�O (sx,dx), us-
ing definition 5.16.
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Case b: If sx = strand(O,c,qs) and a path− (O,c,qx) exists, then dx < 0 and
there is a path +(O,c,q1) or there is a path− (O,c,q1) or there is no
path (positive or negative) between c and q1. Each of these is consid-
ered separately:
· If there is a path+(O,c,q1), then there exists a strand+(O,c,qs1)

such that q1 ∈ s1 = strand+(O,c,qs1) (definition 5.11), and there
exists d1 > 0 such that 〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1 (definition 5.13). Be-
cause a path− (O,c,qx) exists, sx = strand(O,c,qs) = strand−
(O,c,qs) (definitions 5.81 and 5.11). Because s1 � sx, it follows
that (s1,d1)�O (sx,dx) (definition 5.16).
· If there is a path− (O,c,q1), then it can be proven along the same

lines of reasoning of case a, but applied to negative paths instead
of positive paths, that there exists a 〈s1,d1,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1) such
that (s1,d1)�O (s2,d2).
· If there is no path between c and q1, then there exists a triplet
〈strand ◦ (O,c,qs),dx,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1) because of definitions 5.12
and 5.13. It follows from definition 5.16 that (strand◦(O,c,qs),dx)�
(strand(O,c,qs),dx)

Case c: If sx = strand◦ (O,c,qs), then there are two possibilities:
· If 〈strand(O,c,qs),d1,1〉 ∈L(Q,O)(q1), then d1 < 0 because (qx,q1)∈

O. It follows from definition 5.16 that (strand(O,c,qs),d1) �O

(strand◦ (O,c,qs),d1) in this case.
· In all other cases, 〈strand◦ (O,c,qs),d1,1〉 ∈ L(Q,O)(q1), and def-

inition 5.16 is not affected by this tuple. However, because the
algorithm for computing labels considers all strands of all cross-
over quantities, because (qx,q1)∈O and following definitions 5.9,
5.10 and 5.11, it is easy to show that there must at least be one
strand and cross-over quantity that matches one of the previous
cases.

It has been shown that:

q <O q (case 1)

[path+(O,q2,qx)]∧ [qx <O q2]∧ [(qx,q1) ∈ O] → q1 <O q2 (case 2)

Because path+(O,q2,q2) and q2 <O q2 (case 1), (q2,q1)∈O→ q1 <O q2 (case
2). Similarly, it can be proven, via case 2, that q1 <O q2 if (q2,qx),(qx,q1) ∈
O, etc. Because any positive path is based on a sequence of ordered pairs of
quantities, it has been shown that path+(O,q2,q1)→ q1 <O q2

• path+(O,q2,q1)← q1 <O q2:
If q1 <O q2, for each strand distance pair (i.e. the strand distance (s,d) combi-
nation in each triplet 〈s,d,1〉) in the label of q2, a strand distance pair exists in

1Note that the order of preference magnitude scale is assumed to be consistent.
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the label of q1 that is ranked higher than or equal to that of q2 (definition 5.19).
According to definition 5.16, this implies path+(O,q2,q1).

�

Theorem 5.22. Given two BPQs q1,q2 ∈ � such that q1 ∼ q2, then L( � ,O�)(q1) =
L( � ,O�)(q2).
Proof : Assume a strand distance pair (s1,d1) exists such that q1 ∈ (s1,d1) and q2 6∈
(s1,d1). In this case, q2 must be a member of a strand distance pair that is ranked higher
than (s1,d1), or q2 must be a member of a strand distance pair that is ranked lower than
(s1,d1), or q2 is not a member of a strand distance pair that is ranked higher or lower
than (s1,d1). For the first two cases, it is straightforward to show that q1 and q2 can
not be ordered equivalently with respect to all q ∈ � . In the third and last case, q1 and
q2 are incomparable and, therefore, obviously not of the same order of magnitude. �

Theorem 5.25. The combination of labels of an OMP is unique to that OMP.
Proof : As shown in theorem 5.15, each combination of labels of a BPQ contains a
tuple with a strand distance pair that is unique to that BPQ. Hence, following defini-
tion 5.24, for each BPQ q the label of an OMP P contains a tuple 〈s,d,x〉 with a strand
distance pair (s,d) unique to of the constituent BPQs. Because no other BPQ exists
whose label contains 〈s,d,1〉, x indicates the number of occurrences of q in the spec-
ification of P, or x = fP(q). Therefore, the labels of an OMP P unique identifies the
BPQ that constitute P and hence P itself. �

Theorem 5.26. Given an OMP P and an ordering of BPQs O, then

∀〈s,d,x〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P),x = ∑
p,〈s,d,1〉∈L( � ,O)(p)

fP(p)

Proof : Assume that the OMP P = p1⊕ . . .⊕ pn. Let g(O,s,d) be a function:

g(O,s,d) : � →{0,1} : p 7→ g(O,s,d)(p) =

{
0 if @〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(p)

1 if ∃〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(p)

Now, it follows from definition 5.24 that

∀〈s,d,x〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P),x = ∑
p=p1,⊕,pn

g(O,s,d)(p)

⇓

∀〈s,d,x〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P),x = ∑
p∈ � fP(p)×g(O,s,d)(p)

⇓

∀〈s,d,x〉 ∈ L( � ,O)(P),x = ∑
p,〈s,d,1〉∈L( � ,O)(p)

fP(p)
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�

Theorem 5.30.

maxDS(L( � ,O�)(P1))≺≺maxDS(L( � ,O�)(P2))↔ L( � ,O�)(P1)≺≺ L( � ,O�)(P2)
(A.21)

Proof : L( � ,O�)(P1)≺≺ L( � ,O�)(P2) is defined as the case where:

∀〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(P1),∃〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(P2),(s1,d1)≺O� (s2,d2)

Due to definition 5.27:

∀〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(Pi),〈si,di,xi〉 6∈maxDS(L( � ,O�)(Pi)→

∃〈s j,d j,x j〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(Pi),(si,di)≺O� (s j,d j)
(A.22)

Clearly, the tuples 〈si,di,xi〉 in expression (A.22) do not affect the truth of expression
(A.22) and hence, they can be ignored. �

Theorem 5.31. Given two OMPs P1 and P2 such that L( � ,O�)(P1) ≺≺ L( � ,O�)(P2),
then P1 ≺ P2.
Proof : Following definition 5.26, L( � ,O�)(P1)≺≺ L( � ,O�)(P2) implies that

∀〈s1,d1,x1〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(P1),∃〈s2,d2,x2〉 ∈ L( � ,O�)(P2),(s2,d2)�O� (s1,d1) (A.23)

Following theorem 5.18, there is a positive path defined by O� from each BPQ that
could be one to the constituent BPQs of P1 to a constituent BPQ of P2. Hence, ex-
pression (5.7) is true for each possible combination of BPQs that defines OMPs P1 and
P2 with corresponding labels L( � ,O�)(P1) and L( � ,O�)(P2) such that L( � ,O�)(P1) ≺≺
L( � ,O�)(P2). Hence, P1 ≺ P2 is true by definition P1 ≺ P2. �

Theorem 5.32. Given two OMPs P1 and P2 such that ∀p1 ∈ P1, fP1(p1) > 0,∃p2 ∈
P2, fP2(p2) > 0, p1� p2, L( � ,O�)(P1) can each be partitioned into two sets L11 and L12

and L( � ,O�)(P2), can each be partitioned into two sets L21 and L22 such that L11 ≺≺
L21, LL12→( � ,O<)(P1) = /0 and LL22→( � ,O<)(P2) = /0.
Proof : From ∀p1 ∈ P1, fP1(p1) > 0,∃p2 ∈ P2, fP2(p2) > 0, p1 � p2, it follows that
∀p1 ∈ P1, fP1(p1) > 0,∃p2 ∈ P2,path(O�, p1, p2). For a given pair of BPQs p1 and p2,
such that path(O, p1, p2), it follows from theorem 5.21 that for each strand distance
pair (s1,d1) in a tuple from the label of p1, a strand distance pair (s2,d2) in a tuple of
the label of p2 exists such that (s1,d1) 4O (s2,d2). If (s1,d1)≺O (s2,d2), the theorem
is satisfied. If (s1,d1) ≺O (s2,d2), both strand distance pairs do not uniquely identify
the BPQs and hence, by definition 5.28, their specific O< labels are empty. �

Theorem 5.34. Given two OMPs P1 = p11⊕ . . .⊕ p1n1 and P2 = p21⊕ . . .⊕ p2n2 such
that p∼ p11 ∼ . . .∼ p1n1 ∼ p21 ∼ . . .∼ p2n2 , then

P1 4p P2↔ L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2)
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Proof :
The proof presented herein consists of two parts. First, it will be shown that

P1 4p P2 ← L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2) and then, it will be shown that P1 4p P2 →
L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2).

1. P1 4p P2← L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2):
Assume the hypothetical case where P1 and P2 are defined in such a way that
L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2) is true and that P1 4p P2 is false. By demonstrating
that such a case is impossible, the first part of the theorem will be proven.

Because of (5.6) and ¬(P1 4p P2), there exists a pi ∈ {p11, . . . , p1n1} such that:

( fP1(pi)+ ∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j)) > ( fP2(pi)+ ∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j)) (A.24)

In (A.24), the first terms on both sides of the inequality can be ignored as they
can always be incorporated in the respective second terms by considering a BPQ
just below pi in the O< ordering. Hence,

∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j) > ∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j) (A.25)

From (A.25), it is possible to deduce the following:

∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j) > ∑
p j∈ � ,pi<p j

fP1(p j)

⇓ definition 5.6

∑
p j∈ � ,path+(O<,pi,p j)

fP1(p j) > ∑
p j∈ � ,path+(O<,pi,p j)

fP1(p j)

⇓ theorem 5.21

∑
p j∈ � ,p j<O< pi

fP1(p j) > ∑
p j∈ � ,p j<O< pi

fP1(p j)

⇓ definition 5.19

∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP1(p j) > ∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP2(p j)

(A.26)

Following definition 5.33, L( � ,O<)(P1)≺ L( � ,O<)(P2) implies that:

∀〈s,d,x1〉 ∈ L( � ,O<)(P1),

∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( H ,O<)(P1),

[((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi ≤ ∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( H ,O<)(P2),

[((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi
(A.27)
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According to theorem 5.26,

∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( H ,O<)(Pk),

[((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi = ∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( H ,O<)(Pk),

[((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

∑
p j,〈si,di,1〉∈L( � ,O)(p j)

fPk(p j)

and hence:

∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L( H ,O<)(Pk),

[((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi = ∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fPk(p j) (A.28)

From (A.27) and (A.28), it follows that:

∀〈s,d,x1〉 ∈ L( � ,O<)(P1),

∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP1(p j)≤ ∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP2(p j)
(A.29)

Because (A.26) and (A.29) contradict each other, the original hypothesis that
P1 4p P2 is false when L( � ,O<)(P1) ≺ L( � ,O<)(P2) has been shown to be incor-
rect. Therefore, P1 4p P2← L( � ,O<)(P1)≺ L( � ,O<)(P2).

2. P1 4p P2→ L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2):
In order to prove this part of the theorem, the hypothesis will be made that P1

and P2 are defined such that P1 4p P2 is true and that L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2)
is false. It will be demonstrated that such a situation is impossible, and hence,
L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2) must be true if P1 4p P2 is true.

Because of definition 5.33, ¬(L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2)) implies that there ex-
ists a tuple 〈s,d,x1〉 ∈ L( � ,O<)(P1) such that:

∀〈s,d,x1〉 ∈ L1,

∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L1, [((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi > ∑
〈si,di,xi〉 ∈ L2, [((si,di)�O< (s,d))∨

(si = s 6= strand◦ (O<,q,c)∧di = d)]

xi

By employing definition 5.33 and theorem 5.26 it can be shown in the same way
as in part 1 of this theorem that:

∃〈s,d,x1〉 ∈ L( � ,O<)(P1),

∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP1(p j) > ∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP2(p j)
(A.30)
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By employing definitions 5.6 and 5.19 and theorem 5.21 it can be shown, in
the same way as in part 1 of this theorem, that P1 4p P2 implies that for all
pi = p11, . . . , p1n1:

∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP1(p j)≤ ∑
p j ∈ H ,∀〈s,d,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(pi),

[∃〈s j ,d j ,1〉 ∈ L( I ,O)(p j),

((s,d)�O (s j ,d j))∨

((s = s j 6= strand◦ (O,c,q))∧ (d = d j))]

fP2(p j)

(A.31)

Because (A.30) and (A.31) contradict each other, the original hypothesis that
L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2) can be false when P1 4p P2 is true has been shown
to be incorrect. Therefore, the hypothesis must be withdrawn and part 2 of the
theorem is proven.

�

Theorem 5.35. Given two OMPs P1 = p11⊕ . . .⊕ p1n1 and P2 = p21⊕ . . .⊕ p2n2 such
that no pair of BPQs pi j and pkl can be taken from p11, . . . , p1n1, p21, . . . , p2n2 such that
pi j� pkl , then

P1 4p P2↔ L( � ,O<)(P1) 4 L( � ,O<)(P2) (A.32)

Proof : This theorem is a generalisation of theorem 5.34 since it does not assume
that all the constituent BPQs of OMPs P1 and P2 are within of equivalent order of
magnitude. Because the ∼ relation is commutative and transitive (this is a direct con-
sequence of (5.5)), two BPQs are not of equivalent order of magnitude if one is an
order of magnitude greater than the other or if they are not related at all. Because the
former is deemed false in the theorem specification, BPQs that are not of equivalent or-
der of magnitude are unrelated and hence, they can not be members of the same strand
and their labels are incomparable. Therefore, the BPQs p11, . . . , p1n1 , p21, . . . , p2n2 can
partitioned according to the distinct orders of magnitude. Because theorem 5.34 holds
within each partition, and because the BPQs in different partitions are unrelated to one
another, (A.32) holds in this more general case as well. �

Theorem 5.36.

P1 = P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = equal-to

P1 ≺ P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = smaller-than

P1 � P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = greater-than

P1?P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = incomparable

Proof :
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Below, it will be shown that:

P1 = P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = equal-to

P1 ≺ P2→ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = smaller-than

P1 � P2→ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = greater-than

P1?P2→ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = incomparable

As these cases cover all possible outcomes of comparing OMPs, and the algorithm
comes to the same conclusion for each of these cases, the following is also true:

P1 ≺ P2← COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = smaller-than

P1 � P2← COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = greater-than

P1?P2← COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = incomparable

1. P1 = P2↔ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = equal-to:
Because of (5.7), P1 = P2 if all of its BPQs are equal. The algorithm 5.1 deems
two OMPs equal if and only if their labels are identical. According to theorem
5.25, a combination of labels uniquely identifies an OMP. In other words, two
OMPs can only have identical labels if they consist of the same combination of
constituent BPQs. Therefore, the algorithm returns “equal-to” if and only if the
OMPs are identical.

2. P1 ≺ P2→ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = smaller-than:
Due to 5.5, P1 ≺ P2 implies that:

∀pa ∈ � ,(P1 ≺pa P2)∨ (∃pb ∈ � , pa� pb∧P1 ≺pb P2) (A.33)

Let � (P), with i = P1,P2, denote the subset of � such that ∀q ∈ � (P), fP > 0.
The BPQs in � (P1) and � (P2) can each be partitioned into three sets � (P,≺),� (P,=), and � (P, rest), with P = P1,P2, such that:

� (P1,≺) = {p ∈ � (P1) | P1 ≺p P2}

� (P1,=) = {p ∈ � (P1) | (p 6∈ � (P1,≺))∧ ( fP1(p) = fP2(p))}

� (P1, rest) = {p ∈ � (P1) | (p 6∈ � (P1,≺))∧ (p 6∈ � (P1,=))}

� (P2,≺) = {p ∈ � (P2) | P1 ≺p P2}

� (P2,=) = {p ∈ � (P2) | (p 6∈ � (P2,≺))∧ ( fP1(p) = fP2(p))}

� (P2, rest) = {p ∈ � (P2) | (p 6∈ � (P2,≺))∧ (p 6∈ � (P2,=))}

Let Pi,=, with i = 1,2, be defined as:

Pi,≺ =⊕p∈ � (Pi,≺) fP(p)× p
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As shown in part 1, the parts of the label generated for BPQs in � (P1,=) and� (P2,=) are identical and can therefore be ignored. Because of (A.33), for each
p∈ � (P, rest), there exists a p′ ∈ � (P,≺) such that p� p′. Therefore, the BPQs
p ∈ � (P, rest), it is shown that:

P1,≺ ≺ P2,≺→ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O) <,P1,≺,P2,≺) = smaller-than

Let � (P,≺), with i = P1,P2, denote the subset of � such that ∀q ∈ � (P,≺
), fP(q) > 0. The BPQs in � (P1,≺) and � (P2,≺) can each be partitioned into
two sets � (P,�), � (P,<), with P = P1,P2, such that:

� (P1,�) = {p ∈ � (P1,≺) | ∃p′ ∈ � (P2,≺), p� p′}

� (P1,<) = {p ∈ � (P1,≺) | p 6∈ � (P1,�)}

� (P2,�) = {p ∈ � (P2,≺) | (@p ∈ � (P1,≺), p∼ p′)∧ (∃p′ ∈ � (P1,≺), p′� p)}

� (P2,<) = {p ∈ � (P2,≺) | p 6∈ � (P2,�)}

Let Pi,� and Pi,<, with i = 1,2 be defined as:

Pi,� =⊕p∈ � (Pi,�) fP(p)× p

Pi,< =⊕p∈ � (Pi,<) fP(p)× p

Clearly P1,� ≺ P2,�. Because of theorem 5.32, the labels of Pi,�, with i = 1,2
can be partitioned into Li1 and Li2 such that L11≺≺ L21 and LL12→( � ,O<)(P1) = /0.
From L11 ≺≺ L21, the algorithm will deduce that P1 is smaller than P2. The
specific O< labels derived from L12 and L22 will not contradict that.

Following the above definitions, it is also obvious that ∀p1 ∈ � (P1,<),∃p2 ∈� (P2,<), p1 ∼ p2. Therefore a comparison will not be possible based on a com-
parison of L( � ,O�)( � (P1,<)) and L( � ,O�)( � (P2,<)). Therefore, the algorithm
will make a comparison with respect to O<. From theorem 5.35 and ∀p1 ∈� (P1,<),∃p2 ∈ � (P2,<), p1 ∼ p2, P1,< ≺ P2,< implies that L( � ,O<)( � (P1,<
))≺ L( � ,O<)( � (P2,<)).

The combination of both comparisons leads the algorithm to conclude that P1,≺

is smaller that P2,≺

3. P1 � P2→ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = greater-than:
As part 2.

4. P1?P2→ COMPARE-OMP( � ,O�,O<,P1,P2) = incomparable:
Proof is similar to parts 2 and 3, with the exception that the sets of BPQs � (P,≺)
are partitioned into a subset from which P1 seems smaller than P2 and a subset
from which P1 seems greater than P2. From the combination of the labels of
both, the algorithm concludes that the OMPs are incomparable.
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Theorem 6.2. Any A* algorithm that is applied to a DPCSP and stores the nodes n it
creates in the set O in descending order of a heuristic P̂P(n), such that P̂P(n) < PP(n),
is admissible and it is guaranteed to find a node n which maximises CP(n).
Proof : It follows from definition 6.1 that PP(n), and by extension that P̂P(n) is
greater than or equal to the combined preference of any value-assignment of unas-
signed attributes that is consistent with the partial solution of n. In this BFS, the nodes
n are maintained in a priority queue in descending order of P̂P(n). Let δ be a distance
function that reverses the preference ordering such that δ(P1)≺ δ(P2)← P1 � P2. The
algorithm can then be described as a BFS guided by δ(P̂P(n)) = δ(CP(n))⊕δ(h(n)),
where the nodes n are maintained in a priority queue in ascending order of δ(P̂P(n))
and where δ(h(n)) is a lower bound on the distance between n and the optimal solu-
tion. Hence, as shown in [72], this A* algorithm is admissible and it is guaranteed to
find a solution solution node n with a minimal δ(CP(n)) or a maximal CP(n). �

Theorem 6.3. ∀n, P̂Pbasic(n) < PP(n)
Proof : According to definition 6.1 and equation (6.5):

P̂P(n) = (⊕x:d∈S(n)P(x : d))⊕ (⊕x∈Xnd(n) max
d∈D(x)

P(x : d)) (A.34)

According to definition 6.1:

PP(n) =[⊕x:d∈S(n)P(x : d)]⊕

[ max
di∈D(xi),...,d j∈D(x j),S(n)∪,{xi:di,...,x j:d j}C,A0⊥

(P(xi : di)⊕ . . .⊕P(x j : d j))]

where {xi, . . . ,x j}= Xnd(n). That is,

PP(n) = [⊕x:d∈S(n)P(x : d)]⊕ [P(xi : di)⊕ . . .⊕P(x j : d j)]

where {xi : di, . . . ,x j : d j} is a set of assignments to the attributes of Xnd such that
S(n)∪{xi : di, . . . ,x j : d j} is consistent with the compatibility constraints C and the
activity constraints A. For each attribute x ∈ Xnd(n), a preference P(x : d), with d ∈
D(x), is added to PP(n) and a preference maxd∈D(x) P(x : d) is added to P̂P(n). It is
clear that

P(xi : di) 4 max
d∈D(xi)

P(xi : d) . . . P(xi : di) 4 max
d∈D(xi)

P(xi : d)

It follows that, P̂P(n) < PP(n). �

Theorem 6.4. ∀n, P̂Pbasic(n) < P̂Pfc(n) < PP(n)
Proof : By means of definition 6.1, and equations (6.5) and (6.6), the properties
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∀n, P̂Pbasic(n) < P̂Pfc(n) and ∀n, P̂Pfc(n) < PP(n) can be proven in the same way as
theorem 6.3. �

Theorem 6.6. ∀n, P̂Pbasic(n) < P̂Pmpb(n) < PP(n)
Proof :
By means of definition 6.1, and equations (6.5) and (6.12), the properties ∀n, P̂Pbasic(n)<

P̂Pmpb(n) and ∀n, P̂Pmpb(n) < PP(n) can be proven in the same way as theorem 6.3.
�

Theorem 6.7. ∀n, [P̂Pfc(n)< P̂Pmpb-fc(n)]∧ [P̂Pmpb(n)< P̂Pmpb-fc(n)]∧ [P̂Pmpb-fc(n)<

PP(n)]
Proof :

By means of definition 6.1, and equations (6.6), (6.12) and (6.13), the properties
∀n, P̂Pfc(n) < P̂Pmpb-fc(n), ∀n, P̂Pmpb(n) < P̂Pmpb-fc(n), and ∀n, P̂Pmpb-fc(n) < PP(n)
can be proven in the same way as theorem 6.3. �



Appendix B

Framework for Automated Modelling

Models are approximate conceptual representations of real-world systems that enable
effective and efficient problem solvers, as they formalise only the relevant relations
between the concepts of interest. When modelling a given system, which may be an
object or activity, the following issues must be addressed:

• a representation formalism: a (symbolic) language that allows the representation
of relevant aspects of the system and their relations,

• a problem: a task that must be solved with respect to the system, such as design,
diagnosis, explanation, monitoring or prediction, and

• a problem solver: an inference procedure capable of generating one or more
solutions for the problem given a description of the system in the appropriate
representation formalism.

A model is therefore an instance of the representation formalism that exhibits certain
aspects of the behaviour or properties possessed by the system it models and that en-
ables the problem solver to apply its inference procedures. Consequently, modelling
is a process that requires the means to perceive a system’s properties and behaviour, to
propose promising models, and to validate the model by generating its properties and
behaviour and comparing these with those of the system itself. From this description,
it follows that modelling may involve both perception and symbolic reasoning. Un-
fortunately, such an integrated modelling process is beyond the scope of any existing
automated modeller. In practice, automated modellers require the user to present a
formalised perception of the system or its behaviour.

This appendix presents a brief overview of automated modelling and proposes
a broad classification in order to relate compositional modelling to alternative ap-
proaches to model construction. A complete and exhaustive classification is beyond
the scope of this work. In general, automated modellers differ with respect to the set of
target systems they aim at modelling, the representation formalisms they employ in the
process, the types of problem task specifications they hope to tackle and the associated
problem solving procedures.

299
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Compositional modelling research is not specific to a single class of target systems.
Hence, the present classification does not consider this criterion. The representation
formalisms significantly affect the range of models a modeller can represent. This cri-
terion is elaborated in section B.1. The set of problem tasks and problem solvers for
which an automated modeller can formulate models constitutes the basis of the sec-
ond criterion. Although the problem settings differ amongst compositional modellers,
they all provide a specific means of composing models from first principles. Hence,
this classification focuses on the deductive or inductive nature of modellers, which is
discussed in section B.2. Finally, in section B.3, the important classes of automated
modellers according to these two main criteria are identified.

B.1 Representations

Because models are approximate conceptual descriptions they may differ between one
another. Model classification frameworks provide sets of dimensions, such as preci-
sion, resolution, scope, granularity, etc. that allow a categorisation of the features of
different models [27]. The purpose of model construction is to find a model with suit-
able feature given the problem at hand. The expressive power that enabled the distinc-
tions between alternative models according to various dimensions in the first place lies
in the representation formalisms used during the model construction process. Each
class of representation formalisms has its own unique characteristics that allow it to
express models with different features along a specific subset of model classification
dimensions.

The present discussion aims at providing a general overview of automated mod-
ellers and hence, a rather broad classification of representation formalisms is proposed,
which could be extended and enhanced to suit more specific purposes. Formalisms are
categorised according to three levels of abstraction, as inspired by [19] and illustrated
in figure B.1: technical, conceptual and mathematical.

B.1.1 Technical level representations

Representations at the technical level model a domain system by relating visually, or
mentally (if the system in question can not be perceived visually, e.g. an economy),
distinguishable elements (usually components or processes) of the system. Thus, tech-
nical models explicitly represent the structure of a system of interest. Consequently,
modelling choices made at this level primarily affect the topology and scope of the
resulting model.

Many kinds of problem solving, including those tasks within which compositional
modelling is applied, require the conciseness and precision of a certain rigorous math-
ematical formalism whereas the domain expert’s most basic understanding and intu-
ition lies in technical models. In this respect, technical models are the closest to the
real-world system in the mind of the domain expert and could be considered the least
abstract. In other tasks, such as design, the modeller may have a better understand-
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ing of the (required) mathematical properties of the system whereas a technical level
model is required. In such cases, the technical level representation is said to be the
most abstract. Within the remainder of this text, abstraction will be considered from
the perspective of compositional modelling and hence, technical level representations
are considered to be the least abstract.

Technical models include geometric models with structural annotations and component-
connection models. The former are simplified graphical representations of systems
annotated with information such as properties of the elements in the graphical repre-
sentation, how and by what means they are connected, etc. For example, a simplified
graphical representation of a U-Tube, together with an indication of the content of the
tube being fluid, the tube being solid and rigid, the direction of gravity and the two
position indicators of the fluid content’s height, constitutes a geometric model with
structural annotations. Component-connection models represent a system as a set of
interconnected components. Each component is equivalent to a subsystem of the en-
tire system and the connections model the input and output terminals between these
subsystems.

Technical level representations are well suited for many types of problem specifi-
cation by the user because they should be relatively easily produced by people with
a minimal amount of experience in the domain of discourse. For this reason they are
often used as the input model to an automated modeller. Component-connection mod-
els require some domain specific knowledge to recognise the components and how
they are connected (see [12] for a detailed discussion). However this should not pose
a problem for modellers with average knowledge of the domain of discourse, even
though such a representation requires the user to resolve a number of the representa-
tional issues manually. For example, the level of detail at which a system’s components
are represented must be indicated by the user. As an alternative, geometric models on
the other hand require fewer of these representational issues to be resolved, but any
practical application relies on structural annotations to enrich the specifications [3].
Such annotations introduce new modelling decisions that need user intervention.

B.1.2 Conceptual level representations

Models at the conceptual level represent the general notions underlying classes of sub-
systems or phenomena that enable the system being modelled to perform its function,
including influences exerted between the subsystems. Modelling choices at this level
primarily affect the granularity and order of the resulting model and has an impact
upon the resolution and form of the model.

Concepts that represent a class of technical components that perform a certain func-
tion are called conceptual components and are the type of concepts used in conceptual
component models. Similar to component-connection models, conceptual component
models consist of a set of interconnected components, but instead of representing tech-
nically distinct subsystems (e.g. an electrical motor), the components represent domain
theory concepts (e.g. a gyrator). In the example, a gyrator is a specific type of con-
ceptual means of transferring energy from one domain to another whereas an electrical
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Mathematical level

Conceptual level

Technical level

Physical system

e.g.: Fully specified set of mathematical equations
Set of qualitative differential equations

e.g.: Causal influence model
Conceptual connection-component model

e.g.: Connection-component model
Geometric description & struct. annotations

Simulated behaviour

Causal explanations

Observed behaviour

Figure B.1: Classification of representation formalisms

motor is one example of a piece of equipment that performs the function of gyrator.
Since technical level components and conceptual components are entirely different,
the former will be referred to as “components” and the latter will be referred to as
“conceptual components” hereafter. Alternatively, the concepts may be phenomena or
properties of a domain. In causal influence models, these properties are represented
by means of mathematical variables of the domain theory, such as current or velocity.
The relations between these variables are causal influences representing how variables
affect one another.

Bond graphs [17, 18, 63] are an example of conceptual component models. The
connections, called bonds, in these models represent transfer of energy. Energy E is
itself modelled by two variables: flow f and effort e, such that E ≡ f ×e. The flow and
effort variables and their derivatives have specific meanings and dimensions for each
energy domain. Additionally, a small number of conceptual components can model
specific constraints between effort, flow and their respective derivatives or model trans-
fers between different energy domains. Again, these constraints represent specific
functions for each energy domain. As such, bond graphs are able to represent a wide
variety technical engineering systems within a uniform framework and by means of a
small number of concepts.

Examples of causal influence models include models developed using domain the-
ories such as qualitative process theory (QPT) [50]. In QPT, the relations between
concepts are modelled by means of direct and indirect influences. A direct or dif-
ferential influence I±(Xi,Y ) means that an increase of the influencer Xi tends to in-
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crease/decrease the rate of change of the influencee Y :

I+(Xi,Y )≡
dY
dt

= f (X1, . . . ,Xi, . . . ,Xn) with
∂ f
∂Xi

> 0

Similarly, an indirect or functional influence, or qualitative proportionality, Q±(Xi,Y )
means that an increase of Xi tends to increase/decrease Y :

Q+(Xi,Y )≡ Y = f (X1, . . . ,Xi, . . . ,Xn) with
∂ f
∂Xi

> 0

Extensions of QPT provide additional expressive power. Qualitative influence dia-
grams [76], for example, can handle more specific types of functional dependencies,
more complex types of influence combinations. This work also introduces operators to
automatically generate abstraction and approximations which are very useful in auto-
mated modelling.

B.1.3 Mathematical level representations

Mathematical level representations describe a system’s behaviour by means of a set of
equations. The behaviour captured by such a model can be reproduced by the use of a
simulator. Numeric mathematical representations are the most precise type of model,
in that they generate a single, uniquely specified, behaviour descriptions per model
and the description is presented in real values. For example, a continuous simulator,
such as DYNAMO [143], can produce a system’s behaviour from a set of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) by extrapolating initial values based on the continuity
and differentiability assumptions. Modelling choices at this level primarily affect pre-
cision, uncertainty, form and resolution [105]. As opposed to other types of models,
however, numerical models require parameter value estimates. Parameter estimation
is a problem that demands a set of observations and an assumed equation structure
between variables.

Qualitative differential equations (QDEs) on the other hand encompass an entire
class of behaviours (see [103] for a detailed discussion). In this representation, each
variable takes on a qualitative state, rather than a value. A qualitative state typically
consists of a quantity and a rate of change. The quantities are taken from quantity
spaces which are ordered sets of so-called landmark values representing mathemati-
cally odd points in physically significant values. Rates of change are often denoted
by the sign of the derivative of the variable in question, thereby representing one of
{Increasing, Steady, Decreasing}. Relations between variables are modelled by quali-
tative constraints.

Given a number of variables, qualitative constraints on these variables and the ini-
tial qualitative states for all or some of the variables, a qualitative simulator, e.g. the
QSIM algorithm [101], extrapolates all possible and qualitatively distinct behaviours
from the initial state, also based on continuity and differentiability assumptions re-
garding the system’s behaviour. Impossible behavioural descriptions generated are
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then removed by checking the consistency between the QDEs and the generated states.
Discontinuities require a new model and therefore new QDEs valid within an operat-
ing region, which is a range of qualitative values for each of the variables. The set of
lists of subsequent qualitative states produced in this way for each variable in the set
of QDEs that models the system is called the envisionment.

The equations in mathematical models enable the domains of the variables to be
constrained to anything between a single value or a range of values. Therefore, math-
ematical models are more suitable for simulation, which is a prerequisite for many
applications such as prediction, monitoring, diagnosis, etc. The conceptual counter-
parts of these mathematical models are not well equipped for this purpose. In general,
conceptual relations (such as QPT influences) are not based on the closed-world as-
sumptions, and hence no generic statements on their behaviour can be made since
there may be interactions with unknown conceptual relations. Also, some conceptual
formalisms (such as bond graphs) implicitly combine several variables in a single con-
cept and hence their granularity is too low. However, the absence of a closed-world
assumption makes the relations highly composable and useful as an intermediate repre-
sentation formalism for some automated modellers [46]. The relative simplicity of the
conceptual formalisms whilst containing the essence of the mechanics of the underly-
ing domain theory makes them suitable as a representation for supporting explanation
generation.

It is worth noting that there are alternative approaches to the representation of
QDEs for qualitative simulation. For instance, the Mycroft system [158, 28] repre-
sents and infers the behaviour information about a physical system using a layered
notation such that qualitative descriptions of higher-order derivatives can be obtained
by differentiating QDEs represented at lower levels. Nevertheless, at each layer the
explicit information regarding the systems structure and behaviour is also expressed at
the mathematical level.

B.2 Modelling task descriptions

In addition to the use of the criteria regarding model representations, modellers can be
classified according to the descriptions of modelling tasks. Although AI models have
been applied to a variety of application domains, AI research into automated modellers
focuses on constructing models for physical systems (or more generally on application
of the natural sciences: chemical systems, environmental systems, etc.). The modellers
usually assist in a design, diagnosis, explanation, monitoring or prediction task. A
modeller’s success at assisting such a task partially depends on the representation it
is capable of using. It also depends on how well the model may be embedded in the
application architecture of the problem solver. The interface that allows an automated
modeller to be embedded in a problem solver typically prescribes whether the modeller
works by reasoning deductive, inductive or hybrid. These approaches are discussed
here.
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B.2.1 Deductive modellers

The deductive approach to modelling transforms a model of one type into a model at
another level of abstraction by instantiating generic laws of the domain theory. De-
ductive modellers differ with respect to the organisation of the knowledge base and the
associated model deduction algorithms.

As mentioned earlier, compositional modellers use a knowledge base of compos-
able and generic model fragments. The input usually consists of a technical (component-
connection) model, although this is not required. This input allows compositional
modellers to instantiate a large number of components for the elements of the input
component. The allowed combinations of instantiated model fragments are restricted
by various structural, operational and domain constraints. The task of a compositional
modeller is to find such an allowed combination and possibly an optimal one with
respect to some performance indicator, such as a relevance or simplicity measure.

As an example, the function-sharing program presented in [172] shows a knowl-
edge based approach to simple design tasks. The input consists of a specification of
desired or required behaviour. Based on this specification, it searches a component-
connection model of a system that can produce the required behaviour. The actual
search algorithm proceeds in two phases. First, a bond graph that exhibits the desired
behaviour is searched. Next, the conceptual components of the bond graph are as-
sembled into technical components. What makes this approach deductive rather than
inductive (see below) is that the behavioural data are specifications rather than random
observations and that the model is constructed by applying principles to specifications
rather than discovering principles from a case.

Pure deductive modelling can be a difficult task. Little work exists, to validate the
generated deductive models by means of observed behaviour. Therefore, a deductive
modeller may need to be combined with other software to validate its results (see
section B.2.3). However, certain problem settings, such as tutoring and design, are
deductive by nature. As discussed in [53], deductive compositional modelling has
been successfully applied to these domains. Deductive modelling may involve the
use of large knowledge bases. This implies that the deductive process may produce a
large space of possible models that would require pruning, for example, by considering
expected behaviours. Again, in such cases, a hybrid modeller may be more appropriate.

B.2.2 Inductive modellers

Inductive modellers generalise observed behaviour of a system into an actual model of
the system that explains the observed behaviour. In literature, this task is often named
systems identification [93]. As with deductive modelling, purely inductive system iden-
tification is a very complex task because, in theory, the search space is infinite. This
problem is particularly acute when the precise model of a complex behaviour must
be determined, since that involves adding many new variables and the construction of
complex equations. Also, parsimonious models only approximate observations and
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therefore, these model constructors need a way to determine what approximations are
adequate. Distinguishing noise from interesting behavioural characteristics without
any underlying theory is likely to suffer from misjudgements [155].

The observations used by an inductive modeller can be as precise as real-valued
time series data or consist of more general time dependent constraints over a number
of mathematical properties of the system (e.g. a QSIM envisionment that represents
the observed behaviour of the system). Conventional system identifiers also need addi-
tional knowledge (e.g. the structure of the mathematical equations) to evaluate model
quality. Recently, a number of qualitative system identifiers have been proposed that
operate by focusing on more specific but important families of models. This induc-
tive bias [121] is achieved by restricting the operators used in a model’s equations
and by handling incomplete knowledge on relevant parameters, parameter values and
measurement errors with qualitative reasoning techniques.

In [146] an approach is proposed to learn models of QDEs over multiple operating
regions from a QSIM envisionment. This is achieved by: 1) locating the discontinu-
ities in the behaviour trace so as to determine the operating regions, 2) learning a set
of QDEs for the behaviours within each operating region, 3) identifying the operating
conditions of each region, and 4) trying to unify operating regions with identical QDEs
or operating conditions. Within a single postulated operating region, a set of QDEs can
be learned (via step 2) by programs such as MISQ [148] and Qualitative System Identi-
fication (QSI) [155]. QSI, for example, first runs a constraint determination algorithm
on the envisionment. This algorithm searches through all syntactically possible con-
straints for a set that applies to the envisionment. The set of constraints found in this
way is then used for qualitative simulation (e.g. QSIM). This is called the depth test. If
the model that consists of this set of constraints can reproduce the exact envisionment
used as input, it is sufficiently “deep” to accurately represent the internal mechanism
of the system being identified. Otherwise, the model is said to be too “shallow” and
must be deepened by extending it with new variables. These variables are defined by
relating them to variables that are already in the model (e.g. a new variable could the
derivative of an existing variable). Using these constraints, and a set of heuristics that
prefer minimal change in consecutive qualitative states, the qualitative states of these
new variables are computed for the time points and intervals of the observation input.
Each model extension phase is followed by a new constraint determination phase and
a depth test. This procedure is repeated until a sufficiently deep qualitative model is
found.

In [181] a system of two algorithms is proposed to discover basic mathemati-
cal laws that make up a domain theory, with the results represented as first-principle
equations. In this approach, the first algorithm proposes a set of parameterised first-
principle equation candidates using a set of variables and information on their scale
and dimension. The second algorithm refines the findings of the first by fitting the
parameters and testing the result.

A pure inductive modeller does not use any first principles to validate the models it
produces. Therefore, inductive models are sensitive to errors in the observations. Noise
filtering algorithms may reduce this problem but these risk eliminating significant fea-
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tures of the behaviour as well. Additionally, the underlying assumptions of pure induc-
tive models can not be determined. As a result, evaluation of models in terms of user
requirements, completeness with respect to relevant phenomena and components of
interest are not possible. Finally, the computational complexity and usefulness of the
machine-proposed variables and constraints, resulting from qualitative system identifi-
cation, may be prohibitive in practical applications. In large systems, certain variables
are naturally related because of the underlying laws of the domain theory or because
of the way the system has been engineered. Observations do not contain such informa-
tion and hence, all variables are potentially related with one another via any number of
intermediate variables.

B.2.3 Hybrid modellers

Being a compromise between inductive and deductive modellers, hybrid modellers use
both an initial model and consequent data.

B.2.3.1 Deductive modellers that validate with intended behaviour

These approaches construct models using deductive techniques, but validate each con-
structed model against a specification of the expected behaviour provided by the user.
For example, a minority of compositional modellers (e.g. [136]), though of a great
significance, use an expected behaviour description as part of their input. Validation
encompasses a comparison of the result of applying continuous simulation onto a can-
didate model, from one or more initial states, against the specification.

B.2.3.2 Deductive model construction and inductive validation

These methods deduce an intermediate model from a given scenario description but
validate the model by means of actual observations. The MM program [3], for ex-
ample, produces QDEs from geometric or component-connection model through bond
graphs. It uses a rule base to generate potential bond graphs that describe the presumed
mechanism of the system. The generated bond graph is then translated into a set of
QDEs. A variant of QSIM generates the model’s envisionment. If the resulting (qual-
itative) behaviour matches the given observations, the model is retained. Otherwise, a
number of model correction rules are attempted or another model is constructed. This
generate-and-test loop continues until a model is found that matches the observations.

B.2.3.3 Graph of Models

The graph of models (GoM) [1] is an early and influential approach to automated
modelling that selects a model from a graph relating alternative models in terms of their
underlying assumptions. The modelling task tackled by GoM consists of searching the
simplest model in the graph that sufficiently approximates observed behaviour.
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The vertices in a graph of models represent the alternative models and assumptions
that justify their use. These nodes are connected by directed edges that represent how
one model can be replaced by an alternative one. All edges are annotated by a set of
assumptions that must be added and a set of assumptions that must be retracted, when
substituting the model from which the edge originates by the model at which the edge
is directed.

The assumptions are grouped in so-called assumption classes. Each assumption
class represents a dimension along which alternative models can be classified and from
which a single assumption must be chosen. As such, the assumptions of an assump-
tion class are mutually exclusive and, for the sake of completeness, always include an
assumption that represents the irrelevance of the assumption class. This is similar to
certain approaches of compositional modelling.

In GoM, any chosen model may be deemed invalid because of various conflicts.
Internal conflicts arise when the parameter values predicted by the model are incon-
sistent with the constraints defined in the underlying assumptions of the model. For
example, an internal conflict occurs in a model that considers sin(θ) = θ under the
assumption that −1.9 < θ < 1.9 and that predicts θ = 2.4. Empirical conflicts are the
result of discrepancies between predicted and observed values beyond the allowed tol-
erance boundaries. Parameter change rules dictate the effect of assumption transitions
on the various parameter values in a model and these are used to find the assumption
transitions that rectify empirical conflicts.

Based on the conflicts detected in a model, a set potential transitions can be derived
that potentially reduce are alleviate one or more inconsistencies. Heuristics are pro-
posed in [1] to choose the model transition that is likely to resolve most conflicts, and
hence to focus the search. The task of model switching in a GoM based on discrepan-
cies between observed and predicted behaviour is formalised by work on approxima-
tion reformulations [182, 183].

B.2.3.4 Induction from a model space

This class of modellers take a data set, a set of specifications of candidate models and
methods to explicate the candidate models and evaluate them. In conventional system
identification systems, the data set is collected according to a purpose built experimen-
tal design [49]. The models in the candidates set are then fit to the collected observa-
tions and evaluated using standard statistical techniques [137]. A detailed overview of
the techniques involved in conventional system identification is presented in [107].

PRET [16] is an alternative approach based on the conventional system identifica-
tion problem setting, specialised in selecting ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
from a set of possibly conflicting hypotheses. However, it uses general ODE theory
and domain specific knowledge to identify and instantiate the hypotheses that match
the observations rather than statistical techniques.

Semi-QUantitative system IDentification (SQUID) [93] also falls into this category.
SQUID represents the space of models in multiple levels. At the structural level the
form of the differential equations is described. Such structural differential equations
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are initially given. The qualitative level breaks each model variable of the structural
level into an ordered set of landmarks and adds information on the nature of the func-
tions concerned. The semi-quantitative level adds further information by assigning
numeric boundaries to the landmarks and by specifying a pair of boundary functions
within which the actual ODE must lie. The approach taken by SQUID is to refine mod-
els through the different levels. A refinement operators specific to each level further
specify a (qualitative, semi-quantitative or ordinary, depending on the level in ques-
tion) differential equation and hence refute parts of the model space that do not match
the observations. Continuous simulators, again specific to each level, are used to pro-
duce the range of behaviours implied by a differential equation that must be matched
with the observations. For instance, at the qualitative level, QSIM is used to simulated
the model represented at the qualitative level.

B.3 Summary

This section has presented the different issues involved in modelling with respect to a
problem solving task. Model construction, or the transformation of one problem repre-
sentation into another representation more suitable for problem solving, has been iden-
tified as the sub-task of modelling solved by most automated modellers. An overview
was presented of important classes of algorithms and systems for automated model
construction. These automated modellers have been categorised with respect to two
important criteria: the representation formalisms used for input, intermediate compu-
tations and output and the deductive vs. inductive nature of the model construction
process. Figure B.2 illustrates this categorisation for a number of automated modellers
discussed in this section. The arrows represent the transformations between represen-
tation formalisms that are performed by the different automated modellers. The classes
of representation formalisms in this figure are the same as those of section B.1. The
columns indicate whether the automated modellers are deductive, inductive or hybrid.

Both criteria classify automated modellers with respect to certain properties of the
types of problems these modellers can solve. The possibilities of adapting a problem
specification such that it fits into another category are often limited. Therefore, any
comparison of automated modellers beyond the boundaries of a single category should
be put into this perspective. It is advisable that any application of automated modelling
be preceded by initially identifying the purpose of modelling, the available domain
knowledge, the nature of available data and the required output. Such an initial analysis
may be helpful in finding the appropriate automated modelling technique for a specific
problem and, more importantly, may prevent the developer from excessive costs by
choosing an unsuitable tool for the task at hand.

However, not all automated modellers fit only in a single category. Compositional
modelling, in particular, has been applied to a wide variety of problems. Although
the technology is predominantly knowledge-based, both purely deductive and hybrid
variants exist. As the next sections show, it has also been applied to transformations
between different types of representation formalisms. Consequently, compositional
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1 2 3 8

7

654

Deductive modellers that validate with intended behaviourI
II Deductive model construction with inductive completion
III Graph of Models
IV Induction from a model space

A

B

C
Transformation from representation formalism
A to B, and from B to C

Transformation from representation formalism
A to C, guided by information of type C

A

C

B

2  CM to generate causal explanations
3  Function-sharing program

1  QPC, and many other CMs

8  QSI, MISQ
7  PRET
6  Graph of Models
5  MM

4  typical hybrid CM

Deductive

Predicted behaviour

Qualitative equations

Conceptual graph

Geometric model

Equations/Prediction

Influences/Explanation

Component-connection

Observations

Hybrid Inductive

IIIIII IV

Figure B.2: Classification of some important automated modellers

modelling constitutes an important and broad class of automated modellers.
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(defEntity variable)

(defEntity stock
:subclass-of (variable)

)

(defEntity flow
:subclass-of (variable)

)

(defEntity parameter
:subclass-of (variable)

)

(defEntity pot-seasonal-parameter
:subclass-of (parameter)

)

(defEntity integer
:subclass-of (parameter)

)

(defEntity event-switch
:subclass-of (variable)

)

(defEntity object)

(defEntity vegetation-component
:subclass-of (object)

)

(defEntity vegetation-live-component
:subclass-of (vegetation-component)

)

(defEntity vegetation-dead-component
:subclass-of (vegetation-component)

)

(defEntity vegetation
:subclass-of (vegetation-live-component)

)

311
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(defproperty endogenous-1
:source-participants ((?m :type variable))
:structural-conditions ((== ?m *))
:property (endogenous ?m)

);defproperty

(defproperty endogenous-2
:source-participants ((?m :type variable))
:structural-conditions ((d/dt ?m *))
:property (endogenous ?m)

);defproperty

(defproperty exogenous
:source-participants ((?m :type variable))
:structural-conditions ((not (endogenous ?m)))
:property (exogenous ?m)

);defproperty

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If the lifeform of a vegetation is relevant, include a variable to represent
; this property.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment vegetation-lifeform
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation))

:assumptions
((relevant lifeform ?vegetation))

:target-participants
((?lifeform :type variable :name lifeform))

:postconditions
((lifeform-of ?lifeform ?vegetation))

)

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Model fragments for partioning a vegetation into components
; (The approach taken is one that can be generalised to all modelling problems
; that require a part-of hierarchy. The postconditions (e.g.
; (above-ground-vegetation ?above-ground-veg))indicating the function
; of the components could have been replaced by specialised types in a
; type taxonomy (e.g. an above-ground-vegetation is a vegetation-live-component).
;
; Here: a vegetation may consist of an above-ground and a below-ground
; partition. The above-ground partition may consist of greens and woods.
; The below-ground partition may consist of woody roots and relocatable
; resources.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment vegetation-is-part-of-itself
:source-participants
((?veg :type vegetation))

:postconditions
((part-of ?veg ?veg))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment vegetation->above-and-below-ground-partitions
:source-participants
((?veg :type vegetation))

:assumptions
((model ?veg ground-partitioning))

:target-participants
((?above-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component :name above-ground-vegetation)
(?below-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component :name below-ground-vegetation)

)
:postconditions
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((partitioning ?veg ?above-ground-veg ?below-ground-veg)
(above-ground-vegetation ?above-ground-veg)
(below-ground-vegetation ?below-ground-veg)
(part-of ?above-ground-veg ?veg)
(part-of ?below-ground-veg ?veg)
)

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment above-ground-vegetation->green-and-wood-partition
:source-participants
((?veg :type vegetation)
(?above-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component))

:structural-conditions
((above-ground-vegetation ?above-ground-veg)
(part-of ?above-ground-veg ?veg)
)

:assumptions
((model ?above-ground-veg green-wood-partitioned))

:target-participants
((?green :type vegetation-live-component :name green)
(?wood :type vegetation-live-component :name wood)
)

:postconditions
((partitioning ?above-ground-veg ?green ?wood)
(green ?green)
(wood ?wood)
(part-of ?green ?veg)
(part-of ?wood ?veg)
)

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment below-ground-vegetation->root-partitions
:source-participants
((?veg :type vegetation)
(?below-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component))

:structural-conditions
((below-ground-vegetation ?below-ground-veg)
(part-of ?below-ground-veg ?veg)
)

:assumptions
((model ?below-ground-veg wood-resource-partitioned))

:target-participants
((?relocatable-resources :type vegetation-live-component :name relocatable-resources)
(?woody-roots :type vegetation-live-component :name woody-roots)
)

:postconditions
((partitioning ?below-ground-veg ?relocatable-resources ?woody-roots)
(relocatable-resources ?relocatable-resources)
(woody-roots ?woody-roots)
(part-of ?relocatable-resources ?veg)
(part-of ?woody-roots ?veg)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If interested in the growth of a vegetation, and assuming that a component
; of that vegetation is not to be partitioned further (i.e. it is model
; aggregate), then a stock should be created for that component
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment growth-phenomenon

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?component :type vegetation-live-component)
)

:structural-conditions
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((part-of ?component ?vegetation))
:assumptions
((relevant growth ?vegetation)
(model ?component aggregated)

)
:target-participants
((?stock :type stock :name component-size))

:postconditions
((size-of ?stock ?component))

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; The sizes of the aggregation of two components equals the sum of the
; sizes of the components.
; (If I have some time, I would like to implement a wildcard option that could
; match zero, one or multiple arguments in a partition. That way,
; (partitioning $? ?child $?) ($? being the wildcard) would match every single
; child. Wildcards would enable the modelling of a partitioning into any
; number of components).
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment size-aggregation
:source-participants
((?parent :type vegetation-live-component)
(?child-1 :type vegetation-live-component)
(?child-2 :type vegetation-live-component)
(?size-1 :type variable)
(?size-2 :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((partitioning ?parent ?child-1 ?child-2)
(size-of ?size-1 ?child-1)
(size-of ?size-2 ?child-2)

)
:target-participants
((?parent-size :type variable :name aggregate-size))

:postconditions
((== ?parent-size (+ ?size-1 ?size-2))
(size-of ?parent-size ?parent)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If a vegetation is partitioned into two component vegetations, and a variable
; is available that represents the growth of the aggregate vegetation, a
; partitioning coefficient enables dividing the aggregate growth between the
; component vegetations.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment partitioning-growth
:source-participants
((?biomass :type vegetation-live-component)
(?growth :type variable)
(?sub-biomass-1 :type vegetation-live-component)
(?sub-biomass-2 :type vegetation-live-component)

)
:structural-conditions
((growth-of ?growth ?biomass)
(partitioning ?biomass ?sub-biomass-1 ?sub-biomass-2)

)
:target-participants
((?sub-growth-1 :type variable :name growth)
(?sub-growth-2 :type variable :name growth)
(?partitioning-coeff :type pot-seasonal-parameter :name part-coeff)

)
:postconditions
((partitioning-coeff ?partitioning-coeff
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?biomass ?sub-growth-1 ?sub-growth-2
)
(== ?sub-growth-1

(* ?growth (- 1 ?partitioning-coeff))
)
(== ?sub-growth-2

(* ?growth ?partitioning-coeff)
)
(growth-of ?sub-growth-1 ?sub-biomass-1)
(growth-of ?sub-growth-2 ?sub-biomass-2)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; The seasonal-proportional-mismatch approach is currently specific to the
; partitioning into above ground and below ground partitions (I need to consult
; an ecologist to check whether this can be extended to the other
; partitionings). The partitioning coefficient is computed based on the
; mismatch between a seasonally optimal proportional partitioning and the
; observed actual proportional partitioning.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment partitioning-coefficient-by-proportional-mismatch

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?above-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component)
(?below-ground-veg :type vegetation-live-component)
(?above-ground-biomass :type variable)
(?below-ground-biomass :type variable)
(?above-ground-growth :type variable)
(?below-ground-growth :type variable)
(?partitioning-coeff :type pot-seasonal-parameter)
)

:structural-conditions
((partitioning-coeff ?partitioning-coeff

?vegetation ?above-ground-growth ?below-ground-growth
)
(growth-of ?above-ground-growth ?above-ground-veg)
(above-ground-vegetation ?above-ground-veg)
(growth-of ?below-ground-growth ?below-ground-veg)
(below-ground-vegetation ?below-ground-veg)
(size-of ?above-ground-biomass ?above-ground-veg)
(size-of ?below-ground-biomass ?below-ground-veg)
)

:assumptions
((model ?partitioning-coeff proportional-mismatch))

:target-participants
((?actual-root-proportion :type variable :name actual-root-prop)
(?optimal-root-proportion :type pot-seasonal-parameter :name optimal-root-prop)
(?mismatch :type variable :name mismatch)
)

:postconditions
((== ?actual-root-proportion?

(/ ?below-ground-biomass (+ ?above-ground-biomass ?below-ground-biomass))
)
(optimal-root-proportion ?optimal-root-proportion)
(== ?mismatch

(if (> ?optimal-root-proportion 0)
(/ ?actual-root-proportion ?optimal-root-proportion)
infty

);if
)
(== ?partitioning-coeff

(if (>= ?mismatch 1)
(* ?optimal-root-proportion

(/ 1 ?mismatch)
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)
(+ ?optimal-root-proportion
(* (- 1 optimal-root-proportion)

(- 1 mismatch)
)

)
);if

)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Model fragment about the relocation flow from greens to relocatable resources.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment green-to-roots-relocation
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?relocatable-resources :type vegetation-live-component)
(?green-stock :type stock)
(?rr-stock :type stock)

)
:structural-conditions
((green ?green)
(part-of ?green ?vegetation)
(relocatable-resources ?relocatable-resources)
(part-of ?relocatable-resources ?vegetation)
(size-of ?green-stock ?green)
(size-of ?rr-stock ?relocatable-resources)

)
:assumptions
((relevant relocation ?green ?relocatable-resources))

:target-participants
((?green-roots-flow :type flow :name green-roots-flow))

:postconditions
((green-roots-flow ?green-roots-flow)
(flow ?green-roots-flow ?green-stock ?rr-stock)

)
);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment proportionate-green-to-roots-relocation
:source-participants
((?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?relocatable-resources :type vegetation-live-component)
(?green-stock :type stock)
(?rr-stock :type stock)
(?green-roots-flow :type flow)

)
:structural-conditions
((green-roots-flow ?green-roots-flow)
(flow ?green-roots-flow ?green-stock ?rr-stock)
(size-of ?green-stock ?green)
(green ?green)
(size-of ?rr-stock ?relocatable-resources)
(relocatable-resources ?relocatable-resources)

)
:assumptions
((model ?green-roots-flow proportionate-relocation))

:target-participants
((?relocation-proportion :type pot-seasonal-parameter :name relocation-prop))

:postconditions
((== ?green-roots-flow

(* ?relocation-proportion ?green-stock)
)
(relocation-proportion ?relocation-proportion)
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)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Model fragment about the relocation flow from relocatable resources to greens.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment root-to-green-relocation

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?relocatable-resources :type vegetation-live-component)
(?green-stock :type stock)
(?rr-stock :type stock)
)

:structural-conditions
((green ?green)
(relocatable-resources ?relocatable-resources)
(part-of ?green ?vegetation)
(part-of ?relocatable-resources ?vegetation)
(size-of ?green-stock ?green)
(size-of ?rr-stock ?relocatable-resources)
)

:assumptions
((relevant relocation ?relocatable-resources ?green))

:target-participants
((?roots-green-flow :type flow :name roots-green-flow))

:postconditions
((roots-green-flow ?roots-green-flow)
(flow ?roots-green-flow ?rr-stock ?green-stock)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Model fragment for a proportionate roots to green flow.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment proportionate-roots-green-flow

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?relocatable-resources :type vegetation-live-component)
(?woody-roots :type vegetation-live-component)
(?green-stock :type stock)
(?rr-stock :type stock)
(?wr-stock :type variable)
(?roots-green-flow :type flow)
)

:structural-conditions
((roots-green-flow ?roots-green-flow)
(flow ?roots-green-flow ?rr-stock ?green-stock)
(size-of ?green-stock ?green)
(green ?green)
(part-of ?green ?vegetation)
(size-of ?rr-stock ?relocatable-resources)
(relocatable-resources ?relocatable-resources)
(part-of ?relocatable-resources ?vegetation)
(part-of ?woody-roots ?vegetation)
(woody-roots ?woody-roots)
(size-of ?wr-stock ?woody-roots)
)

:assumptions
((model ?roots-green-flow proportionate-relocation))

:target-participants
((?relocation-proportion :type pot-seasonal-parameter :name relocation-prop)
(?green-roots-ratio :type pot-seasonal-parameter :name green-roots-ratio)
)
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:postconditions
((== ?roots-green-flow

(if (> ?relocation-proportion 0)
(* ?relocation-proportion ?rr-stock)
(if (and (= ?relocation-proportion 0)

(> ?green-stock 0)
(> ?rr-stock 0)
(< ?green-roots-ratio

(/ ?green-stock (+ ?rr-stock ?wr-stock))
)

)
(* 0.8 ?green-stock)

);if
);if

)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Model fragment that introduces the actual growth variable. Other model
; fragments may be triggered by this variable to construct an explanation for
; actual growth.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment introduce-growth-variable
:source-participants
((?veg :type vegetation))

:assumptions
((relevant growth ?veg))

:target-participants
((?actual-gr :type variable :name actual-gr))

:postconditions
((growth-of ?actual-gr ?veg))

);defModelFrament

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If a variable that describes the growth of a vegetation and a stock expressing
; the size of that vegetation exist, then a flow, equal to the growth and into
; the stock can be created.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment creation-flow
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)
(?growth :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((size-of ?stock ?vegetation)
(growth-of ?growth ?vegetation)

)
:target-participants
((?flow :type flow :name growth-flow))

:postconditions
((flow ?flow source ?stock)
(== ?flow ?growth)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If interested in how a vegetation dies, a mortality event switch is needed.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment mortality-switch
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation))

:assumptions
((relevant death ?vegetation))
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:purpose-required
((endogenous ?mortality-event)
(explanatory ?mortality-event)
)

:target-participants
((?mortality-event :type event-switch :name mortality))

:postconditions
((mortality-event-of ?mortality-event ?vegetation)
(== ?mortality-event (C-else 0))
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If the mortality event and the lifeform feature are included in a model with
; respect to a vegetation, then the annual death of certain species should be
; included as a cause of the mortality event.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment mortality-event-1

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?mortality-event :type event-switch)
(?lifeform :type variable)
(?season :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((mortality-event-of ?mortality-event ?vegetation)
(lifeform-of ?lifeform ?vegetation)
(season ?season)
)

:target-participants
((?death-season :type variable :name death-season))

:postconditions
((== ?mortality-event

(C-if (= ?season ?death-season)
1

);C-if
)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If there is a mortality event, and variables that represent total above
; ground biomass and total relocatable resources are available, then a
; mortality event must be added for the case where available relocatable
; resources are insufficient to sustain the amount of above ground biomass.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment mortality-event-2

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?mortality-event :type event-switch)
(?above-ground-vegetation :type vegetation-live-component)
(?relocatable-reserves :type vegetation-live-component)
(?above-ground-biomass :type variable)
(?rr-size :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((mortality-event-of ?mortality-event ?vegetation)
(above-ground-vegetation ?above-ground-vegetation)
(part-of ?above-ground-vegetation ?vegetation)
(size-of ?above-ground-biomass ?above-ground-vegetation)
(relocatable-resources ?relocatable-reserves)
(part-of ?relocatable-reserves ?vegetation)
(size-of ?rr-size ?relocatable-reserves)
)
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:target-participants
((?reserves-threshold :type pot-seasonal-parameter :name reserves-threshold))

:postconditions
((reserves-threshold ?reserves-threshold)
(== ?mortality-event

(C-if (and (> ?above-ground-biomass 0)
(< (/ ?relocatable-reserves ?above-ground-biomass)

?reserves-threshold
);<

);and
1

);C-if
)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If the mortality event and the cumulative growth are included in a model with
; respect to a vegetation, then not attaining the minimal required growth should
; be included as a cause of the mortality event.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment mortality-event-3
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?mortality-event :type event-switch)
(?cumulative-growth :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((mortality-event-of ?mortality-event ?vegetation)
(cumulative-growth-of ?cumulative-growth ?vegetation)

)
:target-participants
((?minimal-growth-requirement :type variable :name min-growth-req))

:postconditions
((== ?mortality-event

(C-if (< ?cumulative-growth ?minimal-growth-requirement) 1)
)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If the mortality event and the drought effect are included in a model with
; respect to a vegetation, then the drought effect should be included as a
; cause of the mortality event.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment mortality-event-4
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?mortality-event :type event-switch)
(?drought-effect :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((mortality-event-of ?mortality-event ?vegetation)
(drought-effect-of ?drought-effect ?vegetation)

)
:target-participants
((?dessication :type pot-seasonal-parameter :name dessication))

:postconditions
((dessication ?dessication-data)
(== ?mortality-event

(C-if (>= ?drought-effect ?dessication)
1

);C-if
)

)
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);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If the mortality event and death by fire are included in a model with
; respect to a vegetation, then the death by fire should be included as a
; cause of the mortality event.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment mortality-event-5

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?mortality-event :type event-switch)
(?fire-death :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((mortality-event-of ?mortality-event ?vegetation)
(fire-death-of ?fire-death ?vegetation)
)

:postconditions
((== ?mortality-event (C-if (= ?fire-death 1) 1)))

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Dying woody vegetation, if considered, can be modelled in two ways:
; - By a flow of disappearing live woody vegetation,
; - By a flow from live woody vegetation to dead wood.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment dying-wood

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?wood :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)
)

:structural-conditions
((wood ?wood)
(part-of ?wood ?vegetation)
(size-of ?stock ?wood)
)

:assumptions
((relevant death ?vegetation))

:target-participants
((?dead-wood :type vegetation-dead-component :name dead-wood))

:postconditions
((dead-incarnation-of ?dead-wood ?wood)
(part-of ?dead-wood ?vegetation)
)

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment dying-wood-without-storage
:source-participants
((?wood :type vegetation-live-component)
(?dead-wood :type vegetation-dead-component)
(?stock :type stock)
)

:structural-conditions
((dead-incarnation-of ?dead-wood ?wood)
(wood ?wood)
(size-of ?stock ?wood)
)

:assumptions
((model ?dead-wood as-removal))

:target-participants
((?flow :type flow :name dying-wood))

:postconditions
((death-of ?flow ?wood)
(flow ?flow ?stock sink)
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)
);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment dying-wood-with-storage
:source-participants
((?wood :type vegetation-live-component)
(?dead-wood :type vegetation-dead-component)
(?live-stock :type stock)

)
:structural-conditions
((dead-incarnation-of ?dead-wood ?wood)
(wood ?wood)
(size-of ?live-stock ?wood)

)
:assumptions
((model ?dead-wood as-new-incarnation))

:target-participants
((?flow :type flow :name dead-wood-in)
(?dead-stock :type stock :name dead-wood-size)

)
:postconditions
((death-of ?flow ?wood)
(growth-of ?flow ?dead-wood)
(flow ?flow ?live-stock ?dead-stock)
(size-of ?dead-stock ?dead-wood)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Dying green vegetation, i.e. littering, can be modelled in two ways:
; - By a flow of disappearing live green vegetation,
; - By a flow from live green vegetation to litter.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment littering
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)

)
:structural-conditions
((green ?green)
(part-of ?green ?vegetation)
(size-of ?stock ?green)

)
:assumptions
((relevant death ?vegetation))

:target-participants
((?litter :type vegetation-dead-component :name litter))

:postconditions
((dead-incarnation-of ?litter ?green)
(part-of ?litter ?vegetation)

)
);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment littering-without-storage
:source-participants
((?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?litter :type vegetation-dead-component)
(?stock :type stock)

)
:structural-conditions
((dead-incarnation-of ?litter ?green)
(green ?green)
(size-of ?stock ?green)

)
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:assumptions
((model ?litter as-removal))

:target-participants
((?flow :type flow :name littering))

:postconditions
((death-of ?flow ?green)
(flow ?flow ?stock sink)
)

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment littering-with-storage
:source-participants
((?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?litter :type vegetation-dead-component)
(?live-stock :type stock)
)

:structural-conditions
((dead-incarnation-of ?litter ?green)
(green ?green)
(size-of ?live-stock ?green)
)

:assumptions
((model ?litter as-new-incarnation))

:target-participants
((?flow :type flow :name littering)
(?dead-stock :type stock :name litter-size)
)

:postconditions
((death-of ?flow ?green)
(growth-of ?flow ?litter)
(flow ?flow ?live-stock ?dead-stock)
(size-of ?dead-stock ?litter)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Explain live-green death flow by seasonal effect. If alternative ways of
; modelling this are available, a model assumption must be added.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment include-seasonal-green-death

:source-participants
((?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)
(?flow :type flow)
(?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)
)

:structural-conditions
((green ?green)
(size-of ?stock ?green)
(death-of ?flow ?green)
(season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)
)

:target-participants
((?seasonal-effect :type (array (1 ?season-number) variable)))

:postconditions
((== ?flow

(C-if (> (?seasonal-effect ?season) 0)
(* (?seasonal-effect ?season) ?stock)
0
:priority 20

);C-if
)
)
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);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment include-seasonal-green-death
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)
(?flow :type flow)
(?frost-effect :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((frost-effect-of ?frost-effect ?vegetation)
(green ?green)
(part-of ?green ?vegetation)
(size-of ?stock ?green)
(death-of ?flow ?green)

)
:postconditions
((== ?flow

(C-if (> ?frost-effect 0)
(* (?seasonal-effect ?season) ?stock)
:priority 10

);C-if
)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If vegetation-death is relevant, and relocatable resources are modelled,
; add flow from the relocatable-resources stock.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment dying-woody-roots
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?roots :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)

)
:structural-conditions
((relocatable-resources ?roots)
(part-of ?roots ?vegetation)
(size-of ?stock ?roots)

)
:assumptions
((relevant death ?vegetation))

:target-participants
((?flow :type flow :name resources-out))

:postconditions
((death-of ?flow ?roots)
(flow ?flow ?stock sink)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Explain relocatable-resources death flow by seasonal effect. If alternative
; ways of modelling this are available, a model assumption must be added.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment include-seasonal-wood-death
:source-participants
((?roots :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)
(?flow :type flow)
(?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)

)
:structural-conditions
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((relocatable-resources ?roots)
(size-of ?stock ?roots)
(death-of ?flow ?roots)
(season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)
)

:target-participants
((?seasonal-effect :type (array (1 ?season-number) variable) :name param-table))

:postconditions
((== ?flow

(C-if (> (?seasonal-effect ?season) 0)
(* (?seasonal-effect ?season) ?stock)
0
:priority 10

);C-if
)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If vegetation-death is relevant, and woody-roots are modelled, add flow
; from the woody-roots stock.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment dying-woody-roots

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?roots :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)
)

:structural-conditions
((woody-roots ?roots)
(part-of ?roots ?vegetation)
(size-of ?stock ?roots)
)

:assumptions
((relevant death ?vegetation))

:target-participants
((?flow :type flow :name woody-roots-out))

:postconditions
((death-of ?flow ?roots)
(flow ?flow ?stock sink)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Explain woody-roots death flow by seasonal effect. If alternative ways of
; modelling this are available, a model assumption must be added.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment include-seasonal-wood-death

:source-participants
((?roots :type vegetation-live-component)
(?stock :type stock)
(?flow :type flow)
(?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)
)

:structural-conditions
((woody-roots ?roots)
(size-of ?stock ?roots)
(death-of ?flow ?roots)
(season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)
)

:target-participants
((?seasonal-effect :type (array (1 ?season-number) variable) :name param-table))
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:postconditions
((== ?flow

(C-if (> (?seasonal-effect ?season) 0)
(* (?seasonal-effect ?season) ?stock)
0
:priority 10

);C-if
)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Model fragment that introduces of cumulative growth of greens. I am assuming
; that this concept only applies to greens for the moment.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment cumulative-green-growth
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?green :type vegetation-live-component)
(?green-growth :type variable)
(?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)

)
:structural-conditions
((part-of ?green ?vegetation)
(growth-of ?green-growth ?green)
(green ?green)
(season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)

)
:assumptions
((relevant cumulative-growth ?vegetation))

:target-participants
((?cumulative-growth :type stock :name cumulative-growth)
(?seasonal-growth :type flow :name shoots-in)
(?annual-stock-disposal :type flow :name annual-disposal)

)
:postconditions
((cumulative-growth-of ?cumulative-growth ?vegetation)
(flow ?seasonal-growth source ?cumulative-growth)
(flow ?annual-stock-disposal ?cumulative-growth sink)
(== ?seasonal-growth ?green-growth)
(== ?annual-stock-disposal

(if (= ?season ?season-number) ?cumulative-growth)
)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Model fragment to create handle for death by fire
;
; IMPORTANT: If the fire phenomenon is added in more detail, it will be better
; to introduce the fire phenomenon upstream in the inference chain where the
; causes of fire are introduced. The variables and relations introduced by
; this model fragment then become logical consequences of the existence of other
; variables and relations related to fire.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment create-fire-effect
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation))

:assumptions
((relevant fire ?vegetation))

:target-participants
((?fire-death :type variable :name fire-death)
(?fire-effect :type variable :name fire-effect)
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(?fire-threshold :type variable :name fire-threshold)
)

:postconditions
((if (> ?fire-effect ?fire-threshold)

1
?fire-effect

);if
(fire-effect-of ?fire-effect ?vegetation)
(fire-death-of ?fire-death ?vegetation)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If the fire-death effect is modelled for some vegetation, then certain
; components of that vegetation are deemed burnable.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment green-is-burnable

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?fire-death :type variable)
(?green :type vegetation-live-component)
)

:structural-conditions
((fire-death-of ?fire-death ?vegetation)
(part-of ?green ?vegation)
(green ?green)
)

:postconditions
((burnable ?green))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment wood-is-burnable
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?fire-death :type variable)
(?wood :type vegetation-live-component)
)

:structural-conditions
((fire-death-of ?fire-death ?vegetation)
(part-of ?wood ?vegation)
(wood ?wood)
)

:postconditions
((burnable ?wood))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment dead-wood-is-burnable
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?fire-death :type variable)
(?live-inc :type vegetation-live-component)
(?dead-inc :type vegetation-dead-component)
)

:structural-conditions
((fire-death-of ?fire-death ?vegetation)
(part-of ?live-inc ?vegetation)
(dead-incarnation-of ?dead-inc ?live-inc)
)

:postconditions
((burnable ?dead-inc))

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If a component of a vegetation is burnable, a variable representing the
; fire-death effect for that vegetation is available and a stock representing
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; the size of the component-vegetation is avaible, then losses due to fire
; are modelled as follows:
; - A flow is added from the stock into a sink to represent the losses
; - Losses a proportional to the stock size. The proportion lost is expressed
; by ?proportional-losses
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment fire-losses
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?component :type vegetation-component)
(?stock :type stock)
(?fire-death :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((part-of ?component ?vegetation)
(size-of ?stock ?component)
(burnable ?component)
(fire-death-of ?fire-death ?vegetation)

)
:target-participants
((?fire-loss-flow :type flow :name fire-losses)
(?logistic-Xo-data :type variable :name log-X0-data)
(?logistic-b-data :type variable :name log-b-data)
(?proportional-losses :type variable :name prop-fire-losses)

)
:postconditions
((flow ?fire-loss-flow ?stock sink)
(== ?fire-loss-flow (* ?stock ?proportional-losses))
(== ?proportional-losses

(ˆ (/ 1 (+ 1 (/ ?fire-death ?logistic-Xo-data)))
?logistic-b-data

)
)

)
);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Modelling actual-growth when it is considered dependent on the season (i.e.
; growth does not necessarily occurs in every season) and on the environment
; (i.e. other variables that set the environment in the model must be taken into
; account).
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment season-and-environment-dependent-actual-GR
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?actual-gr :type variable)
(?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)

)
:structural-conditions
((growth-of ?actual-gr ?vegetation)
(season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)

)
:assumptions
((model ?actual-gr season-and-environment-dependent-growth))

:target-participants
((?gr-season-table :type (array (1 ?season-number) variable) :name gr-season-table)
(?gr-season :type variable :name gr-season)
(?quantum-effect-table :type (array (1 ?season-number) variable) :name quantum-effect-table)
(?max-quantum-effect :type variable :name max-quantum-effect)
(?species-APAR :type variable :name species-APAR)
(?growth-environment :type variable :name growth-env)

)
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:postconditions
((max-quantum-effect-of ?max-quantum-effect ?vegetation)
(species-APAR-of ?species-APAR ?vegetation)
(growth-environment-of ?growth-environment ?vegetation)
(== ?gr-season (?gr-season-table ?season))
(== ?max-quantum-effect (?quantum-effect-table ?season))
(== ?actual-gr

(if (and (= ?gr-season 1)
(= ?growth-environment 1)

);and
(* ?max-quantum-effect ?species-APAR (- 1 ?growth-environment))

)
)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If a growth environment and a specific above ground vegetation distinction are
; part of the model, then the proportion of above ground biomass of a
; sustainable maximum is added to the growth environment.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment fbiomass-effect-on-growth

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?above-ground-vegetation :type vegetation-live-component)
(?above-ground-biomass :type variable)
(?growth-environment :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((above-ground-vegetation ?above-ground-vegetation)
(part-of ?above-ground-vegetation ?vegetation)
(size-of ?above-ground-biomass ?above-ground-vegetation)
(growth-environment-of ?growth-environment ?vegetation)
)

:target-participants
((?fbiomass :type variable :name fbiomass)
(?max-biomass :type variable :name max-biomass)
)

:postconditions
((== ?growth-environment (C+ (- 1 ?fbiomass)))
(== ?fbiomass

(if (< ?above-ground-biomass ?max-biomass)
(/ ?above-ground-biomass ?max-biomass)
0 ;shouldn’t this be 1???

);if
);==
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If a growth environment and water storage are part of the model, then a check
; whether the available water is within given limits must be added to the growth
; environment
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment moisture-effect-on-growth

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?growth-environment :type variable)
(?water-supply :type variable)
(?water-storage :type water-storage)
)

:structural-conditions
((growth-environment-of ?growth-environment ?vegetation)
(size-of ?water-supply ?water-storage)
)
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:target-participants
((?gr-moist-min :type variable :name gr-moist-min)
(?gr-moist-max :type variable :name gr-moist-max)
(?gr-moisture :type variable :name gr-moisture)

)
:postconditions
((== ?growth-environment (C+ ?gr-moisture))
(== ?gr-moisture

(cond
((< ?water-supply ?gr-moist-min) 0)
((> ?water-supply ?gr-moist-max) 1)
(t (/ (- ?water-supply ?gr-moist-min)

(- ?gr-moist-max ?gr-moist-min)
);

)
);cond

)
)

)

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If a growth environment and mean input temperature are part of the model, then
; the suitability of the environment must be modelled with respect to four given
; temperatures: two boundaries for the optimal temperature range and two
; boundaries for the required temperature range.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment temperature-effect-on-growth
:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?growth-environment :type variable)
(?temperature :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((growth-environment-of ?growth-environment ?vegetation)
(mean-input-temperature ?temperature)

)
:target-participants
((?gr-temp-1 :type variable :name gr-temp-min)
(?gr-temp-2 :type variable :name gr-temp-lo-mid)
(?gr-temp-3 :type variable :name gr-temp-hi-mid)
(?gr-temp-4 :type variable :name gr-temp-max)
(?gr-temp :type variable :name gr-temp)

)
:postconditions
((== ?growth-environment (C+ ?gr-temp))
(== ?gr-temp

(cond
((< ?temperature ?gr-temp-1) 0)
((and (> ?gr-temp ?gr-temp-1)

(< ?gr-temp ?gr-temp-2)
);and
(/ (- ?temperature ?gr-temp-1)

(- ?gr-temp-2 ?gr-temp-1)
)

)
((and (> ?gr-temp ?gr-temp-2)

(< ?temperature ?gr-temp-3)
);and
1

)
((and (> ?temperature ?gr-temp-3)

(< ?temperature ?gr-temp-4)
);and
(/ (- ?gr-temp-4 ?temperature)

(- ?gr-temp-4 ?gr-temp-3)
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)
)
((> ?temperature ?gr-temp-4) 0)

);cond
)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If there is a water storage in the model, then the drought effect must be
; modelled.
;
; It is assumed herein that only one model of drought is available. Should
; additional drought-effect models be added, then a seperate model fragment
; that creates the drought-effect variable is necessary and one model fragment
; per drought-effect model should then be added.
;
; Note: copied from ModMed n-species model n-spp2.sml and may still contain an
; error.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment drought-effect

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?water-storage :type water-storage)
(?water-supply :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((size-of ?water-supply ?water-storage))

:target-participants
((?drought-effect :type variable :name drought-effect)
(?drought-min :type variable :name drought-min)
(?drought-max :type variable :name drought-max)
)

:postconditions
((drought-effect-of ?drought-effect ?vegetation)
(== ?drought-effect

(if (< ?water-supply ?drought-min)
0
(if (> ?water-supply ?drought-max)

1
(/ (- ?water-supply ?drought-min)

(- ?drought-max ?drought-min)
)

);if
);if

)
)

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; If there is a minimum-input-temperature in the model, then the frost effect
; must be modelled.
;
; It is assumed herein that only one model of frost is available. Should
; additional frost-effect models be added, then a seperate model fragment
; that creates the frost-effect variable is necessary and one model fragment
; per frost-effect model should then be added.
;
; Note: corrected potential error in ModMed n-species model n-spp2.sml.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment frost-effect

:source-participants
((?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?minimum-input-temperature :type variable)
)
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:structural-conditions
((minimum-input-temperature ?minimum-input-temperature))

:target-participants
((?frost-effect :type variable :name frost-effect)
(?frost-min :type variable :name frost-min)
(?frost-max :type variable :name frost-max)

)
:postconditions
((frost-effect-of ?frost-effect ?vegetation)
(== ?frost-effect

(if (> ?minimum-input-temperature ?frost-min)
0
(if (< ?minimum-input-temperature ?frost-max)
1
(/ (- ?minimum-input-temperature ?frost-max)

(- ?frost-min ?frost-max)
)

);if
);if

)
)

);defModelFragment

;===============================================================================
; Model features external to the species model
;===============================================================================

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Landscape variables:
; - mean temperature
; - minimal temperature (to establish whether frost has occurred)
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment mean-temperature
:assumptions
((relevant mean-input-temperature))

:target-participants
((?temperature :type variable :name mean-input-temperature))

:postconditions
((mean-input-temperature ?temperature))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment min-temperature
:assumptions
((relevant minimal-input-temperature))

:target-participants
((?temperature :type variable :name min-input-temperature))

:postconditions
((minimal-input-temperature ?temperature))

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Season model
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment seasons
:assumptions
((relevant seasons))

:target-participants
((?season :type variable :name season)
(?season-number :type integer :name season-number)

)
:postconditions
((season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)

)
);defModelFragment
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(defModelFragment temperate
:source-participants
((?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)
)

:structural-conditions
((season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)
)

:assumptions
((model ?season temperate-model))

:postconditions
((== ?season-number 4))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment tropical
:source-participants
((?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)
)

:structural-conditions
((season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)
)

:assumptions
((model ?season tropical-model))

:postconditions
((== ?season-number 2))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment monthly
:source-participants
((?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)
)

:structural-conditions
((season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)
)

:assumptions
((model ?season monthly-model))

:postconditions
((== ?season-number 12))

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Modelling potentially seasonal parameters as seasonally changing parameters
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment seasonally-changing-parameters

:source-participants
((?parameter :type pot-seasonal-parameter)
(?season :type variable)
(?season-number :type integer)
)

:structural-conditions
((season ?season)
(season-number ?season-number)
)

:assumptions
((model ?parameter seasonal-table))

:target-participants
((?data-table :type (array (1 ?season-number) variable) :name table))

:postconditions
((== ?parameter (?data-table ?season)))
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);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Modelling potentially seasonal parameters as constants (not seasonally
; changing). This could be useful if no seasonal data could be gathered.
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment constant-seasonal-parameters
:source-participants
((?parameter :type pot-seasonal-parameter))

:assumptions
((model ?parameter constant))

:target-participants
((?constant :type variable :name constant))

:postconditions
((== ?parameter ?constant))

);defModelFragment

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Water storage model
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(defModelFragment water-storage
:assumptions
((relevant water-storage))

:target-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage :name water-storage))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment simplest-water-storage-model
:source-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage))

:assumptions
((model ?water-storage single-variable))

:target-participants
((?water-supply :type variable :name available-water))

:postconditions
((size-of ?water-supply ?water-storage))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment default-water-storage
:source-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage))

:assumptions
((model ?water-storage stock-flow-system))

:target-participants
((?water-supply :type stock :name available-water)
(?water-inputs :type flow :name water-inputs)
(?drainage :type flow :name drainage)

)
:purpose-required
((endogenous ?water-inputs))

:postconditions
((size-of ?water-supply ?water-storage)
(flow ?water-inputs source ?water-supply)
(input-flows-of ?water-inputs ?water-storage)
(flow ?drainage ?water-supply sink)
(drainage-of ?drainage ?water-storage)

)
);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment rain
:source-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage)
(?water-inputs :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
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((input-flows-of ?water-inputs ?water-storage))
:assumptions
((relevant rain))

:target-participants
((?rain :type parameter :name rain))

:postconditions
((== ?water-inputs (C+ ?rain))
(rain-flow ?rain)
)

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment overland-flow
:source-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage)
(?water-inputs :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((input-flows-of ?water-inputs ?water-storage))

:assumptions
((relevant overland-water-flow))

:target-participants
((?overland-flow :type parameter :name overland-flow))

:postconditions
((== ?water-inputs (C+ ?overland-flow))
(overland-water-flow ?overland-flow)
)

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment underground-flow
:source-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage)
(?water-inputs :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((input-flows-of ?water-inputs ?water-storage))

:assumptions
((relevant underground-water-flow))

:target-participants
((?underground-flow :type parameter :name underground-flow))

:postconditions
((== ?water-inputs (C+ ?underground-flow))
(underground-water-flow ?underground-flow)
)

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment proportional-drainage
:source-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage)
(?water-supply :type variable)
(?drainage :type variable)
)

:structural-conditions
((drainage-of ?drainage ?water-storage)
(size-of ?water-supply ?water-storage)
)

:assumptions
((model ?drainage proportional))

:target-participants
((?drainage-coeff :type parameter :name drainage-coeff))

:postconditions
((== ?drainage (* ?drainage-coeff ?water-supply)))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment evapo-transpiration
:source-participants
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((?water-storage :type water-storage)
(?water-supply :type stock)

)
:structural-conditions
((size-of ?water-supply ?water-storage))

:assumptions
((relevant evapo-transpiration ?water-storage))

:target-participants
((?evapo-transpiration :type flow :name evapo-transpiration))

:postconditions
((flow ?evapo-transpiration ?water-supply sink)
(evapo-transpiration-of ?evapo-transpiration ?water-storage)

)
:purpose-required
((endogenous ?evapo-transpiration))

);defModelFragment

(defModelFragment proportional-transpiration
:source-participants
((?water-storage :type water-storage)
(?evapo-transpiration :type variable)
(?vegetation :type vegetation)
(?green :type vegetation-component)
(?green-biomass :type variable)
(?mean-input-temperature :type variable)

)
:structural-conditions
((evapo-transpiration-of ?evapo-transpiration ?water-storage)
(mean-input-temperature ?mean-input-temperature)
(green ?green)
(part-of ?green ?vegetation)
(size-of ?green-biomass ?green)

)
:assumptions
((model ?evapo-transpiration temp-green-proportional))

:target-participants
((?evapo-coeff :type parameter :name evapo-coeff))

:postconditions
((== ?evapo-transpiration (C+ (* ?evapo-coeff ?green-biomass ?mean-input-temperature))))

);defModelFragment
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